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onde12oek in 
Afstuderen in een Derde Wereldland behoort bij de studie

richting ITOK (Internationale Technologische Ontwikkelings

kunde) tot de mogelijkheden. Marcel Radstakeen Hans de 

Klerk werden in opdracht van het Zending en Wereld 

Diaconaat (ZWO) uitgezonden naar Zaïre -tegenwoordig 

weer Congo geheten - om daar onderzoek te doen naar de 

status van het telecommunicatienetwerk. 

Daarnaast brachten ze zelf apparatuur mee om een hoog

frequent radionetwerk te installeren in en rond Goma. Goma 

grenst aan Rwanda. De studenten verbleven daar de eerste 

vijf maanden van 1996, ten tijde van de enorme vluchte

lingenstromen vanuit Rwanda en Burundi. Radstake vertelt 

over hun belevenissen ter plekke en hoe ze daar terecht geko

men zijn. Daarmee zijn we aanbeland bij het vierde verhaal 

over afstuderen in het buitenland. 

l~:r 
uitjes 

Radstake en De Klerk studeer
den telecommunicatie bij het 
ITOK. Zij wilden niet, zoals de 
meesten, naar het CICA-huis in 
Tanzania. Dat leek hen te gemak
kelijk. Bovendien zouden ze dan 
te weinig in aanraking komen met 
de bevolking. Ze reageerden dan 
ook positief op het voorstel van Leo 
Robben, afstudeercoördinator van 
het ITOK, om voor het ZWD naar 
Zaïre te gaan. De opdracht kwam 
mei 1995 binnen. In die tijd was 
de situatie in Rwanda al erg onrus
tig. In juli kregen de studenten 
een briefvan het ZWD dat het 
project uitgesteld diende te wor
den wegens instabiliteit in het 
grensgebied van Zaïre en Rwanda. 
Enkele weken later kon het weer 
wel doorgaan. Ondertussen schre-

MofCel Rodstoke 
(rechts} bij een 
lfhoolklosje en de 
onderwijzers in Gomo. 
foto: extern 

ven Radstake en De Klerk hun 
onderzoeksvoorstel en zochten uit 
wat voor soort zenders ze wilden 
gaan installeren. Uiteindelijk 
bleek groothandel Radio Holland 
de gewenste apparatuur te kunnen 
leveren. 
Aangezien ze in Goma zelfstandig 
de installatie moesten opzetten, 
leek het een goed plan eerst in 
Nederland te oefenen. Echter, de 
apparatuur lag in een douaneloods 
op Schiphol. Om het naar Eind
hoven te halen zou het ingevoerd 
moeten worden en dat leverde 
natuurlijk problemen op. Na de 
nodige papieren rompslomp kre
gen ze het toch voor elkaar om een 
pakket in Eindhoven te krijgen. Zo 
kwam het dat ze eind 1995 in de 
kou en sneeuw stonden te werken. 

Voorbereidingen 
De officiële voertalen in Zaïre zijn 
Frans en Swahili. 'Ik heb een 
kleine drie maanden twee uur per 
week privéles gevolgd omdat ik 
geen woord Frans sprak', verteldt 
Radstake. Denk je aan Mrika, dan 
denk je aan de meest uiteenlo-

pende ziekten. Van het Ebola-virus 
tot HIV, van gele koorts tot difte
rie, van slangenbeten tot malaria, 
et cetera. In Nederland kregen ze 
alle benodigde spuiten en schaften 
ze hun eigen voorraad medicijnen 
aan. Ook injectienaalden en een 
voorraadje Larian-tabletten tegen 
malaria. 
Een extra allesdekkende verzeke
ring kostte 360 gulden voor een 
half jaar. 'Het was wel even slik
ken toen we onze visa bij de am
bassade in Den Haag gingen opha
len: die kostten elk maar liefst 110 
gulden per maand', zegt Radstake. 
Medio januari 1996 vlogen ze via 
Nairobi, de hoofdstad van Kenia, 
naar Goma. Een Amerikaanse 
organisatie die missionarissen 
vervoerde, verzorgde het tweede 
deel van de reis. Het ZWD had hen 
speciaal hiervoor de status van 
missionaris toegekend. 'Het kleine 
MAF-vliegtuigje (Mission Aviation 
Fellowship) vloog op circa drie 
kilometer hoogte, waardoor we het 
landschap goed konden zien", zegt 
Radstake, wijzend op enkele 
prachtige foto's. 

Bureau Buitenland en ZWD deel
den de kosten van de tickets (1800 
gulden per persoon). Het WSO
fonds (Wetenschappelijke Studen
ten naar Ontwikkelingslanden) 
keerde nog eens drieduizend gul
den uit aan de twee studenten. Het 
ZWD verzorgde daarnaast de ac
commodatie voor de eerste drie 
maanden. 'We kregen een kamer 
in een hotel-restaurant, waar we 
ook onze maaltijden gebruikten. 
We hoefden maar aan te schuiven. 
Deze luxe situatie had tot gevolg 
dat we kilo's aankwamen'. bekent 
Radstake. 'Verder was het heerlijk 
om hier te wonen en te werken. 
Door de hoogte, circa 1500 meter 
boven zeeniveau, hadden we nau
welijks last van muggen en ander 
ongedierte. Bovendien was het ook 
niet zo verschrikkelijk heet. De 
tweede helft van ons verblijf 
woonden we in een oude bunga
low uit de koloniale tijd. We 
moesten nu ons eigen kostje bij
een scharrelen op de lokale 
markt. De voedselprijzen waren 
als gevolg van de vluchtelingen
stromen gestegen tot westerse 

MofCel Rodstoke (op de 
achtergrond} en Hans de 
Klerk bezig met het opzei· 
ten van radioinstollotie. 
Foto: extern 

hoogte. vergelijkbaar met die in 
Nederland.' 

Corruptie 
Douanebeambten en militairen ir 
veel Mrikaanse landen vinden he 
de gewoonste zaak van de wereld 
om wat smeergeld te vangen. 'Bij 
het overhandigen van je paspoort 
legden de douaniërs hun geopend 
hand met de palm naar boven op 
tafel. Daar moesten wat Ameri
kaanse dollars in verdwijnen. Als 
je doet alsof je neus bloedt. kun i• 
rekenen op enorme vertragingen 
en keren ze je bagage binnenste
buiten", legt Radstake uit. 'In eer
ste instantie waren we erg onwen· 
nig, maar na een paar keer 
begrepen we dat we best wat graF 
pen konden maken en onderhan
delen over hoeveel geld we zoude 
toesteken.' Zo moesten ze een kef 
naar Kinshasa, de hoofdstad van 
Zaïre. met een zender. Na een 
binnenlandse vlucht van oost naa 
west (zo'n 1600 kilometer) stuitter 
ze weer op problemen. De stu
denten werden beschuldigd van 
ongeoorloofde invoer. Een stel 
militairen nam de dozen met 
àpparatuur in beslag. Weer moes1 
er flink geschoven worden met 
dollars eer ze in de taxi mochten 
stappen waar de militairen alles 
hadden ingeladen. De taxichauf
feur probeerde hen ook nog eens 
afte zetten door vijftig dollar te 
vragen voor een ritje van twintig 
kilometer. Vermoeiend! 
Alhoewel Kinshasa vrij westers 
aandeed en veilig leek, raadde 
men hen af om 's avonds over 
straat te gaan. Dat lesje hadden zt 
al eerder geleerd in Goma. Gedu
rende de eerste maand wilden ze 
nog wel eens een pilsje gaan drin· 
ken in een lokale kroeg. Dat liep 
echter een keer uit op een dubbel 
beroving. 'We waren de kroeg 
nauwelijks uit of iemand hieldor 
tegen', vertelt Radstake. 'Met de 
slagpin van een handgranaat tus
sen zijn tanden geklemd eiste hij 
ons geld. Wij gaven hem onze 
portemonnees die hij leeghaalde. 

Zieverder op pagina 12 
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Twee minuten later hield een 
militair hen staande en vroeg ook 
om de portemonnees. Die gaven de 
studenten wederom gedwee af, 
waarna hij er direct vandoor ging. 
Nog was het daarmee niet afgelo
pen voor de studenten. Weer wer
den ze benaderd door een man die 
zich voorstelde als een agent van 
de veiligheidsdienst. Hij beweerde 
alles gezien te hebben en zou de 
zaak onderzoeken. Achteraf bleek 
het allemaal een complot te zijn. 
Ze wilden blijkbaar verhinderen 
dat de blanke mannen direct naar 
de politie zouden stappen om 
aangifte te doen. Door al dit 
gehannes konden ze echter geen 
bewijs van aangifte aan de verze
kering overleggen. Die bleek erg 
coulant en vergoedde de geschatte 
schade. 

Nekschot 
Dit soort verhalen hebben ze gedu
rende het verblijf maar niet door
gegeven aan het thuisfront. Dat 
ging ook niet eens, want even naar 
Nederland bellen zat er niet in. 
Brieven gaven ze mee aan 
medewerkers van het Rode Kruis 
of Artsen Zonder Grenzen. De 
organisaties zetelden in Goma 
vanwege de nabijgelegen 
vluchtelingenkampen. Nieuws 
van de buitenwereld bereikte hen 
slechts via de hulporganisaties. 
Geweervuur behoorde tot hetstan
daard achtergrondgeluid. 'Elke 
nacht leek het alsof er voor kapita
len vuurwerk werd afgestoken. Op 
den duurwen je daarook aan', 
beweert Radstake. 'We hebben 
wel eens dagenlang opgesloten 
gezeten in het huis omdat geflipte 

militairen na zware confrontaties 
met de rebellen aan het plunde
ren sloegen in de stad. De regering 
betaalt namelijk zelden soldij. 
Goma telde zo'n tweehonderd
duizend bewoners, maar dan wel 
op een oppervlak vergelijkbaar 
met het centrum van Eindhoven. 
Dus het kwam soms angstvallig 
dichtbij.' 
Eenmaal kwamen ze in een kri
tieke situatie terecht bij terugkeer 
uit een dorpje zuidelijk van 
Goma. Een groep militairen hield 
hen staande en beval hen naar een 
plek tien kilometer terug te bren
gen. Aangezien ze in een piek-up 
reden kon dat makkelijk. Veel 
keus hadden ze trouwens niet. 
Radstake: 'Een uurtje later kwa
men we weer langs dezelfde plek. 
Nu hield een groepje rebellen ons 
tegen. Zij hadden gezien dat we de 
militairen vervoerden en beschul
digden ons van heulen met de 
vijand. Onze Zaïrese bewaker zat 
achter het stuur en had de deuren 
al op slot gedaan. Eén van de gewa
pende rebellen begon aan de deur 
te trekken en te schreeuwen dat 
we eruit moesten komen. Wij 
verstonden er niets van. maar 
begrepen dat het niet goed zat. De 
wit weggetrokken chauffeur ver
telde later dat de rebellen ons 
alleen maar hadden laten gaan 
omdat we in een wagen van het 
ZWO reden. Anders waren we 
waarschijnlijk langs de kant van 
de weg met een nekschot geëin
digd', verteldt Radstake kalmpjes. 

Dankbaarheid 
Radstake wil in de toekomst toch 
weer graag terug. Het werken met 
de lokale bevolking was erg leuk. 
Vriendelijke dorpsbewoners no-

digden hen vaak uit om de maal
tijd te delen. Het vruchtbare land 
leverde voldoende voedsel, dus 
honger leed niemand. 
juist in de kleine dorpjes zagen ze 
echt resultaat van hun werk. Ze 
brachten vooruitgang en het hele 
dorp keek toe terwijl ze de instal
latie bouwden. De Jatere marco
nist betrokken ze intensiefbij de 

bouw. Ze moesten hem ook oplei
den en leren eenvoudige repara
ties zelf te verrichten. 
Leuke bijkomstigheid was bijvoor
beeld dat sommige mensen uit het 
primitieve dorpje 's avonds kwa
men lezen bij het lampje dat be
hoorde bij de zonnepanelen die de 
stroomvoorziening van de installa
tie verzorgde. Een regelrechte 

luxe, daar stromend water en 
elektriciteit niet aanwezig waren. 
'je ziet direct de vruchten van je 
werk en de dankbaarheid van de 
bevolking vergoedt alle proble
men', vult Radstake aan. 

• 



Preface 

Preface 

This thesis contains the results of my Master of Science study at the faculty Technology Management, 
with special qualification Technology and Development Studies (TDS), at the Eindhoven University of 

Technology (EUT). The aim of this thesis is to describe (the realisation of) a strategy for the development of 
telecommunication in North Kivu (Zaïre'). 

In May 1995, Hans de Klerk and I came via Mr. Robben, research co-ordinator of TDS, into contact with 
Mr. Molendijk, a volunteer of Zending and Wereld Diakonaat (ZWD). ZWD, an ecclesiastical organisation 
that is engaged in several development projects in Third World countries, wanted to get in touch with us 
because they needed two telecommunication specialists for the set up of a HF radio network in Zaïre. 
However, from the university's point of view it was insufficient to perform only a technica! job and 
therefore a scientific assignment had to be added. We started with the formulation of a research proposal 
that in July 1995, after the university's approval, was sent to ZWD. The scientific assignment consistedof a 
case study in order todetermine the state of and need for telecommunication in Kivu. In September 1995, 
ZWD reported that they agreed with the research proposal through which the starting shot was given. 
Mr. Molendijk had already examined the technica! possibilities with respect to HF radio transmitter
receivers by which it was relatively easy to chose 'appropriate' equipment for Zaïre. Since some radios had 
to be installed in areas without a public electricity network it was also necessary to purebase solar systems. 
At the end of November 1995, the ordered equipment was presentso that checking and testing could begin. 
Finally, on 15 January 1996 we went to Zaïre in order to perform the technica! and scientific assignment. 
We started with the installation of the radio transmitter-receivers and the accompanying solar systems. At 
the beginning of March 1996 we finished the installation of the last radio transmitter-receiver, and about one 
month later I completed writing a simplified French operation manual. 
During writing the manual, my fellow student Hans de Klerk had already begun writing inquiries for the 
research. At the end of April 1996 we tested the inquiries and after some corrections our research started in 
the early days of May 1996. Because of the influx of hundred of thousands Hutu refugees from Rwanda and 
Burundi and due to some ethnic conflicts in the west of Kivu it was not possible to do research in the total 
area of Kivu. Therefore, already in March 1996 we decided to restriet the research area to the region North 
Kivu. However, in May 1996 we were forced to reduce again the research area by ethnic conflicts in the 
central and northern part of North Kivu. Because of this curtailment only Goma, our place of residence, was 
leftover as research area. Ultimately, on the first of June 1996 the civil war extended to Goma by which we 
completely blew of the research and 'fled' to Nairobi. 
After returning to the Netherlands, we decided to perform a supplementary literature study since the 
research did not bring sufficient data. Hans de Kierk's literature study deals with the technica! aspects of 
telecommunication2 and mine is concerned with telecommunication policies. To be more precisely, the given 
strategy is based on experiences of the East Asian Newly Industrialised Countries (NICs), that is Hong 
Kong, South Korea, Singapore and Taiwan. 

Finally, I would like to thank the people whohave been very helpful to me during fieldwork in Zaire. First 
of all Mr. Tawitemwira, former director of the department Diaconie et Développement of the Communauté 
Baptiste au Kivu (CBK) and all people of CBK, in particular Mr. Kambale. Besides, a word of thanks goes 
out to ZWD who gave me the opportunity to graduate in Zaïre, all the employees of the 'antenna park' of the 
EUT, especially Mr. Wijdemans who helped with checking and testing the equipment, Wilma who corrected 
this thesis and last butnotleast my parents who supported me through good and bad times. 

ing. Marcel Radstake 
Eindhoven, February 1998 

1 In May 1997, Zaire's name changed into the Demoeratic Republic of Congo. However, in this thesis Zaire is still used because this was the 
country's name at the time I started writing. 

2 For more details see: H. de Klerk, Telecommunication development in developing regions; with special attention to an adequate 
telecommunication network planfor North Kivu (Zaire); EUT, Eindhoven 1997. 



Bxecutive Summary 

Executive Summary 

Awell functioning telecommunication network benefits in various institutions of the society. For 
example it improves access to market information, reduces travelling, increases transport efficiency, 

increases management and induces decentralisation of industry. Besides, telecommunication has social 
benefits and benefits for education, health care and tourism. 

North Kivu (a region in the eastem part of Zaire), is one of the many regions in the world that has a very 
underdeveloped telecommunication sector. Namely, the number of telephone rnain lines per 100 inhabitants 
amounts to 0.003 (that means 3 telephone main lines per 100,000 inhabitants). Furthermore, all these 
telephone main lines are located in the two largesturban eentres ofNorth Kivu (Goma and Butembo). 
In order to improve the telecommunication sector of North Kivu, and to make a contri bution to insights and 
solutions conceming telecommunication in a development context, the aim of this study is to recommend an 
adequate strategy for the development of telecommunication in North Kivu. 

However, before one can formulate an adequate strategy, it is necessary to have knowledge of the 
constraints with respect to the development of telecommunication in developing countries. At first one 
might think that the level of economie development is a very important variabie with respect to the 
development of the telecommunication sector, but from literature appears that despite the high correlation 
between economie development (GNP per capita) and investment in telecommunication (number of 
telephone sets per 100 inhabitants) there is no consensus among scientists whether (i) investment in 
telecommunication leads to economie development, (ii) economie development causes investment in 
telecommunication, or (iii) there exists interaction between investment in telecommunication and economie 
development. 
Other constraints mentioned in literature are: 
• large country 
• many rural areas 
• low national consensus on the role of telecommunication 
• lack of other infrastructure (transport and electricity) 
• few foreign currency 
• bad investment elimate 
• small secondary and tertiary sector 
• low manufacturing-base of electronics 
• low wages 
• few extemal trade 
• restrictions on the import of telecommunication equipment 
• low quality of Iabour force 

To be sure that the above mentioned factors are constraining for the development of telecommunication, 
they will be 'tested' for North Kivu (Zaire) and the Bast Asian Newly lndustrialised Countries (NICs). The 
Bast Asian NICs (HongKong, Singapore, South Korea and Taiwan) are chosen because they discriminate 
considerably from North Kivu (Zaire). Namely, since the early 1960s the Bast Asian NICs have been very 
successful in development (of telecommunication), while North Kivu (Zaire) shows even a decline. 

4.1 
0.4 

0.6 
0.2 

Telephone density and GNP per capita of Zaire and the Bast Asian NICs 

lil 

* data of 1970 



Executive Summary 

Since the East Asian NICs have deliberately pursued industrialisation strategies and telecommunication 
policies, these variables are taken up in the theoretica) model too. The figure below depiets the theoretica) 
model used in this study. 

Theoretica) model 

This theoretica) model is applied for the East Asian NICs and North Kivu (Zaïre). The findings are 
represented below. Finally, on the basis of these conclusions are given recommendations for North Kivu 
(Zaïre). 

TheEast Asian NICs 

All theEast Asian NICs have deliberately pursued industrialisation strategies. In the early 1950s the large 
East Asian NICs (South Korea and Taiwan) started with a short period of import-substitution in order to 
forma dornestic industrial base and they subsequently foliowed an export-oriented industrialisation strategy. 
In the mid-1970s the large East Asian NICs made a switch towards a secondary industrialisation strategy 
which started again with an import-substitution strategy foliowed by an export-oriented strategy. The city
states (Singapore and HongKong) immediately started with export-oriented industrialisation since they have 
a small dornestic market In the early years they produced and exported labour-intensive products, but 
nowadays they produce and export more capitai-intensive products. 
Besides clear policy plans, the govemments also provided the necessary requisites for industrialisation. That 
means, they shaped a favourable elimate for investment, and invested heavily in education and infrastructure 
(like electricity, transportand telecommunication). 
With respect to telecommunication, both basic services (telephone) and value added services (for example 
radio paging and cellular mobile telephone) are well-developed in the East Asian NICs. Looking more 
closely to basic services, the telephone density in the city-states is higher than in the large East Asian NICs. 
This is attributable to differences in country size and the extent of rural areas. Not surprisingly, in the city
states all telephone main lines lie in urban areas since they do not have rural areas, but among the large East 
Asian NICs are reasonable differences. Namely, in 1995 about 88 per cent of all telephone main lines were 
situated in South Korea's urban areas while in Taiwan this figure was only 43 per cent. So, one can say that 
the telephone network in Taiwan is clearly better distributed than in South Korea. 
The well-developed telecommunication sector of the East Asian NICs is among other things attributable to 
the high national consensus on the role of telecommunication. For example, in 1990 the govemments of the 
East Asian NICs invested at more than 2 per cent of GDP in telecommunication. Besides, the govemments 
responded quickly and adequately to the changing international telecommunication market Namely, the 
United States, Japan and later on the European Community undertook telecommunication reforms in the 
early 1980s due to quickly changing technologies. Since theEast Asian NICs have many trade relations with 
these highly industrialised countries they also had to reform their telecommunication sector. One East Asian 
NIC opened its telecommunication sector more and faster than the other, but in general they opened their 
customer premises equipment market, value added services market and some of them introduced also 
competition in basic services. Other telecommunication reforms include separation of policy and 
management functions, incorporation of the public telecommunication operator, steps toward privatisation 
and the set up of an independent regulatory body. Furthermore, apart from Singapore, all the East Asian 
NICs have a separated department for postal services. 
However, high govemment investment in telecommunication and right telecommunication policies are not 
the only factors that have played an important role in the developed of the telecommunication sectors. 

IV 



Executive Summary 

Namely, the industrialisation strategies of the East Asian NICs have shaped a good environment for the 
development of telecommunication. At first industrialisation needed a reliable electricity network what can 
be seen as the first requisite for the development of telecommunication. Secondly, industrialisation in the 
East Asian NICs has created a high demand for telecommunication services (growth of the transport sector, 
arrival of multinational corporations by a good investment climate, an increasing secondary and tertiary 
sector and expansion of extemal trade). Thirdly, although the East Asian NICs already had a reasonably 
developed Iabour force at the start of industrialisation, educational attainment improved considerably in the 
1970s and 1980s. Because of this the East Asian NICs had sufficient qualified telecommunication personnel 
for technica], management and policy functions. Furthermore, due to the qualified Iabour force, the East 
Asian NICs started already in the rnid-1960s with the production of simple consumer electronics. The 
manufacturing of consumer electronics has been the base for the production of telecommunication 
equipment (customer premises equipment in all theEast Asian NICs and switching equipment in the large 
East Asian NICs). 
Industrialisation has had also negative effects on the development of telecommunication. Firstly, in order to 
proteet the dornestic electronics industry the govemments of the large East Asian NICs proclaimed 
restrictions with respect to import of telecommunication equipment. Especially in Taiwan import restrictions 
have hindered the development of the telecommunication sector. Secondly, in the early phase of 
industrialisation import exceeded export through which foreign currency became scarce (especially in the 
period around the two oil crises (1974 and 1981)). Mainly the large East Asian NICs came in trouble since 
they had to provide the more expensive long-distance and rural telecommunication services. To prevent 
stagnation by reduced import of telecommunication equipment, the large East Asian NICs established R&D
institutions for the dornestic development and production of switching equipment. Furthermore, they raised 
tariffs to reduce the high demand for telecommunication services. 

North Kivu (Zaïre) 

The public telecommunication network of Zaire and North Kivu is very underdeveloped. Zaire has about 
one telephone main line per 1,000 inhabitants, while this figure in North Kivu amounts to approximately 
0.03 (that means about 3 telephone main lines per 100,000 inhabitants). Some 44 per cent of Zaire's 
telephone main lines are located in Kinshasa (the capita] of Zaire), and with respect to North Kivu some 60 
per cent of the telephone main lines lie in Goma (the capita] of North Kivu) and the remaining 40 per cent in 
Butembo. Furthermore, it is worth noting that about 23 per cent of Zaire' s telephone main lines are 
residential telephone main lines. 
However, it is nota surprise that North Kivu's telecommunication sector is in such a state since Zaire and 
North Kivu have no clear telecommunication policies and moreover almost all characteristics work 
constraining for the development of North Kivu's telecommunication sector. The latter is mainly the 
consequence of the absence of clear industrialisation strategies. Namely, in the East Asian NICs the 
industrialisation strategies asked for expansion of the transport sector, extension of the electricity network 
and improvement of the Iabour force. Besides, in these countries a high demand for telecommunication 
services has been generated by the arrival of foreign affiliates, an increasing secondary and tertiary sector 
and the expansion of extemal trade. Due to clear industrialisation strategies, the East Asian NICs have been 
able to develop a manufacturing-base of electronics what has led to the set up of R&D-institutes and the 
local production of telecommunication equipment. Furthermore, during the second industrialisation-phase 
foreign exchange reserves in the East Asian NICs grew rapidly through which telecommunication equipment 
could be imported easily. 
On the other hand, in North Kivu the transport sector and electricity network are very underdeveloped, 
educational attainment is very low and demand for telecommunication is relatively low due to the large 
agricultural sector, the bad investment elimate and relatively few extemal trade. Furthermore, with respect 
to telecommunication equipment Zaire is completely dependent on import since it has no dornestic 
electronics industry. In order to save scarce foreign currency import of telecommunication equipment is 
subject to high tariffs. 
Despite the fact that the demand-deterrnining characteristics (transport sector, investment climate, sectoral 
distribution, extemal trade and wages) are in North Kivu not as favourable as in the East Asian NICs, in 
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Executive Summary 

North Kivu the demand for telecommunication is higher than the Office National des Postes et 
Télécommunications au Zaire (ONPTZ) can offer. Namely organisations in North Kivu look for other 
telecommunication services (for instanee radiophony and mobile telephony) and are prepared to pay high 
prices for telecommunication services (for example Telecel's cellular mobile telephone network). 
The 'under-supply' is of course a consequence of the above mentioned constraints and unfavourable 
geographical conditions (Jike a large country size and vast rural areas), but the structure of the 
telecommunication sector and the accompanying policies play also a significant role. Namely, the 
government of Zaïre spends a very small amount on telecommunication, the regional telecommunication 
offices have a little say in the allocation of funds, postal and telecommunication services fall under the same 
department what leads to an inefficient telecommunication sector, educational attainment of personnel is 
low while there is a small number of employees, and as already mentioned the government handles high 
tariffs on the import of telecommunication equipment. 
The government of Zaire realises that the ONPTZ is not able to provide the needed telecommunication 
services on its own and therefore the Ministère des Postes et Télécommunications (MPT) bas licensed three 
private foreign firms (Comcell, Tatem Express and Telecel) for the provision of cellular mobile telephone 
services. However, the networks of the foreign operators and the public operator are not (yet) 
interconnectable. 

An Adequate Strategy for North Kivu (Zaïre) 

The underdeveloped telecommunication sector of North Kivu is to a large extent the result of inadequate 
government policies, especially policies in the field of telecommunication and industrialisation. 

With respect to telecommunication services it is advisable to provide voice and narrow-band data services 
since these services have the highest priority in North Kivu (and probably in Zaïre). In order to provide these 
telecommunication services the following reforms are recommended: 
• management autonomy for the national telecommunication operator by means of a mixed public-private 

corporation with foreign involvement 
• geographical decentralisation of the national telecommunication operator 
• separation of telecommunication from postal services 
• duopoly structure for wireless telephone services in urban areas (monopoly structure for fixed-wire) 
• monopoly structure for rural telephone services 
• monopoly structure for local and Jong-distance interconnection 
• duopoly structure for international telephone services 
• within the structure of the national telecommunication operator separated subsidiaries for long-distance 

and international telephone services 
• restrietion on the rate of return of telecommunication operators to prevent excessively high prices 
• price differentials between residential and business telephone users 
• full competition in value added services which are based on the existing telephone network 
• 'close user groups' may be licensed to set up their own wide-band data network 
• other telecommunication services are not allowed since they seize scarce foreign currency 
• introduetion of full competition in the customer premises equipment market 
• setting up a regulatory body to oversee the era of competition 
• establishment of training institutes 
• setting up production units for the assembly of telecommunication equipment 

After the implementation of the previously mentioned reforms can be started with the construction of a 
telephone network. On the basis of the following five assumptions the number of expected telephone 
subscribers for North Kivu is estimated over a period of thirty years: 
• average investment in telecommunication amounts to 2.0 per cent of GNP 
• the average cost for one additional telephone subscriber is US$ 1,800 
• the national income per capita remains constant at US$ 170 
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Executive Summary 

• the population growth remains constant at 3.0 per cent 
• the telephone network expands at 10 per cent annually 

Complying with these assumptions North Kivu has more than 350,000 telephone subscribers in thirty years 
(excluding the subscribers of the private operators), representing a telephone density of 8.10 in urban areas 
and 2.55 in rural areas (i.e. a total telephone density of 3.66). 

Concerning industrialisation it is advisable to start with a primary import-substitution industrialisation (PISI) 
strategy in order to upgrade and build out the dornestic manufacturing of primary products. Besides, to 
finance the industrialisation it is necessary to extract metal ore and process it to metal for export. At the time 
that the production capacity of primary products exceeds the dornestic demand it is recommended to make a 
switch to a primary export-oriented industrialisation (PEOI) strategy. When the primary products can 
compete at international markets it is wise to shift towards the dornestic production of more capitai-intensive 
goods; in other words to initiate a secondary import-substitution industrialisation (SISI) strategy. Finally, 
when the dornestic market becomes saturated for the domestically manufactured capita! goods, one has to 
switch overtoa secondary export-oriented industrialisation (SEOI) strategy. 
In addition to clear industrialisation strategies, it is required to provide 'complementary' inputs like 
transport facilities, a reliable electricity network and educational institutions. To finance education and the 
infrastructural facilities it is recommended to use loans from international development organisations like 
for example the African Development Bank (AfDB), International Monetary Fund (IMF), World Bank (WB) 
etc. 
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Methodology 

1. Methodology 

1.1 Background of the Study 

A n Indian chief on a remote reserve in northem Canada needs to comrnunicate with govemment 
officials about the village school. A village health aide in Alaska needs to comrnunicate with a doctor 

to get advice on treating a patient. A village trader in India needs to comrnunicate with a wholesaler in the 
city to order merchandise. An agricultural extension agent in the Cook lslands needs to comrnunicate with 
the shipping company to find out when the ship will piek up the citrus fruit erop. Although these examples 
are fictive, they show telecomrnunication benefit in various institutions of the society. Saunders (1983) bas 
gathered in bis hook 'Telecommunications and economie development' some empirica! evidence on the 
benefits from improved telecomrnunication. Some of bis findings are summarised and categorised below. 

Benefits due to Market Information 
The introduetion of telephone service into several rural towns and villages in Sri Lanka allowed small 
farmers to obtain, among other things, current and direct information on wholesale and retail prices in 
Colombo, the cap i tal city. As a result, the farmers began to de mand and receive higher prices for their 
products. Before they had telephone service, they sold at prices averaging 50 to 60 percent of the Colombo 
price. Following telephone access they regularly sold at 80 to 90 per cent of the Colombo price [Saunders: 19]. 

A small grocer in Rosario, Uruguay, who sold and delivered groceries to homes, was able to serve a large 
clientele beyond bis imrnediate neighbourhood primarily because the local availability of residential 
telephones enabled customers to order goods by telephone for home delivery [Saunders; 19] . 

Benefits due to Reduced Travelling and Increased Transport Efficiency 
The Road Transport Corporation in Burma operates more than 2,000 freight trucks out of more than twenty 
branch stations. Until recently, because of a lack of reliable telecomrnunication facilities, trucks often 
retumed empty to base even though there were nearby cargoes waiting on the road to picked up. 
Furthermore breakdowns could not be quickly reported, and there were delays in analysing the mechanica! 
problems and sending a repair team with suitable parts and tools [Saunders; 20]. 

In Mali, the severe Saharan drought and ensuing farnine necessitated an expansion of the food supply. 
However, there is no secure comrnunication link between the capita!, Bamako, and the agricultural centre of 
the Mopti region. Trucks carrying food over the poor roads are frequently imrnobilised and unable to get 
assistance or request spare parts. As a result, significant quantities of food spoil [Saunders; 20]. 

In Fiji, many of the smaller islands are served by a single ship making irregularly timed stops. From twenty 
to thirty coconut growers on each island rely on the ship for supplies and to transport their coconuts to the 
market Currently no one knows where the ship is or when it will arrive until that moment when it actually 
steams into view [Saunders; 20]. 

In Uganda, an estimated 2,000 local govemment officials and senior staff made in the early 1980s about 
40,000 extra trips a year from district headquarters to Kampala (an average distance of about 250 
kilometres), from county to district towns (50 kilometres), and between county and sub-county towns (20 
kilometres). These trips were made to handle adrninistrative matters that could bedealt effectively with mail 
or telephone. It bas been estimated that about 250 man-year of qualified govemment manpower was wasted 
every year, at a direct cost (salaries, allowances and public transport) of about US$ 600,000 [Saunders: 21] . 

In Cameroon, because of a lack of reliable telecomrnunication links between the capita! city of Yaounde and 
the main economie centre and port, Douala, people in Douala are often unable to contact the capita! by 
telephone. The only sure conneetion between the two cities is by aeroplane over the 200-kilometre distance, 
because the available road is also very poor. Nevertheless, the route is heavily travelled by businessmen and 
govemment officials for the sole purpose of comrnunication, which could have been handled by telephone or 
telex [Saunders; 22]. 

Managerial and Organisational Benefits 
In Burma, transport station managers relied heavily on messengers to carry simple comrnunications; at the 
Rangoon station, thirty to forty messages a day, which could have been conveyed by telephone, had to be 
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sent by messenger [Saunders; 20]. 

In Rwanda, the politica! head of a region bas no access to a telephone. He relies on traveilers passing 
through to hand carry messages to the capita!. There is no assurance that bis message will get through or that 
he will receive a reply. Often he must wait for up to two weeks before finding someone who will carry bis 
messages [Saunders; 22]. 

Benefits due to Decentralisation of lndustry 
Indian state government officials have noted that the availability of telecommunication services is the 
primary reason for more rapid progress with industrial projects in some locales in Maharashtra state. They 
observed that industries are reluctant to move to places inadequately served by telecommunication, and that 
a Jack of reliable telephone service in some areas was curtailing the state-supported program to decentralise 
industry [Saunders; 20] . 

Social Benefits 
A Ministry of Communication survey showed that public call offices in rural areas of South Korea averaged 
85 local and 160 long-distance calls per month and that the calls helped to remove feelings of isolation. The 
local government administration was also able to disseminate information to villagers more quickly [Saunders; 

19]. 

In Fiji, during a hurricane in the early 1980s, one of the smaller islands suffered severe damage with loss of 
Jives and many injuries. The only telecommunication link with the main island was an old radio, which was 
destroyed during the hurricane. It took one week before assistance was sent to the distressed island because 
the authorities on the main island ware unaware of the severity of the problem [Saunders; 21]. 

Leticia, in the Amazon area of Colombia near the borders of Peru and Brazil, bas good timber and fishing 
resources. Supplies arrive only by river and air, and it is too costly for most of the workers to visit their 
families more than once every two years. The instanation of telephone facilities made both personal and 
business communication regularly possible [Saunders; 22]. 

Benefits for Education 
The isolation of rural health workers makes it very difficult to continue their training or to provide refresher 
courses. In the simplest type of training by radio, used extensively in Alaska, field workers discuss their 
cases in a conference-caB situation. Under this procedure, health workers in a particular area are all on alert 
for a daily doctor call during which each aide describes cases, and the doctor provides diagnostic and 
prescriptive assistance. A more directed approach bas been adopted in Guyana. Once a week a general 
conferencecallis set up during which the physician presents a case that had been referred to the capita} city, 
George-town, during the preceding week. The physician presents selected symptoms and then quizzes the 
rural health workers on them, the types of diseases associated with the symptoms, approaches to diagnosis, 
and so on [Saunders; 23]. 

Benefits for Health Care 
In industrialised countries the value of telecommunication in health care bas long been understood; 
examples include telephone access to all medica} personnel, computerised information retrieval by 
telephone, teleconferencing, facsimile transmission, cellular services, emergency mobile radio, as well as the 
ordinary administration and transport co-ordination functions inherent in modern medica} services. 
In developing countries, where resource constraints are more binding, telecommunication is also used to 
support health care, although at a less capitai-intensive level. For example, by the use of a rapid two-way 
communication system, the limited higher level expertise can more effectively focus on the highest priority 
problems, thus increasing the scope and quality of health services per trained doctor or nurse [Saunders; 299] . 

Benefits for Tourism 
In Nepal, the tourist industry bas potential as a major souree of foreign exchange. Unfortunately, however, 
airlines, hotels and travel services have been significantly constrained in their operations by inadequate and 
unreliable international communication. There have been frequent problems with room and aeroplane 
reservations and with overhooking [Saunders; 23] . 

In Jamaica in 1966 a tourist hotel opened before telecommunication could be provided. The hotel was about 
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twenty miles from the nearest sizeable town, but it was attractively located with excellent amenities and a 
first-class beach. Until telephone and telex facilities were provided, this hotel faced very low occupancies 
because visitors with business, politica] and social interests or with health problems were not prepared to be 
cut off from rapid communication with the rest of the world. Many new arrivals who had not checked on the 
availability of communication facilities left aftera day or two for this reason [Saunders; 24]. 

The above mentioned empirica] examples show that many institutions of a society may benefit from an 
adequate telecommunication system. As well as this social relevance, this study comprises also a scientific 
relevance. lt will make a contribution to insights and solutions conceming telecommunication in a 
development context. 

1.2 Theoretica! Issues 

1.2.1 Problem Definition and Aim of the Study 

This study concerns with telecommunication in the Zairian region North Kivu. The main research question 
is as follows: What is an adequate strategy for the development of telecommunication in North Kivu ? 
Accordingly, the aim of this study is to recommend an adequate strategy for the development of 
telecommunication in North Kivu. 

1.2.2 Theoretica! Model, Conceptual Definitions and Research Model 

Figure 1-1 represents the theoretica] model used in this study. The general constraints for the development 
of telecommunication form the basis of this study. lt is supposed that the general constraints for the 
development of telecommunication influence the telecommunication sector directly and indirectly via the 
telecommunication policies . Furthermore, its is assumed that the industrialisation strategies influence the 
general constraints for the development of telecommunication (the presence of the industrialisation 
strategiesin the theoretica] model will be explained in Paragraph 1.2.2.1). 
There might be more relations between the groups of variables of the theoretica] model, but these relations 
fall out of the scope of this study (for example the general constraints for the development of 
telecommunication might influence the industrialisation strategies and the general constraints for the 
development of telecommunication could be influenced by the telecommunication sector) . 

Figure 1-1 : Theoretica] model 
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In the theoretica! model of Figure 1-1 several definitions are used. Below these conceptual definitions are 
explained: 

• General constraints for the development of telecommunication in developing countries are the factors 
which restriet the development of telecommunication. The following constraints are 'chosen': 

- low level of development - bad investment elimate 
- large country - small secondary and tertiary sector 
- many rural areas - low manufacturing-base of electranies 
- low national consensus on telecommunication - low wages 
- underdeveloped transport sector - few external trade 
- underdeveloped electricity network - restrictions on the import of telecommunication 
- few foreign currency - low quality of Iabour force 

In Section 2.2 is explained why these variables are chosen. High demand for telecommunication 
services, low telecommunication base, structure of the telecommunication sector and market structure 
come up in the telecommunication sector and the telecommunication policies. 

• Telecommunication policies are policies undertook by national governments and local authorities to 
direct the development of telecommunication to a specific way. 

• Industrialisation strategies are deliberately pursued strategies to direct the development of the 
industrial sector in a specific way. 

Telecommunication is a very broad concept. In the telecommunication dictionary of Aries (1981) 
telecommunication is defined as "essentially the transmission of informationfrom one point toanother 
by wire, radio, optica/ or other electromagnetic system" [Aries; 278]. A more recent and generally used 
definition is formulated by the ITU (1995): "communication by wire, radio, optica/ or other 
electromagnetic systems" [ITU-R; 67]. 

In these definitions no attention is paid on the direction of the information flow. So, it can be about uni
directional (for example radio broadcasting), or interactive flows (for example a telephone call). 
Besides, it is not clearly defined whether it deals with point-to-point (for example a telephone call) or 
point-to-rnulti-point communication (for example radio broadcasting). 
This study emphasises telecommunication in a narrow sense. lt is defined as unidirectional and 
interactive point-to-point communication of electrically derived signals from sound, visual images, data 
or control information. So, mass media communication like radio and television braadcasting are 
excluded. 
Besides, telecommunication can be classified in basic services (the content and format of a message 
remain essentially unaltered) and value added services (the format of a message alters in order to make it 
more 'user-friendly' or more efficient). Basic services are dornestic and international telegraph and 
telephone services and value added services include telex, facsimile, paging, mobile cellular telephony, 
E-mail etc. (see Appendix Al for an explanation ofthe technica/ terms used in this study). 

On the basis of the theoretica} model is drawn up a research model (see Figure 1-2). As can be seen from this 
figure, the experiences (i.e. the characteristics, the industrialisation strategies, the telecommunication 
policies and the telecommunication sector) of the East Asian Newly Industrialised Countries (NICs) are 
used to formulate lessans for starters. These lessans along with the characteristics, the industrialisation 
strategies, the telecommunication policies and the telecommunication sector of North Kivu (Zaïre) 
determine an adequate strategy for the development of telecommunication in North Kivu. 
lt is worth noting that the characteristics of theEast Asian NICs and North Kivu (Zaïre) are derived from the 
general constraints for the development of telecommunication in developing countries. Besides, for North 
Kivu (Zaire) the need for telecommunication is added. 
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1.2.2.1 Why is chosenfor North Kivu (Zaïre) and theEast Asian N/Cs? 

As the research model shows, the East Asian NICs (Hong Kong, Singapore, South Korea and Taiwan), also 
called 'the Jour tigers', 'the Jour dragons', 'the gang of Jour' and 'the miracle economies' [Peebles; 4], are 
regarcled as economies from which lessoos can be learned for underdeveloped regions and countries. The 
East Asian NICs and North Kivu (Zaire) are not chosen arbitrary, but because they discrirninate 
considerably. To be more precisely theEast Asian NICs developed remarkably since the early 1960s, while 
Zaire (and its region North Kivu) did not make progress since the 1960s, it experienced even regress. In 
Table 1-1 the number of telephone sets per 100 inhabitants and GNP per capita are portrayed for theEast 
Asian NICs, Zaire, Morocco, Israel and the United Kingdom. 

Table 1-1: Telephone density and GNP per capita of some countries 
sources: [EVD Taiwan; 7-8); [Institute of Economics; 448); [Noam; 319); [SY]; [World Tab/es) 

* data of 1970 

In Figure 1-3 and Figure 1-4 the data of Table 1-1 are represented graphically. The numbers in the graphics 
refer to the numbers in Table 1-1. These figures show that the East Asian NICs made between 1960 and 
1990 both econornically and in the field of telecommunication, a reasonably shift toward the developed 
countries and that the developing countries (Zaire and Morocco) lag remarkably behind. Some Bast Asian 
NI Cs (Hong Kong and Singapore) approached in 1990 the developed countries even rather close. 

Figure 1-3: GNP per capita (1960, 1975, 1990) forsome countries 
sources: [EVD Taiwan; 7-8]; [Institute of Economics; 448); [World Tab/es) 
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Figure 1-4: Telephone density (1960, 1975, 1990) forsome countries 
sources: [Noam; 319], [SY] 
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Industrialisation strategies have heavily influenced the development of the East Asian NICs' industrial 
sector, what is regardedas the 'engine of growth' forthese countries [Mahabier; 2]. With the exception of Hong 
Kong, all the East Asian NICs started with the implementation of a primary import-substitution 
industrialisation strategy. When this stage of easy import-substitution ended in the 1960s they made a switch 
to an export-oriented industrialisation strategy. It should be noted that the East Asian NICs did not go 
through the secondary import-substitution industrialisation strategy after the completion of the primary 
import-substitution phase. Both, South Korea and Taiwan moved during the export-boom in the 1970s to a 
secondary import-substitution strategy to proteet their infant heavy and chemical industries [Mahabier; 42-43] 

(in Chapter 3, these industrialisation strategies will be discussed in more detail). On the other hand, Zaïre 
hardly foliowed industrialisation strategies (see also Chapter 4). For this reason, the industrialisation strategies 
are represented in the theoretica} model and research model. 

1.2.3 Operational Definitions 

To measure the conceptual definitions, one has totranslate them into measurable terms (operationalisation). 
In this paragraph the conceptual definitions of Paragraph 1.2.2 are operationalised. 

In this study, first the relationship between a country's state of telecommunication and its level of 
development will be demonstrated. Subsequently will be attempted to find out whether there is indication 
for causality between those two variables. Below is given the operationalisation of the state of 
telecommunication and level of development of a country. 

To measure the state of telecommunication, the telephone density (number of telephone sets per 100 
inhabitants) is used. One is 'forced' to use this indicator, because there exist noother comparable statistical 
data on telecommunication; certainly not over the past forty years. Unfortunately, this indicator has its 
shortcomings. Firstly, other telecommunication means like for example point-to-point radio communication 
are not involved. Furthermore, it does not take the accessibility to the telecommunication service into 
account. For example, in developing countries urban population has a higher accessibility to 
telecommunication services than rural population. Besides, telecommunication services are in most 
developing countries only available to higher income residents [Hudson; 45,103]. 
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In the literature several terms are used to classify countries to their level of development. Some authors use a 
radical dualistic division like North and South, developed and underdeveloped countries, modem and 
traditional economies, and centre and periphery. Classifications which distinguish more than two classes are 
first world, second world and third world countries, and low, middle and high income countries. The latter 
classification is used in World Bank literature. As the name of the classes hints, the division is based on a 
country's national product. More precisely, countries are classified according totheir 1990 Gross National 
Product (GNP) per capita: low income countries (GNP per capita :5 US$ 610), middle income countries 
(US$ 610 < GNP per capita< US$ 7620) and high income countries (GNP per capita;::: US$ 7620) [World Bank 

1992. viiiJ. The United Nations (UN) has improved this classification by using the Human Oevelopment Index 
(HOI) instead of GNP per capita. The HOI is composed of four indicators, three social indicators (life 
expectancy at birth, adult literacy and years of schooling) and one economie indicator (per capita income). 
This classification has the following three categories: high human development (HOI ;::: 0.800), medium 
human development (0.500 :5 HOI< 0.800) and low human development (HOI< 0.500) [HDR 1991; 119]. 

Oespite the fact that the HOI is a better development indicator than the GNP per capita (because it 
discriminates better between countries), the latter will be used due to lack of data. Namely, if one needs the 
HOI of some selected countries, it is necessary to calculate the HOI for all countries. Since data on life 
expectancy, adult literacy and years of schooling are not present for all countries as of the early 1950s the 
HOI could not be calculated. 

Characteristics of the East Asian NICs are derived from the general constraints for the development of 
telecommunication in developing countries. The characteristics are: level of development, country size, rural 
areas, national consensus on telecommunication, transport sector, electricity network, foreign currency, 
investment climate, sectoral distribution, manufacturing-base of electronics, wages, extemal trade, 
legislation on the import of telecommunication equipment and quality of Iabour force (see Appendix C3 for the 

operationalisation of the variables of the East Asian NJCs). Characteristics of North Kivu (Zaïre) are the same as the 
characteristics of theEast Asian NICs including telecommunication needs in North Kivu (see Appendix DI and D2 

for the operationalisation ofthe general constraints and telecommunication needs of North Kivu (Zaire}). 

The telecommunication sector regards data on basic services (telegraph and telephone), value added 
services (telex, facsimile, cellular mobile telephone, and radio paging) and the performance of the sector (see 
Appendix C4, and D2 and D3 for the operationalisation of the telecommunication sector of respectively the East Asian N/Cs and North Kivu 

(Zaire)). 

Telecommunication policies are distinguishable in policies conceming dornestic and international 
telecommunication. Furthermore there is made a distinction in policies on basic services, value added 
services, customer premises equipment\ equipment procurement and pricing. 

lndustrialisation Strategies are distinguishable in primary- and secondary Import-Substitution 
Industrialisation (ISI) strategies and primary- and secondary Export-Oriented Industrialisation (EOI) 
strategies. 

The data on characteristics, telecommunication sector and telecommunication policies regard synchrone data 
of the latest available year for North Kivu (Zaïre), and diachrone data from the early 1950 to 1990 for the 
East Asian NICs. This period is chosen because since the 1950s the East Asian NICs deliberately pursued 
industrialisation strategies. 

3 Customer premises equipment conneet the user to telecommunication services. Customer premises equipment are among other things telephone 
sets, telex-machines, facsimile-machines, pagers, private branch exchanges (PBXs) etc. 
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1.3 Empirica! Issues 

1.3.1 Population Definition and Sampling 

Todetermine the relation between telecommunication and development 20 countries are selected. lnitially, 
18 countries are chosen according to their 1990 HDI rank. As starting country is chosen for the highest 
ranking country of each class and subsequently are the countries chosen that rank 10 positions lower in the 
corresponding class. So, in the High human development class are selected the countries who rank 1 st. 11 th, 
21st, 31st, 41st and 51st, in the Medium human development classis chosen for the countries whorank 54th, 
64th, 74t\ 84th and 94th, and in the Low human development class are selected the countries that rank 98th' 
108th, 118th, 128t\ 138th, 148th and 158th. The country that ranks 31 st (the former USSR) is because of its 
integration replaced by the country that ranks 32nd (Uruguay), and the country that ranks 128th (Lao People's 
Demoeratic Republic) is due to lack of data replaced by the country that ranks 129th (Nigeria). Besides, 
Zaire, HongKong, Singapore, South Korea and Taiwan are added because of their central role in this study. 
Afterwards, due to insufficient data areleftout the countries whorank 74th' 148th and 158th. In Figure 1-5 the 
20 selected countries are depicted. 
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Figure 1-5: Selected countries according to HDI and GNP per capita 
source: [World Tab/es] 
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To deterrnine if there exists any indication for causality between telecommunication and development data 
of 18 countries are used (the same countries as used in the correlation tests, with the exception of Bahrain 
and Grenada due to lack of data). 

Initially, it was intended to find out the state of telecommunication and the need for telecommunication in 
North Kivu, but due to insecurity in the eastem and northem part of North Kivu we were eoereed to choose 
Goma (the capital of North Kivu) as research area. The chosen population concerns organisations like 
schools, hospitals, enterprises, banks, churches etc. Out of 147 organisations4 in Goma, we have selected 
thirty-one organisations (four of these organisations are used for testing and correcting the questionnaire). 
So, this implies a sample size of approximately 18 per cent (271147). However, because of the insecure 
situation in Goma it was not possible to select organisations according to a representative sample. 
Nevertheless we have tried to select a sample equally distributed to its population. To show the 
reprensentativeness of the sample, the organisations of Goma are categorised into the following seven 

4 In Goma are the following organisations (April 1996): agricultural co-operations (6), manufacturing of agricultural products (18), mining & 
energy (11), financial institutes (7), hotels (25), restaurants (5), travel agencies (5), telecommunication (4), transport (8), other services (13), 
commerce (21). Forthermore there are non-profit organisations like hospitals (2), schools and universities (12) and churches (I 0) [ANEZA]. 
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categories: 
1: Agriculture5 

11: Manufacturing 
lil: Mining & Energy 
IV: Transport & Communication 
V: Commerce6 

VI: Services7 

VII: Non-Profit Activities8 

Methodology 
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Figure 1-6: Representativeness of sample 
source: [ANEZA] 

In Figure 1-6 are the population and sample distributed according to these categories. lt becomes clear that 
the sample is not fully representative for the organisations of Goma, because services (VI) are roughly 
under-sampled and the non-profit activities (VII) are roughly over-sampled. The latter is mainly caused by 
our involvement in a church organisation during the fieldwork. 

1.3.2 Methods of Data Collection 

Table 1-2 shows the used methods of data collection. 

Characteristics of the East Asian NI Cs 
Telecommunication sector in the East Asian NICs 

Telecommunication policies of the East Asian NI Cs 

Characteristics of Zaïre and North Kivu 

• Need for telecommunication in North Kivu 

Literature 
Literature 

Literature 

Literature 
Descriptive survey 

Telecommunication sector in Zaïre Literature ........................................................................................................................................................................................ .. ~········· ................................................... . 
Telecommunication sector in North Kivu Descriptive survey 

Literature 

Telecommunication polides of Zaïre and North Kivu Literature 

Table 1-2: Methods of data collection 

Most data are gathered by means of literature, but data about telecommunication in North Kivu are collected 
by a descriptive survey. There is chosen fora descriptive survey with the aim to investigate the state of the 
telecommunication sector, the satisfaction conceming the telecommunication sector and the need for 
telecommunication in North Kivu. In the questionnaire is laid special emphasis on the 'used' 
telecommunication means, because many organisations do not possess telecommunication means but make 
use of them by other organisations. In order to compare the use of telecommunication means we 
distinguished the following three kinds of communication within the questionnaire: communication with 

5 lncluding agricultural co-operations. 

6 lncluding superrnarkets. 

7 Cambers of commerce, assurance agents, banks, hotels, restaurants and travel agencies . 

8 Churches, hospitals, schools, universities and development organisations. 
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employees who leave the organisation during working hdurs, communication between the organisation and 
their transport means9 and communication between the organisation and extemal relations'0

• Because not 
every organisation has transport means or employees who are active outside the organisation, first we have 
handed out a 'genera/ questionnaire'. Dependent on the answers of this questionnaire, we gave the 
organisation 'continuation questionnaires' conceming communication with employees, communication with 
transport means and communication with extemal relations. Furthermore, to get some more understanding 
on the satisfaction of telecommunication in North Kivu, we gave the organisations 'supplementary 
questionnaires'. The 'supplementary questionnaires' refer to telephone, facsimile and radio transmitter
receiver. In these questionnaires distinction is made between users ( organisations who u se 
telecommunication means from other organisations) and possessors (organisations who possess their own 
telecommunication means) of telecommunication means (see Appendix D2 for the 'genera/' , 'continuation' and 

'supplementary questionnaires '). 

1.3.3 Techniques of Analysis 

Within this study no complicated techniques of analysis are used. The relation between telecommunication 
(telephone density) and development (GNP per capita) is measured by means of a correlation-test. The 
correlation between these variables is calculated for several years (1960, 1970, 1980 and 1990). After 
having demonstrated a high correlation between telephone density and GNP per capita, will be tried to 
determine if there exists causality between those variables. To deterrnine the existence of causality time 
series data of the 18 countries are graphically compared. The data concern growth figures of telephone 
density and GNP per capita over the period from 1955 to 1990. 

The diachrone data of the four East Asian NI Cs are also compared graphically. The 1950-1990 time span is 
divided into a country's pursued industrialisation strategies. 

To draw conclusions conceming the telecommunication sector and the need for telecommunication in North 
Kivu, the data are gathered by· means of a descriptive survey. The data are only inventoried because the 
quantity and quality of the data are considered not sufficient for a bivariate or multivariate statistica! 
analysis (see Paragraph 1.3.1). 

9 Transport means are means to transport persons and goods (for example cars, trucks, planes etc.). 

10 External relations are all organisations, enterprises, affiliates, individuals etc. that communicate with the interrogated organisation. 
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2. Telecommunication and Development 
~ 

B efore the 1980s, telecommunication has been largely ignored as a developmental tooi by policy 
makers. It was in generally grouped with public utilities and infrastructure, ranking far below roads, 

power supply, water and sanitation as in vestment priorities. In the early 1980s, economists began to consider 
information as a variabie rather than an assumption in analysing markets and consumer behaviour. 
Researchers began to study the significanee of access of information in international trade and negotiations 
invalving developing countries. The problem that impeded policy makers from adequate consideration of 
telecommunication as an input for development was, and still is, the difficulty in measuring its impact 
[Hudson; 15] . 

This chapter is concerned with telecommunication and development. First will be review the relation 
between telecommunication and development and subsequently the constraints for the development of 
telecommunication will be discussed. 

2.1 The Relation Between Telecommunication and Development 

There is written severalliterature on telecommunication and development. Writing, however, did not imply 
research. Many of the articles drew attention to questions about the relationship between telecommunication 
and development, rather than proposing answers. Others critiqued techniques used in the past, some 
suggesting different techniques, but not applying them [Hudson, 35]. In this section first will be demonstrated, 
analogously to Jipp (1963) [Saunders; 74], the relationship between telecommunication and development, and 
after that will be tried to find out if there exists causality between the two indicators. 

To show the existence of a relationship between telecommunication and development is used cross country 
data of 20 countries over several years (see Appendix Bi for the data) . For development indicator is chosen GNP per 
capita and as telecommunication indicator the telephone density. In Figure 2-1 to Figure 2-4 is given the 
telephone density as function of GNP per capita for 1960, 1970, 1980 and 1990. These figures shows a high 
positive correlation between the telephone density and GNP per capita (a linear trend in 1960, 1970 and 
1980 and a logarithmic trend in 1990). 
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sou rees: [EVD Taiwan; 7-8] , [lnstitute of Economics; 448], [Noam; 319] , [SY], [World Tab/es] 

Now, the existence of a relationship between telecommunication and development is shown, the question 
has to he answered whether there is causality between telecommunication and development? 

To answer this question, firstly is reviewed some literature about telecommunication and development. 
White (1971) wrote that a high GNP per capita may in fact lead to investment in telecommunication, 
because we have no knowledge about whether telecommunication could contribute to economie 
development [Hudson; 39]. Fortherest no literature is found that supports this statement. 
There are much more authors who follow the proposition that investment in telecommunication lead to 
economie growth. For example, Hardy (1981) showed with a cross-sectional time-series regression analysis 
that the use of residential telephones lead to economie growth only in developing countries. For business 
telephones where the findings just the other way around [Hudson; 43]. In a pubHeation of INTELSAT (1987) is 
written the following: "There is growing proof - no feelings or intuitions - but proof, that 
telecommunications are essenrial to development and not just a luxury. Properly run telecommunications 
systems are attractive investments which can stimulate development and even, in the right circumstances, 
produce a proflf' [INTELSAT; 3]. Orr (1991) has taken a completely other approach. At first sight it seems 
unfounded that investment in telecommunication will lead to economie growth because telecommunication 
expenditures account in most countries for only a small share of total GNP. For example, in Canada and the 
United States is this share 2.5 per cent. According to Orr is the contribution of telecommunication to 
economie growth attributable to its value. Namely, for most telecommunication purchases value greatly 
exceeds price. This appears if one looks to the price elasticity of telecommunication services. The demand 
for access to the telephone service has a demand elasticity lower than any other good or service in the 
economy. Conversations with business customers clearly reveal that the prices they pay for telephone 
services do not reflect completely the role of telecommunication in their firm' s performance. For example, 
when small firm faces falling demand, access to the telephone is the last expense to he cut [ITU; 39-42]. Ure 
(1995) believes that telecommunication feeds development in two ways. First, a local telecommunication 
and components industry helps reduce the need for imports, and holds out the potential to grow into an 
export sector. Second, network infrastructure is vita) for the information economy [Ure, 2-3]. According to 
Dieken (1987) are (tele)communication, transport and organisation 'enabling technologies' : an economy 
will hardly succeed without the presence of these technologies [Dicken; 133]. 

Hudson (1984) examined several studies on the relation between telecommunication and development. She 
indicates that the causality between telecommunication and development has remained obscure because of 
the difficulty of disentangling the chicken-and-egg relationship of telecommunication investment and 
development [Hudson; 4]. According to Carpentier (1991) has te1ecommunication a dual role in the 
development of a global economy: it is bath cause and effect of economie growth [ITU; 7]. This statement is 
underlined by Mutambirwa (1991) and Aceorde (1996). The latter writes "there is a general consensus in 
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the literature that, in statistica! terms, two-way causality exists between economie development and 
telecommunication. Economie development stimulates investments in telecommunication, but it is equally 
true that the establishment oftelecommunication infrastructure stimulate economie development" [lnternet_4] . 

It is apparent that scientists have totaliy different views conceming the causality between 
telecommunication and development. In the foliowing passage is tried to find out if there is causality 
between telecommunication and development. As technique is used time series data for 18 countries over 
the period from 1955 to 1990. In Figure 2-5 to Figure 2-7 is shown the telephone density growth and GNP 
per capita growth as function of time for Singapore, Israel and Zambia (see Appendix B2 and B3 for the data and figures) . 

These figures show the three typical trends which are observed for 15 of the 18 selected countries (Malawi, 
the Philippines and Uruguay show an arbitrary 'trend'). 
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Figure 2-5: Growth figures of Singapore 
sources: [SY] , [World Tables] 
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In Singapore, an increase in GNP per capita growth (1965-1975) is foliowed by an increase in telephone 
density growth (1975-1980). Conversely, a decreasein GNP per capita growth (1975-1985) is foliowed by a 
decreasein telephone density growth (1980-1990). Such a trend is also found for Indonesia. 
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Figure 2-6: Growth figures of Israel 
sources: [SY] , [World Tables] 
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For Israel it is ju st the other way around. An increase in telephone density growth ( 1960-1965 and 1980-
1985) is followed by an increase in GNP per capita growth (1970-1975 and 1985-1990). On the other hand, 
a decrease in telephone density growth (1965-1980) is followed by a decrease in GNP per capita growth 
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(1975-1985). A similar trend is perceptible in El Salvador, Hoog Koog, Japan, Korea, Morocco, Panama, 
United Kingdom and Zaire. 
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Figure 2-7: Growth figures of Zambia 
sources: [SY], [World Tab/es] 
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For Zambia an increase respectively decrease in telephone density growth took place simultaneously with an 
increase respectively decrease in GNP per capita growth. A similar trend is present in Poland, Taiwan and 
Nigeria. 

In Table 2-1 are the selected countries categorised by national iocome (World Bank's classification) and 
trend. The trends are defined as in Figure 2-5 to Figure 2-7: 
• trend I: an increase respectively decreasein GNP per capita growth precedes an increase respectively 

decrease in telephone density growth 
• trend II: an increase respectively decrease in telephone density growth precedes an increase 

respectively decrease in GNP per capita growth 
• trend III: an increase respectively decrease in telephone density growth occurs simultaneously with an 

increase respectively decrease in GNP per capita growth 

Table 2-1: Countries categorised by national iocome and trend 

As Table 2-1 represents, most of the selected countries are developed like trend II and almost all trend II
countries are rniddle- and high iocome countries. However, it is not intended to draw any condusion 
conceming country groups and their trends. From Table 2-1 I only conclude that there does not exist any 
unambiguous trend''. In other words: in some countries investment in telecommunication contributes to 

11 One should not pay too much attention to the outcomes of this causality-analysis, because: (i) the indicators do not completely reflect the intended 
measurement; (ii) countries are not selected on the basis of a representative sample; (iii) the growth figures are calculated over five-year periods: 
this period is chosen arbitrarily; and (iv) the growth figures are compared by means of graphics: one should use a statistica! method. 
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economie growth, for some countries leads economie grQwth to investment in telecommunication, there are 
countries where investment in telecomrnunication and economie growth take place simultaneously, and in 
some countries no trend is present. Although there is no consensus on the causality between 
telecomrnunication investment and economie growth, it is recognised in Sectien 1.1 that other sectors of the 
economy will hardly succeed without effective telecommunication to support them. 

2.2 Constraints for the Development of Telecommunication 

As we have seen in the previous section, a country's level of development is proportionally to the state of its 
telecomrnunication services, thus a low level of development can be seen as a eenstraint for the development 
of telecomrnunication. However, there are differences in countries' level of development while their state of 
telecomrnunication services is equal or the other way around. For example, Canada and leeland had in 1990 
both a HDI of 0.983, while they had a telephone density of 78.0 and 48.0 respectively [HDR 1991; 120, 182]. 

Therefore emerges the question what are the other constraints for the development of telecommunication? 

Saunders (1983) claims that telecomrnunication in rural areas spreads slower than in urban areas. He brings 
up two reasons: unfamiliarity with telecomrnunication in rural areas and the higher costs to provide 
telecomrnunication services in rural areas [Sounders; 6]. Furthermore, he states that the tertiary sector is most 
dependent and the primary sector is less dependent on telecomrnunication, while the secondary sector lies in 
between [Sounders; 87]. Sageman (1983) says that national legislation may thwart the development of 
telecomrnunication. An important eenstraint he mentions is import-restriction on telecomrnunication 
equipment [Singh; 174]. Hornix (1980) sees telecomrnunication as an input which needs complementary factors 
such as transportation and other infrastructure, effective organisations, availability of supplies and expertise 
[Hudson ; 19]. According to Onyewuenyi (1991) the financing of telecomrnunication could be improved through 
a deliberate policy [ITU; 63]. Lerner (1991) writes that privatisation and liberalisation have been used by 
policy makers to force their telecomrnunication sectors to become more efficient and modern. Privatisation 
and liberalisation is among other things intended to improve management, to increase quality of basic 
services, and to provide new telecomrnunication services [ITU; 107] . According to Yoon (1991) there should 
be national consensus for the strategie role of the telecomrnunication sector within the national economy. 
Otherwise, the government's strong push in an early phase will reduce its effect. Besides, well-trained 
technocrats and administrative staffs have to be available to ensure the flexibility in rnanaging problems 
which can be expected during the development process [ITU; 83]. Mutambirwa (1991) underlines the Jatter: 
"lnadequacy of human skilis compounds the development problem". However, according to him the shortage 
of foreign currency is the mother problem in Africa. Furthermore, he mentions the problem of little local 
manufacture of telecomrnunication equipment [Ure; 85-86]. Some of these constraint were already identified by 
the Independent Commission for World Wide Telecomrnunications Development. They emphasised in 'The 
Missing Link' (1984) that a Jack of investment, especially the need for foreign currencyJ\ an unwillingness 
to upgrade network infrastructure; and a Jack of technica] and managerial personnet were the problems to 
overcome [ITU; 5]. Antonelli (1991) has analysed the international diffusion of advanced telecomrnunication. 
He shows some interesting findings regarding the diffusion of telecomrnunication in developing countries. 
In Section 2.2.1 this study is summarised. 

2.2.1 The International Diffusion of Advanced Telecommunication 

Electronic switching, introduced in the United States in the early 1970s and a key component of advanced 
telecomrnunication, has been quickly adopted by many countries since the 1970s. Advanced 
telecomrnunication is a technology that combines many different innovations, from digital and numeric 
switching and optica] fibres to satellite transmission, all of which are undergoing rapid evolution. 
Telecommunication equipment can be divided into three broad categories: (i) public switching equipment, 
which connects terminals and co-ordinates the entire telecomrnunication netwerk; (ii) customer premises 

12 In many African countties 60 per cent or more of the costof a major telecommunication project bas to be funded in foreign currency [/TU; 86]. 
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equipment, which are the end points of the network; and (iii) transmission equipment, which carries the 
signal between terminal stations and switching centres. Thirty per cent of total telecommunication 
equipment bought is switching equipment; it is the technological and economie core of the 
telecommunication network. Without an electronic switching infrastructure complete access to trade and 
information, unrestricted by size of firms or location of users, is not possible. Digital switching and optica! 
fibre transmission are becoming more and more essential for the diffusion of the new information 
technologies, both from a technica! and economie point of view. Ad vaneed telecommunication provide a 
vast array of specialised services that cannot be supplied by the older electromechanical system, and offer 
them to a much broader range of potential adopters, including small manufacturing and retailing firms. Also 
the costs of telecommunication services within this system are much lower and this enhances adoption 
profitability. The u se of microelectronics in the digitalisation of switching and transmission equipment is the 
main reason bebind cost reduction: capita! costs are smaller because (i) microelectronic components are 
cheaper than electromechanical ones, (ii) savings in maintenance costs can be dramatic, (iii) there is less 
need for office and plant space, and (iv) production processes become more flexible [Antonelli; 33-34]. 

Most of the fast adopters have been NICs, which have shown an extraordinary capability for acquiring and 
using the new technology. Many industrialised countries that have been powerful contributors to 
technological progress in telecommunication, on the other hand, have lagged bebind in its diffusion. In this 
section attention is focused on this uneven and unexpected pattem of diffusion. First will be reviewed the 
pattem of international diffusion of advanced telecommunication by empirica! evidence and secondly will 
be held a theoretica! consideration about the diffusion of ad vaneed telecommunication. 

2.2.1.1 Empirica/ Evidence [Antonelli; 43-60] 

Diffusion levels of electronic switching, the key element of advanced telecommunication, were quite high 
by the end of the 1980s. By 1987 only a small number of countries had not yet been able to adopt the new 
electronic technology and modemise a significant part of their telecommunication infrastructure. To get an 
idea of the diffusion of electron ie switching, Antonelli ( 1991) gathered the share of electronic switching 
lines in total number of telephone lines of 49 countries with more than 200,000 lines (see Appendix B4). 

Subsequently, he made a classification according to Maddala and Knight's method. This metbod classifies 
countries into the following categories: 
• Leaders: countries whose ratio of electronic switching lines to total lines was greater than 50 

per cent in 1987 
• Fast followers: countries whose ratio of electronic switching lines to total lines was between 35 and 

50 per cent in 1987 
• Slow followers : countries whose ratio of electronic switching lines to total lines was between 20 and 

35 per cent in 1987 
• Laggards: countries whose ratio of electronic switching lines to totallines was between 20 and 0 

per cent in 1987 
• Non-adopters: countries withno electronic switching lines in 1987 

In Table 2-2 are the 49 countries classified following this method. Twelve countries enter the class of leader, 
including only four OECD13 countries (United States, Canada, France and Norway). All the other leaders are 
Asian countries except Morocco. Ten countries are classified as fast followers, of which five OECD 
countries (United Kingdom, the Netherlands, Ireland, Turkey and Japan), three countries from Latin 
America and the rest are Asian countries. Seven countries are in the category of slow followers, three of 
which are OECD memhers (Sweden, New Zealand and Switzerland). Surprisingly form OECD countries the 
majority in the group of laggards and non-adopters. The results of these classifications may be mentioned 
remarkable: most European and Latin American countries fall markedly bebind North America and Asia, 
especially East Asia. 

13 Organisation for Economie Co-operation and Development. 
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Antonelli (1991) bas gathered also data on the evolution of electronic switching capacity for 44 of the 49 
countries (see Appendix B5) . These data together with the data of Table 2-2 show that penetration levels are 
irregularly distributed throughout countries. Not only many NICs (Hong Kong, South Korea, Malaysia, 
Singapore and Thailand) have adopted advanced telecommunication earlier and more radically than most 
European countries. Also many developing countries like Chile, Colombia, Morocco, Peru and Turkey 
where diffusion began later than in Canada, the United Kingdom or United States, the process spread at 
even faster rates. In a few years these developing countries' diffusion had reached the penetration levels of 
countries whose diffusion process had begun five to ten years earlier. European countries and Japan 
therefore can be characterised as both late starters and slow diffusers. 

2.2.1.2 A Theoretica/ Consideration [Antonelli; 61-90) 

Throughout the 1970s and most of the 1980s the study of international technology diffusion patterns bas 
been heavily influenced by the product-cycle approach. This microeconomie approach, developed by 
Vernon (1966) and Hirsch (1967), proposed that a country's revenue levels and technological capacity, 
openness to trade, foreign direct investment and ability to diffuse technology are intertwined, and that a 
precise succession of the below mentioned events is expected to take place: 
1. advanced industrialised countries introduce technological innovations that are diffused first within their 

own dornestic markets 
2. when users in less developed countries leam about the new technology's profitability, they import it, 
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often at a relatively high cost 
3. as wages increase and purebase costs dirninish, the adopting country's capacity to manufacture the 

innovation on its own, as well as its growing technological ability, improves; the entry of multinational 
firms from the innovating countries and irnitation by local companies also helps diffusion of production 
and technology capacity 

In the 1980s a radical change in thinking evolved that analysed innovation diffusion more globally. Th is new 
macroeconomie approach allowed for the possibility of leapfrogging. i.e., late industrialising countries can 
assirnilate technological innovations more quickly than earlier industrialised ones, and diffusion capacity 
can overtake innovation capacity, causing innovative countries to be laggards in adopting. 
This recent view considers investment flows and the growing rate of demand for the innovation, as well as 
the innovatien's specific technica! features as primary factors in international diffusion. According to this 
approach, the factors that explain the diffusion of actvaneed telecommunication technology can only be 
assessed globally because of its strong 'system' characteristics: it requires a strict network of technica! 
complementaries and interconnections between components to be successfully adopted. 

Because of actvaneed telecommunication's network characteristics, its diffusion calls for the complete 
replacement of any pre-existing telecommunication infrastructure. This is in line with Frankel's (1955) 
observation years ago , "As an industry grows and adapts to changing and increasingly complex production 
methods, interconnections, more or less rigid develop among its components (machines, plants, transport 
networks and raw material supplies) that make increasingly dif.ficult the introduetion into the system ofnew 
cost-saving changes ... As a result, costs are higherand Labour productivity lower than it would be in less 
'mature' state industry. The old industry finds itself penalised for ha ving taken the lead and shown the way 
to its young competitors in other regions". 
The effect of this technica! exigency of actvaneed telecommunication on its international diffusion has rarely 
been appreciated. It is likely to befaster in countries with: 
• high growth of demand, because of the strong expansion potential of telecommunication lines 
• low telecommunication density, less 'sunk' costs in a telecommunication infrastructure at the time of the 

innovatien's introduetion 
• high investment potential in telecommunication 

Actvaneed telecommunication, then, seem to offer the perfect example of a major leapfrogging opportunity. 
Fast adopters tend to be countries that: 
• have not already invested heavily in an existing telecommunication network and so are technically and 

financially more open to new technologies (because these countries have not comrnitted themselves to a 
structure of supplies, equipment, plant, etc., that would have to be scraped before innovations in 
telecommunication could be implemented, and because of an ongoing decline in the i nnovation' s 
purebase price, latecorners countries have lower start-up costs) 

• are exposed to a high degree of external trade and foreign direct investment 
• are more receptive to imports, with less need to support local suppliers because their markets are smaller 

Latecorners with burgeoning econornies can also benefit from a high investment rate. Risk associated with 
the irreversibility of investment are more easily run by irnitating countries than by those that have already 
invested intensively in capita! goods. 
The speed among adopters varies considerably, of course. It depends on the investment climate, interest 
rates, profitability comparisons between the new capita! goods and existing ones, the performance of the 
technology in other adopting countries, the inefficiency or even non-existence of the adopting country's 
technological infrastructure, availability of technica! assistance and skilied manpower, wage rates in the 
adopting country (generally the higher wages, the faster the adoption), and research and purebase costs. Late 
adopters usually decide to acquire the innovation when the entire technological system has been completed 
and assessed. They can then start from scratch without worrying about the depreciation of an older technica! 
system. 
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The befare mentioned macroeconomie view considers iqvestment flows and the growing rate of demand for 
the innovation, as well as the innovation's specific technica] features as primary factors in international 
diffusion. However, according to Antonelli (1991), supply, market structure and industrial organisation play 
also an important role in the international diffusion of advanced telecommunication. 

The introduetion and application of microelectranies has shaken the international telecommunication 
equipment industry, completely altering supply and demand. The older market structure had depended on 
strict vertical integration both in developed and late industrialised countries, with multinational affiliates 
supplying the region (especially in Latin America). The steep investment required and the risks of 
opportunistic behaviour on the part of suppliers to secure and renew contracts for these large, incremental 
switching networks forged strong supplier-customer relationships. The vertical relations were both formal, 
as for example in the United States where the telecommunication carriers owned the equipment suppliers; 
and informal, as for example in Japan where local state carriers arranged long-term contracts with suppliers 
and for example in Sweden where state-owned carriers co-operated with local suppliers in the development 
of innovated equipment. 

In Far East Asia and in most other late industrialising countries, demand for telecommunication services had 
been too small for such ties to form, at least until the 1970s. The remarkable technological opportunities 
affered by the introduetion of electranies in the 1970, however, pusbed the oligopoly into a new era of 
competition 14

• This competition was shaped by three factors: 
• higher research and development casts 
• economies of scale and leaming economies 
• incompatibility between electromechanical and digital technologies erased advantages that might have 

been gained from vertical integration 

Enhanced advantages of size owing to increasing economies of scale and learning processes, and the decline 
in advantages of vertical integration, had the combined effect of: 
• raising harriers to new competitors while lowering mobility harriers within the telecommunication 

equipment industry itself and within the braader electronic sector 
• creating more opportunities for smaller customers who where not bounded by forma] vertical integration 

and so could buy more cheaply on competitive international markets 

In many respects the 1980s were years of a 'customer bonanza', at least for customers who could afford to 
take advantage of the international shopping opportuni ties, and thus drop import-substitution strategies. This 
has been easier for countries that had a high demand for the new technology at the end of the 1970s, when 
electronic switching was well established (instead of, for example, in the 1960s, when high demand would 
have warranted investment in electromechanicallines); and consequently had: 
• an obsolete or inefficient telecommunication infrastructure 
• low or non-existent telecommunication equipment manufacturing capacity 
• low national and international, forma] and informal vertical integration with telecommunication 

equipment manufacturers 
• cultural proximity to aggressive successful global players (such as North Africa with Alcatel and Far 

East Asia with NEC and Fujitsu) 

14 A tieree selection process began in the telecommunication industry, and rapid vertical disintegration and reshuffling of customer-producer 
relations took place. The telecommunication industry which for years has been the most stabie multinational oligopolies, found itself at the end of 
the 1980s with only eight companies capable of manufacturing and instaHing electtonic switching equipment. These firms, headquartered in only 
seven countries, possessed manufacturing affiliates in no less than thirty-five countries. 
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Telecommunication and Development: 
~~. 

3. The case of the East Asian NI Cs 

This chapter deals with the characteristics1S, the industrialisation strategies, the telecommunication 
policies and the telecommunication sector of the East Asian NICs. These issues wili be discussed in 

four 'identical' sections beginning with South Korea foliowed by Taiwan, Singapore and HongKong. Every 
section starts with reviewing the industrialisation strategies, the telecommunication policies and the 
telecommunication sector of the concerning country. The characteristics are not discussed separately 
because of the huge amount of diachrone data16 (they will come up in the course of the section). 
Subsequently the relations between the characteristics, the industrialisation strategies, the 
telecommunication policies and the telecommunication sector will be considered17

• Finally, on the basis of 
the findings of the four sections lessons for starters are formulated in the last section. 

3.1 South Korea 

3.1.1 Industrialisation strategies of South Korea 

Figure 3-1 shows the industrialisation strategies of South Korea. The sectors that played an important role 
during these strategies are shown in bold numbers according to the ISIC code (see Appendix CS) . 

1976 1990 

....................... \:: ..... ................................ ............ .. 

.............. \: .............................. .. .. .. ........ .. .. .............. ......... \:: ............................................................. ... .. 

Figure 3-1: Industrialisation strategies of South Korea 
source: [Mahabier; 49] 

After the Korean War (1950-1953) South Korea pursued a primary ISI-strategy to revitalise the country's 
light manufacturing industries as food, beverages, textiles, wearing apparel, footwear and printed matters. 
When in 1960 South Korea had exhausted the possibility of rapid growth through easy import substitution, 
the government initiated a transition period towards EOI. Since 1964 a primary EOI-strategy was foliowed 
with the emphasises on export of light manufacturing products as food, beverages, textiles, wearing apparel 
and footwear. Besides, between 1968 and 1973, South Korea pursued a moderate ISI-strategy toproteet its 

15 The characteristics of the East Asian NICs are depicted in the research model (Figure 1-2) and are discussed in Chapter 2. For the sake of 
completeness, the characteristics are: level of development, country size, rural areas, national consensus on telecomrnunication, transport sector, 
electricity network, foreign currency, investment climate, sectoral distribution, manufacturing-base of electronics, wages, extemal trade, 
legislation on the import of telecomrnunication equipment and quality of Iabour force. 

16 
Appendix C 14 shows the data in tables which are represented graphically in this chapter. 

17 Seeing that it is difficult to estimate whether the characteristics have influenced the telecomrnunication sector directly or indirectly via 
telecomrnunication policies, the influence on the telecommunication policies and telecomrnunication sector are discussed in one paragraph. 
However, the influence of the telecommunication policies on the telecomrnunication sector will also be reviewed. 
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infant heavy industries (industrial chemicals, non-metal products, and iron and steel). South Korea entered a 
new phase of industrialisation in 1973, when the govemment shifted emphasis towards investment in more 
capita! and skill-intensive industries. This phase, which can be characterised as a secondary ISI-strategy as 
well as a secondary EOI-strategy, emphasised industries like steel, chemica!, shipbuilding, construction and 
electronics [Mahabier; 47-48] . 

INTERMEZZO 

3.1.2 Telecommunication Polides of South Korea 

1910 

Figure 3-2: Telecommunication policies of South Korea 
sources: [Noam] , [TP] 

1990 1991 

Figure 3-2 represents the telecommunication policies of South Korea. Until 1982, South Korea's Ministry of 
communication (MOC) had the dual role as policy maker and operator for dornestic and international 
telecommunication. In 1982, the Korean Telecommunication Authority (KT A) was established for 
managementand operatien of dornestic and international telecommunication, as a consequence MOC's task 
was only policy making. Towards privatisation, in 1990 KTA was converted from a governmental authority 
to a joint-stock company, Korea Telecom (KT) [Noam; 292-295]. In 1991, MOC introduced competition in 
dornestic basic services by issuing a license for dornestic telephone service to Data Communication 
Corporatien of Korea (Dacom). In 1995 MOC shaped also a dualistic market structure in international 
telecommunication services through licensing Dacom [TP 1996; 365]. In the early 1980s the customer premises 
equipment (CPE) market and subsequently the value added services (V AS) market became opened. As a 
result, several Iocal firms started with the production of CPE (for example cellular mobile telephone sets), 
and various value added services as radio paging and cellular mobile telephone became operational [Noam; 

296-297] . In the early 1980s, when South Korea had due to the second oil crisis (1981) shortage in foreign 

18 Aid from the United States was an important souree of foreign exchange since the Korean War. At the end of the 1950s, South Korea received 
military assistance at 10 per centofits GNP, while this figure declined to Iess than 5 per cent in the early 1960s [Chowdhury; 39]. 
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currency to import switching equipment, the Korean Electronics and Telecommunication Research Institute 
(ETRI), developed domestically switching equipment [Naam; 290-291] . Besides, in 1985 the government 
established the Korean lnformation Society Development lnstitute (KISDI) to do research with respect to 
government policy in the field of telecommunication and related technologies [TP; 127-129]. 

In Appendix C6 the telecommunication policies of South Korea are elaborated into more detail. To this 
Appendix will he referred when necessary. 

3.1.3 Telecommunication Sector of South Korea 

Figure 3-3 to Figure 3-6 show the evolution of South Korea's telecommunication services. International 
telegram traffic increased considerably between 1965 and 1970 and shrank subsequently. The latter is 
caused by the expansion of telephone and telex services in the early 1970s. Next, in the mid-1980s, the 
number of telex subscribers declined because of the introduetion of facsimile. Furthermore since the late 
1980s, the use of other value added services like radio paging and cellular mobile telephone grew quickly. 
The number of radio paging subscribers rose from 417,550 in 1990 to 9,658,635 in 1995, and the number of 
cellular mobile telephone subsenhers increased from 80,000 in 1990 to 1,641,000 in 1995 [STARS]. 
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Figure 3-3: International telegram traffic Figure 3-4: Telephone density 
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Figure 3-5: Telex subscribers 
sources: [JMDS] , [STARS], [SYA&P] 

Facaimlle Machines (South Korea) 
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Figure 3-6: Facsimile machines 
source: [STARS] 

Issues conceming the size and performance of South Korea 's telecommunication sector come up in the 
course of this section. 

3 .1.4 lndustrialisation Strategies ~ Characteristics 

Level of Development 
From Figure 3-7 becomes clear that South Korea' s GNP per capita rose quickly since the introduetion of the 
primary EOI-strategy (1964~). Empirica} studies show that there exist a strong positive relationship between 
economie growth and the rate of growth of export, but correlation does not imply causation [Chowdhury; 79]. 

The World Bank came to that condusion too. In its World Development Report 1987 the following question 
remained unanswered: "Does outward orientation lead to better economie performance or does superior 
performance pave the way for outward orientation?" [WDR 1987; 78]. For this reason the influence of the 
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industrialisation strategies on the level of 
development will not be reviewed. 

Country Size 
South Korea has since its separation from North ~ 

Korea (1945) a surface of 98,480 km2 [WFB; 232]. As 
already mentioned in Paragraph 3.1.1 this relatively 
small surface has led to the choice of industrialisation 
strategies, but the industrialisation strategies have not 

The Case of the East Asian NI Cs 
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measure a country's size is the absolute population Figure 3-7: GNP per capita 
size. Perhaps, the industrialisation strategies have source: [World Tab/es] 

decreased the population growth and so affected the absolute size. However, decreasein population coheres 
economie development and as already mentioned above, there is no indication for causality between 
industrialisation strategies and economie development. Therefore, the influence of industrialisation 
strategies on country size is not discussed. 

Rural Areas 
As Figure 3-8 portrays, urbanisation has increased 
steadily since the 1950s. Above all since the 
secondary industrialisation phase (1973~) . At that time 
heavy industrial investment was made in the 
metropolitan centres, mainly the areas surrounding 
Seoul and Pusan. To reduce the growth of 
urbanisation, the government started the Saemual 
factory programme in 1973. A set of fiscal and 
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that expanded or located in the designated areas. This 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 

programme was not particularly successful, because Figure 3-8: Urbanisation 
one decade later only fifty per cent of the designated sources: [DYJ, [HDRJ , [IMDJ , [SOCJ, [SYJ 

factories were in operation. Two factors were responsible for the lack of success: in the small townships it 
was difficult to find skilled managers and technicians, and the designated areas did not have the necessary 
infrastructure and services. In 1984 the government initiated the Rural Industries Estate programme. This 
programme was more successful because it focused on rural eentres that could provide the necessary 
infrastructure and services [Chowdhury; 65] . 

National Consensus on the Role of Telecommunication 
As Figure 3-9, shows the government invested ,-----G- o_ve_m_m_en-11-nve- stm- en_l _ln-Te-le_com_ m_un-lca_ti_on-(S-o-uth_K_o_re_a)-----, 

considerably in telecommunication. However, seeing 
that data on telecommunication investment are not 
available since the introduetion of the primary ISI
strategy ( 1 953~) it is hard to assess whether the f 
industrialisation strategies have influenced the j 
consensus on telecommunication. ! 

3% 

2% 1%-
Transport Sector 0% 
Even though South Korea had in the early 1960s 1950 1955 1960 1965 197o 197s 1980 1985 1990 1995 

already a reasonable transportation system, the Figure 3-9: Investment in telecommunication 
export-oriented industrialisation strategies (1964~) source: [STARS] 

brought about the need for expansion. Figures on the expenditure for transport & communication are only 
available as of the 1970s. In the 1970s, expenditure fortransport & communication amounted to 1.4 per cent 
of Gross Dornestic Product (GDP), and the years following this figure was somewhat lower (see Appendix CJO: 

expenditure f or transport & communication). In the 1950s, the railway network was already in a good condition, so little 
expansion had to take place. In 1950, South Korea had 2,775 km track, and in 1970 it was expanded to 3,193 
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km (see Appendix CIO: railway). To increase the use of the 
well-developed railway network, the govemment 
provided exporters reduced railway freight costs 

Rallway Frelght (South Korea) 
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underdeveloped in the early 1960s, but since the 
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more than doubled between 1960 and 1990 (see sources: [IMDS], [SY], [SYA&P] 
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Data on road transportation are not available, but the 
extensive use of the road network becomes visible 
from Figure 3-11. Especially since the secondary 
EOI-strategy (1976~) the use of both passenger cars I 1500 

! and commercial vehicles increased quickly. Since the ! 1000 

division of Korea (1945) into North and South Korea 
the latter is for its import and export completely 
dependent on shipping and aviation. Therefore, 
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Figure 3-12: International sea-bome shipping 
sources: [IMDS] , [SY], [SYA&P] 
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Figure 3-13: A viation freight 
sources: [IMDS] , [SY] , [SYA&P] 

Figure 3-12 and Figure 3-13 show international sea-bome shipping and transportation of freight by aviation 
respectively. These figures make clear that since the primary EOI-strategy (1964~) both methods of 
transportation increased rapidly. Merchant shipping shows the same pattem (see Appendix CIO: merchant shipping). 

Electricity Network 
Figure 3-14 shows that the consumption of electricity 
has considerably increased since the start of the 
industrialisation strategies. The per capita electricity 
consumption grew from 76 kWh per person in 1965 
to 2,202 kWh per person in 1990. 
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Foreign Currency ~ 
Figure 3-15 represents the foreign exchange reserves soo 

of South Korea. Since the primary EOI-strategy 

Electricity Consumption (South Korea) 

(1964~) foreign exchange reserves grew rapidly. 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1960 1985 1990 1995 

Between 1965 and 1970 they grew 19.9 per cent Figure 3-14: Electricity consumption 
annually, in the periods of the first and second oil source: [ADB] 

crisis (1974 and 1981) the growth stagnated, and in the period from 1985 to 1990, foreign exchange reserves 
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increased at an average annual rate of 38.6 per cent. 
Despite the rapid growth, foreign exchange reserves 
as share of GDP feil from 8.0 per cent in 1965 to 3.0 
per cent in 1985, and subsequently it rose to 6.7 per 
cent in 1995 [ADBJ , [SYJ. 

Investment Climate 
To finance the heavy and chemica) industry (1968-1973) 

and the capitai-intensive industrialisation (1973-+ ), it 

Forelgn Exchange Reaarves (South Korea) 
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was necessary to increase dornestic saving in order to 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1990 1965 1990 1995 

increase investment. Gross dornestic saving as share Figure 3-15: Foreign exchange reserves 
of GDP increased from 8.6 per cent in 1965 to 23.8 source: [ADB] 

per cent in 1980, and gross dornestic investment as share of GDP increased in the same period from 15.2 per 
cent to 33.4 per cent (see Appendix CJO: gross dornestic investment and saving). 

A requisite to increase dornestic saving and investment is a low positive real interest rate. As appears from 
Figure 3-16, the realinterest rate was relatively low, and only negative around the mid-1970s. Despite the 
government provided credit at artificially low interest rates [Mahabier; 62], investment exceeded saving (see 

Appendix CJO: gross dornestic investment and saving). This means that South Korea borrowed foreign capital'9
• One 

important requisite to attract foreign capital is macroeconomie stability. Good measurements for 
macroeconomie stability are inflation and the exchange rate [World Bank; JO-IJ]. As can be seen from Figure 3-
17, the rate of inflation was stabie but quit high in the post-war years, especially during the two oil-shocks 
(1974 and 1981), and the Won bas depreciated quickly since the 1960s (see Appendix CJO: exchange rare). The 
depreciation is partly caused by devaluation of the Won in order to promote export. Besides, in the 1980s 
the Won is undervalued in order to solve balance of payments problems [Islam; 55]. 

Reel Depolitln18re• Re18 (Soulh Korea) Average Annuel Re18 of lnftation (Soulh Korea) 
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Figure 3-16: Real deposit interest rate 
sources: [ADB], [SY], [World Tab/es] 

Figure 3-17: Rate of inflation 
sources: [ADB], [SY], [World Tab/es] 

Sectoral Distribution 
Figure 3-18 shows the sectoral distribution of South 
Korea. As a result of the industrialisation strategies, 
the share of the industrial sector increased, at least 

75% 

until the mid-1980s. Furthermore, the share of the ~ 
5

0% 

agricultural sector declined steadily, and the share of ! 
the 'other sector' increased rapidly since the mid- : 
1970s. For the composition of Iabour force the same l 25

% 

pattem is perceptible (see Appendix CIO: composition of Iabour 

force). Looking into more detail to the 'other sector', 0% +""-...,.._ 

ot•ribution of Sectora(Soulh Korea) 

the contribution of construction and transport & 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1960 1995 

communication to GDP increased reasonably since Figure 3-18: Distribution of sectors 
the 1950s (see Appendix CIO: construction; transport & sources: [ADB], [SY], [World Tab/es] 

1990 1995 

19 South Korea bas been able to attracted for US$ 57 billion Jong-term net foreign capital between 1961 and 1986. Bi1atera11oans accounted for 21.5 
per cent, multilateral 1oans for 14.6 per cent, private bank 1oans for 56.8 per cent, and foreign direct investment (FDI) for 7.1 per cent [Mahabier; 
69] . 
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communication). The share of wholesale & trade in GDP rose until the rnid-1970s, but declined subsequently (see 

Appendix CJO: wholesale & trade). Another tertiary sector what grew quickly since the secondary industrialisation 
phase (1973--+) is the financial sector. Financial sector data about the contribution to GDP or share in total 
Iabour force are not available, but currency in circulation and money supply as share of GDP give a rather 
good indication fora country's financial activities [Chowdhury; 132]. Currency in circulation grew considerably 
since the rnid-1970s. It increased from Won 507 hiliion in 1975 to Won 11,989 billion in 1995 (see Appendix 

CJO: currency in circulation). On the other hand, money supply as share of GDP grew most quickly during the 
primary EOI-strategy (1964-1973). It rose from 19.7 per cent in 1965 to 33.6 per cent in 1970. The years 
following money supply as share of GDP increased slightly to 43.8 per cent in 1995 (see Appendix CJO: money 

suppty). Due to the export-orientation (1964--+) tourism expanded rapidly too. In 1960 South Korea had only 
8,700 foreign visitors, in 1965 this figure amounted to 33,500 and in 1970 the number of foreign visitors 
was 232,800 (see Appendix CJO: f oreign visitors). 

Manufacturing-base of Electronics 
As Figure 3-19 represents, si nee the govemment of ~ ""' ·· · 
South Korea selected electronics as a target -sector ~ .... 

Electrlcal Machlnery (South Korea) 1()%·-
(1973--+) the share of electrical machinery in GDP grew i ~·······························~ from 1 per cent in 1970 to 6 per cent in 1990. Before ~ .... 
1970, South Korea had already a small electranies ~ 2% 

sector. In 1965, south Korea produced for example • •••• 
'simple' consumer electranies as radios, televisions ~950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 

and telephones (see Appendix CJO: output of radios; output of Figure 3-19: Electrical machinery 
televisions; output of telephone sets). sou ree: [JSY] 

Eamlngs In Manufacturlng (South Korea) 
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As Figure 3-20 shows, wages in South Korea's 
1000000 

manufacturing sector remained low until the rnid- liiiiii 
1960s. In the period from 1965 to 1970, real wages f 750000 

grew for the first time in the post-war period and they i 
g 500000 

kept growing until now [ILO], [SYJ, [SYA&P] . It is difficult !. 

to estimate whether the increase in wages is caused 
by the industrialisation strategies or the other way 

250000 

round. As already mentioned in Paragraph 3 .1.1, in 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 

the early 1960s low wages tended among other things Figure 3-20: Eamings in manufacturing 
to the choice of a primary EOI-strategy instead of a sources: [ILO], [SYJ , [SYA&P] 

1985 1990 1995 

secondary ISI-strategy. Nevertheless, the high .---- ----,m-po-na- n-dEx_ po_n -(5-ou_th_K_ore_a_) ----- ----, 

de mand for well-educated Iabour due to more capita] 200000 nr:::JIIII 
and skiU-intensive industrialisation (1973--+), may have 1.1 

contributed to the growth of real wages. 

External Trade 
Not surprisingly, extemal trade is highly influenced 
by the industrialisation strategies. As Figure 3-21 
shows import and export expanded considerably since 

150000 

50000 

the primary EOI-strategy (1964--+). South Korea's trade 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 

changed not only in absolute terms, but also in Figure 3-21: Import and export 
relative terms (see Appendix CJO: trade-intensity). Import and sources: [ADB], [SY] 

export as share of GDP declined during the primary ISI and transition phase 
subsequently by the EOI-strategies (1964--+). 

Legislation on Import of Telecommunication Equipment 

1~0 1 ~5 1~ 1~ 

(1953-1964) and grew 

During the primary ISI-strategy and the transition period (1953-1964), one may expect that there were no 
restrictions on import of telecommunication equipment to proteet dornestic manufacturing of 
telecommunication equipment, because at that time South Korea did not manufacture telecommunication 
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equipment. However, during the secondary ISI-strategy (1973~) there may have been restnetloos on the 
import of telecommunication equipment, because since 1965 South Korea produces domestically telephone 
Sets (see Appendix C/0: output of telephone sets), and in the early 1980s it started with the production of switching 
equipment. 

Quality of Labour Force 
Before the start of the primary ISI-strategy (1953), ,---------u-te_ra_cy_Ra_ te_ (sou- lh-Ko_re_a>------------, 

South Korea already had a well-educated Iabour 100% 

force . As Figure 3-22 shows, the literacy rate was """ 

"""n ; ~··· 
already above 70 per cent in 1955, and after the start 
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of the primary EOI-strategy (1964) it increased rapidly •"" 
to more than 90 per cent in the early 1980s. The 50% 

.""fiiiiiiiil quality of Iabour force becomes also clear from the = 
educational attainment of the Iabour force. In 1960, •"" 
already 2.6 per cent of the Iabour force attained 1

0'Y. 

"" higher education. Since the start of the primary EOI- 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 

strategy (1964~), the share of high-educated persons in Figure 3-22: Literacy rate 
Iabour force grew fast (from 3.6 per cent in 1965 to sources: [DY] , [HDR] , [World Tab/es] 

6.9 per cent in 1975) (see Appendix C/0: educational attainment). The well-educated Iabour force is attributable to the 
high gross enrolment ratio in primary education, and the fast increase in secondary and tertiary enrolment 
ratios in the 1970s (see Appendix CJO: gross enrolment ratios). Furthermore, the number of pupils per teacher in 
primary education feil rapidly since the rnid-1960s, and the students per teacher in secondary and higher 
education were already good in the 1960s (see Appendix CJO: student-teacher ratios). The well-developed Iabour force 
is not only the result of quite high government ex penditure for education (see Appendix CJO: govemment expenditurefor 

education), but is also a consequence of investment made in education by private households. In South Korea 
an equal share of GDP was spent by the private and public sectors [Wor/d Bank ;12]. 

Summary 
Table 3-1 summarises the influences of the industrialisation strategies on the characteristics. A positive ( +) 
or negative (-) sign indicates that the period of industrialisation bas influenced the characteristic respectively 
positively or negatively with respect to the development of telecommunication. Besides, some influences are 
unclear (there is no clear influence) or no condusion can he drawn because of lack of data. In order to keep 
the table orderly the periods without influence are left out. 

Table 3-1: Summary of Paragraph 3.1.4 
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3.1.5 Characteristics --7 Telecommunication Policies and Telecommunication Sector 

Level of Development 
In Section 2.1, the relation between a country's level of development and state of telecommunication is 
already discussed extensively. The condusion was: "despite the high correlation, there is no indication for 
eausarion between these two variables". Therefore, the influence of the level of development on the 
telecommunication policies and the telecommunication sector will not he discussed. 

Country Size 
In two respects the country size has influenced South Korea's telecommunication (policies). Firstly, the 
establishment of research labs and secondly, the provision of dornestic long-distance telephone service. Due 
to the relatively large land area and therefore a high potential for telecommunication services, it was worthy 
to do research and development (R&D) in the field of telecommunication. As a result, since the mid-1970s 
South Korea developed and subsequently produced its own switching equipment (see Appendix C6: scientific 

institutions). Because South Korea is a relatively large country, it has to do with telecommunication over long 
distances. Since the cost of a long-distance call is higher than the cost of a local call, it is desirabie to have 
price differentials. However, before the 1960s it was not possible to register the volume and destination of 
calls, so only a base-tariff was charged. Due to the introduetion of automatic switching in the early 1960s it 
was possible to register volume and destination. Since then KT charged a base-tariff and distinguished one 
loca) and three Jong-distance tariffs (see Appendix C6: pricing policies). 

Rural Areas 
Urbanisation in South Korea was quite low in the 1950s and 1960s, but increased rapidly since the 1970s (see 

Figure 3-8) . In 1990 about 72 per cent of the population lived in urban areas, while already 86 per cent of total 
telephone main lines were located in urban areas. From this, one may conclude that telephone main lines 
expand more rapidly in urban areas than in rural areas. This unequal distribution is mainly caused by the 
settiement of industries around Seoul and Pusan, but on the other hand urbanisation is 'stimulated' by the 
lack of infrastructure in rural areas. Furthermore, the provision of telecommunication services is more 
expensive in rural areas than in urban areas. 

National Consensus on the Role of Telecommunication 
The relatively high in vestment in telecommunication ,---- ---w- a-ltin_g_U_SI_for_T_ele_ph_o_ne_M_al-n L- ln-es-(S-o-ulh_ K_ore_a_) ------, 

(see Figure 3-9) has led to the rapid expansion of the 
telephone network (see Figure 3-4). The need for rapid 
expansion during the secondary EOI-strategy (1976~) 
becomes visible from Figure 3-23. Between 1975 and 
1980 the waiting list for telephone main lines 
increased from 110,810 to 604,000 (i.e. 15.84 per 
1,000 inhabitants). Mainly by the 'heavy' investment 
in the 1980s and the sponsoring of R&D, the waiting 
list was disappeared completely in the early 1990s. 
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Figure 3-23: Waiting list for telephone main lines 
source: [STARS] 

The increase in trade since the primary EOI-strategy (1964~). needed for expansion of the transport sector 
what subsequently required extension of telecommunication facilities. The increase in dornestic (see Figure 3-

1 1) and international transport (see Figure 3-12) is associated with an increase in telecommunication services (see 

Figure 3-4). This becomes visible by means of a correlation-test (p): the correlation between telephone density 
and commercial vehicles is 0.994, and the correlation between telephone density and international sea-borne 
shipping (loading goods) is 0.971. 

Electricity Network 
The electricity networkof South Korea is well-developed (see Figure 3-14), so one may suppose that it has not 
hindered the development of the telecommunication sector. 
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Foreign Currency 
Despite the lack of foreign currency in the 1970s (see Figure 3-15), the govemment used foreign resources to 
continue its commitment to expand telecommunication facilities [Noam; 288]- Nevertheless, the waiting list for 
telephone main lines increased rapidly since 197 5 (see Figure 3-23). In order to ex pand the telephone network, 
ETRI (a govemment sponsored R&D institute) developed domestically switching equipment (see Appendix C6: 

basic services). Furthermore, to cut back demand the govemment increased prices (see Appendix C6: pricing policies). 

lnvestment Climate 
Between 1961 and 1981 South Korea attracted for US$ 57 hiliion long-term foreign capita!, of which was 
only 7.1 per cent foreign direct investment (FDI) [Mahabier; 69]. According to Chowdhury (1993) The small 
share of FDI is not caused by the 'unflourishing' macroeconomie situation, but is more a result of the 
govemment's caution towards FDI until the 1980s [Chowdhury; 109]. This becomes also visible from the 
distribution of inward FDI: in the period 1970-1974 the yearly average inward FDI was only Won 3.5 
billion, while it in the period 1980-1984 amounted toa yearly average of Won 258.2 hiliion (seeAppendixC10: 

inward foreign direct investment). As a consequence, the number of foreign affiliates rose from 1,473 in 1980 to 
1,891 in 1985 (see Appendix CJO: number of foreign affiliates) . In 1986, about fifty per cent of the inward FDI came 
from the United States, thirty per cent from Japan, and approximately ten per cent from the EU (see Appendix 

CJO: origin of inward foreign direct investment). Due to the rapid growth of affiliates from industrialised countries the 
need for telecommunication increased considerably since the mid-1980s. 
Furthermore, since the opening of the telecommunication market in the early 1980s, the favourable 
investment elimate bas led to the appearance of several dornestic firms and joint ventures who supply 
customer premises equipment and value added services. 

Sectoral Distribution 
The share of the secondary and tertiary sector in GDP increased constantly by the industrialisation strategies 
(1953~) (see Figure 3-18). The growth of the secondary and especially the tertiary sector led to an increased 
demand for telecommunication services20 (see Figure 3-4 and Figure 3-6). 

Manufacturing-base of Electronics 
Electrical machinery grew quickly since it was appointed as target-sector (1973~) (see Figure 3-19). Besides, 
Sou tb Korea produced already in the 1960s 'simple' consumer electranies (see Appendix C10: output of radio; output of 

televisions; output of telephone sets). The production of consumer electranies bas formed the base for the 
establishment of two telecommunication R&D institutes (see Appendix C6: scientific institutions) . 

Wages 
Residentlal Telephone Maln Llnes (Soulh Korea) Since the rnid-1960s wages grew fairly in South 

Korea (see Figure 3-20). As appears from Figure 3-24 the 
increased wages tended to an increase in residential 
telephone main lines. 
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j strategies (1964~). especially due to the secondary ! 20%11111 EOI-strategy (1976~) (see Figure 3-21) led to a high 1
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increase in telephone services (see Figure 3-4). Since the 1950 1955 196° 1965 197o 1975 1980 1965 1000 1995 

1970s, the United States is the largest destination for Figure 3-24: Residential telephone main lines 
South Korea's export. In 1970, 46.8 per cent of South source: [STARS] 

Korea's export went to the United States and 28.1 per cent to Japan. With respect to import, South Korea 
receives most from Japan and the United States. In 1970, South Korea's import came for 40.8 per cent from 
Japan and for 29.5 per cent from the United States (see Appendix CJO: trading partners). Since South Korea mainly 

20 This is consistent with Saunders (1983) findings . In 1966, the distribution of used telecommunication and postal services was as follows: 
agricu1ture (0.3 per cent), industry (18.2 per cent), services (49.9 per cent), private households (30.1 per cent) and other (1.5 per cent) [Saunders; 
90]. 
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trades with highly industrialised countries it constantly has to upgrade the telecommunication network and 
consequently to chance its telecommunication policies. So, when the United States opened the 
telecommunication market for competition in the late 1970s and Japan several years later, [Wellenius; 627, 669] 

South Korea had to follow (see Appendix C6: customer premises equipment; value added services). 

Furthermore, the high demand generated by increasing external trade, expansion of the transport sector, 
growing number of foreign affiliates (due to a favourable investment climate) and increasing wages has 
created a waiting list for telecommunication services. To cut back the high demand, the government has 
responded by R&D-activities and price increases. 

Legislation on Import of Telecommunication Equipment 
As already mentioned before, since the secondary ISI-strategy (1973-t) there may have been restrictions on 
the import of telecommunication equipment, because since 1965 South Korea produces domestically 
telephone sets (see Appendix CJO: output of telephone sets), and in the early 1980s it started with the production of 
switching equipment. If there have been restrictions on the import of telecommunication equipment to 
proteet the dornestic manufacturing of telecommunication equipment, they have not negatively influenced 
South Korea' s telecommunication sector. Because South Korea has been able to produce high quality 
telecommunication equipment for the local and international market (since the rnid-1980s export of 
telecommunication equipment exceeds import [STARS]). 

Quality of Labour Force 
The high quality of Iabour force, has influenced 
telecommunication in South Korea at least in three 
ways: (i) the set up of R&D labs in the field of 
telecommunication, (ii) a rather good manufacturing
base of electronics in the early 1960s, and (iii) the 
presence of well-educated personnel for technica!, 
management and policy functions . The latter appears 
from Figure 3-25. Between 1980 and 1995 the share 
of telecommunication staff in total Iabour force was 
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in 1980 and 62,078 employees in 1995. 

Summary 
Table 3-2 (see next page) summarises the influences of the characteristics on telecommunication. A positive 
( +) or negative (-) sign indicates that the characteristic has had a positive or negative influence with respect 
to the development of telecommunication. Since the influence of the level of development on 
telecommunication is not clear, this characteristic is not represented in the table. Furthermore, in order to 
keep the table orderly the characteristics who have not had any influence on telecommunication are left out. 
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Table 3-2: Summary of Paragraph 3.1.5 
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3.1.6 Telecommunication Polides ~ Telecommunication Sector 

Customer Premises Equipment 
When the customer premises equipment market opened (1980), subscribers were permitted to freely purebase 
customer premises equipment from third-party suppliers (see Appendix C6: customer premises equipment). Despite data 
on customer premises equipment prices are not available, it may be expected that prices feil due to the 
introduetion of competition. 

V alue Added Services 
Due to the opening of the value added services market (1984) several dornestic and foreign firms provided 
value added services as radio paging and cellular mobile telephone (see Appendix C6: value added services). 

Scientific Institutions 
In the early 1980s, ETRI started with the development of switching equipment in order to save foreign 
exchange2

'. Due to the use of domestically developed switching equipment the telephone network expanded 
considerably (see Figure 3-4), and consequently the waiting list for telephone main lines feil rapidly in the 1980s 
(see Figure 3-23). 

Pricing 
In Table 3-3 is represented the pricing structure for residential telephone service in South Korea. From this 
table appears that the conneetion fee for a residential telephone line was quite high until the mid-1980s. For 
instance, in 1979 the conneetion fee amounted to Won 420,000 (US$ 720) what meant 64.4 daily wages in 
manufacturing. In the late 1970s and early 1980s the conneetion fee was high in order to push back the high 
waiting list for telephone main lines (see Figure 3-23). 

[Won] 
83 

520 
1,740 
1,740 
3,000 
3 000 

Table 3-3: Pricing structure of residential telephone service 
sources: [ILO], [Noam], [STARS] , [SY] 

[Won] 
200 
800 
800 

1,200 
2,000 

500 

In 1990, KT feit forced to change the pricing structure for dornestic telephone services in order to compete 
with for example cellular mobile telephone services and radio paging services. The conneetion fee for a 
residential telephone main line feil radically, the price for a local call increased and the prices for dornestic 
long-distance calls feil (see Appendix C6: pricing policies). 

Telecommunlcation Expendlture and Revenue (South Korea) 

Improverneut of the Telecommunication Sector 
Figure 3-26 shows the expenditure and revenue of 
South Korea's telecommunication sector. In 1980, ~ 2% 

0 the sector was unprofitable, in 1985 revenue was ! 

~ approximately equal to expenditure, and in 1990 and ! 1% 

1995 revenue exceeded expenditure. The increase in 
efficiency can be attributed to the steps towards 
privatisation: (i) opening of the customer premises 0% 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1990 1985 

equipment market (1980), (ii) separation of policy and Figure 3-26: Expenditure and revenue 
management functions (1982), (iii) opening of the source: [STARS] 

1990 1995 

21 bnport of telecommunication equipment as share of total import feil from 2.2 per cent in 1975 to 1.8 per cent in 1985 and dropped further to 1.3 
per cent in 1995 [ADB], [STARS]. 
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value added services market (1984), and (iv) incorporation of KTA (1990). Furthermore, separated departments 
for postal and telecommunication services are the reason for an efficient telecommunication sector22

• Not 
only efficiency improved, but also the quality of the telecommunication services. In 1982, 48.0 faults per 
100 telephone main lines occurred, and in 1992, this figure has declined to 12.5 [STARS]. 

Summary 
Table 3-4 shows the influences of the telecommunication polides on the telecommunication sector. A 
positive (+) or negative (-) sign indicates that the telecommunication policy has influenced the 
telecommunication sector respectively positively or negatively. In order to keep the table orderly the 
variables without influence are left out. 

Table 3-4: Summary of Paragraph 3.1.6 

22 Revenue from telecommunication services is drained away by postal deficits [TP 1992; 593]. 
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3.2 Taiwan 

3 .2.1 lndustrialisation strategies of Taiwan 

Figure 3-27 shows Taiwan's industrialisation strategies. The sectors which played an important role during 
these strategies are shown in bold numbers according to the ISIC code (see Appendix C5). 

1953 1958 1961 1973 1975 1990 

······-·······-·] ···-······· ······-····· ··-·······-······· .. ···············-······-·····t··············-·······························-··············· 

Figure 3-27: Industrialisation strategiesof Taiwan 
source: [Mahabier; 54] 

In 1953 Taiwan' s govemment initiated an ISI-strategy. Wh en during the second half of the 1950s the growth 
of some non-durable consumer industries slowed down, private sector investment stagnated and competition 
on the dornestic market intensified, it became increasingly clear that the first stage of import-substitution 
was completed and Taiwan policy makers chose to switchtoa more export-oriented strategy. To effectuate 
outward-oriented growth, the Taiwanese govemment introduced a series of reforms23 in the late 1950s. 
During the primary EOI-strategy textiles, agro-food and consumer electronics, which had been developed 
during the primary ISI-strategy, were stimulated. At the same time, the development of more complex 
industries as steel, petrochemicals, machine tools and electrooie equipment were encouraged for 
intermediate use24

• The first oil shock (1974) made the Taiwan economy experience for the first time 
negative industrial production. Because of the lack of intermediate goods and in response to the changes in 
comparative advantage and to the onset of Iabour shortage, Taiwan moved into the secondary ISI-phase 
during the second half of the 1970s, while simultaneously expanding export in the secondary EOI-phase. 
Taiwan's industrial policy underwent substantial changes as aresult of the second oil crises (1981). Over 
capacity in a number of firms and a fall in their competitiveness also partially due to the weakness in the 
field of management, distribution and sales, began to undermine the general competitive positions of 
Taiwan's products. The appreciation of the NT$ as welt as the market-opening as a result of extemal 
pressure from primarily the United States, bas caused many industries in Taiwan. All these effects have 
encouraged the shift to higher technology products [Mahabier; 51-53]. 

3.2.2 Telecommunication Policies of Taiwan 

Figure 3-28 shows the telecommunication policies of Taiwan. Since 1949 Taiwan's Ministry of 
Communication (MOC) is responsible for policy making. MOC consists of the directorate general of post 

23 It concemed the following reforms: (i) devaluation of the currency and unification of the multiple exchange rate, (ii) removal of many quantitative 
restrictions on import of intermediale and capita! goods for exporting manufacturers, (iii) the effective proteetion for products on the dornestic 
market was gradually reduced, and (iv) a broad package of fiscal incentives, subsidies and other measures was put in place to promote export 
[Mahabier; 52]. 

24 In the 1961-1965 five-year plan, Taiwan targeted the heavy and chemica! industry, electrical appliances and electronics [Mahabier; 53]. 
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(DGP) and directorate general of telecommunication (DGT). In 1949 MOC delegated supervisory power to 
DGT to establish the Taiwan Telecommunication Administration (TT A) for dornestic telecommunication 
services and the Chinese Government Radio Administration (CGRA) for international telecommunication 
services [Noam: 317-318] . Due to the rapid expansion of telecommunication, in 1981 MOC ordered DGT to 
divide TTA into four units; the Northern, Centraland Southern Taiwan Telecommunication Administration 
(NTTA, CTTA and STTA), and the Long-Distance Telecommunication Administration (LDTA) [Noam: 320-

321]. The customer premises equipment (CPE) and subsequently the value added services (V AS) market is 
opened in the late 1980s. Local suppliers started to provide customer premises equipment and several fixed
wire value added services became operational. Cellular mobile telephone and radio paging services feil 
under contract of Ericsson [Noam: 326, 343-344] . In 1969, DGT established two institutions, the 
Telecommunication Laboratories (TL) and the Telecommunication Training Institute (TTI), for 
technologkal development and manpower training [Noam; 320-321]. 

In Appendix C7 the telecommunication policies of Taiwan are elaborated into more detail. To this Appendix 
will be referred when necessary. 

1896 1945 1949 ( 1981 1987 i 
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Figure 3-28: Telecommunication policies of Taiwan 
sources : [Noam], [TP] 

3.2.3 Telecommunication Sector of Taiwan 

As appears from Figure 3-29, international telegram traffic increased between 1960 and 1975, but declined 
subsequently due to the expansion of the telephone and telex network (Figure 3-30 and Figure 3-31). 
Besides, in the mid-1980s, the number of telex subscribers declined by the introduetion of facsimile (Figure 
3-32). In the late 1980s, value added services as cellular mobile telephone and radio paging became popular. 
The number of cellular mobile telephone subscribers expanded from 83,482 in 1990 to 770,397 in 1995, and 
the number of radio paging subscribers increased in the same period from 792,419 to 2,083,000 [STARS] . 

Issues concerning the size and performance ofTaiwan 's telecommunication sector come up in the course of 
this section. 

International Telegram Trafile (Taiwan) 

1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 

Figure 3-29: International telegram traffic 
sources: [SY], [SYA&P], [TSDB] 
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Teiephone Denolty (Taiwan) 
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Figure 3-30: Telephone density 
sources: [STARS], [SY], [TSDB] 
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Telex Subocrlbers (Taiwan) Facsimile Machines (Taiwan) 

1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 

Figure 3-31: Telex subsenhers 
sources: [IMDS], [STARS], [SYA&P] 

Figure 3-32: Facsimile machines 
source: [STARS] 

3.2.4 Industrialisation Strategies -7 Characteristics 

Level of Development 
See Paragraph 3.1.4: level of development. 

Country Size 
See Paragraph 3.1.4: country size. 

Rural Areas 
As Figure 3-33 portrays, urbanisation was already 54 
per cent in 1950. This high figure may he attributed 
to the high industrial base of Taiwan in the early 
1950s25 and the inflow of refugees from mainland of 
China in the late 1940s. Since the introduetion of the 
primary ISI strategy (1953~), urbanisation grew, but 
not as fast as in South Korea. The relatively low 
increase m urbanisation is caused by rural 

Urbanisation (Taiwan) 

80% 

70% 

20% 

1<l"o 

industrialisation since the primary EOI-strategy ""· 
(1961~). The govemment of Taiwan provided the 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 

necessary infrastructure and services to attract Figure 3-33: Urbanisation 
establishments and Iabour to designated rural areas sources: [SY], [TSDB] 

[Chowdhury; 54]. 

1975 1980 1985 1990 

Figure 3-34: Investment in telecommunication 
source: [STARS] 

1995 

25 In 1955, Taiwan's share ofmanufacturing in GDP amounted to 16 per cent, while this tigure was 'only' IJ per cent in South Korea [SY), [TSDB]. 
This relatively large difference is attributable to (i) the early industrial activities closely linked to agriculture that took place during the Japanese 
colonial rule, (ii) the arrival of experienced managers and entrepreneurs from mainland China in the late 1940s, and (iii) the Korean War (1950-
1953) [Mahabier; 49]. 
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Transport Sector 
At the start of the primary ISI-strategy (1953~), 

Taiwan had a quite underdeveloped railway network, 
but it improved rapidly since the 1950s. In 1950 the 
length of track was only 1,881 km, but it increased to 
3,609 km in 1960, and in 1970 it amounted to 6,212 

3000 

2500 

'ë2000 

i - 1500 
km (see Appendix Cll : railway) . Consequently, as appears § 

! from Figure 3-35, transport of freight by railway 1000 

increased considerably since the 1950s. However, 
since 1980 transportation of freight by railway 

500 

Rallway Frelght (Taiwan) 

decreased as a consequence of less use of crude 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 

materials in the secondary EOI-phase (1975~). On the Figure 3-35: Railway freight 
other hand, Taiwan's road network was already in a sources: [IMDS], [SYJ, [SYA&P] 

1960 1965 1990 1995 

good condition at the start of the EOI (1961~). In 1960 r---------v.-h-lcl-es-ln_u.e_cr_a_lw-an-> -----------, 

its length amounted to 16,616 km and it increased 
2500 1[;:;;;~]JJ:··llJjjjjj!~j-jjjjJJjj!.ljjjjljjjj!J .. !.jl .. jjjjj.jiJjjjjjllllj~ k . = gradually to 20,000 m m 1990 (see Appendix Cll: Raad). 
2000 

As becomes visible from Figure 3-36, since the 1750 

1970s, the number of vehicles in Taiwan increased I 1500 

sector is attributable to the high expenditure for 
reconstruction & communication. As share of GDP 
this figure increased from 1.9 per cent in 1955 to 2.5 

: 1250 
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per cent in 1970, and during the secondary EOI- 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 

strategy (1975~) it increased further from 3.7 per cent Figure 3-36: Vehicles in use 
in 1975 to 4.1 per cent in 1985 (see Appendix Cll: source: [TSDB] 

expenditurefor reconstruction & communication). 
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Figure 3-37: International sea-borne shipping 
sources: [SY], [SYA&P], [TSDB] 

Figure 3-38: Aviation freight 
sources: [IMDS], [SYA&P], [TSDB] 

Because Taiwan is an island, for its import and export it is completely dependent on shipping and aviation. 
As Figure 3-37 shows, international sea-borne shipping expanded considerably since the primary EOI
strategy (1961~), and as appears from Figure 3-38 
transportation of freight by air increased quickly 

5000 
.. 

since the secondary EOI-strategy (1975~). Merchant 
shipping manifests the same pattem as international 
sea-borne shipping (see Appendix Cl I : merchant shipping). f ~0 

Electrlclty Consumption (Taiwan) 

Electricity Network 
1 2000

T. ;;;••••••••••••••••• I••••••••••••••I i From Figure 3-39 appears that the consumption of 1000 

electricity bas considerably increased since the start 
of the industrialisation strategies. The per capita 1950 1955 1950 1965 1970 1975 1960 

electricity consumption grew from 397 kWh per Figure 3-39: Electricity consumption 
person in 1965 to 4,087 kWh per person in 1990. source: [ADB] 
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Foreign Currency 
As Figure 3-40 shows, until 1980 foreign exchange 
reserves remained rather low. Nevertheless, in 1965 
foreign exchange reserves as share of GDP amounted 

75000 to 9.8 per cent. In the years foilowing this figure feil 
graduaily26

: it reached its lowest level in the early ~ 
g 50000 

1980s (5.4 per cent) due to the two oil shocks (1974 ! 
and 1981 ). Since the early 1980s, foreign exchange 
reserves rose rapidly. In the period 1980-1985 they 
grew annuaily at a rate of 59.2 per cent. This resulted 

25000 
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Forelgn Exchange Reserves {Taiwan) 

in foreign exchange reserves at 38.1 per cent of GDP 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1985 

in 1985, and 45.2 per cent in 1990 [ADBJ, [TSDBJ. The Figure 3-40: Foreign exchange reserves 
extravagant rise in foreign exchange reserves is source: [ADBJ 

attributable to the export surplus since the mid-1980s, mainly caused by the secondary ISI-strategy (1973~). 

Investment Climate 

Real Depolitlntere• Rate {Taiwan) 

Figure 3-41: Real deposit interest rate 
source: [ADB] 

Awraga Annuel Rate ollnflation {Taiwan) 

Figure 3-42: Rate of inflation 
sources: [ADB], [Sl1, [TSDB] 

In order to finance the heavy and chemica} industry (1961-1975) the govemment had to shape a good 
investment elimate to attract (foreign) investment. To increase dornestic investment it was necessary to raise 
dornestic saving. A requisite to enlarge dornestic saving and investment is a low, but positive real interest 
rate. As Figure 3-41 depicts, the real interest rate was not absurdly high, and it was only negative around the 
1980s. Both gross dornestic saving and gross dornestic investment grew considerably between 1955 and 
1975, but until the 1980s gross dornestic investment exceeded gross dornestic saving (see Appendix CJJ: gross 

dornestic investment and saving). This means that until then Taiwan relied on foreign capitaF7• To attract foreign 
investors, macroeconomie stability is a prerequisite. 

Distri bution ol Sectors {Taiwan) 

As Figure 3-42 shows, inflation was high in the early 75"' iiiii 
1950s, but feil below five per cent per annum in the 
1960s. However, in the 1970s inflation rose again ~ 

because of the two oil shocks (1974 and 1981), but ~ 5
0% • 

dropped subsequently in the 1980s under five per j 
cent. Additionaily, the exchange rate was stabie since ~ 25% 

the 1960s (see Appendix Cll: exchange rate). i_ 

Sectoral Distribution 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 

In Figure 3-43 the sectoral distribution of Taiwan is Figure 3-43: Distribution of sectors 
represented. Due to the industrialisation strategies sources: [ADBJ, [SYJ, [TSDBJ 

26 Due to the United States anti-Communist policy Taiwan received significant economie and military aid. Between 1951 and 1965, Taiwan 
received US$ 1.5 hiliion worth of economie aid and tbe United States financed nearly 26 per cent of total value of capita! formation during tbis 
period [Islam; 171]. However, in tbe late 1960s aid from tbe United States became negligible [Chowdhury; 39]. 

27 Between 1961 and 1986, Taiwan attracted for US$ 24 hiliion long-term net foreign capita!. Bilateral loans accounted for 34.2 per cent, 
multilateralloans for 2.2 per cent, private bank loans for 44.0 per cent, and foreign direct investment (FDI) for 19.6 per cent [Mahabier; 69]. 
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(1953~). the share of the industrial sector in GDP increased (at least until the rnid-1980s) and the agricultural 
sector's share in GDP feil. lt is strikingly that already in 1950 the 'other sector' was responsible for more 
than fifty per cent of GDP, and nowadays, the 'other sector' stands for more than sixty per cent of GDP. The 
Iabour force composition shows the same pattem (see Appendix Cl 1: composition of Iabour force). Now Iets look more 
closely to the 'other sector' . The share of transport & communication in GDP grew during the first decade 
of the primary EOI-strategy (1961-1975) from 4 per cent to 6 per cent, and kept subsequently on that level (see 

Appendix Cl 1: transport & communication). The contri bution of wholesale & trade to GDP declined slightly from 17 
per cent in 1955 to 14 per cent in 1995 (see Appendix Cl 1: wholesale and trade). The portion of the construction sector 
remained nearly constant at 5 per cent between 1955 and 1995 (see Appendix Cl 1: construction). These three sectors 
represent about one half of the 'other sector'. The remaining share (25 per cent of GDP in 1955, and 40 per 
cent of GDP in 1995) comes from other services as for example financing and tourism. Despite lack of data 
about the contribution to GDP of these sectors, the following data show the increasing importance of the 
financial and tourist sector. Currency in circulation, and money supply grew considerably during the 
secondary industrialisation phase (1973~). Currency in circulation grew from NT$ 13.3 hiliion in 1970 to 
NT$ 110.4 hiliion in 1980 (see Appendix Cll: currency in circulation), and money supply as share of GDP al most 
doubled from 56.1 per cent in 1975 to 111.7 per cent in 1985 (see Appendix Cll: money supply). The number of 
foreign visitors increased reasonably since the start of the EOI-phase (196H). While in 1960 only 23.6 
thousand foreign visitors came to Taiwan, ten years later more than a half rnillion foreign visitors entered (see 

Appendix Cl 1: foreign visitors). 

Manufacturing-base of Electronics 
For Taiwan, diachrone data on electrical machinery 
as share of GDP are not available. Therefore, to show 
Taiwan's electranies manufacturing-base, the output 
of various electrical equipment is used. Already in 

Output of Televlalons (Taiwan) 

6000 

the early 1960s Taiwan chose consumer electranies I 5000 

as a priority-sector. Until the early 1970s production 1 40001iiiiiiil 
found place for the local market (moderate ISI-

3000 

industrialisation: 1961-1973), and subsequently production 2000 

was destined for export (primary EOI-industrialisation: 1961-
1000 

1975). Figure 3-44 depiets the output of televisions. 1eso 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1960 1965 1990 1995 

From this figure appears the rapid expansion of Figure 3-44: Output of televisions 
output due to export. The decline in output since sources: [lSY], [TSDB] 

1980 is caused by the shift towards more skill-intensive electranies products in the secondary 
industrialisation phase (1973~). The production of for example telephone sets (see Appendix Cll: output of telephone 

sets) and integrated circuits (see Appendix Cll: output ofintegrated circuits) increased rapidly in the 1980s. 

Wages 
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From Figure 3-45 appears that the wages in Taiwan's 
manufacturing sector remained low until the rnid-
1960s. In the periods 1950-1955 and 1970-1975 real 
wages decreased respectively 3.0 per cent and 0.8 per 
cent annually, but in the other periods the real wages i 
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Iabour caused by the capital and skiU-intensive 
industrialisation-phase (1973~) may have contributed 
to increasing wages. 

External Trade 

Figure 3-45: Earnings in manufacturing 
sources: [ILO] , [TSDB] 

The industrialisation strategies have considerably affected Taiwan's trade. Lets start with the primary ISI-
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strategy (1953-1958). In 1950, the import-export ratio amounted to 1.528 while it feil to 1.448 in 1960. From 
this tums out that during the primary ISI-strategy (1953-1958) import grew less quickly than export. As appears 
from Figure 3-46, since the EOI-strategies (1961~) trade expanded rapidly. Additionally, since the mid-1980s 
export clearly surpasses import. Of course the Jmponand expon(Talwan) 

secondary ISI-strategy (1973~) has driven back import, 
100000

~~i~~~~-~~~~~~~~~--
but the appreciation of the NT$ since the mid-1980s 

75000 

(see Appendix CJJ : exchange rare) gave Taiwan (and the other 
East Asian NICs) a competitive advantage in trade 
against Japan and the EU [Mahabier; 40]. Trade 
expanded not only in absolute terms, but also in 
relative terms. Export as share of GDP increased 
from 11.2 per cent in 1960 to 37.5 per cent in 1975, 
and reached a value of 53.0 per cent in 1985 (see 'c::--:------,
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Appendix Cl/: trade-intensity). Figure 3-46: Import and export 
sources: [ADB], [SY] 

Legislation on Import of Telecommunication Equipment 
Since 1961, Taiwan pursued an ISI-strategy based among other things on electrical machinery. Therefore, 
one may expect that there have been, and still are restrictions on the import of telecommunication 
equipment. 

Quality of Labour Force 
Figure 3-47 shows the literacy rate of the Taiwanese ,..-----------------------, 

Llteracy Rate (Taiwan) 

population. From this figure appears that in the early 100%illlllii 
1950s, only 55 per cent of the population could write 90% 

or read. However, during the industrialisation-phase :: 
(1953~) this figure increased rapidly. In 1965 the 60% 

literacy rate was already 77 per cent and in 1980 it 50% 

40% 

amounted to 90 per cent. The rapid impravement of 30% ~·············· ~··············································· the quality of the Iabour force is imputable to the 20% t 
high enrolment ratios and the quality of education. In 1

0% 

0% 

1960 already 96 per cent of the relevant age-group 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 

was enrolled in primary education, 30 per cent in Figure 3-47: Literacy rate 
secondary education and 3 per cent in higher sources: [DY], [TSDB] 

education. During the EOI-phase (1961~), the secondary and higher education enrolment ratios grew 
considerably, especially at the start of the secondary industrialisation-phase (1973~)- In 1985, the secondary 
and higher enrolment ratios amounted to 87 and 23 per cent respectively (see Appendix CII : gross enrolment ratios). 

The quality of secondary and higher education was already good in the 1960s, and the quality of primary 
education increased considerably since the 1960s (see Appendix CJJ: student-teacher ratios). The impravement of 
education is a result of high govemment expenditure for education. During the primary EOI-strategy (1961-

1975) govemment expenditure for education as share of GDP amounted to an average of 3 per cent. Since the 
secondary EOI-strategy (1975~). govemment expenditure for education as share of GDP increased from 3 per 
cent in 1975 to a} most 6 per cent in 1995 (see Appendix CJJ: govemment expenditurefor education). 

Summary 
Table 3-5 (see next page) summarises the influences of the industrialisation strategies on the characteristics. 
A positive ( +) or negative (-) sign indicates that the period of industrialisation has influenced the 
characteristic respectively positively or negatively with respect to the development of telecommunication. 
Besides, some influences are unclear (there is no clear influence) or no condusion can be drawn because of 
lack of data. In order to keep the table orderly the periods without influence are left out unless it deals with 
the complete industrialisation period. 
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3.2.5 Characteristics ~ Telecommunication Policies and Telecommunication Sector 

Level of Developrnent 
See Paragraph 3.1.5: level of development. 

Country Size 
Taiwan, with a surface of 35,150 km2 [WFB; 472], is after South Korea the second largestEast Asian NIC. Just 
as for South Korea, the relatively large country size has influenced telecommunication (policies) in two 
respects. The first deals with the set up of scientific institutions and the second with the provision of 
dornestic long-distance telephone services. Given the relatively large dornestic telecommunication market, 
DGT established in 1969 TL and TTI for technological development and manpower training (see Appendix C7: 

scientific institutions). Besides, since the 1970s, DGT founded three joint ventures with United States firms in 
order to produce switching equipment (see Appendix C7: equipment procurement). Concerning the provision of 
dornestic telephone services MOC used before 1957 a flat rate for local and long-domestic calls. In 1957, 
when the introduetion of automatic switching allowed charging by volume, the flat monthly fee became 
replaced by local and long-distance rates (see Appendix C7: pricing policies). 

Rural Areas 
Figure 3-48 portrays the share of urban telephone Urban Telephone Maln Unes(Talwan) 

main lines in total telephone main lines. From this 
1

00% i!.!l··········!···!~··!···········!···· · ··!······~-~~~~-~-·~jJ .. jiJJJJJJJJI 

figure appears that in 1980, 52 per cent of telephone I : lH .[[[•I•I~••••i•lll••••······························ ~················· ~i~ ~( ···········[[[ 
main lines laid in rural areas, and in 1995 it has even ! 70% lH •••••••••JJJJJJJ •• JJJJJ·J·J·JJ.JJJJJJ······························ ·····~~~·························· ·································~ grown to 57 per cent. Thus, despite the high f : f 

urbanisation (see Figure 3-33) telephone main lines in ~ 40% ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ rural areas expand more rapidly than in urban areas. ~ 30% 

~ This may be the consequence of the anti-urbanisation ! 2
0% 

10% 

policy (i.e. the provision of infrastructure and o% 

services in rural areas to attract establishments and 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 

Iabour tothese areas). Despite the fact that telephone Figure 3-48: Urban telephone main lines 
service has expanded more rapid in rural than in source: [STARS] 

urban areas, one may suppose that the large extent of rural areas has thwarted the development of 
telecommunication, because extension of telecommunication services to rural areas is more expensive than 
provision of telecommunication services in urban areas. 

Walting List lor Telephone Maln Llnes (Taiwan) 

1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 

Transport Sector Figure 3-49: Waiting list for telephone main lines 
As already seen, the rapid expansion of trade since source: [STARS] 

the EOI (1961--+) needed for expansion of the transport system. Both the growth of trade and transport 
required extension of the telecommunication network. The latter becomes visible from the high correlation 
(p) between vehicles in u se (see Figure 3-36), international sea-borne shipping (see Figure 3-37) and telephone 
density (see Figure 3-30). The correlation between telephone density and commercial vehicles in use is 0.957, 
and the correlation between telephone density and international sea-borne shipping (loading goods) amounts 
to 0.951. 
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Electricity Network 
The electricity network of Taiwan was already in a good condition in the mid-1960s (see Figure 3-39), so one 
may suppose that it has not hindered the development of the telecommunication sector (in 1965, about 86 
per cent of the population had access to electricity [TSDBJ). 

Foreign Currency 
The low foreign exchange reserves in the mid-1970s and early 1980s (see Figure 3-40) probably drove back the 
import of telecommunication equipment. This caused despite the local production of switching equipment a 
high waiting list for telephone main lines (see Figure 3-49). In order to cut back the high demand the government 
increased prices for telecommunication services. 

fnvestment Climate 
To finance Taiwan's industrialisation the government shaped a good elimate to attract foreign investors. The 
attraction of foreign investors becomes visible from the distribution of long-term net foreign capital. 
Between 1961 and 1981 inward FDI contributed to 19.6 per cent of total long-term net foreign capita) 
[Mahabier; 69]. While in the period 1970-1974 inward FDI amounted toa yearly average of only NT$ 3,264 
million, in the period 1985-1989 it was NT$ 23,685 million annually (see Appendix CJJ: inward foreign direct 

investment). The strong increase in inward FDI appears also from the number of foreign firms. In 1955, there 
were only 32 foreign affiliates, in 1965 it amounted to 296, and in 1990 Taiwan had 4,764 foreign affiliates 
(see Appendix CJJ : number of foreign affiliates). In 1986, about thirty per cent of inward FDI came from the United 
States, twenty-five per cent from Japan, and approximately thirteen per cent from the EU (see Appendix CJJ: 

origin of inward foreign direct investment). Due to the rapid growth of foreign affiliates from industrialised countries 
the need for telecommunication increased considerably since the mid-1970s. 
Furthermore, the opening of Taiwan's telecommunication market in the late 1980s combined with the 
favourable investment elimate has led to the appearance of several dornestic firms and joint ventures who 
supply customer premises equipment and value added services. 

Sectoral Distribution 
The secondary sector grew reasonably since the early 1950s, and the tertiary sector accounts until the mid-
1980s for more than fifty per cent of GDP (see Figure 3-43). The relative growth of the secondary and tertiary 
sector, and especially the increasing complexity of these sectors demanded for expansion of 
telecommunication services28

• In the early 1980s, when for example finance and tourism expanded 
considerably (see Appendix Cll: money supply; currency in circulation; foreign visitors), Taiwan's telephone network grew 
rapidJy (see Figure 3-30). 

Manufacturing-base of Electronics 
Already in the early 1960s, Taiwan chose consumer electronics as a priority-sector and in the early 1970s it 
shifted towards the production of more skill-intensive electronics products. The early manufacturing-base of 
electronics has among other things led to the production of customer premises equipment and the set up of a 
R&D institute in the field of telecommunication and besides, it contributed to the establishment of three 
joint-ventures to produce switching equipment (see Appendix C7: scientific institutions; equipment procurement). 

Wages 
Since the mid-1960s, the wages in Taiwan grew quickly (see Figure 3-45). Despite the lack of diachrone data on 
residential telephone main lines it will be made plausible that growing wages have caused a higher demand 
for residential telephone main lines in Taiwan. Saunders (1983) claims that in developing countries more 
than three quarters of telephone main lines are used by government and business subscribers [Saunders; 182]. 

Consictering Taiwan's state in the early 1950s, one may assume that this statement was applicable to Taiwan 
at that time. On the other hand in 1990, about 73 per cent of total telephone main lines were residential 

28 This is consistent with Saunders (1983) findings . In 1964, the distribution of used telecomrnunication and postal services was as follows: 
agriculture (0.7 per cent), industry (15.9 per cent), services (71.5 per cent), private households (9.5 per cent) and other (2.4 per cent) [Saunders; 
90]. 
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telephone main lines [STARS]. Therefore it seems justified to assume that rising wages have caused a higher 
share of residential telephone main lines. 

External Trade 
Since the start of the EOI-strategies (1961~). and especially at the beginning of the secondary EOI-strategy 
(1975~). external trade grew considerably (see Figure 3-46) through which the telephone network expanded 
rapidly (see Figure 3-30). Japan and the United States play since the 1960s an important role in Taiwan's 
external trade, although in 1960 and 1970 trade with these two countries was more extensive than in 1980 
and 1990. For example in 1960, Taiwan exported 49.2 per cent of total export to Japan and the United 
States, while this share declined to 30.1 per cent in 1990. Regarding import, in 1960 Taiwan received 73.4 
per cent of its total import from these two countries, while in 1990 this figure has dropped to 52.2 per cent 
(see Appendix Cll: trading partners) . Because Taiwan particularly trades with two highly industrialised countries, it 
needs a well-developed telecomrnunication infrastructure. Therefore, Taiwan had to open the 
telecommunication market when it became opened in Japan and the United States. 
Furthermore, the high demand generated by increasing external trade, expansion of the transport sector, 
growing number of foreign affiliates (due to a favourable investment climate) and increasing wages has 
created a waiting list for telecomrnunication services. In order to cut back the high demand, the gaveroment 
has responded by R&D-activities and price increases. 

Legislation on Import of Telecommunication Equipment 
Since 1961, Taiwan pursued an ISI-strategy based among other things on electrical machinery. Therefore, 
one may expect that there have been, and still are restrictions on the import of telecomrnunication 
equipment. This becomes also visible from the equipment praeurement foliowed by MOC, because since the 
early 1970s a policy of "Local Purchase if Local A vailable" is pursued. If equipment is not available on the 
Iocal market, MOC has to give permission to buy it on the international market In general an international 
praeurement takes twelve to fifteen months from initial request to delivery. Therefore it may be assumed 
that the development of telecomrnunication in Taiwan is constraint by legislation (see Appendix C7: equipment 

procurement). 

Quality of Labour Force 
Just as in South Korea, the well-developed Iabour 
force has tended to: (i) the rise of a manufacturing
base of electranies in the early 1960s, (ii) the set up 
of a R&D institute, and (iii) the presence of high
skilied technica} and management staff. Although the 
well-developed Iabour force, m 1969 DGT 
established a training-institute to educate its 
personnel. Figure 3-50 shows the share of 
telecomrnunication staff in total Iabour force. Since 
1980, this share amounts to about 0.4 per cent, 
representing 27,184 employees in 1980 and 35,765 
employees in 1995. 

Summary 
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Figure 3-50: Telecommunication staff 
source: [STARS] 

Table 3-6 (see next page) sumrnarises the influences of the characteristics on telecomrnunication. A positive 
( +) or negative (-) sign indicates that the characteristic has had a positive or negative influence with respect 
to the development of telecomrnunication. Since the influence of the level of development on 
telecomrnunication is not clear, this characteristic is not represented in the table. Furthermore, in order to 
keep the table orderly the characteristics who have not had any influence on telecommunication are left out. 
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3.2.6 Telecommunication Policies ~ Telecommunication Sector 

Customer Premises Equipment 
By the opening of the customer premises equipment market (1987), subscribers were allowed to buy their 
CUStomer premises equipment from third-party suppliers (see Appendix C7: customer premises equipment). Just as for 
South Korea prices on customer premises equipment are not available, but one may expect that they feil by 
the opening of the customer premises equipment market 

V alue Added Services 
The opening of Taiwan's value added services market (1989) led to the introduetion of various value added 
services as radio paging and cellular mobile telephone (see Appendix C7: value added services). 

Scientific Institutes 
In 1969, DGT established TL and TTI for technologkal development and manpower training (see Appendix C7: 

scientific institutions). These scientific institutes formed the basis for the raise of three joint ventures in order to 
produce domestically switching equipment. The dornestic production of switching equipment has partly cut 
back the dependency on scarce foreign currency since the early 1970s, and therefore realised a more rapid 
expansion of Taiwan' s telephone network (see Figure 3-30) . 

Pricing 
The high demand for telecommunication services tended for a high waiting list for telephone main lines in 
the late 1970s and early 1980s (see Figure 3-49). In order tosmoothout the waiting listand to decrease demand, 
conneetion fee for telephone main lines was rather high. As Table 3-7 shows, for example in 1982 the 
conneetion feefora residential telephone line was NT$ 14,000 (US$ 380) what at that time was equivalent 
to the eamings of 31.2 working days in manufacturing. 
To be competitive with value added services as ceilular mobile telephone services and radio paging services 
and to be attractive for foreign investors, DGT had to restroeture its rates since the late 1980s. As appears 
from Table 3-7, between 1982 and 1995 the conneetion fee for a residential telephone main line feil 
considerably; the price fora local cail remained rather constant. Furthermore, the charges for dornestic long
distance cails feil (see Appendix C7: pricing policies). 

1,320 
1,600 
1,440 
1,440 

720 
Table 3-7: Pricing structure of residential telephone service 
sources: [Noam], [STARS], [TSDB] 

Improverneut of the Telecommunication Sector 
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Telecommunlcation Expendlture and Revenue (Taiwan) 

As Figure 3-51 shows, Taiwan's telecommunication 
sector is profitable since 1980. Although profit as 

share of GDP did notchange considerably, the sector ]1111'·········· 

improved its efficiency reasonably. Namely, profit [ 2% ··································································~···············~················· ~~ per employee grew from US$ 10,525 in 1980 to US$ i 
51,067 in 1995 [STARS]. Not only the efficiency, but ! 1% 

also the quality of the telephone service improved. In 
1982, 44.0 faults per 100 telephone main lines 

0% 

occurred, and in 1995 there were only 11.5 faults per 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1960 1995 

100 telephone main lines [STARS]. The improvement of Figure 3-51: Revenue and expenditure 
the sector is a consequence of increased competition source: [STARS] 
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by the opening of the customer premises equipment market (1987) and the value added services market (1989). 

Furthermore, separation between postal and telecommunication activities are a consequence of the good 
performance. 

Summary 
Table 3-8 shows the influences of the telecommunication policies on the telecommunication sector. A 
positive ( +) or negative (-) sign indicates that the telecommunication policy bas influenced the 
telecommunication sector respectively positively or negatively. In order to keep the table orderly the 
variables without influence are left out. 

Table 3-8: Summary of Paragraph 3.2.6 
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3.3 Singapore 

3.3 .1 Industrialisation strategies of Singapore 

In Figure 3-52 the industrialisation policies of Singapore are given. The sectors that played an important role 
during these strategies are shown in bold numbers according to the ISIC code (see Appendix C5). 

1960 1967 1970 1979 

······-·······-·······-··:\ .................. -................................ . 

Figure 3-52: Industrialisation strategies of Singapore 
source: [Mahabier; 57] 

1990 

The expectation that Singapore would join in a common market with Malaysia was the basis for a primary 
ISI-strategy. The Malaysian common market became effective in 1963, but did not last long, because 
Singapore became independent in 1965. The two years following were characterised by excess capacity in 
the manufacturing sector and growing unemployment. Given these industrial growth limiting factors and the 
narrowing of the dornestic market, in 1967 Singapore started to pursue an EOI-strategy. Although Singapore 
bas a free market, the state exercises a strong influence on the process and direction of industrial 
development [Mahabier; 55-56]. In 1970, Singapore initiated an industrial restructuring programme with the aim 
to shift manufacturing activities toward certain 'priority' industries (industrial chemicals, electrical 
machinery including electranies and telecommunication equipment) which are more skill- and technology
intensive. This was however abandoned in the aftermath of the first oil shock (1974) [Chowdhury; 93]. In 1979, 
when productivity slowed down, dependenee on foreign unskilled Iabour increased and competition from 
newly industrialising exporters grew, Singapore restarted the restructuring program in the form of a 
secondary EOI-strategy. Productivity increase became the new goal. For that purpose, the manufacturing 
sector had to be restructured away from labour-intensive, low wage industries towards more sophisticated, 
skill-intensive and higher value added production activities [Mahabier; 57]. 

3.3.2 Telecommunication Polides of Singapore 

1881 1955 1974 1993 
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Figure 3-53: Telecommunication polides of Singapore 
sources: [Noam]. [Ure] 

In Figure 3-53 the telecommunication policies of Singapore are represented. From this figure appears that 
until 1974 dornestic and international telecommunication services were respectively provided by the 
Singapore Telecommunication Board (STB) and the Telecommunication Authority of Singapore (TAS). In 
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1974, STB and TAS merged into Telecoms, which incorporated as Telecomsin 1993 (Noam; 266-267, 281]. The 
customer premises equipment (CPE) and subsequently the value added services (V AS) market opened in the 
late 1980s. Due to the liberalisation several suppliers started to provide customer premises equipment and 
several value added services became operational [Ure ; 33], [Noam, 271, 282]. 

In Appendix C8 the telecommunication policies of Singapore are elaborated into more detail. To this 
Appendix wil/ be referred when necessary. 

3.3.3 Telecommunication Sector of Singapore 

International Telegram Trafile (Singapore) 
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Figure 3-54: International telegram traffic 
sources: [Sl'], [SYA&P] 
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Figure 3-56: Telex subscribers 
sou rees: [IMDS], [ST ARS], [SY A&P] 

Telephone Denslty (Singapore) 
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Figure 3-55: Telephone density 
sources: [STARS], [Sl'] 

Facsimile Machines (Singapore) 
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Figure 3-57: Facsimile machines 
source: [STARS] 

In Figure 3-54 to Figure 3-57 is represented the evolution of telecommunication services in Singapore. 
International telegram traffic increased considerably between 1960 and 1965 and shrank subsequently. The 
decrease in international telegram traffic is caused by the expansion of telephone and telex services since the 
mid-1960s. Next, in the mid-1980s, the number of telex subscribers declined due to the introduetion of 
facsimile. Forthermore in the mid-1980s, other value added services like radio paging and cellolar mobile 
telephone became available. Radio paging subscribers rose from 84,174 in 1985 to 955,000 in 1995, and 
cellolar mobile telephone subscribers increased from 10,827 in 1985 to 306,000 in 1995 [STARS]. 

Issues concerning the size and performance of Singapore 's telecommunication sector come up in the course 
of this section. 

3.3.4 Industrialisation Strategies ~ Characteristics 

Level of Development 
See Paragraph 3.1.4: level of development. 

Country Size 
See Paragraph 3.1.4: country size. 
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Rural Areas 
Figure 3-58 shows the urbanisation in Singapore. At 
the start of the primary ISI-strategy (1960-1967) the 
urbanisation was already 65 per cent, and it grew in 
two decades to 100 per cent. The high rate of 
urbanisation is more a result of high population 
density than the industrialisation strategies. Namely, 
in 1960 the population density was already 2,805 
inhabitants per km2

, and nowadays it is over 5,100 

40% 

20% 

inhabitants per km2 [ADBJ, [SYJ. The high population 0% -11ililii24W 
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in the 1950s and 1960s (between 1950 and 1970, the 
annual average growth rate was 3.62 per cent [SYJ) . 

Figure 3-58: Urbanisation 
sources: [HDR] , [!MD], [SOC], [SY] 

National Consensus on the Role of Telecommunication 
Seeing the relatively high govemment investment in 
telecommunication one may conclude that Singapore 

Govemment lnvestment In Telecommunlcation (Singapore) 

has a positive attitude towards the role of 
telecommunication. However, as appears from Figure 
3-59, data on telecommunication investment are not 
available smce the introduetion of the 
industrialisation strategies (1960-7). Therefore it is 
hard to assess whether the industrialisation strategies 
have influenced the govemment's consensus on the 
role of telecommunication. 
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Figure 3-59: lovestroent in telecommunication 
source: [STARS] 
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Despite the high level of trade (see Figure 3-70), 

Singapore has no railway network29
• On the other 

hand, it has a well-developed road network. As 
Figure 3-60 shows, at the start of the primary ISI
strategy (1960-1967), the total road length amounted to 
813 km, and it kept expanding at an average yearly 
rate of 2.0 per cent until now. lt is worth noting that 
the road network expanded most rapidly (at a yearly 
average rate of 2.5 per cent) in the first decade of the 
secondary EOI-strategy (1979-7). The enormous 

'---------------------~ growth of the road network becomes also visible 
from the number of vehicles (see Appendix C/2: vehicles in 

International Sea-Bome Shlpplng (Singapore) 
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Figure 3-61: International sea-bome shipping 
sources: [IMDS], [SY], [SYA&P] 

29 Probably because of its smal! surface (581 km2
) [WFB] . 

Figure 3-60: Road network 
sources: [IMDS] , [SY], [SYA&P] 

Aviadon Frelght (Singapore) 
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Figure 3-62: A viation freight 
sources: [/MDS], [SY] , [SYA&P] 
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use), and the govemrnent expenditure for transport & comrnunication. Even though data on govemrnent 
expenditure fortransport & comrnunication are available as of 1975, it becornes clear that expenditure was 
relatively high in the 1980s (see Apperuiix CJ2: expenditure for transport & communication) . 

Conceming international trade, Singapore is cornpletely dependent on sea and air transport. As Figure 3-61 
and Figure 3-62 show, international sea-bome shipping and transport of freight by air increased rapidly 
since the EOI-strategies (1967~) . Merchant shipping shows the sarne pattem (see Appendix Cl2: merchant shipping). 

Electricity Network 
Figure 3-63 shows that the consumption of electricity 
has considerably increased since the start of the 
industrialisation strategies. The per capita electricity 
consumption grew frorn 571 kWh per person in 1965 
to 5,283 kWh per person in 1990. 

Foreign Currency 
Although import exceeds export since 1960 (see Figure 

3-70), Singapore has created a large amount of foreign 
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is a consequence of the positive services account Figure 3-63: Electricity consurnption 
[Islam; 201]. Figure 3-64 shows the rapid increase in source: [ADB] 

Forelgn Exchange Reserves (Singapore) foreign exchange reserves. In the 1970s and early 
1980s, foreign exchange reserves as share of GDP 
were over fifty per cent, and the years after the 
second oil crisis (1981) this figure increased to more 
than seventy per cent [ADBJ, [SY] , [World Tables]. 
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Singapore had to increase dornestic saving. Gross o · 

dornestic saving as share of GDP grew frorn 0 per 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 

cent in 1960 to 29.0 per cent in 1975, and Figure 3-64: Foreign exchange reserves 
consequently gross dornestic investment as share of source: [ADB] 

GDP increased frorn 11 .4 per cent to 37.5 per cent (see Appendix Cl2: gross dornestic investment and saving). 
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Figure 3-65: Real deposit interest rate 
sources: [ADB], [SY], [World Tables] 

Figure 3-66: Rate of inflation 
sources: [ADB], [SY], [World Tables] 

A low positive realinterest rateis favourable to increase dornestic investrnent and saving. As appears from 
Figure 3-65, the real interest rate was relatively low, and only negative around the rnid-1970s and early 
1990s. Although the high saving rate, investrnent exceeded saving until the rnid-1980s. This means that until 
then Singapore has been a net borrower of foreign capitaP0

• An important requisite to attract foreign capita) 
is macroeconomie stability. As Figure 3-66 shows, the rate of inflation was low until the periods of the two 
oil-shocks (1974 and 1981). The high rate of inflation in the rnid-1980s is caused by policy failure. The 

30 Between 1969 and 1983, Singapore attracted US$ 6,169.4 million net foreign capita! ofwhich was 53.8 per cent FDI [Chowdhury; 109] . 
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govemment pushed its high-wage policy too far in order to force investment in priority sectors [Islam; 203]. On 
the other hand the S$ was stabie until the early 1970~ and it appreciated quickly after that (see Appendix C/2: 

exchange rare). 

Sectoral Distribution 
Figure 3-67 portrays the sectoral distribution of 
Singapore's economy. As a consequence of the 
industrialisation strategies (1960~), the industrial 75% 

sector as share of GDP grew considerably, while the ~ sO% 

agricultural sector disappeared completely. It is ~ 
remarkable that since 1960 the 'other sector' is i 45

" 
'!i 

responsible for about three quarters of GDP. For the i 30% 

Iabour force composition the sametrend is noticeably 15% .,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 

(see Appendix C/2: composition of Iabour force ). Lets now take a 0% 

DISiribution of Sectors (Singapore) 

closer look at the composition of the 'other sector' . 1950 1955 195o 1965 1970 1975 199o 1995 1990 1995 

The share of the construction sector in GDP grew Figure 3-67: Distribution of sectors 
from 3 per cent in 1960 to 11 per cent in 1985. It sources: [ADB], [SY], [World Tab/es) 

grew most rapidly during the primary ISI-strategy (1960-1967), primary EOI-strategy (1967-1979) and the early 
years of the secondary EOI-strategy (1979~) (see Appendix C/2: construction). Wholesale & trade declined 
considerably during the EOI-strategies (1967~) . lts contribution to GDP dropped from 34 per cent in 1965 to 
18 per cent in 1995 (see Appendix CI2: wholesale & trade). The share of transport & communication in GDP fell from 
14 to 11 per cent during the primary ISI-strategy (1960-1967) and primary EOI-strategy (1967-1979), but it rose 
again to 13 per cent in the secondary EOI-strategy (1979~) (see Appendix C/2: transport & communication). The sectors 
construction, wholesale & trade, and transport & communication re present ju st one half of the 'other sector' . 
The remaining share (32 per cent of GDP in 1960, and 35 per cent of GDP in 1995) originates from other 
services as for example finances and tourism. Currency in circulation grew considerably since the primary 
EOI-strategy (1967~), and money supply increased rapidly during the secondary EOI-strategy (1979~). 

Currency in circulation grew from S$ 682 million in 1970 to S$ 3,137 rnillion in 1980 (see Appendix C/2: currency 

in circularion), and money supply as share of GDP increased from 60.7 per cent in 197 5 to 91.3 per cent in 1990 
(see Appendix CJ2: money supply). The number of foreign visitors increased extremely since the introduetion of the 
EOI-phase (1967~) . Between 1965 and 1980, the yearly number of foreign visitors rose from only 98.5 
thousand to more than 2.5 million (see Appendix C12: foreign visitors). 

Manufacturing-base of Electronics 
As Figure 3-68 shows, the share of electrical 
machinery in GDP grew quickly since the rnid-1960s. 
The rapid growth is mainly imputable to the choice 

Electrtcai Machinery (Singapore) 

15% 

of the govemment. Because in 1970, the govemment ~ 
1
0% 

0 
of Singapore chose this sector as a 'priority' industry. e 

~ In 1979, when the productivity slowed down, : 
dependenee on foreign unskilled Iabour increased ~ 5" 

and competition from newly industrialising exporters 
grew, Singapore launched a secondary EOI-strategy. 0% UiliiiilliJJ.J 
This implied among other things the export of more 195° 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 

skill-intensive electrical products. Figure 3-68: Electrical machinery 
source: [ISY] 

Wages 

1990 1965 1990 1995 

Eamings in the manufacturing sector of Singapore are represented in Figure 3-69. From this figure becomes 
clear that wages remained low during the primary industrialisation-phase (1960-1979). The wages kept low 
because of abundant unskilled Iabour. In the early 1960s unemployment was over 9 per cent and in 197 5 it 
was still more than 4 per cent (see Appendix CJ2: unemployment rare). In 1979, when the Iabour market became tight, 
the govemment initiated the secondary EOI-strategy. In this strategy the export of capitai-intensive products 
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is emphasised. To force foreign companies31 to invest in capitai-intensive production methods the 
government of Singapore introduced a high-wage policy [Wilkinson; 47]. This policy led to increased wages, but 
induced also higher inflation [Islam; 203]. Although the higher inflation, real wages grew between 1980 and 
1995 at an average annual rate of 5.3 per cent [ILO]. 

Eamlngsln Manulacturlng (Singapore) Import and Export (Singapore) 

12.5 

10.0 

I 
i 
1! 5.0 

0.0 
1950 1965 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 

Figure 3-69: Earnings in manufacturing 
sources: [ILO], [SY], [SYA&P] 

Figure 3-70: Import and export 
sources: [ADB], [SY] 

External Trade 
During the primary ISI-strategy (1960-1967), import fell from US$ 1,332 million in 1960 to US$ 1,244 million 
in 1965, and as appears from Figure 3-70, trade expanded considerably by the EOI-strategies (1967-+). Import 
and export as share of GDP have always been high in Singapore (see Appendix Cl2: trade-intensity). The high trade
intensity is imputable to the high level of re-export32

• In 1969, 65 per cent of total export consisted of re
export and in 1990 re-export contributed to 34 per cent of total export [Wilkinson; 42]. 

Legislation on Import of Telecommunication Equipment 
Given Singapore's small dornestic market it had no sense to pursuit an ISI-strategy. Therefore one may 
assume that there have not been and still are no restrictions on the import of telecommunication equipment 
to proteet the dornestic telecommunication equipment manufacturing industry. 

Quality of Labour Force 

Uteracy Rate (Singapore) 
At the start of the industrialisation strategy (1960-+), 

the quality of the Iabour force was quite low. As can 
be seen from Figure 3-71, literacy rate was only 50 
per cent in 1960. Because of high government 
expenditure for education in the 1960s (see Appendix Cl2: 

100% 

90% . 

:= •••,..·················~·································· government expenditure for education), literacy rate grew to 7 4 : ••••••••••••••••• I I 
per cent in 1970. This high expenditure was sO% 

necessary for the switch towards the EOI (1967-+). 20% · 

Besides, at the start of the secondary EOI-strategy 1
0% 
0% 

(1979-+) expenditure for education raised again. The 1950 1955 1960 1965 197o 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 

relatively high government ex penditure for education Figure 3-71 : Literacy rate 
is perceptible in decreasing student-teacher ratios, sources: [DY], [HDR], [World Tab/es] 

increasing enrolment ratios and increasing educational attainment. The primary, secondary and higher 
education student-teacher ratios fell respectively from 32, 28 and 29 in 1960 to 26, 21 and 12 in 1990 (see 

Appendix en: student-teacher ratios). The enrolment ratios, especially the secondary and higher enrolment ratio 
improved considerably. The secondary enrolment ratio increased since the EOI-strategies (1967-+) from 45 
per cent in 1970 to 70 per cent in 1990, and the higher enrolment ratio increased in the secondary EOI
strategy (1979-+) from 8 per cent in 1980 to 38 per cent in 1990 (see Appendix Cl2: grossenrolment ratios). Despite the 

31 In 1981, foreign enterprises accounted for 58 per cent of manufacturing workers and 72 per cent of manufacturing capita! expenditure 
[Wilkinson; 42] . 

32 Re-export is the export of goods which are in the same form as they have been imported without transformation. Re-packing, splitting into 1ots, 
sorting or grading, marking, etc. are not considered as undergoing the processof transformation [Peebles; 9]. 
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Iow student-teacher ratios and high enrolment ratios, educational attainment did not improve reasonably 
during the secondary EOI-strategy (1979~). In 1980, 3.4 per cent of the Iabour force attained higher 
education, and ten years later only 4.7 per cent of the Iabour force had completed higher education (see 

Appendix Cl2: educatiunal attainment) . 

Summary 
Table 3-9 summarises the influences of the industrialisation strategies on the characteristics. A positive ( +) 
or negative (-) sign indicates that the period of industrialisation bas influenced the characteristic respectively 
positively or negatively with respect to the development of telecommunication. Besides, some influences are 
unclear (there is no clear influence) or no condusion can be drawn because of lack of data. In order to keep 
the table orderly the periods without influence are left out unless it deals with the complete industrialisation 
period. 

Table 3-9: Summary of Paragraph 3.3.4 
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3.3.5 Characteristics ~ Telecommunication Policies and Telecommunication Sector 

Level of Development 
See Paragraph 3.1.5: level of development. 

Country Size 
Singapore is the smallest East Asian NIC with its surface of 581 km2 [WFB; 379], and is therefore called a city
state. Because of its small dornestic telecommunication market it is costly to set up a dornestic R&D 
institute in order to develop switching equipment. Nevertheless, in the 1970s, and especially since the 1980s 
ST developed several new technologies in co-operation with foreign telecommunication operators (see Appendix 

CB: scientific institutions). Also due to the small country size, Singapore bas not to do with long-domestic 
telephone calls. Until 1991, local calls had no per unit cost (there were only yearly fees for residential and 
business telephone lines). Since 1991, local calls are charged per unit, and fees for telephone lines are 
reasonably lower than before 1991 (see Appendix CB: pricing policies). 

Rural Areas 
Data on the share of urban telephone main lines in total telephone main lines are only available as of 1975. 
Already at that time, all telephone main lines laid in urban areas [STARS]. This is not surprisingly, because at 
that time urbanisation amounted to approximately 100 per cent (see Figure 3-58). Due to the high urbanisation, it 
is reasonable to suppose that telecommunication services in Singapore have diffused faster than in the large 
East Asian NICs (South Korea and Taiwan). 

National Consensus on the Role of Telecommunication 
The high investment in telecommunication in the ,------w-alti-ng_u_
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mid-1970s and 1980s (including co-operation 
projects) led to fast growth of the telephone network 
(see Figure 3-55) and other telecommunication services. 
Figure 3-72 makes clear the need for high investment 
inthelast two decades. Between 1970 and 1975 the 
waiting list for telephone main lines increased from 
1,655 to 29,700 (i.e. 13.14 per 1,000 inhabitants). 
Because of the high investment, the waiting list for 
telephone main lines was only 4,000 in 1980 and in 
1985 it was almost disappeared. 
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Figure 3-72: Waiting list for telephone main lines 
source: [STARS] 

During the EOI-process (1967~). both transportand telecommunication extended considerably. For example 
the telephone density (see Figure 3-55) is closely associated with length of roads (see Figure 3-60) and international 
sea-borne shipping (see Figure 3-61). This appears also from a correlation-test (p): the correlation between 
lengthof road and telephone density is 0.957, and the correlation between international sea-borne shipping 
(loading goods) is 0.923. 

Electricity Network 
The electricity network of Singapore was already well-developed in the mid-1960s (see Figure 3-63), so one may 
suppose that it bas not hindered the development of the telecommunication sector. 

Foreign Currency 
The waiting list for telephone main lines was rather high in the mid-1970s (see Figure 3-72). Because Singapore 
always bas had a surplus in foreign exchange reserves (see Figure 3-62), one may conclude that the waiting list 
for telephone main lines is rather caused by an extravagant demand in the 1970s (see Figure 3-55) than by 
shortage in foreign currency. 

Investment Climate 
From theEast Asian NICs, Singapore bas been mostly dependent on FDI. Between 1969 and 1983, 53.8 per 
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cent of net foreign capital consisted of FDI [Chowdhury; 109]. In the period 1970-1974 average annual FDI 
amounted toS$ 558 rnillion, and it increased toS$ 5,127 rnillion in the period 1985-1989 (see Appendix CI2: 

inwardforeign direct investment). As a result, a relatively high number of foreign affiliates are present in Singapore. 
Unfortunately, data on the number of foreign affiliates are only available as of 1980. From these data 
emerge that the number of foreign affiliates decreased from 895 in 1980 to 706 in 1985, and increased 
subsequently to 809 in 1990 (see Appendix CI2: number offoreign affiliates). The dip in the rnid-1980s is caused by the 
high-wage policy through which several multinationals disappeared [Islam; 203] . Since the early 1980s more 
than 85 per cent of inward FDI originates from the United States, European Union and Japan (see Appendix CI2: 

origin of inward foreign direct investment) . The presence of many foreign firms, especially firms from industrialised 
countries, caused an increased demand for telecommunication services. 
Furthermore, the opening of the telecommunication market in the late 1980s tagether with a favourable 
investment elimate led to the appearance of several dornestic firms and joint ventures who supply customer 
premises equipment and value added services. 

Sectoral Distribution 
The industrial and services sector were already in 1960 Singapere's most important sectors (see Figure 3-67). 

The large contribution to GDP of the services sector, and especially the increasing importance of finance 
and tourism (see Appendix Cl2: money supply; currency in circulation; foreign visitors), led to a high demand for 
telecommunication services since the mid-1970s (Figure 3-55 and Figure 3-57). 

Manufacturing-base of Electrooi es 
Since the rnid-1960s, electrical machinery as share of GDP increased rapidly (see Figure 3-68). The early 
production of 'simple' electrical machinery bas formed the basis for the development and production of 
telecommunication equipment in the 1970s and especially since the 1980s. The development did not take 
place in a local R&D institute, but happened on the basis of co-operation with foreign telecommunication 
operators [Noam; 273] . 

External Trade 
The increasing trade by the EOI-strategies (1967~), and in particular by the secondary EOI-strategy (1979~) 
(see Figure 3-70), led to an extraordinary growth of the telephone network (see Figure 3-55). Until 1980, Malaysia 
was the most important export country foliowed by the United States and Japan. Concerning import, since 
1970 Malaysia, the United States and Japan supply about one half of total import (see Appendix Cl2: trading 

partners). Seeing that Singapore intensively trades with two highly industrialised countries, it requires a well
developed telecommunication network, and therefore, it had to open the telecommunication market when it 
became opened in the industrialised countries. 
Furthermore, the high demand generated by increasing external trade, expansion of the transport sector and 
growing number of foreign affiliates (due to a favourable investment climate) bas created an incentive to 
undertake R&D-activities. However, the growing demand for telecommunication services bas not led to 
price increases. 
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Legislation on Import of Telecommunication Equipment 
The openness (and dependency) towards the import of telecommunication equipment makes clear that 
Singapore has no restrictions on the import of telecommunication equipment. Namely, until the early 1980s 
ST bought switching equipment from several suppliers, and since 1982 Fujitsu and AT&T are the sole 
suppliers of dornestic and international switches respectively (see Appendix CB: equipment procurement). 

Quality of Labour Force 
Despite the relatively low quality of Iabour force in Telecommunlcation Stalt (Singapore) 

the 
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increased from 0.87 to 1.03 per cent (or from 7,242 o.O% 

to 12,7 51 employees). The decline si nee the mid- 1950 1955 1seo 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 

1980s may be caused by the steps toward Figure 3-74: Telecommunication staff 
privatisation (see Appendix CB: regulatory body). source: [STARS] 

Summary 
Table 3-10 summarises the influences of the characteristics on telecommunication. A postttve ( +) or 
negative (-) sign indicates that the characteristic has had a positive or negative influence with respect to the 
development of telecommunication. Since the influence of the level of development on telecommunication 
is not clear, this characteristic is not represented in the table. Furthermore, in order to keep the table orderly 
the characteristics who have not had any influence on telecommunication are left out. 

Table 3-10: Summary ofParagraph 3.3.5 
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3.3.6 Telecommunication Policies --7 Telecommunication Sector 

Customer Premises Equipment 
Because of the opening of the customer premises equipment market (1987), subscribers could buy also 
customer premises equipment from third-party suppliers (see Appendix CS: customer premises equipment). As a 
consequence, ST reduced rental rates for customer premises equipment. For example in 1988, the price of 
telephones fell 70 per cent, and rental rates for modems were reduced 5-83 per cent while those for pagers 
dropped 23-52 per cent (see Appendix CS: pricing policies). 

V alue Added Services 
ST provided before the opening of the value added services market (1987) already various value added 
services like for example radio paging and cellular mobile telephone. Moreover, since the opening of the 
value added services market (1987) several dornestic and foreign value added services providers have entered 
Singapore' s telecommunication market (see Appendix CS: value added services). 

Scientific Institutes 
As already mentioned before, ST did not establish its own R&D institute, but it developed new technologies 
in co-operation with foreign telecomrnunication operators [Noam; 273]. This resulted in the dornestic 
production of telecomrnunication equipment and nowadays Singapore is a net-exporter of 
telecomrnunication equipment33 [STARS]. Besides, since 1987, ST is active in consulting telecomrnunication 
staff in other countries (see Appendix CS: regulatory body). 

Pricing 
Despite the high waiting list for telephone main lines in the mid-1970s (see Figure 3-72), prices for telephone 
services remained rather low in contrast to the two large Bast Asian NICs. As Table 3-11 makes clear the 
conneetion fee for a residential telephone line amounted to S$ 50 (US$ 24) in 1982. In those days this was 
equal to 2.3 times the daily earnings in manufacturing. 

Table 3-11: Pricing structure of residential telephone service 
sources: [ILO], [Noam] , [STARS], [SY) 

free 
free 
4.2 
2.1 

Despite ST provided already telephone service at a competitive base, in 1991 it changed its price structure 
for the dornestic telephone service in order to remain attractive for foreign investors. ST abolished free 
calling and increased the conneetion fee, but cut back ,------------------------, 

Telecommunlcation Expendlture and Revenue (Singapore) 

the yearly subscription fee. With respect to 
international telephone traffic, rates dropped already 
considerably since the mid-1980s (see Appendix CS: pricing 

policies). 

Improvement of the Telecommunication Sector 
As appears from Figure 3-75, the telecomrnunication 
sector is profitable since the mid-1970s. Despite the 
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"" sector was already profitable in the mid-1970s, its 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 

efficiency increased reasonably. With the exception Figure 3-75: Revenue and expenditure 
of 1985 (lack of data), profit per employee grew source: [STARS] 

1990 1995 

33 The share of import and export of telecommunication equipment increased from 1.9 and 2.8 per cent respectively in 1987 to 3.9 and 5.1 per cent 
respectively in 1995 [ADB] , [STARS] . 
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constantly between 1975 and 1995. It increased from US$ 257.8 in 1975 to US$ 1,016.9 in 1995 [STARS]. 

Data on the quality of the telephone service are only available as of 1991. In 1991, 10.1 faults per 100 
telephone main lines occurred, while this figure declined to 5.5 in 1994 [STARS]. The impravement of the 
sector is the result of the opening of the customer premises equipment and value added services market 
(1987), and the steps toward privatisation of the telecommunication sector (1987~). Additionally, it is worth 
noting that in Singapore post and telecommunication activities have been merged in 1982, to avoid 
unproductive competition between postal services and electronic mail [Noam; 266-267]. 

Summa.ry 
Table 3-12 shows the influences of the telecommunication policies on the telecommunication sector. A 
positive ( +) or negative (-) sign indicates that the telecommunication policy has influenced the 
telecommunication sector respectively positively or negatively. In order to keep the table orderly the 
variables without influence are left out. 

Table 3-12: Summary ofParagraph 3.3.6 
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3.4 Hong Kong 

3.4.1 Industrialisation Strategies of Hong Kong 

Figure 3-76 shows the industrialisation strategiesof HongKong. The sectors which played an important role 
during these strategies are shown in bold numbers according to the ISIC code (see Appendix CS). 

1960 1980 1990 

· · ·· · ·· · · ··· · · ··· · ··· · ··· ··· · · ···~· ·· ········ ··········· ·· · ·· ·· · ····· ·· · ··· 

............................................................................................ J ..................................... .................................................................................... -...... . 
Figure 3-76: lndustrialisation strategiesof HongKong 
source: [Mahabier; 60] 

Contrary to the other three East Asian NI Cs, Hong Kong' s government does not pursue a policy of targeting 
industries for development. Industry development policy has been based essentially on a laissez-faire 
approach. Although Hong Kong has never gone through the distinct stages of industrial development, it did 
experience a strong growth since the mid-1960s, based on a EOI-strategy. Light industries as textiles and 
wearing apparel, paper and printed matters, and rubber and plastic products are since the 1960s the main 
export products, but since the 1980s, iron and steel, metal products, and electrical34 and non-electrical 
machinery make a considerable contri bution to total export [Mahabier 57-59] . 

3.4.2 Telecommunication Policies of Hong Kong 

Figure 3-77 shows the telecommunication policies of Hong Kong. In 1882 the first public telephone service, 
with fifteen subscribers, became operational. By 1905 this venture had become the China and Japan 
Telephone Company (CJTC) and had been granted a twenty-five-year license. In 1925 the company was 
taken over by the newly formed Hong Kong Telecommunication Company (HKTC), to which the 
government granted the sole right to supply and operate the dornestic Public Switched Telephone Network 
(PSTN) fora period of fifty years. In 1975 the company's exclusive franchise to operate a dornestic voice 
telephone network was extended for twenty years to 1995 [Noam; 244] . When HKTC's monopoly over the 
dornestic PSTN expired, three new companies have been selected for Fixed Telecommunication Network 
Services (FTNS). The new entrants are Hutchison Telecom, New World Telephone and Wharf Holding's 
New T &T [Ure; 23-24]. In 1948, The British company Cable & Wireless (C& W) was granted exclusive license 
to provide all of Hong Kong's international network and voice services and link them with the dornestic 
networkof HKTC. By 1981 C&W established C&W HongKong (C&WHK), now HongKong Telecom 
International (HKTI), as its local subsidiary, holding 80 per cent, with the Hong Kong government having 
the other 20 per cent. HKTI exclusive license expires in 2006 [Noam; 244]. In the early 1980s, the government 
decided to open the customer premises equipment market Before the 1980s, HKTC had a monopoly to 
supply, installand maintain customer premises equipment, but now it can be connected to the network when 
type approval and 'permission to connect' is granted by HKTC [Noam; 247]. Deregulation in the early 1980s 
opened the market to some value added services. It did not explicitly open the market to value added data 
services, but it did lead to a change in the market environment that enabled value added data services to 
develop. To be more specific, value added data services have never been prohibited in the dornestic market, 
because HKTC exclusive franchise has been interpreted as extending only to dornestic switched voice 
services since the early 1970s. The appearance of value added data services in the early 1980s was effected 
by the opening of the customer premises equipment market International value added data services, 

34 In the 1980s, the electtonics industry has become the second largest manufacturing industry after textiles and wearing apparel [Mahabier; 59] . 
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however, may run afoul of the HKTI exclusive franchise for 'telegraphy' [Noam; 254]. Foreign ownership in 
value added services is not limited; by 1994 there were 30 international operators providing value added 
service [Ure; 25] . Towards privatisation, HKTC and HKTI became incorporated in the holding company Hong 
Kong Telecom (HKT). lt holds a 100 per cent interest in HKTC and a 100 per cent interest in HKTI. 
Additionally it holds interests (usually 100 per cent) in a group of non-regulated telecommunication services 
companies that had been deregulated subsidiaries of the regulated HKTC [Noam; 244-245]. To oversee the era 
of competition in 1993 an independent regulator has been set up known as the Office of the 
Telecommunication Authority (OFTA). To promote competitive entry OFTA has taken authority over the 
allocation of telephone numbers to ensure number portability, both geographically and between operators. 
OFTA is also overseeing the revenue-sharing arrangements [Ure; 24-25]. 

In Appendix C9 the telecommunication policies of Hang Kong are elaborated into more detail. To this 
Appendix wil/ be referred when necessary. 

1905 1925 1948 1975 

.. ....................... ] .... .. -...................................................................................... . 

Figure 3-77: Telecommunication policies of Hong Kong 
sources: [Noam] , [TP], [Ure] 

3.4.3 Telecommunication Sector of Hong Kong 

Figure 3-78 to Figure 3-81 represent the development of Hong Kong's telecommunication services. 
Telegraph has been used extensively between 1960 and 1980, but its importance in international 
telecommunication traffic bas declined by the expansion of telephone and telex services since the mid-
1960s. Besides, in the mid-1980s, the number of telex subscribers declined through the introduetion of 
facsimile. Besides, in the mid-1980s, other value added services like radio paging and cellular mobile 
telephone became available. Radio paging subscribers rose from 219.164 in 1985 to 1,120,868 in 1995, and 
cellular mobile telephone subscribers increased from 4,400 in 1985 to 798,373 in 1995 [STARS]. 
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Figure 3-78: International telegram traffic 
sources: [SY], [SYA&P] 
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Figure 3-79: Telephone density 
sources: [STARS] , [SY] 
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Telex Subscribers (Hong Kong) Factllmlle Machines (Hong Kong) 
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Figure 3-80: Telex subscribers 
sources: [IMDS] , [STARS] , [SYA&P] 

Figure 3-81 : Facsimile machines 
source: [STARS] 

Issues concerning the size and performance of Hang Kong 's telecommunication sector come up in the 
course of this section. 

3.4.4 Industrialisation Strategies ~ Characteristics 

Level of Development 
See Paragraph 3.1.4: level of development. 

Country Size 
See Paragraph 3.1.4: country size. 
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As Figure 3-82 shows, at the start of the primary 
EOI-strategy (1960-?) urbanisation was already 88 per 
cent, and it achieved 95 per cent in 1995. The high 
urbanisation is mainly caused by the high population 
growth in the 1950s, and the high industrial base at 
the start of the EOI (1960-?). In the period 1950-1960 
the population grew at an average annual rate of 4.82 
per cent [SYJ what led to a population density of 2,959 
inhabitants per km2 in 1960. Manufacturing as share 
of GDP was 26 per cent in 1960 and reached already 

~----~~~~~~----------------------~ 
its climax of 31 per cent in 1970 [SYJ . Figure 3-82: Urbanisation 

sources: [HDR] , [/MD] , [SOC], [SY] 

National Consensus on the Role of Telecommunication 
Figure 3-83 shows Hong Kong's in vestment in Govemmentlnvestment ln Telecommunlcstion (Hong Kong) 

telecommunication as share of GDP. Seeing the 3% ••••• ,~~~~~~ 
relatively high telecommunication investment one •••••••• 
may assume that the govemment of Hong Kong takes 

2
% 

a positive attitude towards the role of ! 
telecommunication. Since data on investment in j 

telecommunication are only available as of the mid ! 

1

% f ,.................................. ~··· ·············· ~··················· 1970s, it is hard to assess if the industrialisation I 11111111 
strategies (1960-?) have influenced the national 0% Jl 
consensus on the role of telecommunication. 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 

Figure 3-83: Investment in telecommunication 
Transport Sector source: [STARS] 

1990 

At the start of the primary EOI-strategy (1960-?) Hong Kong' s transport sector was already in a good 
condition. In 1960, the length of the railway network was 56 km and expanded gradually to 61 km in 1970 
and amounted to 100 km at the introduetion of the secondary EOI-strategy (1980-?) (see Appendix C/3: railway). 
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Conceming the road network, it expanded from 813 km in 1960 to 1,162 km at the start of the secondary 
EOI-strategy (1980--?). During the secondary EOI-strategy (1980--?) the road network expanded further and 
reached a length of 1,600 km in 1995 (see Appendix CI3: roads). The increased u se of the railway and road 
network by the EOI (1960--?) becomes visible from Figure 3-84 and Figure 3-85. 
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Figure 3-84: Railway freight 
sources: [JMDS] , [SY], [SYA&P] 
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Figure 3-85: V ehicles in u se 
sources: [JMDS] , [SY], [SYA&P] 
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For extemal trade, Hong Kong is except for a small boundary at mainland China, fully dependent on 
shipping and aviation. As Figure 3-86 and Figure 3-87 represent, international sea-bome shipping and the 
transportation of freight by plane increased considerably since the start of the EOI-strategies (1960--?), and 
especially during the secondary EOI-strategy (1980--?). Merchant shipping manifests the same pattem (see 

Appendix Cl3: merchant shipping) . 

International Sea-Bome Shlpplng (Hong Kong) 
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Figure 3-86: International sea-bome shipping 
sources: [IMDS] , [SY], [SYA&P] 
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Figure 3-87: A viation freight 
sources: [IMDS] , [SY], [SYA&P] 

The expansion of the dornestic and international transport system becomes also visible from the relatively 
high govemment investment fortransport & communication. In 1975 and 1980 investment fortransport & 
communication was respectively at 2.5 and 2.6 per cent of GDP, and the years following it was around 2 per 
cent of GDP (see Appendix Cl3: expenditurefor transport & communication ). 

Electricity Network 
Figure 3-88 shows that the consumption of electricity 
bas considerably increased since the start of the 
industrialisation strategies. The per capita electricity 
consumption grew from 753 kWh per person in 1965 
to 4,181 kWh per person in 1990. 

Foreign Currency 
Seeing Hong Kong bas no central bank [Chowdhu ry; 

173] , data on foreign exchange reserves are not 
available. Therefore, topics on foreign currency will 
not be reviewed for Hong Kong. 

fnvestment Climate 

Electriclty Consumption (Hong Kong) 
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Figure 3-88: Electricity consumption 
source: [ADB] 

1965 1990 1995 

In order to finance the primary EOI-strategy (1960--7) and the capitai-intensive secondary EOI-strategy (1980--?), 

it was necessary to increase dornestic saving. Gross dornestic saving as share of GDP increased from 8.7 per 
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cent in 1960 to 23.6 per cent in 1965, and as a consequence gross dornestic investment as share of GDP 
increased in the same period from 18.4 per cent to 28.0 per cent. Since 1970, gross dornestic saving 
surpassed gross dornestic investment what can be interpreted as the net-outflow of capital, especially the 
outflow of FDI (see Appendix C/3: gross dornestic investment and saving) . 

A requisite to increase dornestic saving and investment is a low positive real interest rate. As appears from 
Figure 3-89, the real interest rate was relatively low, and positive in the rnid-1960s and after that the real 
interest rate fluctuated above and below zero. Despite the high saving rate since the mid-1960s and outward 
FDI since 1970, foreign capital was needed35 to finance investment. To attract foreign capital a favourable 
macroeconomie environment is desirable. As can be seen from Figure 3-90, the rate of inflation was quit 
low in the early years of the primary EOI-strategy (1960~). but increased in the late 1970s. Conceming the 
exchange rate, until 1974 and after 1983 the HK$ is linked to the US$. The period in between has been 
accompanied by an appreciation of the HK$ against the US$ (see Appendix CJ3: exchange rate). 
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Figure 3-89: Real deposit interest rate 
sources: [ADB] , [SY], [World Tab/es] 

Figure 3-90: Rate of inflation 
sources: [ADB], [SY], [World Tab/es] 

Sectoral Distribution 
In Figure 3-91 the sectoral distribution of Singapore 
is represented. From this figure appears that in the 
early years of the primary EOI-strategy (1960~), the 
share in GDP of the industrial sector increased from ~ 
27 per cent in 1960 to 33 per cent in 1975, and it s 
declined subsequently to 12 per cent in 1995. Also as I 

't5 
a consequence of the EOI-strategies (1960~), the l 

Dlslribution of Sectors (Hong Kong) 

100% 
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already small agricultural sector disappeared 
completely. It is somewhat surprisingly that since 
1960 the 'other sector' accounts for almost three 

~--------------------------------------~ 
quarters of GDP. For the Iabour force composition an Figure 3-91: Distri bution of sectors 
equivalent trend is noticeably (see Appendix C/3: sources: [ADB], [SY], [World Tab/es] 

composition of Iabour force). Looking into more detail to the 'other sector', it becomes visible that construction, 
wholesale & trade and transport & communication account for about one half of this sector. The share in 
GDP of wholesale & trade and transport & communication remained rather constant during the EOI
strategies (1960~), and the construction sector's contribution to GDP remained rather constant with the 
exception of the 1960s36 (see Appendix CJ3: construction; wholesale & trade; transport & communication). The remaining half of 
the 'other sector' (32 per cent of GDP in 1960 and 46 per cent of GDP in 1995) originates from services as 
finance and tourism. Currency in circulation grew considerably since the rnid-1970s and money supply 
increased rapidly during the secondary EOI-strategy (1980~). Currency in circulation grew from HK$ 2,222 
rnillion in 1970 to HK$ 8,367 rnillion in 1980 (see Appendix CJ3: currency in circulation), and money supply as share 
of GDP increased from 71.6 per cent in 1980 to 216.3 per cent in 1990 (see Appendix CI3: money supply). Tourism 
increased extremely since the introduetion of the EOI-phase (1960~). Between 1955 and 1965, the yearly 

35 HongKong bas been able to attracted for US$ 8,378 million net foreign capita! between 1969 and 1983. FDI accounted for 49.9 per cent oftotal 
net foreign capita! [Chowdhury; 109]. 

36 In the mid-1950s, the govemment of Hong Kong started a massive housing programme following a devastating fire at one of the shanty towns. 
Nowadays, nearly half the population live in govemment-provided housing [Islam; 183]. 
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number of foreign visitors increased from only 37.8 thousand to 406.5 thousand, and in 1995 it amounted to 
more than 10 million (see Appendix Cl3: foreign visitors). 

Manufacturing-base of Electronics 
Figure 3-92 shows the share of electrical machinery 
in GDP. As appears from this figure, in the mid-
1970s this sector contributed to 5 per cent of GDP, 
but its share in GDP has declined to 2 per cent in 
1990. The drop is mainly caused by the loss in 
comparative advantage in export by appreciation of 
the HK$ against the US$ between 1975 and 1980 (see 

Appendix Cl3: exchange rate). During the secondary EOI
strategy (1980-t), the output of the electrical 
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Electrical Machlnery (Hong Kong) 
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consumer goods as radios (see Appendix Cl3: output of radios) 

and televisions to more skiU-intensive electrooie 
Figure 3-92: Electrical machinery 
source: [JSY] 

products as telephone sets (see Appendix Cl3: output oftelephone sets), watches and clocks [Wilkinson; 154]. 

Wages 
As Figure 3-93 depicts, earnings in the 
manufacturing sector kept low until the early 1980s. 
The reason for the relatively low wages is the 
abundance of unskilled Iabour force by the influx of 
immigrant workers from mainland China and 
refugees from Vietnam in the 1970s37

• Due to the 
excessive unskilled Iabour force the switch to a 
secondary EOI-strategy lasted until the early 1980s, 
what among other things resulted in the loss of Hong 
Kong's well-educated Iabour force38 [Wilkinson; 164]. 

External Trade 
As Figure 3-94 represents, import and export 
expanded considerably since the EOI-strategies 
(1960-t), and especially during the secondary EOI
strategy (1980-t). However, external trade has always 
played an important role in Hong Kong's economy. 
At the start of the primary EOI-strategy (1960-t) the 
value of import and export were respectively 1.03 
and 0.70 times the country's GDP. During the 
primary EOI-strategy (1960-t) export increased slightly 
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Figure 3-93: Earnings in manufacturing 
sources: [ILO] , [SY], [SYA&P] 
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to 0.75 times the GDP in 1980 and in the days of the 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 

secondary EOI-strategy (1980-t) it expanded to 1.4 Figure 3-94: Import and export 
times the GDP (see Appendix CJ3: trade intensity). The high sources: [ADB], [SY] 

trade-intensity is imputable to re-export39
• In 1959, 30 per cent of total export consisted of re-export and in 

1990 re-export contributed to 65 per cent oftotal export [Wilkinson; 157]. 

37 Between 1976 and 1981, entered more than 300,000 refugees and immigrant workers [Chowdhury; 227] . 

38 For 1987 and 1988 alone it has been estimated that Hong Kong lost 10 per cent of the stock of its engineers, 11 per cent of its nurses and 
midwives, 13 per centofits lawyers, doctors and dentists, 22 per cent of its accountants, and 35 per cent of its computer programroers and 
systems analysts [Wilkinson; 164]. 

39 Re-export is the export of goods which are in the same form as they have been imported without transformation. Re-packing, splitring into lots, 
sorting or grading, marking, etc. are not considered as undergoing the processof transformation [Peebles; 9] . 
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Legislation on Import of Telecommunication Equipment 
Hong Kong has never foliowed an ISI-strategy, and therefore one may assume that there have not been 
restrictions on the import of telecommunication equipment in order to proteet its dornestic manufacturing 
industry of telecommunication equipment. 

Quality of Labour Force 
At the start of the industrialisation strategy (1960~). Utaracy Rata (Hong Kong) 

Hong Kong had a rather developed Iabour force. As 100% 

Figure 3-95 shows, in 1960 literacy rate amounted to 90% 
80% 

71 per cent and within two decades it has increased 70% 

to 90 per cent. The increased literacy rate is the result 60% 

of relatively high govemment expenditure for - + I I II ti. 
40% 

education during the EOI-strategies (1960~) (see Appendix _ 

CJ3: govemment expenditure for education). The relatively high 
2

0% ~··········································~·· ;~··~· · ····························· govemment expenditure for education is mainly 1
0% 
0% 

perceptible in the enrolment ratios. During the early 1950 1955 1000 1965 1970 1975 1980 1965 1990 1995 

years of the primary EOI-strategy (1960~) enrolment Figure 3-95: Literacy rate 
in primary and secondary education grew mainly, sou rees: [DY), [HDR] , [World Tab/es] 

while since the rnid-1970s the enrolment ratio in higher education chiefly increased. As a result, enrolment 
ratios for primary, secondary and higher education increased from 87, 20 an 4 per cent in 1960 to 103, 74 
and 20 per cent in 1990 (see Appendix CI3: grossenrolment ratios). On the other hand, student-teacher ratios were 
already good at the start of EOI (1960~). and remained rather constantly the years following (see Appendix CJ3: 

student-teacher ratios). The low student-teacher ratios and high enrolment ratios let to a reasonable impravement 
in educational attainment during the primary (1960~) and secondary EOI-strategy (1980~). In 1960, only 3.7 
per cent of the Iabour force attained higher while this figure amounted to 10.6 per cent in 1990 (see Appendix 

CI3: educational attainment). 

Summary 
Table 3-13 summarises the influences of the industrialisation strategies on the characteristics. A positive ( +) 
or negative (-) sign indicates that the period of industrialisation has influenced the characteristic respectively 
positively or negatively with respect to the development of telecommunication. Besides, some influences are 
unclear (there is no clear influence) or no condusion can be drawn because of lack of data. In order to keep 
the table orderly the periods without influence are left out unless it deals with the complete industrialisation 
period. 

Table 3-13: Summary of Paragraph 3.4.4 
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3.4.5 Characteristics ~ Telecommunication Policies and Telecommunication Sector 

Level of Development 
See Paragraph 3.1.5: level of development. 

Country Size 
HongKong is withits surface of 1,034 km2 [WFB; 189] after Singapore the smallestEast Asian NIC, and it is 
therefore also norninated as a city-state. Seeing the small dornestic telecommunication market it was costly 
to set up a dornestic R&D institute in order to develop switching equipment (moreover, a government
sponsored R&D institute does not fit in Hong Kong's laissez-faire philosophy). Also due to the small 
country size, Hong Kong had not to provide long-domestic telecommunication, what resulted in an easy 
dornestic pricing structure (see Appendix C9: pricing policies). 

Rural Areas 
Already in 1960, all telephone main lines were situated in urban areas what is not surprisingly given the high 
urbanisation at that time (see Figure 3-82). Due to the high urbanisation, it is reasonable to suppose that 
telecommunication services in Hong Kong have diffused faster than in the large East Asian NICs (South 
Korea and Taiwan). 

National Consensus on the Role of Telecommunication 
The high in vestment in telecommunication in the ,------wa-lti-ng_L_Ist- to-rT_e_lep-hon-e M-a-ln-LI-ne-s(H-o-ng-K-on_g_l --------, 

rnid-1970s and 1980s led to a fast expansion of the 
telephone network (see Figure 3-79). From Figure 3-96 
appears that the waiting list for telephone main lines 
in Hong Kong was not as big as in the other East 
Asian NICs. In 1980, the waiting list for telephone 
main lines reached its top at 6,881 (i.e. 1.36 per 1,000 
inhabitants), and in the rnid-1990s it bas completely 
disappeared. 
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Transport Sector Figure 3-96: Waiting list for telephone main lines 
Both the transport and the telecommunication sector source: [STARS] 

have expanded considerably since the 1960s. From a correlation-test (p) turns out that expansion of 
telecommunication is associated with the expansion of transport. For example the correlation between 
commercial vehicles in use (see Figure 3-84) and telephone density (see Figure 3-79) is 0.971, and the correlation 
between international sea-borne shipping (loading goods) (see Figure 3-87) and telephone density (see Figure 3-79) 

is 0.946. 

Electricity Network 
The electricity network of Hong Kong was already in a good condition in the rnid-1960s (see Figure 3-88), so 
one may suppose that it bas nothindered the development of the telecommunication sector. 

Foreign Currency 
See Paragraph 3.4.4: foreign currency. 

Investment Climate 
Just as Singapore, Hong Kong depended heavily on FDI. Between 1969 and 1983, 49.9 per cent of net 
foreign capita} consisted of FDI [Chowdhury; 109]. The yearly average inflow of FDI amounted to HK$ 361 
rnillion in the period 1970-1974, and expanded to HK$ 12,524 rnillion in the period 1985-1989 (see Appendix 

C13: inward foreign direct investment) . The inflow of FDI appears also from the relatively high number of foreign 
firms. Between 1980 and 1990 the number of foreign affiliates increased from 1,547 to 2,464 (see Appendix CJ3: 

number of foreign affiliates). In 1982 more than 90 per cent of inward FDI originated from the United States, 
European Union and Japan, but since the 1990s China, Singapore and Thailand also heavily invest in Hong 
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Kong (see Appendix C1 3: origin of inward f oreign direct investment). The presence of many foreign firms, especially from 
industrialised countries, caused an increased demand for telecommunication services. 
Furthermore, since the opening of the telecommunication market in the early 1980s, the favourable 
investment elimate has led to the appearance of several firms (domestic, foreign and joint ventures) who 
provide customer premises equipment and value added services. 

Sectoral Distribution 
In 1960, the secondary and tertiary sectors we re al ready the most important sectors of Rong Kong's 
economy (see Figure 3-91) . The enormous growth of for example the financial sector since the mid-1970s (see 

Appendix C13: money supply; currency in circulation), led to a high demand for telecommunication services (see Figure 3-79 

and Figure 3-81). 

Manufacturing-base of Electronics 
The share of Rong Kong's electrical machinery in GDP has declined considerably since the mid-1970s (see 

Figure 3-92). This resulted in the decline of export and in a rise of import of telecommunication equipment. 
Data as of 1987 show that Rong Kong lost it status as a net-exporter of telecommunication equipment in the 
early 1990s. For example in 1987 it net-exported telecommunication equipment at US$ 363 million, while in 
1994 it net-imported telecommunication equipment for US$ 184 million [STARS] . 

Wages 
Eamings in the manufacturing sector kept low until 
the early 1980s (see Figure 3-93) . Therefore since the 
1980s, one should expect an increase in the relative 
number of residential telephone main lines. Rowever, 
as Figure 3-97 shows, the opposite took place. The 
proportion of residential telephone main lines in total 
telephone main lines declined from 77 per cent in 
1975 to 60 per cent in 1995. The decline inthe share 
of residential telephone main lines can be explained 
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since the 1980s (see Appendix CJ3: number offoreign affiliates). Figure 3-97: Residential telephone main lines 
source: [STARS] 

External Trade 
Since the EOI-strategies (1960---+), and in particular the secondary EOI-strategy (1980---+), extemal trade 
increased considerably (see Figure 3-94) . Due to the increasing trade Rong Kong's telephone network expanded 
considerably (see Figure 3-79). The United States has always been an important export-market for Rong Kong. 
Furthermore, in the early years of industrialisation the United Kingdom and other EU-countries imported a 
reasonable share of Rong Kong's products, but since the 1980s China is an important outlet for Rong 
Kong' s products. For import, Rong Kong depends mostly upon Japan and China, and toa lesser extent upon 
the United States (see Appendix C13: trading partners). To do business with the trading partners of highly 
industrialised countries as the United States, EU-countries and Japan, Rong Kong neerled and still needs an 
up to date telecommunication network. Therefore Rong Kong was forced to open its telecommunication 
market when Japan, the United States and the United Kingdom opened their customer premises equipment 
and value added services market 
Despite the fact that the increase of extemal trade, expansion of the transport sector and growing number of 
foreign affiliates (due to a favourable investment climate) has generated a high demand for 
telecommunication services, it has notled to R&D-activities or price increases. 

Legislation on Import of Telecommunication Equipment 
Rong Kong has never foliowed an ISI-strategy, and therefore one may suppose that there have not been 
restrictions on the import of telecommunication equipment. From this one may conclude that legislation on 
import of telecommunication has not hindered the development of the telecommunication sector. 
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Quality of Labour Force 
Telecommunlcation Sta !I (Hong Kong) As appears from Figure 3-98, between 1975 and 1995 

the share of telecommunication staff in the total 
Iabour force increased considerably. lt grew from less 
than 0.5 per cent in 1975 to more than 1 per cent in 
1995 (in absolute terms telecommunication staff grew 

ii 10% 

from 7,512 to 38,365). In spite of the liberalisation in ~ 

the early 1980s (see Appendix C9: customer premises equipment, ~ 

and value added services), and steps towards privatisation ! 

since 1988 (see Appendix C9: regulatory body), the relative 
size of the telecommunication sector kept growing. 
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Summary 
Figure 3-98: Telecommunication staff 
source: [STARS] 

Table 3-14 summarises the influences of the characteristics on telecommunication. A postttve ( +) or 
negative (-) sign indicates that the characteristic bas had a positive or negative influence with respect to the 
development of telecommunication. Since the influence of the level of development on telecommunication 
is not clear, this characteristic is not represented in the table. Furthermore, in order to keep the table orderly 
the characteristics who have not had any influence on telecommunication are left out. 

Table 3-14: Summary ofParagraph 3.4.5 
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* Demand for telecommunication services includes: transport sector, 
investrnent climate, sectoral distribution and external trade. 

** Hong Kong does not have scientific telecomrnunication institutions. 
The represented characteristics reflect how they currently could 
influence the set up of a scientific telecommunication institution. 
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3.4.6 Telecomrnunication Policies --7 Telecommunication Sector 

Customer Premises Equipment 
In the early 1980s, the government of Hong Kong opened the customer premises equipment market Before 
that time HKTC had a monopoly to supply, instaU and maintain customer premises equipment (see Appendix C9: 

customer premises equipment). Data on prices of customer premises equipment are not available, but one may 
assume that they dropped by the opening of the customer premises equipment market. 

Value Added Services 
By the opening of the value added services market (1982), HKTC set up several unregulated subsidiaries to 
provide value added services. Two of these unregulated subsidiaries are Computasia and DataCom. 
Additionally, dornestic and international firms started with the provision of value added services in Hong 
Kong. For example in 1994, four operators provided cellular mobile telephone services and more than 30 
radio paging companies were active on a competitive base (see Appendix C9: value added services). 

Research and Development Institutes 
HKT has never been active in R&D in the field of telecommunication. This has among other things led to 
lagging bebind in the dornestic production of telecommunication equipment. For example the output of 
telephone sets dropped from 30 million in 1985 to 11 million in 1990 (see Appendix CJ3: output of telephone sets) . The 
decline in production becomes also perceptible in the rising import of telecommunication equipment. In 
1980, import of telecommunication equipment as proportion of total import amounted to 2.0 per cent, while 
this figure has increased to 4.4 per cent in 1995 [ADBJ, [STARS]. 

Pricing 
As Table 3-15 portrays, despite the high demand for telephone main lines during the BOI-strategies (1960~) 
(see Figure 3-79), prices for telephone services remained rather low in contrast with the two large Bast Asian 
NICs. This can he explained out of two respects: (i) the ease HKTC was able to provide telephone main 
lines, because the waiting list for telephone main lines remained low (see Figure 3-96), and (ii) the government 
wanted to shape a favourable environment for foreign investors. In 1984 for instance, the conneetion fee for 
a residential telephone main line amounted to HK$ 600 (US$ 77), what corresponded with 6.1 daily 
eamings in manufacturing. 

600 
530 

Table 3-15: Pricing structure of residential telephone service 
sources: [ILO] , [Naam], [STARS] , [SY] 

free 
free 
free 
free 

Despite the fact that HKTC changed its pricing structure over the last decade, it did not result in an overall 
price decline for dornestic telephone services. Namely, the conneetion fee for residential telephone main 
lines dropped from HK$ 600 in 1984 to HK$ 530 in .---------- -----------, 

TelecommunlcaHon Expendlture end Revenue (Hong Kong) 
1994, and the yearly subscription fee increased from 
HK$ 510 to HK$ 730 over that period. In spite of the 
fact that rates for international telephone traffic fell 

5% 

4% 

about 12 per cent between 1993 and 1995 they are i 3% 

unreasonably high according to Mueller (1991) (see j 2% 

Appendix C9: pricing policies). ! 

1% 

Improvement of the Telecommunication Sector 
As far as data are available, from Figure 3-99 0% 1950 1955 1960 1965 197o 1975 198o 1985 

becomes visible that revenue exceeds expenditure Figure 3-99: Revenue and expenditure 
more and more. This appears also from the profit per source: [STARS] 
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employee. Despite the growth of telecommunication staff (see Figure 3-98), the profit per employee increased 
from US$ 6,071 in 1975 to US$ 58,641 in 1995 [STARS]. The efficiency impravement is a consequence of the 
opening and restructuring of the sector since the early 1980s. Furthermore, Hong Kong has had always a 
separation between post and telecommunication activities what has led to an efficient telecommunication 
sector. Figures on faults per 100 telephone main lines are only present as of 1990. In 1990, 24.6 faults per 
100 telephone main lines occurred, and in 1992 this figure has slightly declined to 21.6. From these lirnited 
figures it is hard to judge whether the quality of Hong Kong's telecommunication services improved. 

Summary 
Table 3-16 shows the influences of the telecommunication policies on the telecommunication sector. A 
positive (+) or negative (-) sign indicates that the telecommunication policy has influenced the 
telecommunication sector respectively positively or negatively. In order to keep the table orderly the 
variables without influence are left out. 

Table 3-16: Summary of Paragraph 3.4.6 
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3.5 Lessons for Starters 

As we have seen in the previous sections, the telecomrnunication sectors of the East Asian NICs have 
tremendously changed in the last three decades. In this section lessons for starters will be drawn from the 
development of telecomrnunication in the East Asian NICs. In contrast to the previous four sections, in this 
section the influences of the characteristics on the telecomrnunication sector I policies and the influences of 
telecomrnunication policies on the telecomrnunication sector are discussed in one paragraph. The reason for 
this 'integration' are the close links between the telecomrnunication sector and its policies. 

3.5.1 Characteristics and Telecommunication Policies --7 Telecommunication (Policies) 

Table 3-17: Influences of characteristics on telecommunication policies I sector 

LEGEND K: South Korea 
T: Taiwan 
S: Singapore 
H: Hong_Kong 

+: 

no: 
L: 

Positive influence 
Negative influence 
No influence 
Lack of data 

a: Hong Kongis not involved in telecornrnunication-R&D. The represented 
influences indicate in which way the characteristics could have affected 
scientific telecornrnunication institutions in Hong Kong. 

b: The govemment handles a laissez-faire policy, and therefore it probably 
does not invest in R&D. 

Table 3-17 shows the influences of the characteristics on the telecomrnunication policies I sector. From this 
table appears that most characteristics have not adversely affected the development of telecomrnunication in 

40 The following characteristics include demand for telecornrnunication: transport sector, investment climate, sectoral distribution and ex tema! trade. 
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the East Asian NI Cs. As already seen in Section 2.1, "there is no indication for eausarion between economie 
development and investment in telecommunication", and therefore the level of development is leftout of the 
table. Nevertheless, it seems logically to suppose that the economie progress of the East Asian NICs has not 
hindered the development of telecommunication. Table 3-18 represents the influences of the 
telecommunication policies on the telecommunication sector. After having reviewed in brief the influences 
of both tab les, lessons for starters will be formulated conceming these influences. 

Table 3-18: Influences of telecommunication policies on telecommunication sector 

LEGEND K: South Korea 
T: Taiwan 
S: Singapore 
H: HongKong 

+: Positive influence 
Negative influence 

no: No influence 
U: Unclear 

a: Hong Kong does not have scientific telecommunication institutions 
b: Has always had a separation between managementand policy 
c: Taiwan's telecommunication operatorisnot yet incorporated 
d: Singapore's telecommunication operator is just incorporated 
e: The separation took place before the 1960s 

In all the East Asian NICs a high demand for telecommunication services is created in the last thirty years. 
The high demand is generated by (i) the increase in extemal trade, especially trade with industrialised 
countries (the United States, Japan and the EU), (ii) the expansion of the related transport sector, and (iii) 
the increasing importance of the secondary and above all the tertiary sector. The latter is partly caused by a 
favourable investment elimate what among other things led to the attraction of foreign affiliates, mainly 
from the above mentioned industrialised countries. 
Another factor that has been responsible for a high demand for telecommunication services is the increase in 
wages. Especially in the two large East Asian NICs (South Korea and Taiwan), increasing wages have 
tended to the growth in residential telephone main lines. In the city-states (Singapore and Hong Kong), the 
high share of residential telephone main lines is rather a consequence of low prices than high wages. 
To meet the high demand for telecommunication services the governments of the East Asian NICs heavily 
invested in telecommunication. Despite the high government investment the enormous demand resulted in a 
waiting list for telephone main lines in all the East Asian NICs. Furthermore, in the period around the two 
oil shocks (1974 and 1981) lack of foreign currency mainly in the large East Asian NICs resulted in a 
growing waiting list for telephone main lines. In order to reduce the waiting list for telephone main lines the 
govemments of the large East Asian NICs introduced high charges for telephone service. For example, the 
conneetion fee for a telephone main line expressed in daily earnings in manufacturing amounted to 31.9 in 
South Korea (1980), 31.2 in Taiwan (1982), 2.3 in Singapore (1982) and 6.1 in HongKong (1984). Besides, 
the large East Asian NICs started with the development and local production of switching equipment. With 
respect to the development of switching equipment South Korea's efforts can be regarcled as successful 
(since the early 1980s it is a net-exporter of telecommunication equipment), but Taiwan's R&D activities 
have not achieved the intended result. In the early 1970s and 1980s the dornestic telecommunication 
operator established three joint ventures to produce switching equipment. Each company was allowed to 
supply switching equipment to a designated region. Nowadays key components and parts are imported; only 
a small portion of the assembly and modification work is actually done in Taiwan. For more sophisticated 
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equipment, Taiwan is still basically a technology rectptent and most manufacturers maintain foreign 
cantacts for technology inputs [Noam; 342, 344]. With regard to R&D in the city-states, Singapore is since the 
late 1970s active in co-operation-projects with other countries, while Hang Kong bas never been active in 
R&D in the field of telecommunication. 
For two reasans it was relatively easy for the East Asian NICs to involve in R&D with respect to 
telecommunication. Firstly, the East Asian NI Cs, mainly South Korea, Taiwan and Singapore, had in the 
early 1960s a rather good manufacturing-base of electronics, and secondly the East Asian NICs, especially 
South Korea and Taiwan, had in the mid-1970s a well-educated Iabour force. Besides the Jack of foreign 
currency, the larger involvement in R&D of the large East Asian NICs can be explained by the relatively 
large country size (in the past telecommunication was regarcled as an economy of scale service [Nulry; 7J). 
However, the relatively large country size of the large East Asian NICs bas also its reverse. Namely the 
large East Asian NICs have to provide dornestic long-distance telecommunication services and extension of 
telecommunication services to rural areas. The provision of long-distance telecommunication services and 
the extension of telecommunication services to rural areas are more expensive than the provision of only 
local telecommunication services (the latter is the case in the city-states). The comparative disadvantage of 
the large East Asian NI Cs compared with the city-states turos out in the pricing policy. 
Taiwan's gaveroment protects its dornestic telecommunication equipment manufacturing industry by a 
"purchase locally if available" policy. This farm of import-restriction considerably binders the development 
of Taiwan's telecommunication. In the other East Asian NICs there have nat been restrictions on the import 
of telecommunication equipment, or the restrictions have nat hindered the development of 
telecommunication. 
Electricity which can be seen as a complementary factor for telecommunication is well-provided in the East 
Asian NI Cs and therefore it bas nat hindered the development of telecommunication. 
The introduetion of new telecommunication technologies in the United Statesin the early 1980s and later on 
in the EU and Japan brought the natural monopoly4

' of the telecommunication sector in industrialised 
countries abruptly to an end. Customer premises equipment, value added services and even in some 
countries basic services were provided competitively, and telecommunication en ti ties became incorporated 
and even privatised [Nulry; 7] . Since the East Asian NICs have many relations (i.e. foreign affiliates and 
exteroal trade) with highly industrialised countries these reforms brought about similar reforms in the 
telecommunication markets of the East Asian NICs. The opening of the telecommunication sectors is 
represented in Table 3-19. All the East Asian NI Cs started with the opening of the customer premises 
equipment market, foliowed by the introduetion of competition in the value added services market. 
Furthermore, Hang Kong and South Korea have introduced competition in their basic services. From this 
table appears that the opening of the telecommunication sectors took place in a certain sequence. Namely (i) 
customer premises equipment, (ii) value added services, and (iii) basic services. 

Table 3-19: Opening of the telecommunication sector 

In order to introduce competition in telecommunication some reforms took place. Figure 3-100 shows the 
telecommunication reforms of the East Asian NICs. For greater efficiency and flexibility the 
telecommunication entity must shift away from the gaveroment [Nulry; 16]. Taiwan and Hang Kong have 
always had a separation between policy making and the provision of basic services, and Singapore and 
South Korea separated these tasks respectively in 1974 and 1982. Next come measures giving the entity 
operational autonomy as an independent but wholly state-owned entity [Nulry; 16]. Hang Kong started with the 
incorporation of its telecommunication entity (HKT) in 1988, South Korea (KT) and Singapore (ST) 
foliowed several years later, and until 1995 Taiwan had nat incorporated its telecommunication entity. The 

41 Telecommunication was believed to be a natura! monopoly because of its economy of scale and politica! sensitivity [Nulty; 7]. 
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next step is the creation of a private company in which the govemment initially holds a reasonable share and 
later on the company becomes completely privatised [Nulty; 16] . South Korea, Singapore and Hong Kong 
made steps towards privatisation, but the govemments still hold a 'golden share'. The 'golden share' 
guarantees veto power over company activities and decisions with significant consequences for national 
security or similar interests but it does not give govemment control over day-to-day operations or purely 
business decisions 

Figure 3-100: Reformsin dornestic and international basic services 

* the first row (above the line) represents dornestic basic services 
the second row (below the line) represents international basic services 

Until the late 1980s, regulation of telecommunications was seen as a govemment task in most countries. 
However, in the early 1990s the govemments of the city-states have assigned their regulatory tasks to an 
independent body. The reasons for establishing an independent regulatory body are: (i) govemments cannot 
overlook telecommunication regulation by increasing competition and fast changing technologies, and (ii) to 
introduce faire competition; namely govemments often have interest in telecommunication facilities (for 
example basic services are often govemment-owned). On the other hand, the large East Asian NICs still 
havenotset up an independent regulatory body, but given the sector reforms, especially in South Korea one 
may assume it will happen soon. 
The opening of the customer premises equipment and value added services market resulted in more 
competition, what brought about more, betterand cheaper telecommunication services. Additionally, several 
firms (domestically owned and joint-ventures) produce customer premises equipment and provide value 
added services. The production of customer premises equipment and the provision of value added services is 
a result of a favourable investment climate, dornestic R&D activities, a good manufacturing-base of 
electronics and a well-educated Iabour force. 
The introduetion of competition led to a decline in prices for telephone service. The overall costs for 
telephone service in the city-states were already reasonably low, but in the large East Asian NICs the overall 
costs for telephone service feil reasonably in the last few years. For example, the conneetion fee for a 
residential telephone main line expressed in daily wages in manufacturing feil in South Korea from 31.9 in 
1980 to 0.3 in 1990 and in Taiwan from 31.2 in 1982 to 2.2 in 1995 (however, the decreasing prices, 
expressed in daily wages in manufacturing, are also caused by increasing wages). Despite the decreasing 
tariffs, the profit of the basic telecommunication services operators of the East Asian NICs did not feil 
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because of increasing efficiency. Namely in all the East Asian NI Cs profit per employee increased 
reasonably since the 1980s (see Table 3-20). The increasing efficiency may be attributed to deliberate policy 
(for example opening of the customer premises equipment and value added services market, separation of 
policy and management, incorporation and further steps toward privatisation) and a qualified and motivated 
staff. Additionally, it is worth noting that South Korea, Taiwan and Rong Kong have a separation between 
postand telecommunication activities, while Singapore merged these two activities in 1982. 

Table 3-20: Profit per employee 
sources: [ILO], [STARS], [SY] 

Summary 
From the influences of the characteristics on telecommunication sector I polides (see Table 3-17) and the 
influences of telecommunication polides on the telecommunication sector (see Table 3-18) one can draw the 
following lessons: 

1. Telecommunication diffuses quickly in the East Asian NICs because: 
• they have created a high demand for telecommunication services 
• govemments have a high national consensus with respect to the role of telecommunication what has 

resulted in high investment and adequate policy 

2. The high demand for telecommunication services is generated by: 
• the expansion of extemal trade and its related transport sector 
• the arrival of many foreign corporations due to a favourable in vestment elimate 
• a growing secondary and tertiary sector 
• increasing wages (only in the large East Asian NICs) 
• low tariffs for telecommunication services (only in the city-states) 

3. Due to shortage in foreign currency around the 1970s and early 1980s, the large East Asian NICs have 
had problems to meet demand for telecommunication services. In order to decrease the import of 
switching equipment the govemments of South Korea and Taiwan: 

• established R&D-institutes for the development of switching equipment 
• handled high tariffs for telecommunication services in order to drive back the high demand 

4. The large East Asian NICs have (had) more problems with financing telecommunication than the city
states due to the relatively large country size and the relatively large extent of rural areas, namely: 

• the large East Asian NICs have to provide long-distance telecommunication services 
• the large East Asian NICs have to extend the telecommunication services to their rural areas 

5. For the large East Asian NICs it was easier to set up R&D-institutions because: 
• the relatively large country size gave them a comparative advantage since telecommunication is 

regarded as an economy of scale service 
• they were already active in the manufacturing of (consumer) electronics42 

• they had and still have a well-educated Iabour force42 

42 

lt is worth noting that South Korea has been more successful in the indigenous development of 
telecommunication equipment than Taiwan. The continued proteetion of Taiwan 's telecommunication 

The city-states fulfil this condition too. 
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manufacturing industry by means of import-restrictions might he the result. Furthermore, nowadays 
Taiwan's economy generates a huge surplus inforeign currency. 

6. All the East Asian NICs have a well-developed electricity network: 
• electricity can be regarcled as a complementary factor for telecommunication 

7. Apart from Singapore, all the East Asian NI Cs have a separation between post and telecommunication 
activities. 

• Chowdary (1992), states that telecommunication officials advocate the separation of telecommunication 
from the postal services because revenue from telecommunication services is drained away by postal 
deficits when these two services are one department [TP 1992; 593] . 

8. In the rnid-1980s the govemments of the East Asian NICs were 'forced' to open and restmeture their 
telecommunication markets because: 

• the highly industrialised countries (the United States, Japan and the EU), which are the most important 
trading partners of the East Asian NI Cs, reformed their telecommunication markets 

• due to the presence of foreign affiliates of the above mentioned industrialised countries a high demand 
was created for sophisticated telecommunication facilities 

• the specialisation of theEast Asian NICs' econornies (increasing secondary and tertiary sector) caused a 
high need for enhanced telecommunication services 

9. The govemments of theEast Asian NICs implemented sirnilar reformsas have been implemented in the 
highly industrialised countries. These reforms include: 

• the opening of the customer premises equipment market 
• the opening of the value added services market 
• separation of policy and management functions 
• incorporation of public telecommunication entities (with the exception of Taiwan) 
• introduetion of competition in basic services ( only in South Korea and Hong Kong) 
• set up of an independent regulator (only in the city-states) 

10. In general these reforms have resulted in: 
• the supply of several customer premises equipment and value added services by domestically-owned 

firms, foreign-owned firms and/or joint ventures 
• declining prices for telecommunication services 
• efficiently operating govemment-owned telecommunication entities 

11 . The successful implementation of these reforms is attributable to: 
• the high national consensus . with respect to telecommunication (i.e. not only high government 

in vestment for telecommunication, but above all adequate policy and fast implementation of it) 
• the availability of a well-educated Iabour force for technica!, management and policy functions 

3.5.2 lndustrialisation Strategies ~ Characteristics 

In the previous paragraph we have seen that several characteristics, which in Chapter 2 have been identified 
as constrains for the development of telecommunication in developing countries, have not been constraining 
for the development of telecommunication in the East Asian NICs. In this paragraph lessons will be drawn 
with respect to the influences of the industrialisation strategies on these characteristics. 
Table 3-21 represents the influences of the industrialisation strategies on the characteristics for the East 
Asian NICs. This table shows that the influence of the industrialisation strategies on the level of 
development and wages is unclear, and that due to lack of data no judgement is possible concerning the 
national consensus on the role of telecommunication. The influence of the industrialisation strategies on the 
remaining characteristics will be discussed now. 
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unclear 
Not Applicable* 

nol+ 
L 

nol+ 

+ 
L I- I+ 

+ 

+ 
nol+ 

unclear 

-I+ 
no I-

nol+ 

Table 3-21: Influences of industrialisation strategies on characteristics 

LEGEND +: Positive influence 
Negative influence 

no: No influence 
L: Lack of data 

The Case of the Bast Asian NI Cs 

Not Applicable* 

no 

L 

no I+ 

+ 
Ll+ 

+ 

+ 
nol+ 

unclear 

-I+ 
no 

no I+ 

* the country size does not change 

In the city-states (Singapore and Hong Kong) urbanisation was already around 100 per cent at the start of 
the industrialisation strategies, but the large Bast Asian NICs (South Korea and Taiwan) were less urbanised 
at the start of the industrialisation strategies. In 1950, urbanisation in South Korea and Taiwan amounted to 
about 20 and 50 per cent respectively and reached almost 80 per cent in 1995 in both countries. Both, the 
govemments of South Korea and Taiwan identified the problem of urbanisation during the secondary 
industrialisation-phase, however the govemment of Taiwan was more successful to decentralise industry 
than the govemment of South Korea (decentralisation of industry happened among other things by the 
provision of telecommunication services in rural areas). Thus in contrast to Taiwan, one can proclaim that 
industrialisation in South Korea brought about relatively more urbanisation. Since the provision of 
telecommunication services in urban areas is cheaper than in rural areas one may conclude that urbanisation 
bas had a positive influence on telecommunication 'development' in South Korea. 
In all the Bast Asian NICs, consumption of electricity bas increased considerably since the introduetion of 
the industrialisation strategies. 
With respect to foreign currency, for HongKong no data is available, and for the remaining Bast Asian NICs 
only data is available as of the rnid-1960s. From these data appear that in the large Bast Asian NICs the early 
years of industrialisation (primary-ISI and primary-BOI) have had a negative influence on foreign exchange 
reserves. During the secondary industrialisation-phase (secondary ISI and secondary BOl) the large Bast 
Asian NICs have been able to generate a surplus in foreign exchange reserves. On the other hand, Singapore 
bas since 1965 a huge excess in foreign exchange. Only in Taiwan the foreign exchange reserves are the 
result of a positive balance of trade, and in South Korea and Singapore the abundance of foreign exchange is 
aresult of a positive services balance (for example finance and tourism). 
The four characteristics that have been responsible for the high demand for telecommunication services 
(transport sector, investment climate, sectoral distribution and extemal trade) are influenced considerably by 
the industrialisation strategies. In order to attract dornestic and foreign investment, the govemments shaped 
a favourable macroeconomie environment by low positive real interest rates, low inflation rates and stabie 
exchange rates. Furthermore, because of the industrialisation strategies a well-developed transport sector 
was needed. Due to high govemment expenditure, the transport sector expanded especially after the primary 
ISI-strategy. Because of the primary ISI-strategy trade declined during the early years of industrialisation in 
South Korea, Taiwan and Singapore, but later on it expanded considerably. Hong Kong never pursued an 
ISI-strategy and therefore trade bas grown since the start of industrialisation. Due to the rapid 
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industrialisation in theEast Asian NICs the agricultural sector declined almost completely (especially in the 
city-states), and the secondary and above all the tertiary sector increased. 
With the exception of Hong Kong, all the East Asian NICs selected the electronics sector as a strategie 
sector. This resulted in the early phase of industrialisation in the production of 'simple' consumer 
electronics, and later on in the manufacturing of more complex electronics. Despite Hong Kong never 
targeted the electronics sector, it bas created a reasonable manufacturing-base of electronics. However, since 
the early 1980s the production of electronics is declining. 
During the primary and secondary ISI-strategies the governments of the large East Asian NICs proclaimed 
import-restrictions for electronics in order to proteet their dornestic electronics manufacturing industry. 
Since the large East Asian NICs started with the production of telecommunication equipment in the 
secondary ISI-strategy, only this period has restricted the import of telecommunication equipment. Seeing 
that the city-states did not follow ISI-strategies, in these countries have not been restrictions on the import of 
telecommunication equipment. 
In the early phase of industrialisation, the East Asian NICs already had reasonable developed Iabour forces, 
but during the secondary phase of industrialisation the need for high-educated personnel increased. Due to 
relatively high government expenditures on education all East Asian NICs improved their Iabour forces 
considerably. 

Summary 
From the influences of the industrialisation strategies on the characteristics (see Table 3-21) one can draw the 
following lessons: 

1. Industrialisation has led to an increase in urbanisation (South Korea) 
• in order to combat urbanisation, the large East Asian NI Cs initiated decentralisation of industry 

2. Industrialisation neerled expansion of the electricity network 
• the governments invested heavily in services (including a public electricity network) 

3. Industrialisation neerled expansion of the transport sector 
• the governments invested heavily in transport facilities 

4. Industrialisation has led to shortage in foreign currency in the period around the two oil crises (large 
East Asian NICs) 

5. In order to finance industrialisation, a favourable investment elimate was shaped to attract (foreign) 
in vestment 

6. Industrialisation has led to an increasing secondary and tertiary sector 

7. During the process of industrialisation the governments appointed electronics as a strategie sector 
(South Korea, Taiwan and Singapore) 

8. In order to proteet the dornestic electronics sector the governments proclaimed restrictions on import of 
telecommunication equipment (large East Asian NICs) 

9. Especially during the export-oriented industrialisation-phase externaltrade increased considerably 

10. Industrialisation led to an increasing demand for high-educated personnel 
• the governments invested heavily in education 
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Telecommunication and Development: 
4. The case ofNorth Kivu (Zaire) 

A s we have seen in Paragraph 1.2.2.1, Zaire lags considerably bebind the Bast Asian NI Cs in the field of 
telecommunication. Therefore the purpose of this chapter is to review how the factors, that were 

responsible for the successful development of the telecommunication sector in the Bast Asian NICs, are 
developed in North Kivu (Zaire). The factors concern industrialisation strategies, characteristics43 including 
the need for telecommunication and telecommunication policies. Seeing that North Kivu is a Zairian region 
the industrialisation strategies, telecommunication policies, telecommunication sector and the characteristics 
of Zaire will come up in this chapter when necessary. Furthermore, in order to make a comparison data 
concerning the telecommunication sector and characteristics of the Bast Asian NI Cs are represented too. 
This chapter bas roughly the same outline as Chapter 3, i.e. it starts with an overview of the industrialisation 
strategies, telecommunication policies, telecommunication sector and characteristics, and subsequently the 
relation between these variables are examined. 

4.1 Industrialisation Strategiesof North Kivu (Zaire) 

4.1.1 History 

Zaire is one of Africa' s wealthiest countries in terms of natura] resources. lts primary export products are 
copper, cobalt, diamonds, crude oil, and coffee. lt bas nevertheless an income per capita that is among the 
lowest in the world (see Section 4.4) . This long-standing problem bas complex roots: Belgian colony policy, the 
turbulent events following independenee in 1960, the disastrous indigenisation of the economy, the decline 
in world market prices for primary cammodities that is the country's primary export, and the nature of the 
new dominant class. 

Since 1908, the Belgians frustrated the development of indigenous enterprises by denying Africans access to 
the more profitable sectors of the economy and to credit. The colonial government granted hu ge concessions 
to the big mining and plantation companies, as well as an unusual degree of support for obtaining land and 
Iabour. The multinational companies entrenched in this period still dominate Zaire's economy. 
At independenee the Belgians handed over politica] but not economical control, so that the new dominant 
class based its power on control of the state, while ownership of the economy remained in the hands of the 
big foreign mining and plantation companies. Zaire was a typical peripheral capitalist economy, dependent 
on the export of primary products and ruled by the bourgeoisie. 
In 1965, at the start of the Mobutu regime, a new co-operative relationship arose between the state and 
foreign interests: the state took over ownership of large foreign enterprises and allocated management to a 
consortium or multinational. This led for example to turning Union Minière, the giant Belgian capper 
mining company, into the 100 per cent state-owned corporation Gécamines44

• 

In the mid-1970s, an economically disastrous process of indigenisation sent Zaire into a spiralling economie 
crisis. In 1973, the decrees of Zairianisation handed over foreign-owned businesses to Zairians, either to the 
state or to individuals. New owners were all too often government personnel or their friends and relatives. 
Some obtained vast holdings; few had any serious entrepreneurlal intentions or skills. By 1974 commerce 
and agriculture were seriously disrupted and the state revenues had sharply declined. Concomitantly, world 
petroleum prices tripled, capper prices dropped, the prices of industrial import rose, and mineral export was 

43 The characteristics of North Kivu (Zaire) are depicted in the Research model (Figure 1-2) and are discussed in Chapter 2. For the sake of 
completeness, the characteristics are: level of development, country size, rural areas, national consensus on telecommunication, transport sector, 
electricity network, foreign currency, investrnent climate, sectoral distribution, manufacturing-base of electronics, wages, extemal trade, quality 
of Iabour force and need for telecommunication. 

44 Générale des carrières et des mines. 
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disrupted by the closing of the Benguela railraad because of the Angolan civil war. The economy plunged 
into a crisis from which it has not recovered. In 1975, the state attempted to control the situation with the 
decree of Radicalisation, by which it took over all large-scale enterprises. But politics rather than 
competence govemed the selection of the directars of these enterprises, and by 1976 the govemment issued 
the decree of Retrocession, retuming businesses to their former foreign owners with mandatory Zairian 
partners. In 1977 and 1978, the economie crisis deepened after the invasion of Shaba and the disroption of 
the copper rnining. 
Various attempts to address these probieros included the 1979-1981 Mobutu Plan for economie 
development, foreign assistance programs, and the use of expatriates to try to imprave bureaueratic 
functioning. But these efforts were all sabotaged by the elite's relentless pursuit of its own interests. 
In 1983, a new agreement with the International Monetary Fund (IMF) fordebt rescheduling included a 77.5 
per cent devaluation of the Zaïre (Zaire's national currency at that time) to cut down the parallel money 
market, and the liberalisation reforms. Zaïre co-operated in a comprehensive IMF austerity program, but the 
expected increased investment from donors did not materialise [MacGaffey; 26-29]. Therefore the reform process 
was broken down and the govemment launched 'Ie premier plan quinquenna/1986-1990' . 

4.1.2 Le Premier Plan Quinquennal 1986-1990 

In 1986 the govemment of Zaïre initiated the first Five-Year Plan (1986-1990). The aim of this plan was to 
intervene at the national, sectorallevel and regionallevel [MPR; 9-12] : 

• nationallevel : liberalisation of the economy; implementation of an adequate fiscal and monetair system 
• sectoral level: in vest in gainful sectors; impravement of infrastructure and production facilities 
• regionallevel: decentralisation of competence 

Artiele 9 of the plan describes the aims with respect to industrialisation [MPR; 3]: 

• integration of economy and industry 
• structural adjustment 
• create conditions in order to define an industrialisation strategy 
• an annual average growth of 8 per cent for the whole sector 

About Z 104,940 rnillion (1985), or 44 per cent of the total budget was allocated to industrial activities 
(mining, manufacturing and electricity). About 49 per cent of the industrial budget originated from private 
investment, and the complete budget for manufacturing consistedof private in vestment [MPR; table 1] . 

In spite of the fact that this plan seemed promisingly, it has not reached the intended results. For example 
the share of industry in GDP decline from 29.3 per cent in 1985 to 25.9 per cent in 1990, while in the same 
period the overall GDP declined by 12 per cent [World Tab/es]. 

4.1.3 The Present and Future 

According to an employee of the Zairian Embassy in The Hague, President Mobutu has never initiated a 
second Five-Year Plan. However, he told me that the new govemment under regime of President Kabila is 
working on a new plan, but given the politica] unrest it will take a while [telephone conversation; October 1997] . 

4.1.4 Has North Kivu (Zaire) ever Pursued an Industrialisation Strategy? 

The outline of Zaire's events is summarised in Table 4-1. From these events appear that the govemment of 
Zaïre did not deliberately pursue industrialisation strategies as the East Asian NICs did. In contrast to the 
govemments of the East Asian NICs the Zairian govemment pursued strategies on an ad-hoc base what in 
the long run resulted in contradictory strategies. For example in 1973 foreign ownership was handed over to 
Zairians, and in 1976 the govemment of Zaïre initiated the decree of Retrocession in order to give back 
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ownership to the former foreign owners. 
In 1986 it seemed that the Zairian government chose the right 
way by initiating its first Five-Year Plan. In this plan was not 
formulated a clear industrialisation strategy, but preparation 
for an industrialisation strategy was underway. Unfortunately, 
whatever the industrialisation plan might have been, it is 
never represented because up till now the government has not 
started a second Five-Year Plan. 
In early-1997, a coup d'état brought and end to Mobutu' s 
dictatorship that lastedover 30 years. President Kabila's plans 
are not yet represented, but seeing his attitude towards 
opposition parties and international organisations like the 
United Nations (UN) a continuation of dictatorship seems 
most likely. The military background of President Kabila wi11 
confirm this assumption. 

The Case ofNorth Kivu (Zaire) 

Chronology of Zaire's Events 
1908 Belgian Congo founded 
1960 Independenee 
1965 Mobutu Seso Seko President 
1973 
1975 
1976 
1979-1981 
1983-1987 

Decree of Zairianisation 
Decree of Radicalisation 
Decree of Retrocession 
Mobutu Plan 
Liberalisation Reforms 

1986-1990 First Five-Year Plan 
1997 Kabila President 

Table 4-1 : Chronology of Zaire's events 
sources: [MacGaffey; 26-29], [MPR] 

4.2 Telecommunication Policies of North Kivu (Zaïre) 

4.2.1 Ristory 

During the colon ia] period ( 1908-1960) the Belgians introduced the telecommunication technology in Zaïre. 
Telecommunication and other infrastructure were necessary since the economie activity in the country was 
scattered considerably. Therefore a11 the production units were linked with the capita] Leopoldville now 
ca11ed Kinshasa. The Belgians invested heavily in infrastructure, because they expected that the country 
remained a colony. However, at the end of the 1950s riots emerged in Leopoldville and Elizabethville (the 
present Lubumbashi) at which total independenee was claimed. Independenee became a fact at 30 June 
1960. The Ministère des Postes et Télécommunications (MPT) became responsible for policy-making and 
telecommunication administration was placed under the Office National des Postes et Télécommunications 
au Zaire (ONPTZ). Because of the large country size each region45 got its own telecommunication 
administration office (In North Kivu it regards the ONPTZ du Nord-Kivu). 
Having had no role in the development of the system and no experience in technology or management, the 
newly independent nation and its citizens did not realise the importance of telecommunication for social and 
economie development. During the 1960s and 1970s, for example, children made toys out of the wires of the 
telecommunication network. Further, the lack of politica] stability during the post-independenee era resulted 
in a discontinuity of telecommunication development. Subsequently there has been no strategy for thirty 
years [Internet_6]. 

4.2.2 Planning 

As already mentioned in the previous paragraph, each region has its own telecommunication administration 
office. Despite decentralisation the autonomy of regionat administration offices is very limited (they have no 
budget, a very sma11 staff and limited competence). They are only authorised to perform daily tasks like for 
example postal services and connecting new subscribers. Planning and allocation of funds happens at 
government level in Kinshasa (some 2,000 km away from North Kivu) [Internet_6]. 

Le Plan Quinquennal 1986-1990 
In the first Five-Y ear Plan the Zairian government allocated to the post & telecommunication sector an 
amount of Z 7,046.8 million (1985) (about 5.0 per cent of total public investment, or about a yearly average 

45 Untill988 Zaire was divided into 9 regions, viz. Bandundu, Bas-Zaire, Equateur, Haut-Zaire, Kasai Occidental, Kasai Oriental, Kivu, Shaba and 
Kinshasa. Since May 1988 Zaire bas 11 regions because the region Kivu was split up in Maniema, North Kivu and South Kivu [AYB; 3371]. 
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of 0.4 per cent of GDP) [MPR; rable 1]. Artiele 6 of the plan describes issues concerning development of the 
post & telecommunication sector [MPR; 3]: 

• reorganisation and modernisation of post & telecommunication 
• expansion of the telephone and telex network by respectively 2.0 and 1.25 per cent 
• modernisation and extension of urban networks 
• acquisition of automatic switches and modernisation of the cable network in certain cities, especially in 

the capitals of the regions 
• modernisation of radio and television braadcasting in order to cover the whole nation 
• extension of Zaïre' s satellite network (REZA TELSA T) by implementation of ground stations 

At the national level the 1986-1990 development plan should result in an overall increase in dornestic and 
international traffic. The intended results are represented in Table 4-2. 

Telephone Local [ calls] 
Interurban [minutes] 
International 

Table 4-2: Objectives for telephone and telex traffic 
sou1-ce : [MPR; 121] 

However, the government did not nearly achieve these objectives. For example between 1985 and 1988 the 
number of telephone subscribers decreased from 38,757 to 32,116 [STARS], what resulted in a decrease of 
national telephone traffic by 343 per cent [lntemer_6] . For international telex traffic the gained results were 
less worse. Between 1986 and 1990 minutesof outgoing telex traffic decreased 'only' by 17 per cent [STARS]. 

For North Kivu, the Zairian government announced in the 1986-1990 development plan the following 
projectsin the field of telecommunication [MPR; 128-135]: 

• installation of an exchange in Goma (capital of North Kivu) (US$ 900,000) 
• reeover the building of post & telecommunication in Goma (US$ 400,000) 
• modernisation of the telephone network (US$ 100,000) 
• realisation of a cable conneetion between Goma and Gisenyi (Rwanda) (US$ 90,000) 

Justas at the nationallevel, telecommunication did not improve at the regionallevel (at least in North Kivu). 
At the time I have visited Goma (January-June 1996), the post & telecommunication building was indeed in 
a good condition, but the exchange equipment stemmed from before the 1950s and the telephone network 
was still in an underdeveloped condition. Paragraph 4.3 represents more details on the state of the 
telecommunication sector in North Kivu (Zaire). 

4.2.3 Restructuring in the early 1990s 

Until 1990, the ONPTZ had a monopoly in providing telecommunication services and supplying customer 
premises equipment (for example telephone sets) [lntemer_6]. In 1989, when the ONPTZ nearly collapsed due 
to big operating deficits46 the MPT saw the need for restructuring the telecommunication sector [EIV 1996-

1997]. In 1990, the ONPTZ was dealt a hard blow when Telecel, a foreign private mobile carrier operating its 
own telecommunication system, was authorised by the government. Besides, the American firm Motorala 
was licensed to supply cellular mobile telephone sets. In 1993, two other foreign private telecommunication 
companies (Comcell and Tatem Express) were allowed on the Zairian wireless telecommunication market 
[lnternet_6] . 

46 The ONPTZ had operaring deficits for two reasons: (i) the big state departments, which were the largest consumers of telecommunication, did oot 
pay there bills, and (ii) by the free fall of the local currency ONPTZ could oot longer pay the bills for international telephone traffic [lnternet_6]. 
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Foreign Aid 
Despite the dictatorship of President Mobutu (1965-1997) and President Kabila (1997~). foreign 
governments and the World Bank financed and announced to finance several telecommunication projects. 

In the early 1990s the fonowing telecommunication projects were underway: 
• instanation of digital exchanges with 14,000 telephone lines in Kinshasa (US$ 17 million) 
• instanation of digital exchanges with 3,000 telephone lines in Kisangani (US$ 3 million) 
• instaBation of a digital microwave system with large capacity (34 Mbits per second) linking Kinshasa, to 

the port of Matadi and serving the towns Kasangulu, lnkisi, Mbanza Ngungu, Lufutoto, Tmba, Lukala, 
Kimpese and Songololo (US$ 4 million) 

For the future the following projects are announced: 
• construction of a trunk networkin Kinshasa (US$ 12 million) 
• acquisition of exchanges and trunk networks in Bukavu, Gbadolite and Goma (US$ 15 million) 
• study on the reorganisation of telecommunication at the nationalle vel (US$ 750,000) 
• implementation of the above mentioned study (US$ 80 million) 

These projects are financed by the governments of Belgium, Italy and France, and the equipment is supplied 
by their telecommunication carriers. The execution and implementation of the study will be financed by the 
World Bank, Tracte-Bell is appointed as execution agent, and the ONPTZ will implement it [Internet_6]. 

4.3 The Telecommunication Sector of North Kivu (Zaïre) 

Just as for the East Asian NICs in this section distinction is made between basic services (provided by the 
ONPTZ, the public telecommunication operator) and value added services (provided by private 
telecommunication operators). Furthermore, in this section are represented the findings of a survey 
concerning the state of and need for telecommunication in North Kivu. 

4.3.1 The ONPTZ, the Public Telecommunication Operator 

4.3.1.1 Basic Telephone Network 

Taiwan 
20 (1993) 

Table 4-3: Basic telephone network 
sources: [ONP1Z], [STARS] 

From Table 4-3 becomes clear that the basic telephone network in Zaïre and North Kivu is very 
underdeveloped. The number of telephone main lines per 100 inhabitants reaches far below one. Besides, a 
large share of telephone main lines lie in the capital of Zaïre and in North Kivu all telephone main lines are 
situated in the cities Butembo and Goma. The two telephone networks in North Kivu are barely maintained, 
and only 12 per cent of the manually operated exchanges is in use. Goma's telephone network was until the 
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end of 1992 by means of microwave links connected to the telephone networks of Butembo, Bukavu (South 
Kivu) and Kinshasa, but due to the defect of simpleparts the links do not function [ONPTZ; 2-3]. 

Table 4-4 shows the pricing structure for basic telephone service. From this table appears that the 
conneetion charge, yearly subscription fee and the cost of 100 local calls (expressed in daily earnings in 
manufacturing) are very high in Zaïre. However, from Table 4-5 becomes visible that in absolute terms the 
conneetion charge and yearly subscription fee for basic telephone services are not absurdly high in Zaïre. On 
the other hand, alocal call in Zaïre is very expensive compared to theEast Asian NICs. 

4.3.1.2 Radio Transmitter-Receiver Network 

To overcome the lacking long-distance telephone communication in North Kivu, since 1972 the ONPTZ 
North Kivu has set up twelve 'bureaux Télégraphie Sans Fit (TSF)', i.e. offices with radio transmitter
receivers. Three of these offices are recently opened in Goma, Butembo and Beni because of the defect 
microwave telephone links. From the other nine offices only three are in operation (Kibirizi, Ouicha and 
Rutshuru), and the remaining six are closed because of defects, insecurity and interterenee (Kanyabayonga, 
Masisi, Mutwanga, Rwindi, Vitsumbi and Walikale). The interterenee is a result of the huge number of 
private radio transmitter-receivers in some parts of the region [ONPTZ; 4]. Namely, private organisations use 
radio communication to have contacts with (i) affiliates in other parts of the region and Zaire, and (ii) 
employees and the drivers of their transport means. Private radio communication wil! be discussed into 
more detail in Paragraph 4.3.3. 

4.3.1.3 The Size ofthe ONPTZ 

Table 4-6: Full-time telecommunication staff 
sources: [ONPTZ] , [RAA], [STARS], [World Tab/es] 
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In Table 4-6 is portrayed the share of full-time telecommunication staffin total population for the East Asian 
NICs, Zaïre and North Kivu . This table shows that Zaïre and North Kivu have a relatively small 
telecommunication staff compared to theEast Asian NICs47

• 

Besides the ONPTZ North Kivu has a relatively small ,--------------------------------------, 
Educational Altainment of ON'TZ Norlh Klw 

staff, it also has a low educated staff. As Figure 4-1 
shows, from the total staff of the ONPTZ North Kivu 
(including the staff for postal services) only 2.1 per f J>'ir&ryeru:ali>n 

cent has attained education at university level, 8.4 per i sec:ord>lyedJcaOOn 

cent has completed a study at higher education, 20.0 j tiglereciJcaOOn f t. I III 
per cent fulfilled a study at secondary level and the 
remaining share (approximately 70 per cent) foliowed ..Wersily 

only primary or even no education. 0% 10% 20% 30% 

•har• of total etaff 

4.3.1.4 The Performance ofthe ONPTZ 

Table 4-7: Waiting list for telephone main lines 
source: [STARS] 

Figure 4-1 : Educational attainment 
source: [ONP1Z] 

40% 50% 

As Table 4-7 shows, in Zaïre the waiting list for telephone main lines as proportion of telephone main lines 
in operation amounted to 16 per cent in 1995 (i.e. a waiting list for telephone main lines of 6,000 [STARSJ). 

This figure is not absurdly high compared with theEast Asian NICs. In reality, however, this figure rnight be 
much higher for Zaire, because a large proportion of the potential demand for telecommunication services 
remains unrecorded in areas where services are neither available nor planned in the near future . Namely, in 
towns and villages a significant demand arises after services are introduced [Saunders; 7]. 

Figures on revenue and expenditure, and profit per employee are not available, but as already mentioned in 
Paragraph 4.2.3, in the late 1980s the ONPTZ had operating deficits for two reasons: (i) the big state 
departments, which were the largest users of telecommunication, did not pay there bills, and (ii) by the free 
fall of the local currency the ONPTZ could not longer pay the bills for international telephone traffic 
[Intemet_6). Another figure that shows the bad performance of the ONPTZ is the share of salaries in total 
expenditure. Namely, in 1995 salaries accounted for 80 per cent of the ONPTZ's expenditure [lnternet_6). 

4.3.2 Telecel's Cellular Mobile Telephone Network 

As already mentioned in Paragraph 4.2.3, since the early 1990s three foreign private telecommunication 
companies (Telecel, Comcell and Tatem Express) are active on the Zairian wireless telecommunication 
market [Intem et_6) . Since Telecel is the most active foreign private telecommunication operator in Zaire the 
campany's activities in Zaire and especially in North Kivu are reviewed shortly below. 
Telecel got in the early 1990s a license to set up and operate a mobile telephone network. The American 
company operates several mobile telephone networks in African countries (for example in Burundi, the 
Central African Republic, Guinea and Madagascar). In Zaire the company is active in Kinshasa, Mbujimayi, 
Lubumbashi, Bukavu and Goma. Thus, with respect to North Kivu Telecel is only active in Goma. In 
January 1996, Goma had about 500 Telecel-subscribers, representing 0.016 mobile telephone sets per 100 
inhabitants in North Kivu. This is very low compared to theEast Asian NICs (see Table 4-8). 

47 The number of employees per 1,000 telephone main lines is also often used to measure the size of the telecommunication sector. This would mean 
that North Kivu has the largest telecommunication sector, namely in 1995 this tigure amounted to: South Korea (3.3), Taiwan (3.9), Singapore 
(4.5), HongKong (11.7), Zaïre (53) and North Kivu (97) [ADB], [ANEZ4] , [ONP1Z] , [STARS] . 

48 This tigure is calculated for the time that the absolute waiting list for telephone main lines was highest 
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It is worth noting that communication between the networks of the ONPTZ, Comcell, Tatem Express and 
Telecel is oot possible. It is necessary to subscribe to each network in order to communicate with others in 
that network. Some attempts are being made to exchange calls between Telecel's network and the ONPTZ's 
network [Internet_?]. 

Taiwan t 
3.73 (1995) 

Table 4-8: Cellular mobile telephone subscribers 
sources: [ANEZA], [STARS], [Telecel] , [World Tab/es] 

4.3.3 The State of and Need for Telecommunication in North Kivu: A Survey 

During our"'9 stay in Zaire we have carried out a survey in Goma. The purpose of this survey was to 
investigate the state of telecommunication and the need for telecommunication (including the satisfaction 
concerning telecommunication) in N orth Kivu (see Appendix D4 for an analysis and representation of the data of the interrogated 

organisations). In this Paragraph the findings of the survey are summarised. 

4.3.3.1 The State of Telecommunication in North Kivu 
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telecom m unication means number of used telecommunication means 

Figure 4-2: Used telecommunication means 
source: [survey] 

Figure 4-3: Distribution among organisations 
source: [survey] 

Figure 4-2 shows that voice-telecommunication 
means (telephone and radiophony) are used more 
extensively than data-telecommunication means .§ externalrelations 

(facsimile and computer & modem). It is j 
c:: 

'remarkable' that the organisations who use data- ê transportrreans 

telecommunication means use also voice- Ü 
telecommunication means. From Figure 4-3 appears ö 

that only 4.8 per cent of the organisations do oot use a l er11Jioyees 

iS. telecommunication meao, 19.0 per cent of the o% 20% 40% so% ao% too% 

organisations u se one telecommunication meao and share ot organisations 

the remaining share of organisations uses two or three Figure 4-4: Purpose of communication 
telecommunication means. In Figure 4-4 the purpose source: [survey] 

of communication is represented. Almost all organisations (96.2 per cent) use a telecommunication meao for 
communication with external relations50

, 57.9 per cent of the organisations use a telecommunication meao to 

49 From 18 January to 13 June 1996 Hans de Klerk (a fellow student) and I have fulfilled several activities in Zaire and in particular in North Kivu. 
From March to June we have carried out the survey. 

50 External relations are all organisations, enterprises, affiliates, individuals etc. that communieale with the interrogated organisation. 
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communicate with employees who leave the organisation during working hours5', and 31,6 per cent of the 
organisations use telecommunication to have contact with the drivers of their transport means52

• 

4.3.3.2 Need for Telecommunication in North Kivu 

The dissatisfaction conceming telecommunication appears from Figure 4-5. For all the three purposes 
(communication with employees, transport means and extemal relation) organisations that already use a 
telecommunication mean desire amelioration. Furthermore, almost all organisations that do not use a mean 
of telecommunication desire amelioration too. Dissatisfaction on telecommunication means differs 
reasonably. Often mentioned arguments are the high costs (telephone and facsimile), interterenee 
(radiophony) and listen in (radiophony and telephone). Figure 4-6 portrays that radiophony and telephone 
are most appropriate according to the organisations of North Kivu. For communication with extemal 
relations data-telecommunication means (facsimile and computer & modem) are mentioned too. 

.§ 
external relations 

-~ c 
~ transport rreans 

~ 
ö 

! ... 
0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100% 

share of organisatlons deslre amelioration 

Figure 4-5: Desired amelioration 
source: [survey ] 

As Figure 4-7 shows, funding of telecommunication 
is a huge problem in North Kivu. What also appears 
from this figure is that organisations have more funds 
available to communicate with extemal relations than 
for communication with their transport means or 
employees. 

4.3.3.3 Conclusions with respect to the Survey 
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Figure 4-6: Desired telecommunication mean 
source : [survey] 
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Figure 4-7: A vailability of funds 
source : [survey] 
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At first glance, telecommunication in North Kivu seems reasonably developed, however appearances are 
deceptive. Indeed, about 95 per cent of the organisations in Goma use telecommunication facilities . This 
high figure is mainly caused by the 'unique' situation of Goma since July 1994. At that time hundred of 
thousands Rwandan Hutu-refugees entered the territory of Goma (Goma borders on the Rwandan village 
Gisenyi) what led to the arrival of tensof international aid organisations53

• Some of these organisations have 

5 1 Approximately I 0 per cent of the organisations do not have employees who leave the organisation during working hours. These organisations are 
leftout of the calculation. 

52 Transport means are means totransport persons and goods (for example cars, trucks, planes etc.). 
A bout I 0 per cent of the organisations do not have transport means. These organisations are leftout of the calculation. 

53 These international aid organisations are not represented in the sample. 
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set up their own telecommunication facilities which can be used by other (aid) organisations at a reasonable 
tariff. Furthermore, from an economie point of view several private organisations started with the provision 
of telecommunication services in Goma. The most striking examples are Patelsat and Telecel. The first 
offers telecommunication facilities (making phone calls, sending faxes) and the latter bas set up a cellular 
mobile telephone network in Goma. Despite the fact that the private telecommunication organisations charge 
extremely high prices54

, these facilities are used by both international and dornestic organisations. 
Seeing this 'unique' situation, figures with respect to the state of telecommunication in Go ma may not be 
generalised to North Kivu. Namely aid organisations are only abound in Goma, Telecel is not present in 
other partsof North Kivu, and organisations like Patelsat are only represented in the larger cities (like Beni, 
Butembo and Goma). Furthermore it is worth noting that organisations near the Ugandan and Rwandan 
border make use of the telecommunication facilities in these countries. 
Despite the 'favourable' situation with respect to telecommunication in Goma, the satisfaction on 
telecommunication is low (high tariffs and low quality) and the need for telecommunication is high (users 
are prepared to pay high tariffs for telephone services and they look for alternatives like for example 
radiophony). Therefore one may assume that in other partsof North Kivu, especially in the urban eentres of 
Beni and Butembo, the need for telecommunication is also high. The organisations in Goma believe that 
voice-telecommunication means like telephone and radiophony are most appropriate. Furthermore, some 
organisations mentioned 'simple' data-telecommunication means like facsimile and computer 
communication by means of a modem. The more advanced telecommunication facilities like for example E
mail are not mentioned by the interrogated organisations. This may be attributed to the unfamiliarity with 
these facilities. 

54 In March 1996, Patelsat charged US$ 10 per minute forsendinga one-page fax to the Netherlands [own experience]. 
In February 1996, Telecel had the following tariff structure: conneetion charge (including telephone set) US$ 350; monthly charge US$ 50; local 
call: US$ 0.36 per minute; national call: US$ 2 per minute; international cal!: US$ 4- US$ 5.5 per minute (US$ 0.36 per minute for receiving an 
international cal!) [conversation with an employee ofTelecel]. 
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4.4 The Characteristics of North Kivu (Zaïre) 

Level of Development 
As becomes visible from Table 4-9 the GNP per capita in Zaire and North Kivu is very low compared to the 
Bast Asian NICs. 

Table 4-9: Level of Development 
sources: [Kivu], [TSDB], [World Tab/es] 
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Figure 4-8: Administrative map of Zaire (1988) Figure 4-9: Map of North Kivu 
source: [lnternet_5] source : [MacGaffey] 

Figure 4-8 shows a map of Zaire. Zaïre, located in central Africa, is with its surface of 2,344,885 km2 
[AYB] 

the third largest African country. The country is almost completely landlocked with the exception of a small 
coastal area of 37 km in the west. Zaïre borders in the north on Sudan and the Central African Republic, in 
the west on Congo, in the south on Angola and Zambia, and in theeast on Uganda, Rwanda, Burundi and 
Tanzania [Wolters; 114-I/5]. In 1994, Zaire's population was about 40 million, representing a population density 
of 17 inhabitants per km2 

[AYB]. 

Ben i 
Go ma 
Karisimbi 
Lubero 
Masisi 
Nyiragongo 
Rutshuru 
Walikale 

7,484 
33 
42 

18,097 
4,734 

192 
5,289 

23,476 

(12.6) 
(0.1) 
(0.1) 

(30.5) 
(8.0) 
(0.3) 
(8.9) 

Table 4-10: Demography (North Kivu) 
sources: [RAA; 9]; [ANEZ4; 1 36] 

(21.5) 91.1 
(3.0) 2,860.6 
(2.9) 2,216.7 

(24.9) 43.7 
(16.2) 109.0 

(0.9) 142.7 
(16.2) 97.5 

19.4 

number between brackets shows percentage of total 
b yearly average population growth (1980-1988) 

3.0 
4.7 

c 

3.0 
1.3 
7.0d 
1.3 
4.7 

c in the early 1990s the zone Karisimbi is separated from the zone Goma 
ct in the mid-l980s the zone Nyiragongo is separated from the zone Goma 

~~ According toa World Bank survey ( 1988), the per capita GNP of North Kivu is approximately 75 per cent of the national average [Kivu; 7]. 
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Figure 4-9 represents a map of theeast Zairian region North Kivu . North Kivu covers an area of 59,347 km2 

and borders in theeast on Uganda and Rwanda. In 1994 its population amounted toabout 3.2 rnillion which 
implies a population density of 53.5 inhabitants per km2 

[RAA ; 9] . As Table 4-10 shows, North Kivu is divided 
into eight adrninistrative zones (see Appendix D5 for an administrative map of North Kivu) . The difference in population 
density is a consequence of differences in climate, altitude and geographys6

, and economie activity. 
Concerning the country size, North Kivu is with its surface of 59,347 km2 comparable with the two large 
East Asian NICs (South Korea: 98,480 km2

, and Taiwan: 35,150 km2
). However, as far as the population 

density concerns North Kivu remains far below the East Asian NICs. The population density in North Kivu 
is for example about ten times lower than in the least densely populated East Asian NIC (South Korea). 

Rural Areas 
As appears from Table 4-11 urbanisation in Zaïre and especially in North Kivu is very low compared to the 
East Asian NICs. According to the World Bank (1988) the difference in urbanisation between Zaïre and 
North Kivu reflects the underdevelopment of the region and its lacking infrastructure [Kivu; 31]. 

Table 4-11 : Rural areas 
sources: [ANEZA] , [HDR], [/MDS] 

National Consensus on the Role of Telecommunication 
Table 4-12 represents the government investment in telecomrnunication. As one could expect, government 
investment in telecomrnunication in Zaïre is considerably lower than in the East Asian NICs. A figure on 
telecomrnunication investment in North Kivu is not available, but one may expect that it is approximately 
the same as for Zaïre. 

Table 4-12: National consensus on the role of telecomrnunication 
source: [STARS] 

Transport Sector 
Data on government expenditure fortransport & comrnunication are not available for Zaïre and North Kivu, 
but Table 4-13 to Table 4-15 make clear that Zaïre' s and North Kivu' s transport sector is very 
underdeveloped in comparison with the East Asian NICs. 

Zaïre and North Kivu have a relatively short road network. Furthermore, the number of cars and vehicles per 
1,000 inhabitants is quite low compared to theEast Asian NICs. 

Table 4-13: Road transport 
sources: [ANEZA] , [SYA&P] , [TSDB] , [World Tab/es] 

56 The western part of North Kivu (Walikale and Lubero) has a hot elimate and is located at a 500 meter high plateau which mainly consist of rain 
forest. The eastem part of North Kivu (Goma, Karisimbi, Masisi and Nyiragongo) is located at an altitude of I ,500 to 2,000 metres and has even 
mountains up to 5,000 metres. Besides, the eastem part takes advantage of LakeIdiAmin and Lake Kivu [ANEZA] . 
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Zaire's railway networkis justas its road network rather underdeveloped, and in North Kivu there does not 
even exist a railway network. 

Table 4-14: Railway transport 
sources: [ANEZ4], [SYA&P] , [World Tables] 

North Kivu does not transport any of its goods by means of international sea-borne shipping (figures on 
aviation freight are not available for North Kivu). With respect to Zaïre, international sea-borne shipping 
and aviation freight are very limited compared to theEast Asian NICs. 

Table 4-15: Sea and air transport 
sources: [ANEZ4), [SYA&P], [World Tables] 

Electricity Network 

57 

Table 4-16 depiets electricity consumption of Zaïre, North Kivu and theEast Asian NICs. From this table 
becomes clear that the electricity consumption in Zaïre and North Kivu is very low compared to the East 
Asian NICs. 

Taiwan 
4,087 (1990) 

Table 4-16: Electricity network 
sources: [ADB], [ANEZ4] 

With respect to North Kivu, Go ma is the only city with a 'reliable' electricity network58 (see Appendix D5 for more 

details about electricity in North Kivu) . According to the survey (see Appendix D4), the presence of electricity varies from 
30 to 100 per cent during working hours [Survey]. 

Foreign Currency 
From Table 4-17 appears that foreign exchange reserves are very low in Zaire, especially in comparison with 
Taiwan and Singapore. 

Table 4-17: Foreign currency 
sou rees: [ADB] , [AYB] , [SY] , [World Tables] 

57 North Kivu has three airports, viz. Goma, Butembo and Beni. Despite the fact that Goma is an international airport, there is no direct link 
between Goma and theEast African countries (Kenya, Uganda, Rwanda and Tanzania) [Kivu; 39]. 

58 About 57 MW (73 per cent) of installed capacity in Kivu (Maniema, South Kivu and North Kivu) is located in Ruzizi (South Kivu). Ruzizi has 
two hydro-electric power plants, Ruzizi I (28 MW) and Ruzizi II (29 MW). The electricity of Ruzizi IJ is totally distributed to Rwanda and 
Burundi, and the electricity generaled by Ruzizi I is distributed within Kivu (Goma is the only city of North Kivu that receives electricity from the 
Ruzizi I). Besides, in Butembo is an oil-bumed power plant, but due to shortage of fuel it only runs a couple of hours per day. The remaining part 
ofNorth Kivu depends on a small number ofhydro-electric power plants [ANEZ4; 83-87) . 
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Investment Climate 
Table 4-18 represents gross dornestic saving and investment for Zaïre and the East Asian NICs. These data 
make clear that saving and investment in Zaïre are low compared to the East Asian NICs. Furtherrnore, from 
this table becomes visible that Zaire is a recipient with respect to investment. 

Table 4-18: Gross dornestic saving and investment 
sources: [ADB], [AYB] , [SY], [World Tab/es] 

The low saving and investment rate of Zaïre is attributable to the high rate of inflation, negative real interest 
rate and devaluation of Zaire's monetary unit (see Table 4-19). 

Table 4-19: Economie indicators 
sources: [ADB], [AYB] , [RAA], [SYJ, [PRL] , [WDJ] ,[World Tab/es] 

Sectoral Distribution 
From Table 4-20 appears that in contrast to the East Asian NICs Zaïre bas a large agricultural sector. 
Besides, Zaire's industrial sector seems reasonably developed. For North Kivu one may expect that the share 
of industry in GDP is less, since most of Zaire's industrial activities are concentrated in Shaba and around 
the cap i tal Kinshasa (see Appendix D5 for more details on North Kivu 's economie activities) . 

Taiwan 
40 (1995) 

Table 4-20: Share of sectors in GDP 
sources: [ADB], [AYB] 
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Besides, this table makes clear that the contribution of 'other' to GDP in Zaire is considerably lower than in 
theEast Asian NICs. Table 4-21 confirms the smallness of the 'other' sector. 

Table 4-21 : Finance and tourism 
sources: [ADB], [AYB] 

Despite the fact that Zaire's industrial sector contributes to more than one quarter of GDP, it creates only 16 
per cent of total employment. On the other hand the agricultural sector that bas also a share of about one 
fourth in GDP is the largest employment creator with 65 per cent (see Table 4-22). 

Taiwan •• .··•• · 62 (1995) •···· . 

Table 4-22: Distribution of employment 
sources: [ADB] , [AYB] 

Manufacturing-base of Electronics 
Table 4-23 shows that Zaire and North Kivu do oot produce (consumer) electronics. The non-existence of a 
electronics manufacturing-base appears also from the import-dependency. Namely, in 1993 about 32 per 
cent of Zaire' s import consisted of machinery & transport equipment [WDI] . 

Table 4-23: Manufacturing-base of electronics 
sources: [ISY], [TSDB] 

Wages 
From Table 4-24 becomes clear that wages in Zaire are extremely low compared to theEast Asian NICs. 

Table 4-24: Wages 
sources: [ILO] , [MacGaffey], [TSDB] 
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External Trade 

Table 4-25: Trade-intensity 
sources: [ADB], [SY] 

The Case of North Kivu (Zaire) 

Table 4-25 shows the trade-intensity for theEast Asian NICs and Zaire. This table makes clear that Zaire's 
trade is relatively low compared to the East Asian NICs. With respect to trading-partners (see Table 4-26) 
Zaire trades just as the East Asian NICs mainly with industrialised countries. For North Kivu exact figures 
on trade are not available, but ANEZN9 (1991) states in 'schéma régionale d'aménagement du Kivu' : in 
general Zaïre trades via the Atlantic Ocean, but the Bastem part of Zaïre mainly trades through the Indian 
Ocean (Mombasa- Kenya and Dar Es Salam- Tanzania). Therefore, the most important trading-partners of 
North Kivu are Rwanda, Burundi, Tanzania, Kenya and Uganda [ANEZ4; 14]. 

Table 4-26: Trading partners 
sources: [E/U 1996(4)] , [lTS], [TSDB] 

Legislation on Import of Telecommunication Equipment 
Exact data on Zaire's import restrietion with respect to telecommunication equipment are not available, but 
in general all import is subject to quotas and tariffs [WDI; 254]. The tariff rates generally are in the 10 to 30 per 
cent range, with higher protective rates of 40-80 per cent on such items as dothing and luxury items. In 
addition, three other taxes are levied. They are the Depot Preliminaire du Tarif (DPT), the Droit d'Entre 
(DE), and the sales tax. The DPT is a uniform rate of 20 per cent. The DE is 5 per cent for intermediate 
products; on finished products, the rateis 15 per cent. A sales tax of 3 per cent is applied to import of heavy 
equipment; goods imported for direct retail sale face a sales tax of 20 per cent; raw material import is 
exempt from the sales tax [Jnternet_SJ. 

In sum, for Zaïre one may ex peet a tariff rate of over 100 per cent on the import of telecommunication 
equipment. Thus the import-restrictions on telecommunication equipment are more austere in Zaïre than in 
the East Asian NI Cs (see Chapter 3). 

Quality of Labour Force 

Table 4-27: Expenditure for education 
sources: [AYB], [HDR], [TSDB] 

59 Association nationale des entreprises zairoises. 
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Table 4-28: Literacy rate 
sources: [AYB] , [HDR] , [TSDB] 

Table 4-29: Pupil/student-teacher ratios 
sources: [ANEZA] , [AYB] , [HDR] , [TSDB] 

Table 4-30: Enrolment ratios 
sources: [ANEZA] , [AYB] , [HDR], [TSDB] 

The Case of North Kivu (Zaïre) 

Govemment expenditure for education (see Table 4-27) is very low in Zaïre. This reveals itself in a low 
literacy rate (see Table 4-28), high pupiVstudent-teacher ratios in primary education (see Table 4-29) and 
low enrolment ratios (see Table 4-30). 

Need for Telecommunication 
See Paragraph 4.3.3.2. 

4.5 Influences between the variables 

In Paragraph 4.1 to 4.4 are discussed North Kivu's current industrialisation strategies, telecommunication 
policies, telecommunication sector and characteristics. In this paragraph we will take a look at the influences 
of the characteristics on the telecommunication sector I policies, the telecommunication policies on the 
telecommunication sector, and the industrialisation strategies on the characteristics. 

4.5.1 Characteristics ~ Telecommunication Sector and Policies 

In this paragraph will be reviewed how the characteristics, which in Chapter 2 were identified as constraints 
for the development of telecommunication, influence the development of telecommunication in North Kivu. 
As we have seen in the Section 4.3, the telecommunication sector of North Kivu is very underdeveloped. 
This is not astonishing since almost all characteristics of North Kivu (see Section 4.4) are in such condition that 
they hinder the development of telecommunication. In Table 4-31 is represented what characteristics 
influence North Kivu's telecommunication sector and policies (the level of development is leftout due to its 
unclear influence). For the sake of completeness the data fortheBast Asian NICs are represented too. 
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LEGEND K: South Korea +: Positive influence a: Hong Kong and Zaïre are not involved in telecommunication-R&D. The 
T: Taiwan Negative influence represented influences indicate in which way the characteristics could 
S: Singapore no: No influence have affected scientific telecommunication institutions. 
H: HongKong L: Lack of data b: The govemment handles a laissez-faire policy, and therefore it probably 
N: North Kivu U: Unclear does not invest in R&D. 

The large 'country' size and the many rural areasof North Kivu work very constraining for the development 
of telecommunication, since the extension of telecommunication services to rural areas and the provision of 
long-distance telecommunication services is rather costly. On the other hand, the large size of North Kivu 
could be an incentive for the establishment of scientific institutions. 
The low national consensus on the role of telecommunication also hinders the development of North Kivu's 
telecommunication sector. The government of Zaire spends only a very small share of its budget on the 
expansion of telecommunication services and is totally not involved in R&D and training activities with 
respect to telecommunication. The low expenditure for telecommunication may be attributed to the low 
foreign exchange reserves (this could also be an incentive for the set up of scientific institutions). In order to 
prevent the outflow of scarce foreign currency the government handles high tariffs on the import of luxury 
goods what consequently hinders the development of telecommunication. 
North Kivu (and even Zaire) has no manufacturing-base of electronics and therefore it is noteven capable to 
produce relatively simple telecommunication equipment as for example telephone sets. The non-existence of 
a electronics manufacturing-base is among other thing caused by the low educational attainment of the 
Iabour force. Furthermore, the low educational attainment hinders the development of the 

60 The following characteristics include demand for telecommunication: transport sector, investment climate, sectoral distribution and extemal trade. 
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telecommunication sector due to shortage in personnel for technica!, management and policy functions. 
Another factor that limits the spread of telecommunication is the underdeveloped electricity network of 
North Kivu. Only some urban areas have access to public electricity, while most rural areas still depend on 
firewood [ANEZA ; 84]. 

At first, one should believe that there is a low demand for telecommunication in North Kivu since it has an 
underdeveloped transport sector, an unfavourable investment climate, a relatively large agricultural sector, 
few extemal trade and low wages. However, from the survey (see Paragraph 4.3.3) appears that there certainly is 
a high demand (need) for telecommunication in North Kivu. The 'misinterpretation' can be explained as 
follows: 
• North Kivu borders on Uganda and Rwanda which have better transport (and telecommunication61

) 

facilities [MacGaffey; 59] 

• North Kivu has few inland waterways and no railway transport, through which road transport is the most 
important mean of transport (however, data on North Kivu's road transportation are not available) 

• in North Kivu more than fifty per cent of total export is unrecorded; goods are smuggled via Lake Kivu 
to Rwanda and via LakeIdiAmin to Uganda [MacGaffey; 47-50] (for import one may expect a same pattem) 

Thus, in North Kivu exists a high demand for telecommunication since the underdeveloped road network is 
used extensively, and extemal trade is twice as high due to unrecorded trade with neighbouring countries. 
On the other hand, demand is slowed down by a bad investment climate, small secondary and tertiary sector 
and low wages. 
Since a high demand for telecommunication can be seen as an incentive for indigenous development of 
telecommunication equipment, the above mentioned characteristics could exert influence on the 
establishment of scientific and training institutes. 
With respect to pricing policies, it is not clear whether the demand for telecommunication services has 
brought about price changes. However, one may expect that the low wages have not tended to price 
increases. But on the other hand, Jack of foreign currency is responsible for high prices since customer 
premises equipment and other telecommunication equipment has to be imported. 

4.5.2 Telecommunication Policies ~ Telecommunication Sector 

Table 4-32: Influences of telecommunication policies on telecommunication sector 

LEGEND K: South Korea +: Positive influence a : Hong Kong does not have scientific telecommunication institutions 
T: Taiwan Negative influence b: Taiwan has always had a separation between management and policy 
S: Singapore no: No influence c: telecommunication operator is not yet incorporated 
H: HongKong U: Unclear d: Singapore' s telecommunication operator is just incorporated 
N: North Kivu e: Hong Kong has always had a separation between managementand policy 

6 1 In 1995, the te1ephone density (number ofte1ephones per 100 inhabitants) was both in Rwanda and Uganda twice as high as in Zaïre. 
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Table 4-32 shows the influences of telecommunication policies on the telecommunication sector for North 
Kivu and theEast Asian NICs. Below are discussed the influences for North Kivu. 
The opening of the customer premises equipment and value added services market in Zaire have caused the 
rise of a cellular mobile telephone network and in the future one may expect that it will tend to more value 
added services. However, the opening of the telecommunication market will have no effect on the expansion 
of basic services and the impravement of the public telecommunication sector since this segment is still an 
inefficient state-owned monopoly. On the other hand, relatively high prices for basic services and the 
absence of scientific telecommunication institutions will hinder the expansion of North Kivu's basic 
services sector. Besides, the Jack of scientific telecommunication institutions will constrain the development 
of North Kivu's value added services and the performance of the public telecommunication sector. Despite 
the fact that management and policy functions were already separated in 1960, it has not had a positive 
influence on the performance of the telecommunication sector since policy-making happens very centralised 
while the decentralised telecommunication offices have little autonomy. Furthermore, the public 
telecommunication operator of Zaire is inefficient since post and telecommunication fall under the same 
department and there exist no incentives in order to be profitable (the public telecommunication operator is 
not incorporated). 

4.5.3 Influences of the lndustrialisation Strategies on the Characteristics 

Justas for theEast Asian NICs, the influence of North Kivu's industrialisation strategy is not applicable on 
the country size and is unclear for the level of development and wages. Furthermore, due to Jack of data it is 
not possible to judge about the influence of the industrialisation strategy on the national consensus on the 
role of telecommunication. The remaining characteristics, with the exemption of legislation on import of 
telecommunication equipment, will be negatively influenced62 by the absence of a (clear) industrialisation 
strategy. On the next page are discussed the influences of the industrialisation strategies on the 
characteristics and in Table 4-33 these influences are summarised. 

L 

nol+ 

+ 
Ll- I+ 

+ 

+ 
nol+ 

u 
-I+ 
no I-

nol+ 

Table 4-33: Influences of industrialisation strategies on characteristics 

LEGEND +: Positive influence 
Negative influence 

no: No influence 
L: Lack of data 
U: Unclear 

K: South Korea 
T: Taiwan 
S: Singapore 
H: HongKong 
N: North Kivu 

62 A negative influence with respect to the development of telecommunication. 
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The lack of an industrialisation strategy will slow down the urbanisation, what will hinder the expansion of 
telecomrnunication services. Namely, the provision of telecomrnunication services in rural areas is more 
expensive than in urban areas63

• 

In North Kivu the transport sector and electricity network are underdeveloped, investment elimate is very 
bad and educational attainment of the Iabour force is low. In theEast Asian NICs these characteristics have 
been improved considerably during the industrialisation strategies. Therefore one may expect that these 
characteristics will imprave in North Kivu on condition that a elear industrialisation strategy will be 
formulated. 
The demand for telecomrnunication is relatively low in North Kivu due to the small secondary and tertiary 
sector, low level of extemal trade, small transport sector and the absence of multinationals (bad investment 
elimate ). Since the industrialisation strategies of the East Asian NI Cs neerled a favourable in vestment 
elimate (in order to attract multinational corporations and investment), and tended to the expansion of 
extemal trade and the transport sector a elear industrialisation strategy may overcome the relatively low 
demand for telecommunication services in North Kivu. 
There does not exist a manufacturing-base of electranies in Zaïre what among other things may be attributed 
to the absence of a elear industrialisation strategy (the East Asian NICs have a manufacturing-base of 
electranies since they appointed the electranies sector as a strategie sector for development). 
Since North Kivu produces only primary goods it has to import the neerled manufactured goods. The import 
ofmanufactured goods seizes the region's scarce foreign currency [ANEZ4: 14]. 

Zaire handles high tariffs on the import of telecomrnunication equipment. The high tariffs are not effective 
toproteet the dornestic manufacturing industry, buttosave scarce foreign currency. 

63 Despite the fact that slow urbanisation binders the diffusion of telecommunication, it is not ad visabie to speed up urbanisation in order to increase 
the diffusion of telecommunication. 
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Telecommunication and Development: 

5. An Adequate Strategy for North Kivu (Zaïre) 

I n the previous chapter we have seen that despite the relatively high demand for telecommunication 
services the ONPTZ has not been able to provide a territory-wide telephone network and not to mention 

advanced telecommunication services. One important reason is of course the lack of investment in 
telecommunication (and shortage in foreign currency), but the lack of 'complementary inputs' like a well 
developed transport system, electricity network and Iabour force hinder also the development of Zaire's and 
North Kivu's telecommunication network considerably. Furthermore, the rigid govemment domination in 
the provision of telecommunication services binders the diffusion of telecommunication. 
All this is roughly seen a consequence of the absence of a clear national development plan. To be more 
specific the underdeveloped state of North Kivu's telecommunication sector is a result of lacking 
telecommunication policies and industrialisation strategies. Therefore, in this chapter recommendations with 
respect to telecommunication policies and industrialisation strategies will be given for North Kivu (Zaire). 

5.1 Telecommunication Policies 

5.1.1 Telephone Services 

Despite the rapid innovation of enhanced telecommunication services, basic telephone (including facsimile) 
is still the mostly used mean of telecommunication in the world. In North Kivu this situation is not different, 
namely voice telecommunication means like radiophony and cellular mobile telephony are mostly used, and 
the demand for simple voice and data telecommunication means is relatively high. Therefore, the provision 
of voice and narrow-band data services deserves a high priority in North Kivu. 
The govemments of the East Asian NICs have been very successful in the provision of a f!ation-wide 
telephone network. Justas in most industrialised countries the govemments of theEast Asian NICs provided 
their telephone network by means of a monopoly. The monopoly structure was generally accepted, because 
at that time telecommunication was (regarded as) an economy of scale service. However, in the early 1980s, 
when new telecommunication services became available due to technological innovations, the typical 
monopoly structure came to an end. Namely, in the industrialised countries and theEast Asian NICs large 
user groups (domestic and foreign companies) demanded for more advanced telecommunication services. 
Since the govemments of these countries were not able to provide all the desired services due to lack of 
knowledge and shortage in capital, they (partly) opened their telecommunication markets for the private 
sector. 
At independenee (1960), the ONPTZ got the monopoly to provide telecommunication services in Zaire. 
However, the ONPTZ has notbeen able (and still is not able) to provide a territory-wide telephone network. 
Therefore it is necessary to restroeture the public telecommunication operator and liberalise the provision of 
telephone services. 

5.1.1.1 Management Autonomy for the Public Telecommunication Operator 

The public telecommunication network of Zaire is administered by the ONPTZ. The ONPTZ has little 
autonomy since it is a govemment department For example revenues from telecommunication services have 
to handed over to the national govemment in Kinshasa who on her turn deterrnines what will be reinvested 
in telecommunication. 
With the exemption of Taiwan, all the East Asian NICs have incorporated their national telecommunication 
operator in order to give more autonomy. These three countries started with a fully govemment-owned 
corporation and created later on a mixed pubtic-private corporation. Nowadays, Singapore and South Korea 
make even steps to privatise their national telecommunication operator completely. 
For Zaire and North Kivu, it is recommendable to chose a mixed pubHe-private corporation structure for two 
reasons: (i) the private sector bas to be allowed in telecommunication, because the ONPTZ is not able to 
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mobilise the necessary financial resources on its own64
; and (ii) the govemment has to hold a 'golden share' 

what guarantees veto power over company activities and decisions with significant consequences for 
national security or similar interests but it does not give govemment control over day-to-day operations or 
purely business decisions [Nulty; 16]. 

Besides the increased autonomy and capital mobilisation, incorporation will also result in a motivated work 
force what may leadtobetter managementand more efficiency. Namely, the telecommunication employees 
of the ONPTZ are civil servants that have job security and attain promotion more or less by seniority. In 
corporations, employees will lose their jobs for non-performance and will be given promotion if they show 
initiative [TP 1992; 595-597]. Furthermore, in North Kivu civil servants' wages are five to ten times lower than 
wages in the private sector [Kivu; 66]. 

A corporate structure has of course also its disadvantage. Even when the telecommunication corporation is 
wholly state-owned it has to pay income and sales tax. In Zaire, the income tax on surpluses amounts to 50 
per cent [WDI; 2621 and the tariff on the import of telecommunication equipment is more than 100 per cent 
[WDI; 254]. This is very high compared totheBast Asian NICs, where for example income tax ranges from 17 
per cent in Hong Kong to 28 per cent in South Korea [WDJ; 260-261]. On the other hand, if the surpluses are not 
distributed as dividends but are invested as capital in the business, they are exempted from tax [TP 1992; 594]. 

Foreign Involvement 
In order to attract foreign capital and human resources (well-educated managers and technicians) it is 
recommended to allow foreign companies in the mixed pubtic-private corporation structure. Therefore, the 
govemment of Zaire has to look for a foreign telecommunication operator who wants to go on a joint 
venture with the public telecommunication operat01·65

• It is advisable to look for operators that have 
proximity with Zaire or its national language (French). Candidates are for example Belgacom, France 
Télécom or Alcatel. 

5.1.1.2 Separation of Telecommunication from Postal Services 

In many countries the provision of telecommunication and postal services are organisationally linked. The 
reason for this primarily relate to the middle and late 1800s, when telegraph and later telephone services 
were initially treated as an extension of postal services, and to the period during which several of the 
important colonial powers passed on the combination of post & telecommunication type of organisation to 
their colony administrations [Saunders; 52]. 

According to Chowdary (1992), telecommunication officials vehemently advocate and wekome the 
separation of telecommunication from postal services because revenue from telecommunication is drained 
away by postal deficits when these two services are one department [TP 1992; 593]. The subsidisation of postal 
services by telecommunication is according to Saunders (1983) caused by the increasing differences 
between these services, namely [Saunders; 53]: 

• the provision of postal services is highly Iabour intensive, whereas the provision of telecommunication is 
(or at least should be) capital intensive 

• the provision of telecommunication services requires a much higher proportion of skilied Iabour and 
professionals than does the provision of postal services; turnping them together in a developing country 
results in telecommunication salaries that are too low to retain qualified staff, or in staff-related 
regulations that are overly rigid 

• the contrasts between the technologically dynamic and rapidly evolving telecommunication sector and 
the less dynamic labour-dominated postal sector are so great that the same organisational structure and 
management style cannot plan for and imptement both services efficiently 

64 Due to the hyper-inflation and high devaluation of the national currency, Zairians convert their earnings rather in gold, land and other capita! 
goods than in deposit money. This becomes visible from the low saving rate (gross dornestic savings as share of GDP arnounts to only 8.3 per 
cent in Zaïre, while this tigure is at least three times higher in theEast Asian N!Cs), and the low money supply (M2 as share of GDP in Zaïre is at 
least twice as low as in theEast Asian N!Cs) [ADB], [AYB], [PRL], [WDI]. 

65 In the remaining part of this chapter, the mixed public-private telecommunication operator (joint venture) will be called the national 
telecommunication operator. 
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Since the postal services of the ONPTZ works very inefficiently (due to the Jack of transport means and the 
underdeveloped transport system) it is recommended to separate telecommunication from postal services. 
Another reason for separation is the establishment of a joint venture for telecommunication, namely foreign 
telecommunication operators are nat interested in postal services. 
Of course in Zaïre there may be some advantages to have a combined post & telecommunication 
organisation, particularly in more isolated areas and small towns in which the local post office building may 
house nat only postal mail services, but also bank services and a public call office. However, an 
organisationally combined post & telecommunication is nat necessary for such a combination [Saunders; 53] . 

5.1.1.3 Liberalisation of Telephone Services 

Until now, the ONPTZ has the sole right to provide fixed-wire telephone services. In Kinshasa (the capita]) 
it has been rather successful in the provision of telephone services, but in many other cities and most remote 
areas does not exist a (govemment provided) telephone network. 
Despite the underdeveloped telecommunication sector it is advisable to maintain the monopoly-stmeture for 
the provision of fixed-wire telephone services (this happened also in all the East Asian NICs). In exchange 
for the monopoly-privilege the operator will be tied up to the obligation to provide telephone services in 
rural communities. Namely, when fixed-wire telephone services are subjected to competition, suppliers will 
provide only services in profitable areas. Since the gaveroment of Zaïre has most interest in a nation-wide 
telephone network, it is advisable to issue the fixed-wire telephone monopoly-license to Zaire's national 
telecommunication operator66

• 

Furthermore, it is necessary to grant the national telecommunication operator a monopoly-license for 
wireless (local loop) telephone services in rural areas, because the provision of wireless services is in most 
rural areas cheaper than the provision of fixed-wire telephone services (in the long term, for example after 
twenty years, competition could also be introduced in rural areas). Table 5-1 shows the proposed structure. 

Table 5-1: Proposed structure for telephone services * Telecel, Comcell and Tatem Express are already licensed. 

Decentralisation of Telephone Services 
Since Zaïre is a very large country (about 63 times the Netherlands), it is advisable to split up the provision 
of telephone services in geographical regions. Like for example in Taiwan. The national telecommunication 
operator of Taiwan distinguishes three geographical entities, namely the northem, central and southem 
telecommunication authority. For Zaire, it is advisable to maintain the regional structure (eleven regions), 
because this corresponds with the adrninistrative division of Zaire. Furthermore, within each region local 
areas have to be distinguished (these areas will be deterrnined on the basis of geographical and technological 
aspects). 
With respect to competition in wireless telephone services, it is advisable to license only one additional 
operator per urban area (duopoly), because toa many licenses will make disappear the economy of scale. 
Thus, in the urban areas of North Kivu and Zaïre several wireless telephone operators may be active, but 
they do nat compete with each other in the same urban area (the only wireless competitor rnight be the 
national telecommunication operator). 

Interconnection 
As mentioned above, within an urban area two telephone operators rnight be active. In ordertobring about a 
telephone network that covers the whole nation, it is necessary to interconneet the networks of the two 
operators. Since a nation-wide telephone network is of most interest for the govemment, it is advisable to 
oblige the national telecommunication operator for interconnection between the different operators within 

66 From a govemment's point of view it is necessary to provide telecommunication services in rural areas in order to combat urbanisation and to 
bring about rural development. 
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the same urban area. Furthermore, interconnection between the different local areas within a region and 
between regionsis necessary. For the same reason as mentioned before, this should also be the taskof the 
national telecommunication operator. Since the provision of the so-called dornestic long-distance telephone 
services requires a very different technology than the provision of local telephone services, it is advisable to 
establish a separated subsidiary for the provision of dornestic long-distance telephone services. 
Finally, the telephone network of Zaire bas to be connected to the international telephone network. Des pi te 
the fact that the provision of international telephone services is subjected to 'competition' , tariffs are very 
high (especially compared to theEast Asian NICs). The reason for the high prices is the lack of competition 
offered by the ONPTZ (Telecel and the other cellular mobile telephone services operators virtually have a 
monopoly in international telephone services). Because the provision of international telephone services is a 
very lucrative business and in order to push back the high tariffs, it is advisable for the national 
telecommunication operator to provide international telephone services. For this service it is also wise to set 
up a separated subsidiary, since the provision of international telephone services often calls for another 
technology. 

Pricing and Tariff Structure 
In Zaïre and many other developing countries prices for telecommunication services are set too high, 
because the telecommunication sector is expected to mobilise surpluses for use by governments in other 
sectors [Nulry; 15]. It is recommended to apply 'cost-based' pricing for two reasons: (i) telecommunication 
benefits in several institutions of the society, and (ii) by incorporation of the ONPTZ the government will 
receive income tax what can be used to fund other sectors. 
Since reinvestment in telecommunication is required and the national telecommunication operator' s aim is 
to make profit, prices for telecommunication should be higher than exactly cost-based. However, due to the 
profit-aim one should take care for excessively high prices. In Hong Kong the government bas been 
successful in preventing excessively high prices by Iirniting the rate of return67 of the national 
telecommunication operator. Eighty per cent of the 'surplus' profit had to be transferred to a development 
fund and twenty per cent to capital reserves. Furthermore, if profit exceeded the set rate of return prices 
decreased the year following, but on the other hand if profit was below the set rate of return prices were not 
increased immediately. For Zaïre a similar mechanism is recommended. 
Another difficulty is the tariff structure. In most countries, including some East Asian NICs, prices for the 
local telephone services are set too low, and prices for dornestic long-distance and international telephone 
services are set too high. A good example of this so-called cross-subsidisation is South Korea. Nowadays the 
government of South Korea is implementing a 'flat rate' tariff structure. That means local rates will be 
increased and dornestic long distance rates will be decreased. For Zaïre it is recommended to apply a 'cost
based' tariff structure, because too high tariffs for dornestic long-distance telephone services will constrain 
rural development (usually, most long-distance telecommunication traffic finds place from rural to urban 
areas [Saunders; 1101) . With respect to international telephone services one may expect that tariffs will decrease 
since in the proposed structure for the provision of telephone services several operators are allowed to 
provide international telephone services. 
Since telecommunication services are mostly used for business purposes it is reasonable to charge higher 
fees for business telephone main lines than for residential telephone main lines (three of the East Asian 
NICs apply such a price difference). In Zaire, however, there are no price differences and therefore it is 
advisable to charge a higher monthly conneetion fee for business telephone users than for residential 
telephone users. 

5.1.2 Other Telecommunication Services 

With respect to North Kivu, and probably nation-wide, nowadays and in the near future there will not be a 
high demand for more advanced telecommunication services (telephone services and the accompanying 

67 In Hong Kong the rate of return was set at 9 per cent, but for Zaire one may expect that this tigure should be somewhat higher since it has 
extensive rural areas. An exact rate of return for Zaire cannot be given, because it has to be determined by means of negotiations between the 
govemment (MPT) and the national telecommunication operator. 
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narrow-band data services such as facsimile68 and computer & modem services will be sufficient for the next 
two decades). However, there might be (or rise up) some large dornestic firms and foreign companies that 
have a high need for wide-band data telecommunication services. Since the ONPTZ is not able to provide 
those telecommunication services, it is advisable to abolish the monopoly for the provision of wide-band 
data services. Because North Kivu and Zaïre do not need a wide-band data network in the near future it is 
recommendable to issue 'close user groups' a license for the set up of their own wide-band data network. 
With respect to other users or providers there should not be awarded licenses for the provision of (private) 
data networks, because this will lead to reluctant telecommunication networks what seizes scarce foreign 
currency. 
On the other hand, the provision of telecommunication services that are based on existing networks (for 
example databases and electronk mail) might be provided in full competition (including foreign companies), 
because these services possess economies of scope. That means that these services can be provided 
relatively cheap since they make u se of the existing telephone network. 
In order to overcome problems with respect to licensing it is necessary to formulate an unambiguous 
definition of 'close user groups' and 'economies of scope telecommunication services' . 

5.1.3 Customer Premises Equipment 

In Zaïre, the supply of customer premises equipment (telephone sets, facsimile machines etc.) is with the 
exception of cellular mobile telephone sets, completely in hands of the ONPTZ, what results in high prices. 
Therefore, it is recommended to open the customer premises equipment market to full competition 
(including foreign companies). In order to guarantee compatibility it is advisable to set up an authority to 
give 'type-approval'. This could be the taskof a regulatory body (see Paragraph 5.1.4). 

5 .1.4 Reguiatory Body 

Up to now, the MPT fulfils a dual role as policy makerand regulator. Until the early 1990s, the MPT had a 
relatively easy task, because telecommunication in Zaire was rather static due to the monopoly of the 
ONPTZ. In the early 1990s, when three mobile telecommunication operators were licensed, the MPT got 
tasks like setting rules with respect to interconnection, sale of terminal equipment, frequency allocation, 
technica} standards, quality of services, revue-sharing etc. Furthermore, the MPT got tasks like resolving 
disputes between the different operators and customers, and monitoring the set rules. 
Since the task of the MPT ought to be policy making, it is necessary to set up a quasi-independent regulatory 
body (referee) which monitors whether the operators (players) observe the rules (set by the MPT). 

5 .1. 5 Self-Reliance 

As we have seen in Chapter 4, the ONPTZ has a shortage in adequate technica! telecommunication staff. In 
order to educate technical telecommunication staff it is necessary to set up several training institutes spread 
out over the country. The training institutes have to educate staff for several functions and levels. It will 
range from low-educated staff for connecting subscribers, laying cables (copper and optical) to high
educated staff who have knowledge of digital exchanges, wireless telephone services and satellite telephone 
services. 
Furthermore, Zaïre (and North Kivu) is fully dependent on foreign countrïes with respect to the supply of 
telecommunïcatïon equipment. Since Zaïre is a large country (and North Kivu a relatively large region) it 
could be profitable to produce domestically for example switching equipment, telephone sets, facsimile 
machines etc. 

68 Althougb Zaire bas in some cities telex services it is not recommended to extend these services because they will, just as in the East Asian NICs, 
be pusbed aside by facsimile services . 
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Since the required number of telecommunication staff and the needed telecommunication equipment 
depends on the rate of expansion of the telephone network first it is necessary to assess the growth of the 
telephone network for the next few decades. The assessment is made for North Kivu and is divided into 
seven Five-Year Telecommunication Oevelopment Plans (TOPs). 

5.1.5.1 Telephone Network Formation 

The first TOP is intended to implement the proposed reforms like separation of telecommunication from 
postal services, incorporation of the national telecommunication operator including the set up of a joint 
venture with a foreign telecommunication operator, the set up of an 'independent' regulator etc. (Paragraph 
5.1.6 deals with the implementation of these reforms). The second to seventh TOP aim at the provision of 
telephone services and Public Call Offices (PCOs) in North Kivu. 
Since North Kivu has a reasonable surface (about two times the Netherlands) and vast rural areas it is not 
feasible to provide telecommunication services at the same time in the whole region. Therefore the second 
TOP is aimed at the provision of telephone services in the urban areas69 and the provision of PC0s70 in the 
whole region. The third TOP starts with the provision of telephone services in the rural areas where the 
de mand is highest71 (first group ). Forthermore during this plan the number of PCOs and the urban telephone 
networks will be extended. The fourth and fifth TOP will start with the provision of telephone services in 
respectively the second and third group of rural areas. Furthermore, in these plans the existing telephone 
networks will be expanded and the number of PCOs will be increased. In Table 5-2 the proposed telephone 
network formation is represented, and Table 5-3 shows the suggested evolution of PCOs in North Kivu. 

14,257 

Table 5-3: Evolution of public call offices Table 5-4: Telephone density 

69 Beni, Butembo, Goma, Kayna, Lubero, Masisi, Rutshuru and Walikale. 

70 In order to offer access to telephone services in rural areas there wil! be installed PCOs. In the Second TDP wil! be installed 760 PCOs, what 
means that the maximum distance to the nearest PCO amounts to 5 km (about one hour walking). 

71 Today, digital exchanges can record data with respect to the origin, destination and duration of telephone calls. On the basis of these data it is 
possible to find out in which areas the PCOs are used most extensively. 
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The before mentioned assessment is based on the following assumptions: 
1. the annual average investment in telecommunication is 2.0 per cent of GNP72 (in the East Asian NICs and 

most developed countries this figure ranged between 2 and 3 per cent [STARS]) 

2. the average cost for one additional telephone subscriber amounts to US$ 1,800 (according to Wellenius 
(1994) is this the average co st for expanding the telephone network with one subscriber [Wellenius; 1 51) 

3. the national income of North Kivu remains constant at its current value of US$ 170 per capita [Kivu: 721 

4. the average population growth in North Kivu remains constant at 3 per cent [ANEZA: 136] 

Furthermore, the following requirement has to be fulfilled: 
• the telephone network will expand at a rate of 10 to 15 per cent annually; this assumption is made 

because in most developing countries (including the large East Asian NICs) the telephone network 
expanded in the early phase of development at such a rate [Noam; 319], [Saunders: 7] 

Whether the four mentioned assumptions are taken into account the telephone network expands at a rate of 
10 per cent annually through which the requirement is met. In reality this figure will be somewhat higher 
because the PCOs provided by the national telecommunication operator and the mobile telephone 
subscribers of the private telecommunication operators in urban areas are nottaken into account (see Appendix 

El for more details on the ca/cu/at ion of the number of telephone main lines). 

Since it is hard to assess how many international telephone circuits are needed for North Kivu, there is made 
an estimation basedon figures of theEast Asian NICs. In 1994, the city-states (HongKong and Singapore) 
had about 8.1 international telephone circuits per 1 ,000 telephone main lines, while the large East Asian 
NICs (South Korea and Taiwan) had at that time approximately 0.8 international telephone circuits per 
1,000 telephone main lines (STARS]. Because North Kivu qua 'country size' mostly corresponds with the large 
East Asian NICs it is advisable to take as guideline 0.8 international telephone circuits per 1,000 telephone 
main lines. Thus this would mean that at the end of the seventh TDP North Kivu has about 290 international 
telephone circuits (excluding the international telephone circuits provided by the mobile carriers). 

As Table 5-4 shows, despite the fact that in thirty years (TDP II to TDP VII) more than 350 thousand 
telephone subscribers (including the PCOs; excluding the number of mobile telephone subscribers provided 
by the private operators) will arise in North Kivu, the telephone density (i.e. the number of telephones per 
100 inhabitants) will still be rather low (3.66) at the end of the seventh TDP. However, when the population 
growth would decline to an average rate of 2.0 per cent and the GNP per capita would increase 2.0 per cent 
annually the telephone network would expand at an annual average rate of 12 per cent what would lead to a 
telephone density of 7.5 at the end of the seventh TDP. In Taiwan, for example, it took 25 years to increase 
the telephone density from 0.4 to 7.0, but the decade following Taiwan's telephone density grew to almost 
30 [Noam; 319]. 

5.1.5.2 Training lnstitutes 

As we have seen in Chapter 4, North Kivu has compared to theEast Asian NICs a small telecommunication 
staff when the number of telecommunication staff per 1,000 inhabitants is used as yardstick, but it has a 
large telecommunication staff when the number of telecommunication staff per 1,000 main telephone lines 
is used as criterion. Seeing the commercial interest of the national telecommunication operator it is 
recommended to use the latter criterion. In the East Asian NICs, the number of telecommunication staff per 
1,000 telephone main lines range from 3.3 to 11.7 [STARS]. Since North Kivu qua 'country size' corresponds 
mostly to the large East Asian NI Cs, the criterion of 4 employees per 1 ,000 telephone main lines is used (in 
South Korea this figure is 3.3 and in Taiwan it amounts to 3.9 [STARS]) . 

Table 5-5 shows the number of required telecommunication staff for North Kivu during the several TDPs. 
Furthermore, in this table the desired number of technicians is represented. The latter is calculated from 
experiences of Taiwan where 60 per cent of total telecommunication staff consist of technicians [Noam; 323-

72 This investment is only for the expansion of the telephone network. Expenditures for training and R&D-institutes are not included. 
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324] . Another example is Kenya where in 1988 about 66 per cent of total telecommunication staff was 
technician [Jussawalla; 166]. 

Considering the large number of required telecommunication staff it is recommendable that the national 
telecommunication operator sets up its own training institutes. In the first place these institutes have to train 
technicians, and given the low govemment expenditure for education it is also recommended to educate 
personnet for management, organisational, administrative and financial functions. For the education of 
technical staff it is wise to use foreign instructors (for example instructors from the foreign business 
associate). Furthermore, it is advisable to providetoa small share of the staff on the job-training in the host
country of the foreign business associate. 

23,571 

37,888 

60,926 

85,503 

134,330 

Table 5-5: Required telecommunication staff 

37 

57 

91 

146 

200 

322 

* including PCOs 

5.1.5.3 Dornestic Production of Telecommunication Equipment 

Up to now, the ONPTZ procured all the necessary telecommunication equipment from abroad, because 
Zaïre does not have firms that produce telecommunication equipment. Since import of telecommunication 
equipment seizes scarce foreign currency, and North Kivu and certainly Zaire bas a relatively high demand 
(and a very high potential) for telecommunication services, it is advisable to produce telecommunication 
equipment domestically. Because Zaire doesnothave a manufacturing base of electronics and Zaire's Iabour 
force has attained too little education to do telecommunication-R&D, foreign assistance is required. 
Therefore it is recommended to set up a joint venture between a dornestic frrm (it could be the govemment) 
and a foreign company. 

Di vision of the Production of Telecommunication Equipment 
Roughly seen telecommunication equipment can he distinguished into three categories, namely (i) switching 
equipment, (ii) transmission equipment and (iii) customer premises equipment. Since all these components 
considerably differ in technology, it is recommendable to establish three joint ventures for the production of 
telecommunication equipment. During the first ten to fifteen years it is advisable to assembie the switching 
equipment and customer premises equipment with imported electrotechnical components, because Zaire will 
not be able to manufacture semi-conductors (for example transistors, diodes, integrated circuits etc.) and 
other electrotechnical components in its early years of industrialisation. 

Decentralisation of the Production of Telecommunication Equipment 
Since Zaire is a large country it is necessary to decentralise the production of telecommunication equipment. 
However, in the near future, the demand for telecommunication services will not be so high that every 
region can set up its own production unit. Therefore, it is advisable to set up for example four production 
units spread out over Zaire. North Kivu could for example set up a production unit with its neighbouring 
regions Maniemaand South Kivu. 

Competition in the Production of Telecommunication Equipment 
In order to develop a dornestic base for the production of telecommunication equipment, many developing 
countries have limited competition by a monopoly structure and high import tariffs. With respect to the large 
East Asian NICs, South Korea has been more successful in the dornestic production of telecommunication 
equipment than Taiwan, because the latter holds on a monopoly structure, while the first allows competition 
with dornestic and foreign firms. 
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For Zaïre it is advisable to use in the early years a monopoly structure, and after that one should introduce 
gradually competition by removing tariff-barriers and allowing other firms on the local market Furthermore, 
it is recommended to guarantee that in the early years a certain portion of the output of the 'incumbent' 
dornestic equipment supplier will be purchased by the national telecommunication operator if certain 
conditions are fuiftlied (for example price and quality). 

5 .1.6 Implementation of the Telecommunication Reforms 

In this section several telecommunication reforms for North Kivu (Zaïre) are recommended. Since these 
reforms cannot be implemented arbitrarily, the following order of implementation is advised (see Table 5-6). 

Table 5-6: Order of implementation 
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5.2 Industrialisation in North Kivu 

The telecommunication link is not simply a conneetion between people, but a link in the chain of the 
development process itself. However, in Zaire telecommunication planning is done in isolation without 
information on government development priorities. Therefore, it is necessary to integrate planning of 
telecommunication with national planning. In this section an industrialisation strategy for North Kivu will 
be given. Justas for the telecommunication policies, the industrialisation strategy is divided into seven Five
Year Industrial Development Plans (IDPs). These IDPs run parallel to the TOPs. 

5.2.1 Need for lndustrialisation 

As we have seen in Chapter 3, the industrialisation strategies of the Bast Asian NICs shaped a favourable 
environment for the development of telecommunication. However, for North Kivu it should be ridiculous to 
follow only industrialisation strategies in order to develop the telecommunication sector. Therefore in this 
paragraph the need for industrialisation in North Kivu will be discussed. 

As we have seen in Section 4.4, the agricultural sector (including cattie breeding and fishing) provides a 
livelihood to about 80 per cent of North Kivu's population. Especially the cultivation of crops and the 
breeding of cattie ask for large plots of land. In 1990, about 26 per cent of the total area of North Kivu was 
in use by the agricultural sector (5 per cent for cultivation of crops and 21 per cent for cattie breeding). The 
remaining area of North Kivu consisted forabout 60 per cent of tropical rain forest and some 14 per cent 
came at the expense of cities, rural communities and lakes [ANEZ4; 60-62]. The high demand for farmland has 
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already led to inter-ethnic conflicts in the 
densely populated rural areas (Masisi and 
Rutshuru) [ANEZ4; 45] and in the future it 
will lead to environmental problems due to 
deforestation of North Kivu's tropical rain 
forest. Figure 5-10 shows the predicted73 

land composition for the next three decades 
in North Kivu. From this figure appears 
that within three decades North Kivu's 
tropical rain forest will be halved. In order 
to prevent such a large deforestation it is 

LF-igu_r_e_5 ___ 1 O_:_P_r_e_d_ic_t-io_n_o_f_l_a_n_d_c_o_m_p_o_s_it-io-n- in_N_ o_rt_h_K-iv_u__ necessary to dirninish the growth of the 
source: [ANEZ4 ; 60-62] agricu]tura] sector. 

5 .2.2 Potential for lndustrialisation 

looking at North Kivu's 'country profile' (see Chapter 4), at first sight it does not seem that the region has a 
high potential for industrialisation, namely: 
• North Kivu has an underdeveloped infrastructure (transport, electricity, telecommunication etc.) 
• the Iabour force' s educational attainment is low 
• Zaire's economy is very unstable (for example three-digit inflation since the early 1990s) 

73 In this prediction is assumed that deforestation takes place at an annual rate of 2.4 per cent. This figure is calculated from the share of people 
engaged in agriculture (80 per cent) and the average annual population growth (3 per cent). This figure might be over-calculated because of 
improved farming techniques, but on the other hand the figure is underestimated due to extensive use of firewood (98 per cent of the population 
uses firewood as the primary souree of energy) [ANEZ4; 55-62]. 
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On the other hand, North Kivu certainly has a potential for industrialisation, because: 
• North Kivu has a high potential for hydro-electricity (see Appendix D5) 

• transport and telecommunication facilities are reasonably developed in the neighbouring countries of 
North Kivu (these countries arealso the most important trading partners of North Kivu); so, North Kivu 
can conneet its communication infrastructure to those of the neighbouring countries 

• the low educated Iabour force entails low wages what may be useful for labour-intensive production 
methods 

• Zaire has a large dornestic market through which import-substitution industrialisation (ISI) belongs to the 
possibilities for some selected sectors (see Paragraph 5.2.3) 

• Zaïre and North Kivu are rich in rninerals (see Appendix D5) 

Indeed, the three 'counter arguments' show a low potential for industrialisation, but these problems can be 
solved by sufficient public investment, and clear and adequate government policy. Thus, all in all one can 
say that North Kivu has a high potential for industrialisation on condition that the government formulates 
clear policies for industrialisation and is prepared to invest in infrastructure. In the next section will be given 
an adequate industrialisation strategy for North Kivu. 

5.2.3 An Industrialisation Strategy 

As we have seen in Section 4.4, North Kivu already has a small industrial sector that is mainly based on 
manufacturing of agricultural produce. Therefore it is recommended to start the first IDP with a primary 
import-substitution industrialisation (PISI) strategy to build out and upgrade the manufacturing of these 
products. Besides, in order to finance the (early phase of) industrialisation it is advisable to extract metal ore 
and process it to metal for export. During the second IDP the PISI strategy cao be extended with the 
manufacturing of labour-intensive products as textiles, wearing apparel and footwear; wood and wood 
products; and paper and paper products. Justas in the large East Asian NICs one may expect that within a 
decade the production capacity of some primary products exceeds the dornestic demand and hence it will be 
necessary to make a switch to another industrialisation strategy. Since North Kivu has difficulties to 
mobilise (domestic) financial resources it is dissuaded to initiate a capitai-intensive import-substitution 
industrialisation. Therefore, it is recommended to expand during the third IDP the primary export-oriented 
industrialisation (PEOI) strategy with products as food, beverages and tobacco, and during the fourth IDP 
the remaining primary products may be subjected to a PEOI. Another consideration to go export-oriented 
rnight be the abundance of an unskilled (cheap) Iabour force through which North Kivu has an international 
comparative advantage. When the primary products can compete at international markets it is time to make a 
shift toward the dornestic production of more capitai-intensive goods. In the fourth IDP will be started with a 
secondary import-substitution industrialisation (SISI) strategy in order to manufacture metal products, and in 
the fifth and sixth IDP more advanced products such as transport equipment, and non-electrical and 
electrical machinery will be manufactured for the dornestic market. During the sixth and seventh IDP some 
of these capital goods have to be subjected to international competition, because the export of primary 
commodities will fall due to increasing wages in North Kivu. Table 5-7 shows the proposed industrialisation 
strategy for North Kivu. The mentioned numbers represent the IS IC-code (see Appendix E2 f or the meaning of these 

codes) . 

Policy Measures 
In order to enforce the above mentioned phases of industrialisation, it is necessary to imptement some policy 
measures. During the ISI-phases import-tariffs, quotas, prohibitions and multiple exchange rates can be used 
to proteet the concerning sectors. During the EOI-phases these 'harriers' have to be dirninished and finally 
removed in order to become competitive at international markets. Furthermore, during the EOI-phases 
measures as export credit and tax concession on export earnings can be used to promote export. 
Additionally, wage-policies can be used to encourage/discourage the use of labour-intensive or capitai
intensive production methods. Since North Kivu has problems to mobilise capital it is also recommended to 
allow foreign companies on the dornestic market An often used measure to attract foreign companies is tax-
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exemption on profit In many developed and developing countries industrial activities are concentrated 
around large cities. In order to combat extensive urbanisation it is wise to promote industrialisation in 
remote areas. This can be done by tax incentives and soft loans for companies that settie down in designated 
areas. 

5.2.4 Required Facilities for lndustrialisation 

Industrialisation (in North Kivu) will not succeed as long as infrastructural facilities (for example roads and 
electricity) and educational facilities are underdeveloped. Therefore it is necessary to (re)construct these 
facilities during the IDPs. The first IDP, is intended to (re)construct infrastructural facilities such as roads 
and electricity. It is recommended to improve the roads on the north-south axis (Beni-Goma: ± 450 km), and 
to provide a public dectricity network in the cities situated around this north-south axis. Furthermore, 
during this IDP schools for higher education and universities have to be set up in some cities of North 
Kivu74

• During the remaining IDPs it is also necessary to (re)construct infrastructure and to improve 
educational facilities, especially towards the secondary industrialisation-phase (SISI and SEOI). Table 5-8 
shows the needed infrastructure and education. The rural areas (rural area I, 11 and ID) refer to the same 
areasas in section 5.1. 

5 .2.5 Financing 

As already mentioned in Paragraph 5.2.3 during the initia) phase of industrialisation the export of metals 
(including gold) will be an important souree of income for financing further industrialisation. Furthermore, 
it is recommended to allow foreign companies on the dornestic market in order to mobilise capital. 
On the other hand, the construction of infrastructural facilities and the provision of education is not 
attractive from an economie point of view and therefore these facilities have to be financed largely by the 
national and local government. Via taxes and school fees the population indirectly pays a share of these 
facilities, but since wages are very low the contribution of the local population cannot considered to be very 
high75

• Therefore, it is recommended to the government to loan funds from international development 
organisations like for example the African Development Bank (AfDB), International Monetary Fund (IMF), 
World Bank (WB) etc. For the government of Zaire it will be relatively easy to attract foreign funds since 
they can 'put in pledge' their mineral reserves. 

The Role of the Dornestic Ca pi tal Market 
Due to the hyper-inflation and high devaluation of the national currency, Zairians convert their earnings 
rather in gold, land and other cap i tal goods than in deposit money. This becomes visible from the low sa ving 
rate; namely gross dornestic savings as share of GDP amounts to only 8.3 per cent in Zaire, what is at least 
three times lower than in the East Asian NICs [ADBJ , [AYBJ , [PRL] , [WDJ] . Therefore, the government bas to take 
measures (like realisinga positive real interest rate) to increase savings in ordertoenlarge investment. 

The Role of Non Governmental Organisations 
The international Non Governmental Organisations (NGOs) can play an important role in the provision of 
education. Nowadays, tens of NGOs (mostly with a religious background) teach their own education 
program at primary level. Therefore it is recommended to teach in broad outlines the same program in order 
to adjust to secondary education. 

74 Due to the relatively large area of North Kivu, higher education institutes and universities ought to be decentralised as much as possible. 
Therefore, Goma, Walikale, Kayna and Beni could be a good solution. 

75 According to the World Bank (1988), the taxes raised by semi-local govemments in North Kivu amounted to an average of US$ I in 1986 
(representing less than one per cent of the regional GNP) [ Kivu; 62 -63]. 
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Suggestions for Further Investigation 

6. Suggestions for Forther Investigation 

D espite the fact that the previous chapter gives a rather elaborated strategy for North Kivu (Zaïre), there 
are still many tasks left open for further investigation. Therefore, in this chapter some suggestions are 

given for further investigation. 

6.1 Management Autonomy for the Public Telecommunication Operator 

In Paragraph 5 .1.1.1 is advised to incorporate the public telecommunication operator. The incorporation 
cannot take place at once, but has to happen gradually. For example changes have to be carried through at 
govemment and organisationallevel, and new buildings have to be constructed. Therefore it is suggested to 
investigate which preparations are necessary for incorporation, and what has to be done after incorporation. 

6.2 Separation of Postal Services 

In Paragraph 5.1.1.2 is recommended to separate telecommunication from postal services. This process has 
also to take place gradually (see Section 6.1). 

6.3 Telecommunication Technique 

In Paragraph 5.1.5.1 is made an estimation of the number of expected telephone subscribers for North Kivu 
over a period of thirty years. Deliberately is chosen for telephony since this technology answers mostly to 
the need of North Kivu's population. On the other hand, consciously is not chosen for a special kind of 
technique since it falls outside the scope of this study. For example, one has to chose for analogu_e or digital 
switches; open wires, coax or fibres; or high frequency (HF), microwave or satellite links (the recommended 
strategy of the previous chapter is applicable for all these techniques). 
De Klerk (1997), a fellow student, answers partly in his thesis76 which telecommunication techniques are 
suitable for North Kivu and therefore further investigation on this topic will be required [De Klerk; 65-66; 72]. 

6.4 Network Planning 

In Paragraph 5 .1.5 .1 is made an assessment of the number of expected rural and urban telephone subscribers, 
but there is not paid attention to the location and kind of telephone users. lt is necessary to know the location 
and kind of users in order to forecast the location and capacity of the exchanges, and the capacity of the 
transmission media between these exchanges. Therefore, it is suggested to deterrnine an adequate network 
plan for North Kivu. Within this plan one has to take into account the required transmission capacity for the 
private wireless operators (see Paragraph 5.1.1.3) and the industrialisation strategy for North Kivu (see Paragraph 

5.2.3). For more information about network planning see among other things De Klerk (1997)16
• 

6.5 Self-Reliance 

In Paragraph 5.1.5 is calculated the expected number of needed telecommunication staff for the period of 
thirty years. However, what will be the consequences if these people cannot be trained domestically or 
foreign workers have to be hired? The same question is applicable for the dornestic assembly and production 
of telecommunication equipment. 

76 H. de Klerk, Telecommunication development in developing regions; with special attention to an adequate telecommunication network plan for 
North Kivu (Zaire) ; EUT, Eindhoven 1997. 
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Suggestions for Further Investigation 

6.6 Industrialisation 

In the formulated industrialisation strategy of Paragraph 5.2.3 are the 'target' sectors represented in the 
three-digit ISIC-code. Since this classification covers a large number of subsectors it is suggested to 
examine the possibilities for North Kivu (Zaïre) at the deepest level (five-digits). Furthermore, on bas to 
take into account what kind of products are (most) appropriate for the dornestic market (lmport-Substitution) 
and which products are requested at international markets (Export-Oriented). 
Secondly, it is suggested to find out what places within North Kivu are most suitable for the production of 
certain products. That means where are located mineral, human resources, communication facilities etc. 

6.7 Infrastructure and Education 

On the basis of a clear industrialisation strategy one can determine the kind and number of labourers, and 
the extension of the electricity and communication network. Since such an industrialisation strategy is not 
available it is suggested to determine the necessary infrastructure and education in a later stage. 
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Appendices of Chapter 1 

A1: Telecommunications Glossary 

AMPS 

Broadband 

Advanced Mobile Phone System. A North American analogue cellular system 
typically operating within the 800 MHz frequency [Ure; 249]. 

A channel of radio frequencies wider than a voice circuit (300 Hz to 3,000 Hz) [Ure ; 

250]. 

CDMA Code Division Multiple Access [Ure; 251]. 

Cellolar A cellular telephone system involves a cordless handset that uses radio transmission 
to and from the base station which is connected to the public telephone network. This 
removes the needof fixed wiring and the subscriber is fully mobile [Hallock; 12] . 

Circuit A physical means of directing communication along two or more channels [Ure; 251]. 

Circuit Switching A temporary physical conneetion between two or more channels, unlike message and 
packet switching where no direct physical route is set up [Ure; 251] . 

Common Carrier Provides PSTN and related services [Ure; 252] . 

CT-2 Cordless Telephone Second generation. Used in the office and as telepoint outdoors 
[Ure; 252] . 

DCS-1800 Digital Cellular System. An European standard operatingat 1.8 GHz [Ure; 252]. 

Digital Switching A switch that uses stored program (computer) con trol, and replaces frequency
division multiplexing with time-division multiplexing to establish multiple 
simultaneous incoming and outgoing circuit connections [Ure; 253]. 

El-E4 European standard telephone circuit speeds of 2.048 Mbps, 8 Mbps, 34 Mbps, 139 
Mbps [Ure; 253]. 

E-Mail Electronic mail; Electronic transmission of text, usually utilising computers [Wellenius; 

698]. 

EDI Electronic Data Interchange for administration, commerce and trade [Ure; 253]. 

Facsimile The communication process in which grapbics or text documents are scanned, 
transmitted via a telephone line, and are reproduced on paper by a receiver [Wellenius; 

702]. 

Fibre Opties Fibres used to replace coaxial cables and twisted wire pairs. Digital electronic signals 
are converted into light by leds (light emitting diodes) or lasers (light amplification 
by stimulated emission of radiation) for transmission along the fibres [Ure ; 254]. 

GSM Global System for Mobile communication. A European digital cellular standard [Ure; 

255]. 

Internet A world-wide computer network. It began in 1969 as ARP Anet (Ad vaneed Research 
Projects Agency of the US Department of Defence) designed for strategie reasons as 
a distributed network. Through interconnection with universities' networks it bas 
spread to become global, with private operators providing access [Ure; 255-256]. 
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Local Loop That part of a telecommunication circuit between the customer' s Jocation and the 
nearest central office [Wellenius; 714]. 

Long-Distance Loosely used to denote any telecommunication transmission service that connects 
locations which cannot be reached with alocal call [Wellenius; 714]. 

Microwave Radio frequencies between 4 GHz and 28 GHz. Used for satellite and line-of-sight 
terrestrial transmission [Ure; 257] . 

Modem MOdulator-DEModulator for conversionlreconversion of digital signals to transruit 
over telephone lines [Ure; 257]. 

On-line Services Information services accessed from computer databases by dumb or intelligent 
terminals over telephone lines [Ure; 257] . 

Packet Switching The transmission of data that is switched in grouped binary bits [Ure; 258]. 

Paging Paging systems operate with a portable unit (pager), which attracts attention by 
giving a beep-tone, buzzer sound or a vibration. The user then makes a call to the 
operator to obtain the message. Today pagers are able to receive reai-time financial 
and stock market information [Hallock; 1 I]. 

P(A)BX Private (Automatic) Branch Exchange; A switching system owned or leased by a 
customer and generally installed on its prernises, which provides lines for internal 
communication between local extensions and provides a small number of trunk lines 
that give access to the public network [Wellenius; 724]. 

PCN Personal Communications Network. A British term for the European personal 
communication standard DCS 1800 [Ure; 258]. 

PCS Personal Communications Services. A North American personal communication 
standard based upon several alternative technologies, such as CDMA [Ure; 258]. 

PSDN Public Switched Data Network [Ure; 258]. 

PSTN Public Switched Telephone Network [Ure; 258]. 

SDH Synchronous Digital Hierarchy. An optical transmission standard for broadband 
communications [Ure; 259]. 

Store-and Forward A service which stores voice or data messages for forward transrnission, usually to 
reduce cost through either bulkor off-peak transrnissions [Ure ; 259] . 

Switching 

Tl-T4 

TACS 

Telex 

Routing transrnissions from incorning originating circuits to outgoing destination 
circuits [Ure; 259]. 

North American standard telephone circuit speeds of 1.544 Mbps, 6.312 Mbps, 44 
Mbps, 273 Mbps [Ure ; 260]. 

Total Access Communications System. United Kingdom analogue cellular system 
typically operating within the 900 MHz frequency [Ure; 260]. 

Dial-up stop-start communications over telegraph circuits to teleprinters or other 
display terminals [Ure; 260]. 
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Toll 

Trunk 

Videotex 

Viewdata 
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see Long-Distance 

see Long-Distance 

Interactive broadcast of data, grapbic and textual information to subscriber terminals 
over the public switched telephone network and adapted television receivers [Ure; 261]. 

see Videotex 
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81: Cross Country Data of the Selected Countries 
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83: Growth Figures of the Selected Countries 
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84: Countries with More Than 200,000 Telephone Lines in 1987 

source: [Antonelli; 49] 
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85: Evolution of the Share of Electronic Switching Lines 
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C1: Telecommunication Classification System of South Korea 

To introduce competition in the telecommunication market, the government of South Korea adopted in July 
1990 a new classification system. The old regulatory regime based on the common carrier changed into a 
new one based on the ownership of telecommunication network facilities . Telecommunication service 
providers who owned their own network facilities were defined as Network Service Providers (NSP), and 
those who provided telecommunication services by leasing circuits from NSPs were defined as Value added 
Service Providers (VSP). NSPs were further classified as General Service Providers (GSP) and Specific 
Service Providers (SSP) according to technica! attributes and the geographic business area of the service 
provided. GSP owned nation-wide facilities and typically provided wireline services, whereas SSPs 
provided telecommunication in geographically lirnited areas or provided some selected types of 
telecommunication services such as wireless services. The scope of the VSPs' services confined to types of 
services which store and forward, or process and forward the customer' s information on a non-real-time 
basis [TP 1996; 359-360]. 

In June 1994, the Ministry of Communication (MOC) adopted a new classification system of 
telecommunication service providers. The most prominent feature in the new classification system is the 
abolition of distinction between GSP and SSP. By abolishing this distinction, the new classification system 
accommodates the policy direction that aims at lifting the line-of-business restriction. In other words, an 
NSP can provide both wireline and wireless services, although each NSP' s actual service area is specified in 
the license issued to it. For example, the distinction between GSP and SSP made it difficult to judge 
unequivocally whether personal communication services (PCS) belonged to GSP or SSP. 
Another important feature is the introduetion of the negative listing system. Faced with the criticism that the 
positive listing unavoidably lags behind in accommodating the technologkal change, the MOC adopted the 
negative listing system, under which the VSPs can provide any service except the ones in the negative list, 
whereas there is no restrietion to the NSP's line of business [TP 1996; 362]. Table C1-1 shows the current 
classification system of South Korea's telecommunication service providers. 

Table C 1-1 : Classification system of South Korea 
source: [TP 1996; 362] 
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C2: Telecommunication Classification System of Taiwan 

Since 1996, are under the Telecornrnunication Acts, telecornrnunication businesses in Taiwan divided into 
two categories. The first category (Category One) consist of businesses which instaU telecornrnunication 
equipment and line facilities include transmission equipment connecting the transmitting and receiving 
terminals, the switching equipment installed and integrated with the transmission equipment as a network, 
and equipment affiliated with the transmission and switching equipment. In addition to the above, the 
govemment has included cellular, paging, trunk radio, VSAT and mobile data services into Category One. 
The second category (Category Two) will cover all other telecornrnunication businesses not covered by 
Category One, which will consist mainly of businesses which provide value added services by adding 
required hardware or software to telecornrnunication equipment and line facilities supplied by Category One 
businesses [Ha/loek; 169]. 

Before 1996, Category One business was the exclusive domain of the directorate general of 
telecornrnunication (DGT), but since 1996 private enterprises may conduct businesses which is Category 
One business. However, aggregated foreign ownership is limited to 20 per cent. Category Two business is 
since 1996 completely liberalised by removing all restrictions on foreign ownership [Ha/loek; 169, 173]. 
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C3: Operationalisation of the Characteristics of the East Asian NICs 

In Chapter 2, I have identified several constraints for the development of telecommunication in developing 
countries. In this appendix these constraints are operationalised, i.e. they are translated in measurable terms. 

statement: "a low level of development constrains the development of telecommunication" 

The GNP per capita is chosen to measure the level of development. I realise there are other and better 
variables to measure the level of development, but as will turn out later there is no indication for causation 
between investment in telecommunication and the level of development, and export-oriented 
industrialisation and the level of development. Therefore it does not make sense to look for a 'perfect' 
operationalisation of this variable. 

Table C3-1: Level of development 

statement: "telecommunication develops Jaster in small countries than in large countries" 

Because the territory of a country does not change often, it is useless to use diachrone data for this variable. 
Therefore, I have added a second variable, Population, to measure a country's size. 

Area of Territory 
lation 

Table C3-2: Country size 

km2 

million inhabitants 

statement: "telecommunication develops slower in rural areas than in urban areas" 

To get insight in the size of rural areas, I have chosen for the rate of urbanisation. 

statement: "there must be a high national consensus in order to develop telecommunication" 

Investment in Telecommunication is chosen as variabie for national consensus on telecommunication. 

Table C3-4: National consensus on telecommunication 

statement: "lack in foreign currency constrains the development of telecommunication" 

Foreign Exchange Reserves of a country are a good measure for foreign currency. 

1 Including expenditures for telecommunication. Expenditures are salaries, R&D, interest, taxes, deprecation. Investments are acquiring property 
and plant (for example switching equipment, transmission equipment, office machinery) [TJH; 19-21]. 
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Table C3-5: Foreign currency 

statement: "telecommunication needs transportation as a supplementary factor" 

The variables below, are meant to get an impression of the state of the transport sector. Since Singapore and 
Taiwan are islands, South Korea abolished its relation with North Korea after the separation in 1945, and 
Hoog Koog is a peninsula (connected to mainland China) alltheEast Asian NICs are highly dependent on 
transport by shipping and air. 

1 Investment in Transport & Communication 
2 Roads 
3 Cars and Commercial Vehicles 
4 Railway Tracks3 

5 Railway Freight3 

6 Merchant Shipping 
7 International Sea-Borne Shipping 
8 Aviation 

Table C3-6: The state of the transport sector 

as share of GDP 
length in km 
numbers 
length in km 
ton-km 
ton 
m3 ton 
ton-km 

statement: "an electricity networkis necessary for the development oftelecommunication" 

Table C3-7: Electricity network 

statement: "the development of telecommunication is limited by Jack of investment" 

1 loflation Rates 
2 Exchange Rates 
3 Real Deposit Interest Rates 
4 Gross Dornestic Investment and Saving 
5 Inward Foreign Direct Investment 
6 Origin of Inward Foreign Direct In vestment 
7 Number of Affiliates 

Table C3-8: Investment elimate 

yearly average in per cent 
local currency against US$ 
per cent per year on demand deposits 
as share of GDP 
local currency 
share per country 
number 

Low Inflation Rates, low Interest Rates and stabie Exchange Rates are favourable to attract investment. The 
Gross Dornestic Saving and Investment, Inward Foreign Direct Investment and the number of Foreign 
Affiliates are a good standard to measure a country's level of investment. Besides, I have chosen for the 
Origin of Inward Foreign Direct Investment because investors from highly industrialised countries could 
have a higher demand for telecommunication services than firms from developing countries. 

2 Not available for HongKong, because HongKong has nocentral bank [Chowdhury; 173]. 

3 Only for Hong Kong, Taiwan and South Korea, because Singapore has nota railway network. 
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statement: "the secondary and especially the tertiary sector depend highly on telecommunication" 

To get an impression of the composition of the economy, I have taken the shares of sectors in total GDP and 
the shares of sectoral Iabour force in total Iabour force. The role of the financial sector, which plays 
especially in the city-states an important role, is measured by Currency in Circulation and Money Supply. 
Furthermore, I have added Tourism, because this sector is an important souree of foreign exchange. 

1 Agriculture 
2 Industry 
3 Construction 
4 Wholesale & Trade 
5 Transport & Communication 
6 Other 
7 Currency in Circulation 
8 Money Supply 
9 Tourism 

10 Agricultural Employment 
11 Industrial Employment 
12 Other 

Table C3-9: Sectoral Distribution 

as share of GDP 
as share of GDP 
as share of GDP 
as share of GDP 
as share of GDP 
as share of GDP 
local currency 
M2 as share of GDP (financial deepenin~) 
number of foreign visitors 
as share of total employment 
as share of total employment 
as share of total 

statement: "local manufacturing of electronics stimulates the development oftelecommunication" 

Electronics5 

Output of Telephone Sets 
Output Integrated Circuits6 

Output of Radios 
of Television Sets 

Table C3-10: Manufacturing-base of electranies 

share in GDP 
number 
number 
number 
number 

There are no data available on the share of telecommunication manufacturing in GDP. Therefore, the share 
of Electranies in GDP is chosen. Additionally to these variables, the Output of various electranies products 
is taken to get an impression of the size and composition of the electronics sector. 

statement: "increasing wages tend to an increasing de mand for telecommunication services" 

Table C3-11: Wages 

Manufacturing has always had a reasonable share in GDP. For example in 1980, the contribution of the 
manufacturing sector to GDP amounted to 39, 32, 26 and 25 per cent respectively in Taiwan, South Korea, 

4 Financial Deepening involves the monetisation of the economy, and the rise of financial institution [Chowdhury; 132]. 

5 Only available for South Korea, Singapore and Hong Kong. 

6 Only for Taiwan (instead of electronics sector). 

7 For Taiwan NT$ per day, for Singapore S$ per day and for HongKong HK$ per hour. 
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Singapore and Hong Kong [ADB]. Therefore, one may expect that the manufacturing sector bas reasonably 
contributed to total employment. For this reason, I have chosen Wages in Manufacturing as variabie for 
wages in the East Asian NICs 

statement: "countries what are exposed to externaltrade have a higher demandfor telecommunication" 

To measure external trade, various variables in the field of Import and Export are chosen. These variables 
are Import/Export in Local Currency, Import/Export Intensity and Import/Export Countries. 

1 lmports 
2 Exports 
3 Import Intensity 
4 Export Intensity 
5 Import Countries 
6 Countries 

Table C3-12: External trade 

local currency 
local currency 
lmports as share of GDP 
Export as share of GDP 
share of top 6 countries in total import 
share of 6 countries in total 

statement: "nationallegislation may thwart the development oftelecommunication" 

It is hard to express the legislation on import of telecommunication equipment in a variable. Therefore, I 
have chosen for the Industrialisation Strategies, because during import substitution industrialisation, the 
government binders import by for example import-tariffs. 

Table C3-13: Legislation on import of telecommunication equipment 

statement: "lack of technica/ and managerial personnel hinders the development oftelecommunication" 

The quality of the Iabour force is measured by Adult Literacy and Educational Attainment. Furthermore, the 
quality of education is measured by Government Expenditure for Education, Pupils/Students-Teacher ratios 
and enrolment ratiosin education (Primary, Secondary and Higher Pupils/Students in relevant age-group), 

Adult Literacy 
Educational Attainment9 

Enrolment Ratios 
Government Expenditure for Education 

tudent-Teacher Ratio 
Table C3-14: Quality of Iabour force 

8 Including university. 

9 Only available for South Korea, Singapore and Hong Kong. 
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C4: Operationalisation of the Telecommunication Sector of the East Asian NICs 

1 International Telegram Traffic 
2 Telephone Sets 
3 Residential Telephone Main Lines 
4 Urban Telephone Main Lines 
5 Telex Machines 
6 Facsimile Machines 
7 Radio Paging Subscribers 
8 Cellular Mobile Telephone Subscribers 
9 Revenue from Telecommunication 11 

10 Expenditure for Telecommunication12 

11 Waiting List for Telephone Main Lines 
12 Profit per Employee 
13 Faults per 100 Telephone Main Lines per Y ear 
14 Conneetion Fee for Residentials 
15 Y early Subscribtion Fee for Residentials 
16 Cost of 100 Local Calls 

Table C4-1: State of telecommunication 

thousand outgoing telegrams 
telephones per hundred persons 
as share of total telephone main lines 
as share of total telephone main lines 10 

number 
number 
number 
number 
as share of GDP 
as share of GDP 
number 
US$ 
number 
eamings in manufacturing; national currency 
eamings in manufacturing; national currency 
eam in manufacturi · national ""'-rp''"" 

Historically seen, telecommunication changed rapidly. It started with the invention of the telegraph around 
1850, followed by telephone at the end of the 191

h century. In the late I 960s data communication started with 
the introduetion of the telex, and this mean became replaced in the early 1980s by facsimile (telefax). 
Nowadays, wireless communication as radio paging and cellular mobile telephony become very popular. 
Therefore, these telecommunication means will be reviewed. 
To get an idea of the users of the telephone network, Residential Telephone Main Lines and Urban 
Telephone Main Lines are chosen. Besides, to measure the performance of the national telecommunication 
operators, I have chosen Revenue from Telecommunication, Expenditure for Telecommunication, Waiting 
List for Telephone Main Lines, Profit per Employee, Faults per 100 Telephone Main Lines and the Tariff 
Structure. 

10 Only for South Korea and Taiwan. 

11 Revenues from conneetion charges, subscription charges, local, national and international calls, telegram and telex services, other data services, 
leased lines and mobile communication [TJH; 18-19]. 

12 Expenditure for salaries, R&D, interest, taxes, deprecation [TJH; 19-20]. 
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CS: Key Sectors in the lndustrialisation Process of the East Asian NICs 

311 Food 352 Other Chemica] Products 
312 Food 355 Rubber Products 
313 Beverages 356 Plastic Products 
314 Tobacco 

369 Non-Metal Products 
321 Textiles 
322 Wearing Apparel 371 Iron and Steel 
324 Footwear 

381 Metal Products 
341 Paper and Paper Products 382 Non-Electrical Machinery 
342 Printing and Publishing 383 Electrical Machinery 

384 Transport Equipment 
351 Industrial Chemieals 385 Professional Goods 

Table C5-1: Key sectors in the industrialisation process 
source: [Mahabier; 95-98] 

13 International Standard Industrial Classification. 
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C6: Telecommunication Policies of South Korea 

C6. 1: Reguiatory Body 

Until 1982, the Ministry of Communication (MOC) had the exclusive right and dual role as 
telecommunication operator and policy maker. During that time South Korea's telecommunication services 
have been tightly regulated and controlled. To separate the functions of policy formulation and business 
operation and to take a step toward privatisation the Korean Telecommunication Authority (KTA) was 
established in 1982. KTA, a 100 per cent government-owned public corporation, was given responsibilities 
for telecommunication management and operation previously held by the MOC. This separation of policy 
and management functions was designed to facilitate fast decision making and less-restrictive supervision, 
enabling telecommunication facilities to be provided on a massive scale. In 1990, KTA was incorporated 
into Korea Telecom (KT); its stock was be sold 14 to the public gradually during the early 1990s. Since KT's 
separation, MOC designated several operators to provide telecommunication services whose business areas 
did not overlap significantly. In case of overlap, MOC was responsible for co-ordination. In 1983, Data 
Communication Corporation of Korea15 (Dacom) was granted a monopoly to construct and operatea public 
switched data network (PSDN) that interfaces with the dornestic Public Switched Telephone Network 
(PSTN) (~ leased lines. private networks and pubtic networks). Besides, Dacom was permitted to enter the international 
long-distance business at the end of 1991 and in 1995 it entered the dornestic long-distance market [Noam; 292· 

295]. In 1995, the MOC planned to grant in 1996 a third license in international voice telephone [TP 1996; 36]. 

C6.2: Basic Services 

Dornestic PSTN 
The royal palace and other governmental bod i es in and around Seoul and Inchon, its port 3 km away, were 
linked by telephone service in 1902. After 1910 the Japanese colonial government extended the telephone to 
previously remote outposts as a way of facilitating trade, production, security, administrative and politica} 
activities. Most of this infrastructure was destroyed during the Korean War (1950-1953). For example, 
Seoul with a population of 2 million had only 17,000 telephones; a telephone density of 0.8 [TP 1993; 118]. 

Since 1962, the South Korean government implemented four consecutive five-year economie development 
plans and selected telecommunication as one of the strategie sectors for economie development. Besides the 
government subsidised the telecommunication sector by providing lower taxes and other financial support. 
The main purpose of MOC was the construction of a dornestic PSTN. Initially, MOC used electromagnetic 
switches and in the late 1970s they began using electronic switches. Due to lack of technology and know
how the switches had to be imported from advanced countries (~ equipment procurement) [Noam; 287]. 

Despite the increasing number of telephone lines during the 1960s and 1970s, the following key problems 
convineed the government of the necessity of telecommunication reform (Ure; 33]: 

• a waiting list of half-a-million for the basic telephone service 
• successful calling rates often well below 50 per cent 
• outdated rural switching equipment 

To solve the persistent backlog of demand for telephone services, the government gave investment priority 
to telecommunication infrastructure in the 5th five-year Economie Development Plan (1987-1991). These 
policies had their difficulties, however. Foreign currency, which was desperately neerled to purchase foreign 
switching and transmission facilities, was in short supply. In the 1980s South Korea experienced poor 
harvest and, following the second oil crises, shrinking world wide demand for its exports, as well as an 
unstable dornestic politica} elimate [Noam; 288]. 

14 For telephone services a maximum share of JO per cent is allowed and foreign ownership is not permitted [TP 1996; 362]. 

15 Dacom was formed on the basis of both public and private investments (KT 33.9 per cent, KBS 5.9 per cent, Samsung 10.2 per cent, Hyundai 
11.9 per cent, Goldstar 5.1 per cent, others 33.0 per cent as of 1991) [TP 1993; 126] . 
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Loans from the United States, Belgium and Sweden were secured [Ure; 34] and tosave foreign currency, the 
Electronics and Telecommunication Research lnstitute (ETRI) H scientific institutions) developed in 
collaboration with private businesses switching equipment. Aftersome experiments in 1984, four TDX-1 
6,000 line switches were installed at Kapyung, Jungok, Koryong and Muju in 1985. South Korea's 
domestically developed digital switches, though limited in capacity, enabled the country to become less 
dependent on foreign technology and as a result foreign suppliers cut prices for their large-capacity 
switches. By 1987 direct import of switches financed by foreign loans had disappeared and the TDX-1 
manufacturers Samsung Electronics, Goldstar Semiconductor, Daewoo Telecom and Oriental Telecom have 
entered international markets [Noam; 290-291]. 

South Korea also ~xperienced problems with internal financing. To fund construction and equipment 
praeurement internally, the government decided that users should pay for network expansion and therefore 
telephone rates increased (-t equipment procurement). Local call prices went from 8 to 20 won and users were 
required to purebase a bond of 200,000 won at the time of installation. The bond matured in five years and 
could not be sold for the first three years. Besides a 25 per cent "specialluxury consumption tax" was added 
to total telephone charges; revenue went directly to the Ministry of Finance and was not necessarily used for 
telecommunication [Noam; 288-289] . 

In 1990, about 1.4 million TDX-switching systems were in operation (almost 50 per cent of the total number 
of switching systems) and the demand for basic telephone services was completely fulfilled [Noam; 288], [TP 

1993; 122] . 

International Telecommunication Services 
In the early stage of South Korea's telecommunication history, international telecommunication services 
largely relied on foreign companies such as RCA and AT&T [TP 1993; 119]. In 1986 KT established a 
subsidiary Korea Telecommunication Authority International (KTAI). KTAI supports efficient investment 
in telecommunication and overseas expansion of dornestic telecommunication services through the 
development of engineering and operating techniques [TP 1993; 126]. 

When Dacom entered the international telecommunication market at the end of 1991, it was allowed to offer 
international direct dialling (IDD) at 5 per cent discount on KT' s tariffs and Dacom could by-pass on the 
dornestic link, connecting the customer directly to the Dacom gateway by means of a circuit leased from KT 
[Ure; 34]. At the beginning of 1994, Dacom's IDD tariff differential was reduced to 3 per cent and Dacom had 
won 30 per cent share of international traffic from KT. In December 1991 Dacom could only reach Japan, 
HongKong and the United states, while in July 1992 it could reach another 56 countries [TP 1993; 126]. At the 
end of 1993, Dacom and KT provided international service to 238 regionsin 190 countries, mostly by IDD, 
by utilising submarine optica] cables, INTELSAT16 and INMARSAT11 satellites [1nternet_J]. 

The main optical-fibre projects concern submarine cable construction in the Asia-Pacific region, for 
example the TPC-3 line joining the USA, Japan and Guam; the HJK line joining Japan, South Korea and 
Hong Kong; and the GPT line joining Guam, the Philippines and Taiwan. Current or potential projects 
include the KJG joining South Korea, Japan and Guam; and the RJKjoining South Korea and Japan [TP 1993; 

123]. 

In 1977 two earth stations for satellite communication were built [Noam; 289], and in 1995 South Korea 
launched for the first time two satellites called Koreasat. The two satellites provide twelve channels for 
communication and three for broadcasting. There were two stages of competition or bidding for the 
Koreasat project. The first was to select a manufacturing consortium. Four foreign companies together with 
dornestic companies participated in the bidding. A consortium consisting of Goldstar Information & 
Communication, Korea Air and GE was finally selected in December 1991. The second stage was to select a 
launeb consortium. Again four foreign companies together with dornestic companies participated. A 
consortium of McDonnell Douglas and several dornestic companies was selected in May 1992. 
Based on technology transfer from the participating foreign companies, the second generation of Koreasat is 

16 The International Telecommunication Satellite Organisation, composed of 124 memher countries, owns and operates a global communication 
system of 19 satellites used by most of the countries around the world for high quality, reliable, international telecommunication services, 
including voice, video, data and audio [Krol; 342] . 

17 The International Mobile Satellite Organisation, composed of 75 memher countries (1995), operates a satellite system that provides telephone, 
telex, data, facsimile, land mobile services, and distress and safety communication to the shipping, aviation, and offshore industries [Krol; 31 8]. 
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expected to be provided domestically [TP 1993; 123] . 

Regional Collaboration 
Bilateral co-operation in the field of telecommunication has been actively implemented at various levels 
including the government, common carriers, private enterprises and R&D institutions, individually or 
jointly. The MOC entered into co-operative programmes with Japan and Iran in 1989 and 1991. The 
Australian government held in 1992 a co-operative meeting with South Korea, and the MOC received a 
great number of visitors from various countries, including China, Vietnam, Russia and Nigeria. Besides, KT 
and its subsidiaries have offered training programmes to developing countries [TP 1993; 133-134]. 

C6.3: Leased Lines, Private Networks and Pub/ie Networks 

In the late 1970s the government saw the lack of modern data communication as a major key problem. 
Therefore, MOC granted in 1983 the private company Dacom an exclusive franchise to construct and 
operatea PSDN that interfaces with the dornestic PSTN [Noam; 292]. At the end of 1991, when Dacom entered 
the international telecommunication market, KT' s subsidiary Korea PC communication was allowed to enter 
the data communication business [Ure ; 35]. KT and Dacom are the only who are allowed to own physical 
networks [Noam; 305]. As a consequence KT and Dacom have the exclusive right to provide leased lines. Until 
1994, KT could only provide leased voice lines and Dacom leased data lines. Since 1994 the distinction 
between leased voice and data lines is abolished. This permits KT to offer leased data lines without going 
through Dacom [Ure; 35]. 

Since the mid-1980s there is an increasing demand for data communication between computers and between 
remote terminals and their processors. Therefore, restrictions on the use of leased lines were relaxed in 1985 
and a further relaxation came in 1988. Closed user groups (not defined in the laws, but characterised in 
practice as a group having close business relationships) could construct private networks using leased lines, 
with no service restrictions. By mid-1991 virtually anyone could share leased lines [Noam; 304]. 

The number of leased data lines at the end of 1988 amounted to 126,496 channels, a 23 per cent increase 
over 1987. In 1986, the main user groups were banks and financial institutions (53 per cent), general 
business establishments (31 per cent), and administrative and public agencies (15 per cent) [Noam; 295, 304]. 

C6.4: Customer Premises Equipment 

Before 1980, subscribers were required to lease or buy customer premises equipment from the telephone 
company. The first step to liberalise customer premises equipment came in 1980 when subscribers were 
permitted to freely purchase their own telephone sets, modems and facsimile machines from third-party 
suppliers subject to technical-standards approval [Noam; 288, 298]. 

In 1990, there were five local firms producing cellular equipment, including Samsung Electronics, Goldstar 
Telecom, Hyundai Electronics. Motorolais also in the market, with an estimated 30 per cent share (1989) . In 
1989, the cheapest cellular telephone, including a number of permits cost Won 1.7 million (over US$ 2,500) 
[Noam; 297]. 

C6.5: Value Added Services 

Telex and facsimile services are both provided by KT. The number of telex subscribers increased from 
7,539 in 1983 to 10,304 in 1987. However, the diffusion of telex is stagnating because of incompatibility 
and due to the appearance of facsimile. In 1986 there were only 13,000 facsimile subscribers, while the 
number of subscribers had increased to 115,000 in 1990 [Noam; 296] . 

By the time Dacom was established to construct and operate a PSDN, it got also the monopoly to provide 
value added services such as Videotex, packet switching and E-mail [Noam; 304]. In the 1980s several other 
common carriers were launched to provide value added services: in 1984 was the Korea Mobile 
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Telecornrnunication Corporation18 (KMTC) established to provide paging and cellular services; the Korea 
Port Telephone Corporation 19 (KPTC) was set up in 1985 to provide cornrnunication services in harbour 
areas; and, in 1987 Korea Travel Inforrnation Service Corporation20(Kotis) was started to provide value 
added services for travel [TP 1993; 126] . The database and data-processing services markets were already partly 
opened in 1984, when two foreign providers, AP Telerate and Reuter Monitor, were allowed. They provide 
on-line database services covering interest rates and other financial statistics. In 1995 these markets were 
opened completely for international competition [Noam; 296, 297] . 

Justas in international telephone services, a duopolistic structure was shaped in paging and cellular. In 1992 
ten regional paging service providers became licensed and some years later a similar restructuring happened 
in cellular services. Justas Dacom, these new entrants were allowed to offer services at 5 per cent discount 
on KT's tariffs [TP 1996; 38-36] . At the beginning of 1994 there were 2.6 million pagers in use, 85 per cent of 
them with KMTC. South Korea's cellular standard is currently AMPS, but ETRI has announced that COMA 
will he adopted as a digital standard for the future, which opens the prospects for several digital standards to 
he adopted by Asian countries [Ure; 35]. 

In 1995 the MOC planned to grant more licenses in 1996 in the value added services market So, the 
duopolistic market structure will come to an end and full competition will he introduced. For some value 
added services (databases, data-processing and E-mail) international competition is already introduced and 
for the others it can he expected soon [TP 1996; 38-36] . 

C6.6: Equipment Praeurement 

Initially, MOC used electromagnetic switches and in the late 1970s they began using electronk switches. 
Due to lack of technology and know-how the switches had to he imported from actvaneed countries. In order 
to avoid dependenee on a small number of countries the government encouraged to import switches from 
several countries, which in turn involved a number of different systems, while at the same time developing 
indigenous technology [Noam; 287]. For example, several different switching systems such as MIOCN (ITT
BTM), No lA (AT&T), S1240 (BTM) and No 5ESS (AT&T) coexist in the telecornrnunication network 
together with the domestically developed series, the TDX-lA, 1B and 10 [TP 1993; 1201. 

C6. 7: Pricing Policy 

In Table C6-l is the evolution of South Korea' s telephone rates depicted. The excessive increase in the late 
1970s and early 1980s owes to the high rate of inflation. In 1984, MOC announced a long-term pricing 
schedule that projected flat-rate calling by the year 2001. Before implementation began, however, long
distance rates were increased in 1985 as part of a change in rate zones. This was the peak, with a call to the 
farthest band costing ninety times as much as a local call, reflecting a pricing structure mainly designed to 
finance massive provision of facilities . Since 1985, generally following the original schedule, long-distance 
rates have been dramatically reduced, so by 1991 a call covering the longest distance cost Won 900. 
However, local rates were increased in 1986 to Won 25. From July 1991, local calls have been charged 
according to duration, whereas previously they had not. Thus the interim steps toward flat-rate calling have 
seen long-distance prices decrease and local call prices increase [Noam; 307-308]. 

18 KMTC was formed on the basis ofpublic and private investments (KT 65.1 per cent and others 34.9 per cent as of 1991) [TP 1993; 126] . 
Since 1990 the largest allowed share amounts to 33.3 per cent, govemment and foreign ownership are limited to respectively I 0 per cent and 33 .3 
per cent [TP 1996; 360]. 

19 KPTC's stock was in January 1988 in hands of KT (49 per cent) and private companies (51 per cent) [Noam; 293]. 
Since 1990 the largest allowed share amounts to 33.3 per cent, govemment and foreign ownership are limited to respectively 10 per cent and 33.3 
per cent [TP 1996; 360]. 

20 The ownership of database services, data processing services, E-mail and EDI is not limited [TP 1996; 360]. 
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Table C6-1: Local and long-distance rates [Won] 
source: [Noam; 308] 

no change 
* basic monthly rate 
** per call 
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*** for the first three minutes 

In 1980, the conneetion charge for telephone lines dropped from Won 420,000 to Won 8,000, and it kept 
constantly the years following21

• Besides, between 1980 and 1990 users were required to purchase a Won 
200,000 bond at the time of installation. The bond matured in five years and could not be sold in the first 
three years [Noam; 289], [STARS]. 

C6.8: Scientific lnstitutions 

The ETRI, established in 1975, is a govemment-sponsored research institute which aims to undertake 
national R&D on advanced information technology, integrating the areasof telecommunication, computers, 
automation and semiconductors. In accordance with the Telecommunication Basic Law, ETRI has several 
functions and activities. It has been providing technica] assistance to a number of small and medium-sized 
telecommunication industries. It has also been helping to foster the nation' s technica] development by 
transferring technology to local industries for mass production. To advance as world-class research institute, 
it needs secure indigenous R&D activities. As a result it has expanded and consolidated technological co
operative relations with both developed and developing countries and established international joint research 
programmes. 
The Korea Information Society Development Institute (KISDI), established in 1985, is also a govemment 
sponsored R&D institute. It mainly takes a social science perspective, especially with regard to making 
govemment policy in four main areas: telecommunication, information and communication, radio and new 
media, postal and postal finance policies [TP 1993; 127·129]. With nearly 70 research staff KISDI is a major 
think-tank providing input to the 7th five-year Economie Social Development Plan and the indicative long
term investment and development plan of the ministry [Ure; 36]. 

21 In 1980, the official installation fee was Won 420,000, but due to the high waiting list for telephone main lines at that time (619,000) a black 
market developed through which instaBation fee rose to Won 1,800,000 [Noam; 287] . 
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C7: Telecommunication Policies of Taiwan 

Cl. 1: Reguiatory Body 

Because of increasing importance of military defence, efficient communication channels to Taiwan from 
mainland China and within the island were vital. In 1877 Taiwan's first telegraph line was under Chinese 
regime constructed between Tainan and Kaohsiung. Almast one decade later a marine cable was laid along 
the west coast from Keelung via Tamsui and Tainan to Kaohsiung, and extending land lines to Taipei, 
Hsinchu, Changhua, Taichung and Chiayi. Purthermare two submarine cables were installed, one from 
Tamsui to Fuzhou (on mainland China) and the other from Anping to Penghu (an island in the Taiwan 
Straits). More than 2,200 km of line were in service by 1888. 
From 1896, Taiwan was for about fifty years occupied by the Japanese. Post, telegraph and telephone 
systems were constructed and operated under the supervision of the Japanese Ministry of Communication. 
After the withdrawing of the Japanese at the end of World War II, supervision and operations returned to the 
Chinese government. Because Taiwan's telecommunication facilities were seriously damaged by Allied 
bomhing during World War II reconstruction was necessary. However, due to the civil war on mainland 
China, reconstruction had to wait until the late 1940s. In 1949, when the Chinese gaveroment moved to 
Taiwan, the Ministry of Communication's (MOC)22 first step was to divide the operations of the post and 
telecommunication services into two separate units: the directorate general of telecommunication (DGT) and 
the directorate general of post (DGP). MOC delegated supervisory power to DGT to establish a Taiwan 
Telecommunication Administration (TT A) for operation and development of regional services and a 
Chinese Gaveroment Radio Administration (CGRA) for international services [Naam; 317-318]. 

Telecommunication Act 
Based on the Telecommunication Act and its related by-laws, which were formulated in 1958 and revised in 
1977, MOC is the regulatory body for Taiwan's communication. The law indicates clearly that MOC is the 
primary telecommunication policy maker within the government. However, this has not been fully realised 
in the actual policy making process. This is because MOC gave its highest priority to planning and 
developing transportation, which diverted time and energy away from telecommunication matters. 
Responsibility for policy making thus feil on the DGT, where it has primarily remained. In many occasions, 
DGT has initiated policy proposals, while MOC has only played the role of friendly watchdog. For example, 
DGT drafted the formulas governing rates of return for state-owned telecommunication providers (i.e., for 
itself). MOC reviewed the proposal, which was then submitted to the Executive Yuan and passed by the 
Legislative Yuan to become effective. Because DGT's director general is not an official of ministeriallevel, 
he cannot be present at the legislature to defend requests which tends to slow implementation [Naam; 321, 336-

337]. 

Directorale General of Telecommunication 
Since 1949, DGT's organisational structure has experienced two major changes. The first was in 1969 when 
DGT had about 10,000 employees and several big projects were being constructed and put in service. DGT 
decided to ex pand the TT A and the CGRA organisation to manage the ex panding services. Two new 
institutions, the Telecommunication Laboratones (TL) and the Telecommunication Training lnstitute (TTI), 
were established for technological development and manpower training. DGT was responsible for policy 
guidelines and supervision, while its four subordinate institutions oversaw routine operations. 
In 1981, MOC ordered DGT to make a structural changebasedon the postal service's model. TTA, with 
about 26,000 employees befare reorganisation, was divided into three geographic units: narthem (NTT A), 
central (CTT A) and southern (STT A); and the Long-Distance Telecommunication Administration (LDTA). 
CGRA, with about 1,500 employees at that time, changed its name to the International Telecommunication 
Administration (ITA). These five divisions were responsible for planning, construction, operating and 

22 Since 1930, China' s MOC was responsible for postal services, and long-distance and international telecommunication services. Local telephone 
systems could be operaled by local govemments or private enterprises. In 1935 postal services were separated from the MOC, but during World 
War 11 postal and telecommunication services were unified again [Naam; 317]. 
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maintaining the systems and services. In addition the Data Communication Institute (DCI) was created to 
provide the support of data communication services [Naam; 320-321]. Table C7 -1 shows the resulting 
organisational structure. 

Table C7 -1 : Structure of DGT 
saurce: [Naam; 321] 

In 1990 the government initiated a six-year Economie Development Plan in which the separation of DGT as 
'player' and 'referee', a further liberalisation of value added services H value added services) and the 
liberalisation of basic services were the major policy goals. Furthermore, the government expects to 
privatise the government-owned basic services providers in the early 2000s [Hallack; 167, 169] . 

C7.2: Basic Services 

Dornestic Telephone Service 
Since the 1950s, there bas been a high demand for telephone service. Under the government monopoly 
system, development capita} could come either from the government budget or from public loans. The 
government was in financial difficulty and there was no place for the TT A to get a loan. Given this situation, 
the government adopted "self-sustainment and self-development" guidelines for all state-run businesses. 
This policy appeared clearly in the instanation fee. In the early 1950s the instanation fee of a telephone line 
amounted to NT$ 7 ,200, but in 1966 it was al most doubled to NT$ 14,000 H pricing palicy) . At that time only 
business firms and wealthy individuals could afford telephone, because the fee was several years of eaming 
for most people. In 1950 the telephone density was only 0.4, in 1960 it was 0.6 and in 1969 it amounted to 
1.9 [Naam; 318]. In the 1970s, when iocome increased, a six-year Telecommunication Development Plan (TOP 
1976) was implemented. It focused on increasing the popularity of telephones and modernisation of long
distance and international services. Modernisation was understood to mean that people could directly dial 
dornestic and international calls [Naam; 336]. During the 1970s, the number of residential telephone 
subscribers increased with an average of over 20 per cent annually; in 1981 telephone density had reached 
21.2 per cent [Naam; 318-319]. 

Paralleling the ten-year Long-Range Economie Planning Program, which predicted even more pressing 
future demand for telecommunication services both in terms of quantity and quality, a ten-year 
Telecommunication Development Plan (TOP 1982) was set forth. It addressed the necessity of volume 
expansion so that tensions from imbalances between demand and supply could be alleviated, and the nation
wide digitalisation of telecommunication [Naam; 336]. However, in the 1980s the growth rate of telephone 
density slowed down to a yearly average of 7.5 per cent. The slowdown reveals two problems. The first is 
the bureaueratic praeurement procedure c~ equipment pracurement) and the second is that restrictions on non
telephone applications limited demand for second lines H value added services) . Besides the transition from 
analogue to digital switching systems went not as prosperous as meant; as of June 1990 still 56 per cent was 
crossbar, 24 per cent electrooie and only 20 per cent digital. Alllocal telephone networks are expected to be 
digital by the year 2000 [Naam; 324]. 

In 1985 the government announced fourteen major construction projects, totalling some NT$ 900 billion. 
Modernisation is one of the fourteen; it was listed for NT$ 65 billion. Goals include a telephone density of 
50 by the year 2000 in all metropolitan areas. By 1987 nation-wide telephone density had already reached 31 
and it was more than 41 in mid-1991 [Naam; 336]. 
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The first microwave backbone toll system was completed in 1963 along the west coast, where most people 
live. A second backbone system was put in service along theeast coast a few years later. Microwave links 
were soon added and branched to every toll switching office. Carrier cable systems were commonly installed 
between tandem switching offices. In contrast to the local telephone services, the digitalisation of long
distance telephone services went prosperous. The first digital coaxial cable backbone system, with a 
capacity of 1,600 channels, was put in service in 1981 [Noam; 318-319] and in July 1990 toll transmission was 
92 per cent digital and toll switching was 76 per cent digital [Noam; 324]. 

Long-distance construction also enhanced rural development; since 1975, all231 townships have telephones 
and service reached all 7,239 villages in 1980. By the mid-1980s even people in mountainous areas or on 
remote islands could easily call each other [Noam; 318-319]. 

International Services 
In 1967, The first over the horizon troposcatter microwave system, to Hoog Koog, was completed. A Sino
Philippine troposcatter followed shortly thereafter. Telephone traffic grew rapidly and soon reached 
capacity. The facilities were replaced by satellites and submarine cable communication systems in 1981. 
That year an AT&T 4-ESS digital switch was installed toserve as an international gateway, providing 700 
telephone circuits. 
Taiwan's telecommunication entered the space age in 1969 when the Taipei Satellite Communication Earth 
Station was established to provide commercial services via the INTELSAT Pacific Satellite. In 1974 an 
antenna was constructed to link with the lndian Ocean Region Satellite. 
Four coaxial submarine cable systems subsequently have been set up through joint ventures: OKITAl (to 
Okinanwa; July 1979), TAILU (to Luzon in the Philippines; March 1980), TAIGU (to Guam; May 1981) 
and SINRONTAl (to Singapore and Hoog Koog; October 1985). In addition ITA bas actively participated in 
planning and construction ten fiberoptie submarine cable systems in the Asia-Pacific region [Noam; 319] . 

Regional Collaboration 
In the 1950s and 1960s, CGRA had exchange programs with KDD (the international telecommunication 
company of Japan), and the American companies RCA, WUI and ITT for international telecommunication 
development. The construction of the troposcattering communication system between Taiwan and Japan was 
a direct result of CGRA-KDD collaboration in the early 1960s. The TTA also had an exchange visit 
program with NTT (the national telecommunication company of Japan) for telephone engineering, 
construction and operations. In 1974, DGT established the International Telecommunication Development 
Corporation (ITDC) to facilitate regional collaboration after Taiwan withdrew 23 from the ITU24 and 
INTELSAT. With assistance from Comsat (specialised in the field of satellite communication), ITDC-ITA 
maintained international satellite communication operations and services, as well as cable services. DGT bas 
collaborated with Comsat since 1977, sending research engineers to Comsat to study satellite transmission 
technology. Advisors from Comsat were invited to assist in the construction of the Taipei Satellite 
Communication Centre. Besides bas DGT collaborated with many other telecommunication entities such as 
MCl, BellSouth, Nynex and Hawaiian Telephone Company [Noam; 327-328] . 

C7.3: Leased Lines, Private Networks and Pub/ie Networks 

Private entities are not allowed to own physical networks. In 1971 dornestic leased data lines became 
available to the public and in 1975 internationalleased data lines were opened to the public.Private entities 
are not allowed to operate or resell the leased circuits. In 1985 there were 4,452 dornestic leased data lines 
and in 1990 it amounted to 24,556, while the number of international leased data lines increased in the same 
period from 41 to 222 [Noam; 325] . 

23 China's ongoing campaign to deny international recognition to Taiwan' s politica! regime, knows as the Republic of China (ROC), precludes 
Taiwan from direct memhership of multinational bodies such as ITU and INTELSAT [Ure; 48]. 

24 The International telecommunication Union is a world-wide organisation within which govemments and the private telecommunication sector co
ordinale the establishment and operation of telecommunication networks and services. It is responsible for the regulation, standardisation, co
ordination and development of international telecommunication as wellas the harmonisation of national policies [Krol; 341). 
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C7.4: Customer Premises Equipment 

Traditionally, all subscriber telephone sets were the property of DGTITTA; rental charges for telephone sets 
were included in the monthly bill. In August 1987 the Local Telephone Rules were revised to permit 
subscribers to own telephone sets, thereby opening the customer premises equipment market to the public. 
Similarly, all data communication modems had been provided by DGT/DCI. In November 1987, this 
constraint was relaxed to allow customers to provide their own modems for speeds below 2,400 bps. Further 
relaxation is expected in the 1990s to allow intelligent communication terminals and modems with speeds 
up to 9,600 bps. 
Local manufacturers supply telephones, facsimile machines, PBXs and modems. Taiwan is the world leader 
in telephone exports (US$ 250 million in 1988) and in 1990, more than 20 firms made modems (about US$ 
28 million was destined for export) [Noam; 343-344]. 

Cl.S: Va/ue Added Services 

Data communication began in 1971 when leased data circuits were first opened to the public. In 1979 DGT 
started the Universa] Database Access Service (UDAS). In June 1988 there were 187 circuits reaching 
databanksin more than 38 countries [Noam; 340]. 

However, in the 1980s a booming international trade created a huge demand for more enhanced 
telecommunication services [Noam; 336]. Therefore DCI, established in 1981, put additional services into 
operation. Some of these services are PACNET, a packet switching data service; Chinese Videotex Service 
(CVS); E-mail; and MARNET, a Multi Access Reservation Network for airline ticketing [Noam; 325-326] . 

In July 1989, fixed-wire value added services were opened to competition. Foreign ownership was at that 
time limited to 30 per cent [Noam; 326] and since 1996 fully ownership is permitted in fixed-wire value added 
services [Hallock; 173]. As of March 1991 thirty-eight private firms had registered as fixed-wire value added 
service provider. Bleven of these firms provide links to databases in Japan and/or the United States and five 
firms link to databases in Hong Kong. Cellular and paging services are since 1991 under contract of 
Ericsson [Noam; 326]. 

C7.6: Equipment Praeurement 

Procurement is regulated by the government; it is complicated, particularly when foreign firms are involved. 
The International Trade Bureau issues policy guidelines on the status of countries supplying equipment. 
Although there are no quotas, the supplier list is normally favourable to European and North American 
countries; Japan is excluded in many cases. In genera], an international procurement takes twelve to fifteen 
months from initia] request to delivery. lt may dragon Jonger if disagreement emerges among the various 
regulatory parties. 
The procedure for dornestic procurement is simpler. To maintain systems and service quality, DGT bas ruled 
that a survey of manufacturing ability must be conducted to see if there is any potential local supplier. To 
ensure compatible equipment standards, DGT has centralised procurement procedures for local and long
distance telephone facilities. However, in many cases this is very time consuming. If fewer than three 
suppliers bid, price negotiation with one or two bidders may take place [Noam; 321-322]. 

Switching Equipment 
In the early 1970s, Taiwan's government began to view the United Statesas a major technology source. In 
1973 ITT Telecommunication and GTE International, respectively, created ITT Taisel and GTE Taicom as 
joint ventures to produce electronic switching equipment. In 1984 AT&T established AT&T Taiwan to 
produce digital switching equipment. As a major customer, DGT is shareholder in all three companies. The 
government instituted in 1973 a policy of "Local Purchase if Locally Available", what means that switching 
equipment had to be bought from the Big Three (ITT Taisel, GTE Taicom and AT&T Taiwan). Since the 
PSTN is divided into three regions, each Big Three company, supplies digital switching equipment to a 
specific region. Table C7-2 shows DGT's major joint ventures in 1990 [Noam; 323]. 
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Unfortunately, the original objectives of the govemment' s technology transfer initiatives have not been 
achieved. Neerled switching systems are nominally supplied locally and DGT is in compliance with the 
dornestic purebase policy. In reality, however, key components and parts are imported; only a small portion 
of the assembly and modification workis actually done in Taiwan [Naam; 341-342]. 

G7. 7: Pricing Policy 

Since 1949, rates have been adjusted three times. The adjustments were based on a 'zero effect' principle, 
i.e. revisions were structured so that the change in overall revenue was zero. In the immediate post-colonial 
period, when all calls were connected manually, there was a flat monthly fee, because tracking the number 
of calls made from any given phone was impractical. Automatic switching allowed charging by volume and 
this led to the first rate adjustment, which took effect in January 1957. A rate of NT$ 0.70 was set for calls 
beyond a base number. A public coin phone call cost NT$ 1.00 for three minutes. The second change came 
in 1976; the basic call rate was increased toNT$ 1.00 and the number of divisions bas been reduced from 
four in 1957 to three and then to two. Similarly, long-distance regions have gone from eleven to six to three. 
These changes resulted in a price increase for local services and a price decrease for long-distance. A third 
adjustment was completed between November 1987 and January 1988. The basic call rate went toNT$ 1.10 
and instaBation was reduced to NT$ 12,000 (US$ 418), equivalent to a few months of the average wage. 
Rates for IDD calls decreased 20 to 30 per cent. In 1991 basic monthly charges were reduced about 14 per 
cent for business lines and just over 20 per cent for residential lines. The additional message unit charge 
dropped back to NT$ 1.00. Dornestic long-distance is billed in NT$ 1.00 increments, with the number of 
seconds varying with time of day and distance. Under the July 1989 tariff, the highest rateisabout US$ 0.37 
per minute. The farthest band begins at 140 km, less than half the lengthof the island [Naam 326-327]. 

Even after several rate reductions, users complain about rates on outbound overseas calls being higher than 
on inbound ones. Consirlering Taiwan's heavy reliance on foreign trade, the high ratesareseen as a burden 
on business users [Naam; 338]. 

C7.8: Scientific lnstitutions 

In Taiwan, R&D activities in the field of telecommunication fall under responsibility of DGT [Ure; 40]. In 
1969, DGT established TL and TTI for technologkal development and manpower training. TL reports to 
DGT and receives about 2 per cent of DGT' s revenue for R&D. The training program of ITT consists of 
orientation for new employees, on-the-job training and advanced studies at various levels. Seminars on 
operations, management, and special technologies arealso often held in the ITT [Naam; 320, 322, 324]. 
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CS: Telecommunication Policies of Singapore 

CB. 1: Reguiatory Body 

Telephone service in Singapore began in 1879, three years after Bell's invention. The first exchange, with a 
simple standard manual switchboard of fifty lines, was operated as a private exchange by Bennet Peil, the 
local manager of the Eastern Extension Telegraph Company. Three years later, Peil' s exchange was bought 
by the Oriental Telephone and Electric Company (OTEC), which had been registered in 1881 in London and 
held licenses to develop the telephone patents of Bell and Edison in countries East of Malta. For more than 
seventy years OTEC's government-granted license enabled it to dominate the colony's dornestic telephone 
service. In 1955 the colonial government established the Singapore Telephone Board (STB), which took 
over OTEC's assets and operated the network as a public undertaking. In the meantime, Singapore's 
international service was provided by the Telecommunication Authority of Singapore (TAS). This structure 
remained unchanged through the brief period 1963-1965 that Singapore was a part of the Pederation of 
Malaysia as well as after its independenee in 1965. In 197 4 STB and TAS were merged to integrate and 
streamline the dornestic and international telephone networks. The resulting entity was called Telecoms. 
Under the Telecommunication Authority of Singapore Act (1974), Telecoms held exclusive franchise to 
provide, operate and maintain dornestic and international telecommunication services in Singapore in 
accordance with international standards and practices. Telecoms is structurally a statutory board under the 
Ministry of Communication. The chairman and five to seven memhers are appointed by the minister. Daily 
operations are the responsibility of a president and chief executive officer who reports to the minister and 
the board. Telecoms enjoys greater autonomy than government departments and can thus respond to 
chancing conditions more effectively than other ei vil service structure [Naam; 266]. 

Since the early 1970s, Telecoms bas formulated strategies and plans to develop a modern 
telecommunication infrastructure in line with Singapore's efforts to enhance and consolidate its position as a 
centre of trade, commerce, finance and communication. The increasing intensity and complexity of social 
and business activities in Singapore have generated a corresponding increase in demand for information 
transfer, which can be satisfied only by a much more sophisticated and efficient telecommunication system. 
Therefore, Telecoms bas gone beyond providing basic services H value added services) [Naam; 267]. 

When Singapore experienced a recession in 1984-1985, a comrnittee was formed to conduct a 
comprehensive overview of the economy and make recommendations for future development. Among the 
recommendations in its final report (MTI 1986) was a renewed endorsement of the philosophy that the 
private sector should be the main engine of growth. The report made specific reference to Telecoms and 
highlighted the potential the private sector could play. The report stressed "Telecoms should continue to 
provide the basic telecommunication infrastructure", while saying "wherever possible, we should privatise 
the provision oftelecommunication services" [Naam; 281]. 

Responding to chancing economie and technologkal conditions, Telecoms formulated in 1987-1988 
development and management strategies and set up new goals for development, including objectives and 
strategies, which have been compiled in the 1987-1993 five-year Economie Development Plan. The plan 
begins by reconfirming a number of corporate objectives, including [Naam; 279-280]: 

• make Singapore a communication, information and knowledge centre in the region and the world 
• offer a comprehensive range of information communication servicestomeet the needs of customers and 

the public, and at a level of service comparable to the rest of the world 
• develop telecommunication infrastructure and services to enhance the competitiveness of the business 

community in Singapore 

To achieve these objectives some new emphases in terms of corporate strategy were identified. The first 
significant strategie shift was from a production orientation to a market orientation. Huge demand for basic 
services like telephone, telex and telegram in the early 1970s necessitated a production orientation, but it 
had to be replaced by a market orientation because value added services came into demand. Therefore, 
Telecoms implemented in 1987 a liberalisation policy. The four key points of this policy we re [Naam; 280-281]: 

• customers may own terminal equipment 
• customers may choose their maintenance contractor 
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• Telecoms will sell selected equipment in competition with other suppliers 
• Telecoms will offer services at economical and competitive rates 

Aiming to be more market driven, Telecoms strengthened its international marketing to gain access to global 
markets. One aspect of this was an increasing emphasis on consulting. Since consulting began in 1987, 
Telecoms bas been approached by Fujitsu International Engineering to train the staff of its clients, China's 
Telecommunication Authority. Telecoms also negotiated and signed contracts with AT&T World Service to 
provide training consultancy services to their clients on specialised telephone switching equipment. To cope 
with increased activities and demand for consulting, Telecoms set up in 1988 a wholly owned subsidiary to 
conduct feasibility studies, prepare tender specifications, plan networks, implement, operate and maintain 
equipment, and offer training [Noam; 281] . 

Table C8-1 : Structure of Singapore Telecom 
source: [lnternet_2] 

In 1987, Telecoms commissioned a group of national and international consultants to recommend the best 
approach to privatisation. The principle incentive for privatisation seems to be more a desire to increase the 
activity and capitalisation of Singapore's stock market, than to cut Telecoms loose from the government. 
Another reason is that the company's growth is limited within Singapore and as a private firm it would be in 
a better position to expand overseas, including joint ventures. The consultants group proposed a structure 
which became effective in 1993 [Noam; 282]. Nowadays, Singapore Telecom (ST)26

, the new name of 
Telecoms, is a public listed company, 89 per cent owned by the government holding company Temasek. ST 
bas eight subsidiaries [lnternet_2]; these subsidiaries are listed in Table C8-1 . 
The Telecommunication Authority of Singapore (TAS) is the regulatory authority of telecommunication. lt 
is initially headed by a permanent secretary of the Communication Ministry and will include union and 
private-sector members. TAS bas granted a monopoly of at least fifteen years toST as PSTN operator [Ure; 

30]. 

C8.2: Basic Services 

National Services 
Telephone services were first introduced to Singapore in 1879 and were completely automatic by 1930. The 
number of lines and the quality and kinds of services provided have grown rapidly. While the telephone 
density in 1969 was 6.6, one decade laterit had decreased to 23.6 (an average yearly growth of 13.6 per 

25 In 1982 the value of incorporating the postal services, then under the Ministry of Transportation, with Telecoms was recognised. The merger was 
deemed economically feasible and necessary to improve efficiency and avoid unproductive competition between postal mail and electtonic mail 
[Noam; 266-267] . 

26 In the remaining part of Appendix CS the name Singapore Telecom is used even though it deals with Telecoms. 
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cent) and in 1990 telephone density had reached over 50. 
In 1979 ST launched a "Push-Button Telephones For All" program to replace all rotary-dial instruments 
with tone-type ones. Within four years, Singapore had become the only country at that time with a 100 per 
cent push-button network [Naam; 267-268] . 

International Services 
Si nee 1931, Singapore has had trunk service to peninsular Malaysia. In 1962 subscriber trunk diaHing (STD) 
was introduced and several years later STD was extended to 40,000 Singapore subscribers, enabling them to 
direct dial Kuala Lumpur, Ipoh and Malaaca. By 1977, all lines had STD capacity. A year later, all 
subscribers could direct dial 145 towns in western Malaysia. 
International telephone services to Indonesia, Thailand and the Philippines were established as early as 1934 
and international station-to-station service was introduced in 1973. By 1978, IDD was available throughout 
the nation with service to thirty-five destinations. B y 1990 Singapore maintained telephone links with more 
than 200 overseas destinations, of which over 170 could reached by IDD. 
To cope with increasing international traffic, ST installed in 1989 a second digital international telephone 
exchange (ITE) in a joint venture with AT&T (as equipment supplier). In 1990, when the two ITE centres, 
each with 4,000 lines, met demand, a third ITE was installed [Naam; 267-268]. 

To maintain and enhance its role as a global telecommunication centre, Singapore invests heavily in 
upgrading and expanding its infrastructure. Satellites are an important component. The nation' s first earth 
station was set up in 1971 at Sentosa lsland and in 1987 a second station in Bukit Timah was opened. These 
stations conneet with an INTELSAT satellite above the Pacific. By 1988 the number of satellite circuits had 
leaped from 25 to 1,200 and linkstoother countries increased from five to fifty. 
In addition to satellite links, submarine cables are also important. The first was established in 1859 between 
Singapore and Jakarta and other places in Indonesia. An ASEAN27 cable network links Singapore to 
Indonesia, the Philippines, Thailand, peninsular Malaysia and Kuantan-Kuching. The cable to the 
Philippines connects to systems providing circuits to Taiwan, Japan and the United States. Besides, 
Singapore is served by three interregional submarine networks: the Southeast Asia-Middle Bast-Westem 
Europe (SEA-ME-WE) submarine cable network, the Singapore-Rong Kong-Taiwan (SIN-HON-TAI) 
submarine cable network and the Australia-Indonesia-Singapore (A-1-S) submarine cable network [Naam; 272] . 

Regional Collaboration 
At regional level, Singapore is a memher of the Asia-Pacific Telecommunity (APT), the ASEAN Cable 
Management Committee (ACMC) and the ASEAN Committee on Shipping and Transport & 
Communication (ACSTC) [Naam; 273]. 

C8.3: Leased Lines, Private Networks and Pub/ie Networks 

In Singapore ST has a monopoly to own physical networks and therefore also the exclusive right to provide 
leased lines. ST offers a spectrum of private network pt~~sage switching services through PRISNET, 
commissioned in 1979. It is a computer-controlled system enabling large corporations to set up their own 
private international network. ST provides three types of PRISNET services: point-to-point leased circuits, 
private user networks and common interest groups networks c~ value added services) [Noam 270]. The tremenclous 
increase in leased data-lines since the early 1980s reflects the importance of Singapore as a regional 
communication centre. In response, ST introduced in 1988 a digital network intended to meet the needs of 
its most sophisticated customers. The network allows bankers, brokers and companies in Singapore to make 
overseas transactions via computer at 140 Mbps. This digital network complements the digital international 
leased lines, which have been provided by ST since 1987 [Noam; 269]. 

27 Association of Southeast Asian Nations, consistsof Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore and Thailand [Naam; 109]. 
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C8.4: Customer Premises Equipment 

Before 1987, all customer premises equipment had to be rented by ST, but as proclaimed in the 
Iiberalisation policy (1987), since 1987 ST will sell selected equipment in competition with other suppliers 
and customers may own their terminal equipment. ST ceased to rent pagers to new subscribers after 
February 1987 and facsimile machines and telephones can be bought privately if they meet type-approval 
and are re gistered by ST. The liberalisation policy ( 1987) also allows customers to choose their maintenance 
con tractor. In March 1987, ST allowed owners of PABX, key telephone systems and multiline systems who 
had purchased approved equipment from various suppliers to use third-party maintenance contractors. 
PABX subscribers can continue to buy approved systems from various suppliers and choose either ST or a 
third party to service the system. They can also buy existing extension telephones from ST at depreciated 
prices or continue to rent them and buy new extension telephones from other suppliers. Rolm, Northern 
Telecom and Philips responded by offering maintenance totheir buyers [Noam; 271 , 282]. 

CB.S: Va/ue Added Services 

The increasing intensity and complexity of social and business activities in Singapore have generated a 
corresponding increase in demand for information transfer, which could be satisfied only by a much more 
sophisticated and efficient telecommunication system. Seeing that ST had up to 1987 an exclusive franchise 
on value added services, they went far beyond the provision of basic services. Some of these value added 
services will be reviewed shortly. Landmobile service was introduced in the 1950s. lt was initially limited to 
special services such as the police and fire brigade, but by 197 4, an automatic mobile telephone system was 
introduced and base stations were set up to provide island-wide coverage. In 1960, ST introduced 
Harbomeraft Telephone Service which allows ships to communicate with each other and with the shore. In 
1979, ST started PRISNET which among other things offered common-interest networks. Two popular 
common-interest network services served by PRISNET are Flight Information Distribution Service and 
Travelnet These provide computerised travel reservations and conneet travel agents to the reservation 
computers of participating airlines. The first cellular mobile telephone system, which could take up to 6,000 
subscribers, was introducedat the end of 1982 [Noam; 270]. In 1985, ST implemented the Phone-Plus Service 
comprising six facilities: abbreviated dialling, absentee message, autoredial, call transfer, call waiting and 
three-way calling. Facsimile and pager services spread quickly on introduetion in the mid-1980s [Noam; 268]. 

The liberalisation policy (1987) opened the value added services market partly [Noam; 280-281]. TAS bas 
granted ST an exclusive franchise on mobile cellular telephone until 1997; MobileLink introduced in 1988 
an analogue AMPS 800 MHz system, an ETACS 900 MHz system in 1991 and started a digital GSM 
networkin 1994. Also in 1994, TAS confirmed that a second GSM license would be awarded in 1997 fora 
period of 20 years. PageLink introduced in 1993 its CT-2 Callzone service and ST introduced in 1994 
Singnet, a diai-up access service to Internet [Ure ; 32-33]. Telepac and Date), the two major data services 
provided by ST, allow subscribers access to various databases and computer banks. Telepac subscribers can 
use their personal computers to send telexes. This complements Telex Dial-in, which allows telex users to 
communicate with a computer connected to Telepac for information retrieval, electrooie mail and other 
services. Datel provides transmission of data over national and international switched telephone networks 
[Noam; 269-270] . Furthermore, ST is active in the value added services market by joint ventures. Skyphone, a 
joint venture between Mtel and MobileLink, is offered to use mobile telephones during air travel; and 
Skypager, a joint venture between PageLink and Norwegian Telecom, is offered to use pagers during air 
traveL ST is also involved through a joint venture in promoting a videotex service called Teleview, E-mail 
services including numerous information links and a series of trading networks as part of the state-sponsored 
EDI-project, TradeNet. Internationally, ST is active in 13 countries through its subsidiary STI. In Indonesia 
for example, STI operates in a venture a GSM cellular mobile telephone service [Ure; 32-33]. 

By 1993, Singapore had besides ST over 30 dornestic and international private value added services 
providers [Ure; 141]. The most important providers are Lines Technology, a subsidiary of the French company 
Matra, which offers videotex through PCs to databases in France; Network for Electrooie Transfers 
Singapore, established by four local banks to provide electrooie transfer of funds for banks and point-of-sale 
servicesforshops [Ure ; 33]. 
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C8.6: Equipment Praeurement 

In the past ST bought switching equipment from several suppliers in the form of pilot projects [Edward; 147-

148). Since 1982, Fujitsu is the sole supplier of Singapore's dornestic digital switches [Naam 2731 and AT&T 
supplies the digital switches for international telecommunication traffic [Naam 268]. 

CB. 7: Pricing Policies 

In 1979, under regime of Ong Teng Cheong, then minister for communication, ST initiated its first major 
rate reduction. According to him, lowering the rates would enable Singapore to remain a competitive 
provider of telecommunication services, thereby helping to maintain its attractiveness as a place for 
investment as well as strengthen its position as a communication centre. 
The revisions in 1979 saw reductions ranging from 7 to 43 per cent for telexes sent to overseas destinations 
and in 1980 the charging system for international telex was revised to blocks of six seconds instead of one
minute intervals. In 1988, telex rates to all destinations were an estimated one-fourth of those before 1979. 
Besides, in 1988 Singapore's international telex rates were among the lowest in the world. For example, a 
standard telex message to the United States amounted to S$ 3.80 per minute outgoing, compared to S$ 5.03 
incoming. 
IDD rate revisions were slightly more complicated because the structure was converted to a multitier system 
during the revision of 1985. Prior to this, rates only varled according to destination, which led to under
utilisation of services during off-peak hours and weekends. IDD standards rates dropped slightly more than 
50 per cent between 1979 and 1988, while economy rates went down approximately 70 per cent. For 
example an IDD call to Japan cost S$ 7.50 a minute before 1979, but only S$ 3.00 at peak hours and S$ 2.00 
at off-peak hours in 1988. Justas fortelex messages, Singapore's international telephone rates were in 1988 
among the lowest in the world. For example, a standard call to the United States was S$ 3.00 per minute 
compared to a corresponding incoming rate of S$ 4.04. 
Rental rates for customer premises equipment were reduced for the first time in 1985. Rental rates for 
extensions dropped 17-53 per cent. A rate revision in 1988 reduced the price of telephones by up to 70 per 
cent. Rental rates for modems were reduced 5-83 per cent while those for pagers dropped 23-52 per cent. 
Until the end of 1991, dornestic calls had no per unit cost. ST then instituted time-based charges of S$ 0.014 
per minute for peak hours and half that for other times. Besides, the yearly fee for a business line went down 
from S$ 290 toS$ 150 and fora residentialline the fee decreased from S$ 190 toS$ 100 (see Table C8-2). 

Table C8-2: Telephone charges 
saurce: [STARS] 

Nevertheless, ST' s rate reductions have not led to the reductions of total revenues; instead they have 
stimulated traffic. This is especially evident in the case of IDD services; traffic bas consistently increased 
and revenues grew from S$ 188 million in 1980 toS$ 365 million in 1986 [Naam; 276-278]. 

CB.B: Scientific lnstitutions 

In 1978, the government announced a range of incentives for R&D investments and a Science Park was set 
up toencourage interaction between university and company researchers. R&D as a proportion of GNP grew 
from 0.2 per cent in 1978 to 0.9 per cent in 1987. Despite the increased R&D activities, the R&D capability 
is still very weak compared with that in South Korea and Taiwan [Wilkinsan; 46-IJ. Regarding 
telecommunication, since the late 1970s, ST bas experimented withand developed several new technologies 
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and networks with the potential to augment various existing ones. Significant among these are fiberoptics, 
Teleview and ISDN. Nowadays, ST enjoys astrong financial position which enables to be totally self-reliant 
in funding R&D [Noam; 273, 276]. 
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C9: Telecommunication Policies of Hong Kong 

C9. 1: Reguiatory Body 

Legal Foundations for Regulations of Telecommunication 
Telecommunication in Hong Kong is governed by the Telecommunication Ordinance and the Telephone 
Ordinance which form part of the Laws of Hong Kong. The Telecommunication Ordinance describes among 
other things that no person should establish or maintain a means of telecommunication within Hong Kong 
without a license. The Telephone Ordinance concerns gavernanee of relations between the Hong Kong 
government and HKT (Hong Kong Telecom) (~basic services). It includes provisions for the determination of 
rates chargeable by Hong Kong Telephone Company (HKTC) H basic services). 

The Licence and Reguiatory Agreement allows Hong Kong Telecom International (HKTI) H basic services) to 
provide exclusive international telecommunication services in return for a 7 per cent royalty on receipts 
payable to the Hong Kong government, which also has right of approval over the campany's charges. The 
royalty percentage is subject to varlation at five-year intervals during 1988-2006 [Noam; 245]. 

Office of the Telecommunication Authority 
To oversee the era of competition in 1993 an independent regulator has been set up known as the Office of 
the Telecommunication Authority (OFT A), headed by a Director-General who reports to the Secretary of the 
Economie Services Branch of the government (ESB). To promote competitive entry OFT A has taken 
authority over the allocation of telephone numbers to ensure number portability, both geographically and 
between operators. The precondition for successful entry is the ability to interconneet with the dominant 
network with guaranteed service and technica] quality at a reasonable price. OFTA is also overseeing the 
revenue-sharing arrangements which will give the new entrants an average of 28 per cent of international 
revenues from traffic routed through their dornestic networks. HKTC continues to receive 40 per cent, the 
12 per cent difference being intended to compensate HKTC for its universa] service obligation, for example 
when it supplies the PSTN to Hong Kong's outer islands. OFT A is also pioneering in Asia ways to 
introduce economie pricing into the allocation of one of Hong Kong's scarce resources, radio spectrum [Ure; 
24-25]. 

C9.2: Basic Services 

The Dornestic Public Switched Telephone Network 
In 1882 the first public telephone service, with fifteen subscribers, became operational. By 1905 this venture 
had become the China and Japan Telephone Company and had been granted a twenty-five-year license. In 
1925 the company was taken over by the newly formed HKTC, to which the government granted the sole 
right to supply and operate the dornestic PSTN fora period of fifty years. In 1975 the campany's exclusive 
franchise tooperatea dornestic voice telephone network was extended for twenty years to 1995 [Noam; 244]. 

When HKTC' s monopoly over the dornestic PSTN expired, three new companies have been selected for 
Fixed Telecommunication Network Services (FTNS). The new entrants are Hutchison Telecom, New World 
Telephone and Wharf Holding's New T&T. The strategy of Hutchison Telecom is focused upon the 
business services market by providing a high-speed SDH data transmission network, and also upon 
leveraging its dominant position in the cellular mobile and paging markets by providing its own fixed-wire 
connections, and direct delivery to HKTI' s international gateway H value added services). Under a separate 
licence Wharf has a cable TV franchise which will provide direct access to a residential market, and by 
developing braadband interactive services along an extensive optica] fibre backbone, Wharf hopes to 
penetrate the business sectoralso through its company New T&T. New World Telephone aims to focus on 
value added services, and with a new generation of personal communication services (PCS), mobile data, 
and microwave links between computer networks on the horizon it is anticipated that the company willlook 
to new technologies rather than fixed-wire investment to provide the niche market opportunities [Ure; 23-24]. 
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International Network and Voice Services 
In 1948, The British company Cable & Wireless (C&W) was granted exclusive license to provide all of 
Hong Kong's international network and voice services and link them with the dornestic network of HKTC. 
By 1981 C&W established C&W HongKong (C&WHK), now HKTI, as its local subsidiary, holding 80 per 
cent, with the HongKong government having the other 20 per cent. HKTI exclusive license expires in 2006 
[Noam; 244]. 

Hong Kong enjoys very good international services; IDD service is available to 230 countries and 1,200 
cities in China. The IDD service currently handles over 80 per cent of outgoing international telephone 
traffic [Noam; 245]. 

At present, Hong Kong is directly connected to six submarine cable systems. The Okinawa-Luzon-Hong 
Kong submarine cable system connects Hong Kong to the Philippines, Japan and North America. The 
Singapore-Rong Kong-Taiwan submarine cable system links Hong Kong with ASEAN, Australia and 
Europe. The HJK optica} fibre cable system connects HongKong, Japan, South Korea and North America. 
The HONTAI-2 optica} fibre cable system connects HongKong and Taiwan. The Asia Pacific Cable (APC) 
system links HongKong to Malaysia, Singapore, Taiwan and Japan. The TVH optica} fibre submarine cable 
system connects Hong Kong to Thailand and Vietnam since February 1996. 
HKTI has established an earth station at Stanley Fort which provides access to various satellites, including 
INTELSAT and INMARSAT satellites over the Pacific Ocean and Indian Ocean, Palapa B2P, AsiaSat-1 and 
APSTAR-1 [Internet_3J. 

Despite the wide range of international telecommunication services, large multinational corporations often 
express frustration with Hong Kong's lag in providing the range of services available in North America and 
Europe, for example, and with high costs and bureaueratic procedural matters compared to those in other 
countries [Noam; 245]. 

Involvement of the British Government 
HKTC and HKTI, both private companies as far as the Hong Kong government is concerned, have been the 
exclusive telecommunication services organisations in Hong Kong until 1995. However, the British 
government was the sole shareholder of C& W from 1946 until it was reorganised as a public lirnited 
company and offered to the public beginning in 1981. Though C&W is privatised, the British government 
retains effective control through a 'golden share' that confers a veto right over whatever the company may 
do. As a de facto instrumentality of the British government, the Hong Kong government has historically not 
concerned itself with the local activities of the organisations since 1946. Sirnilarly, before 1946, British 
colonial government would not norrnally introde into the local activities of 'home country' companies [Naam: 

244] . 

Hong Kong Telecom 
HKTC has historically been independent of C&W, although the two shared a close working relationship. 
During 1983-1984 C& W purchased a majority holding in HKTC, ending its independe nee. This effectively 
placed Hong Kong's dornestic telephone service and international telecommunication services under the 
same corporate management. In early 1988 the corporate structure of these companies was rationalised when 
a new holding company, HKT, was set up. lt holds a 100 per cent interest in HKTC and a 100 per cent 
interest in HKTI. Additionally it holds interests (usually 100 per cent) in a group of non-regulated 
telecommunication services companies that had been deregulated subsidiaries of the regulated HKTC. Some 
of HKTC's unregulated subsidiaries are Communication Services Ltd. (CSL), which handles HKTC's 
product lines and unregulated services H value added services); DataCom which includes Datapak, a data 
network service <~ value added services); Computasia, which sells data processing services <~ value added services); 

and HKTC properties, which is set up for developing and rnanaging the real estate. 
HKT is owned in turn by the forrner owners of HKTC and HKTI. These owners, and their initial shares of 
the new holding company are C&W plc (the United Kingdom) 79.5 per cent, HongKong government 11 per 
cent and public sharebolders 9.5 per cent. In December 1988 the first two sold part of their holdings in a 
global stock offering. In March 1989 an entity of the Chinese government, China International Trust & 
Investment Corp. (CITIC), bought a 20 per cent stake from C&W. At that point, ownership of HKT was 
about 58.6 per cent C&W plc, 20 per cent CITIC, 18 per cent public and 3.4 per cent Hong Kong 
government. Later on the government sold its remaining stake [Noam: 244-245] . 
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One of the major problems between HKTC and HKTI is the fee split. Because they are sibling companies, it 
is obviously in the group's interest for HKTC to receive a relatively small fee, since the company is subject 
to deregulation on profits and rate of return H pricing palicy). On the other hand, it is to the public's advantage 
for HKTC to receive relatively large fees. There have been disagreements on this matter what has generated 
pressure to open the international market toother carriers [Naam; 225]. 

Regional Collaboration 
As a British colony, Hong Kong's diplomatic relations are handled by London. Working relations withother 
telecomrnunication authorities result almost exclusively from HKTI's commercial relationships with other 
international carriers and the national authorities with whom the international carriers interact A special 
case is collaboration with China [Naam; 225]. In 1993, HKT and C&W forrned the joint venture Great Bastem 
Comrnunication to promote investment in the region, including China [Ure; 23]. China's telephone density has 
increased fromjust 0.7 per cent in 1988 to 3.3 per cent in 1994, but it is still far below the penetration level 
in HongKong. From July 1997, China's telecomrnunication infrastructure will be the driving force for Hong 
Kong's telecommunication sector28 [TP 1996; 28]. 

C9.3: Leased Lines, Private Networks and Pub/ie Networks 

HKTC does not have a franchise for data services, so there are no restrictions on the development of private 
or public data networks. Therefore it is not required to go to the telephone company to obtain circuits; it is 
possible to obtain a government license to operate a network. 
Leased lines are readily available at speeds up to the E-1 level. In genera!, however, HKTC discomages the 
use of private lines and the development of private networks. Because most leased lines are for data rather 
than voice, the company's preferred solution is that customers conneet to Datapak, its PSDN H value added 

services). Nevertheless, there is widespread use and resell of leased lines. Because Hong Kong serves as a 
regional headquarters for many multinational companies, extensive leased line facilities are used to conneet 
local offices to HKTI. Additionally, many multinationals use Hong Kong as a comrnunication switching 
centre fortheir own international private networks [Naam; 255]. 

C9.4: Customer Premises Equipment 

In the early 1980s, the govemment decided to open the customer premises equipment market Before the 
1980s, HKTC had a monopoly to supply, install and maintain customer premises equipment, but now it can 
be connected to the network when type approval and 'perrnission to connect' is granted by HKTC. Once 
approval is obtained, vendors can freely market the items, and HKTC will conneet it. Obtaining approval, 
however, has sometimes involved a lengthy process and outside vendors have complained that HKT' s 
subsidiaries got approval more readily than they. 
Since liberalisation of the customer premises equipment market, HKTC continued with the provision of 
customer premises equipment, because it was seen as a very lucrative activity. Tosome degree HKTC has a 
market advantage because everyone knows it is a part of the telephone company [Naam; 247]. 

C9.5: Value Added Services 

Deregulation in the early 1980s opened the market to some value added services. It did not explicitly open 
the market to value added data services, but it did lead to a change in the market environment that enabled 
value added data services to develop. To be more specific, value added data services have never been 
prohibited in the dornestic market, because HKTC exclusive franchise has been interpreted as extending 
only to dornestic switched voice services since the early 1970s. The appearance of value added data services 

28 Hong Kongis ceded by the first of July 1997 to China. Hong Kong will be seen as a 'Special Administrative Region' with a large extent of 
autonomy [EVD Hang Kang; 10-11]. 
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in the early 1980s was effected by the opening of the customer premises equipment market International 
value added data services, however, may run afoul of the HKTI exclusive franchise for 'telegraphy' [Noam; 

245]. Foreign ownership in value added services is not limited; by 1994 there were 30 international operators 
providing value added services [Ure; 25]. 

To be competitive on the value added services market HKTC has set up the unregulated subsidiaries CSL, 
Computasia and DataCom (including Datapak). The bulk of HKTC's product lines and unregulated services 
are handled through CSL. These include data message switching, Viewdata, cellular mobile telephony and 
telephone directory advertising. Computasia sells data processing services to the telephone company group 
as well as computer software and processing services to organisations in Hong Kong and abroad. Datapak is 
a local switched and circuit switched service including access to international public data networks, 
facsimile support services, 2-wire and 4-wire private circuits, and 56 kbps and 1.5 Mbps digital services 
[Noam; 247-248, 251]. 

HKTI provides a wide range of international value added services such as electrooie mailbox, data 
communication and store-and-forward facsimile over international private leased circuits. As at March 1996, 
a total of 100 Heences were issued. The company also provides the Hong Kong gateway for the international 
packet switched data service which supports high quality, secure and effective data transmission world-wide 
[Jnternet_3]. 

Hong Kong's most spectacular value added services markets are cellular mobile, CT-2 and pager networks. 
By mid-1994 there were four operators of cellular mobile services with close to 400,000 subscribers. On 
offer are AMPS and T ACS analogue systems, US Digital AMPS and GSM. These cellular mobile operators 
can now revenue-share on IDD calls they route directly to HKTI. More cellular and personal communication 
network (PCN) licenses are expected to be issued over the next few years, without preconditions on which 
technologies may be offered. In addition, Hong Kong boosts three CT-2 operators serving 165,000 
subscribers by mid-1994 and more than 30 paging companies providing a market of over 1.3 million 
subscribers [Ure; 25]. E-mail is of growing importance, but in 1993, it was still mostly confined to universities 
and individual enthusiasts using the Internet29

• Local databases are also very limited. The government
sponsored Trade Development Council is slowly but steadily building a clientele for its trade databases, but 
a similar effort, begun by the General Chamber of Commerce in 1992, has collapsed. Besides, the University 
of Hong Kong Law On-line Database Service has launched a part academie and part commercial on-line 
service providing access to Hong Kong and Chinese Laws and other Chinese economie and social data. 
Hong Kong does not yet have a territory-wide EDI work, although private systems do operate, in the 
shipping industry for example. The government encouraged a private consortium of major corporations, 
including HKT, to set up TradeLink tooperatea gateway, a Community Electronic Trading Service, to the 
relevant government departments for applications for textile quotas, custom declarations, bills of loading, 
certificates of origin, etc. However, progress has been painfully slow and without widely accepted Chinese 
character software the penetratien of EDI into Hong Kong's over 300,000 small and medium-sized firms 
will nothappen [Ure; 26]. 

C9.6: Equipment Praeurement 

HKTC and HKTI enjoy complete freedom to procure equipment from whoroever they choose. In earlier 
years they purchased the great bulk of it from British firms. In the 1980s there was a substantial shift to 
Japanese suppliers along with the acquisition of minor supplies and equipment from local manufacturers. 
There has been a great deal of collaboration within HKT on equipment procurement, but no collaboration 
with organisations outside the group [Noam; 251]. 

C9. 7: Pricing Policy 

In the 1950s and early 1960s, telephone services provided by HKTC often lagged bebind the growth in 

29 Despite appearances, Hong Kong' s image of being a high techno1ogy-using economy is flawed. In 1993, about 28 per cent of the total popu1ation 
had a computer at home and on1y 21 per cent of these computers were connected by a modem [Ure; 26] . 
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demand, leading to a long waiting list. Consequently, opportunities for corruption were great. To tackle 
these problems, the company sought the advice of consultancy firms. In 1964, one of the consultancy 
reports, "The Morgan Report", recommended rental increases to finance the expansion of the telephone 
system so as to clear the waiting list and to meet new demand for telephone services. HKTC foliowed this 
recommendation and made an application to the government for permission to implement rental increases. 
The Financial Secretary at that time argued that if rental increases to finance new assets are allowed, the 
'excess charges' would enable the company to eam 'excess profits'. To prevent such an outcome, the 
Financial Secretary proposed some form of dividend control and recommended the creation of a 
development fund. Excess profits would then be transferred to the development fund and the accumulated 
fund would then be used for financing new assets. However the government failed to reach an agreement 
with HKTC. After further discussion, HKTC subrnitted a second application in which they reduced the 
ex tent of the rental increases. The government finally arrived at a solution with HKTC. Although the rental 
increases were further cut by the government, HKTC was compensated with a reduction in the royalty to be 
paid each year for the exclusive franchise and the abolition of the 50 per cent discount formerly given to 
official governmentallines. In assessing the adequacy of the rental adjustment, it was agreed that a return of 
9 per cent on average capital employed should be the target profit margin. Should the actual return fall in 
short or exceed this target, however, it did not mean that rentals would be automatically revised. HKTC did 
not apply for an increase in rentals until1973. 
As a consequence of the rising Iabour and material costs, the rate of return on average capital employed feil 
from 10.1 per cent in 1972 to 8.9 per cent in 1973. The government allowed HKTC to increase rentals in 
January 1974, so that the company could eam a reasonable rate of return. However, production costs 
continued to soar rapidly in 1974. These rising costs, coupled with the depressed state of the stock market, 
meant that HKTC had to rely on borrowing to finance expansion and repayment of interests on previous 
loans. As a result, in August 1974, HKTC sought new rental increases of 71 per cent. Despite the increased 
rentals, the rate of return dropped in 1974 to 7.8 per cent and therefore the government established a 
Commission of Inquiry to investigate HKTC's operations. The Commission subrnitted a report in 1975 with 
a Scheme of Control as recommendation. The Scheme of Control restnets the rate of return from basic 
telephone service that can be distributed tosharebolders to no more than 16 per cent of shareholder funds30

• 

Of the excess above 16 per cent, 80 per cent must be transferred to the development fund and 20 per cent to 
capital reserves. After the introduetion of the Scheme of Control in 1976, the financial position of HKTC 
improved greatly. Furthermore, from 1976 to 1991 HKTC distributed every year a share of its profit to the 
development fund, what means the company could, in effect, eam more than the perrnitted rate of 16 per 
cent. For this reason, HKTC asked fora new form of price control [TP 1996; 18-20]. 

In 1993 the Scheme of Control system is on request of HKTC replaced by a price cap system [Ure; 25]. This 
means HKTC is not perrnitted to increase the overall charges of its telephone services by more than the 
Consumer Price Index (CPI) minus four per cent. Within the overall price-cap, there are two sub-caps, CPI-4 
per cent and CPI-3 per cent, to regulate the increase of exchange line conneetion charge and the residential 
line rental respectively. Because a price cap system forbids extreme price increases, it is an incentive to 
improve efficiency [TP 1996; 221. 

Table C9-1: Y early rentals of telephone lines 
source: [TP 1996; 23] 

30 In devising a control scheme for HKTC, the 1975 Commission of Inquiry had considered three bases on which the permitted return might be 
calculated. They were returnbasedon fixed assets, returnbasedon capital employed, andreturn basedon shareholders ' funds. The Commission 
finally recommended the use of shareholders' funds , as this would avoid the question of gearing. It was argued that if the permitled return was 
based on fixed assets or capital employed, a regulated firm would borrow as much as possible, provided that the permitled rate of return was 
higher than the interest rate payable [TP 1 996; 51 9]. 
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Table C9-1 shows the annual nominal and real rentals (based on 1964 prices) of business and residential 
telephone lines since 1964 [TP 1996; 23]. Because the charges are based on a fixed fee, business telephones are 
economical and convenient. Shopkeepers freely allow customers and even passers-by to use their telephone 
[Noam; 251]. 

IDD from households and business telephones and declining rates have greatly broadened access [Noam; 254] . 

Rates are largely set by the carriers and international conventions and are less regulated than dornestic 
services. The major issues arise from toll-splitting arrangements. Dissension is caused by the difference 
between what Hong Kong pays foreign carriers to conneet its outbound calls and what Hong Kong receives 
for connecting inbound calls. This is a set of bilateral, generally intergovernmental issues [Noam; 252] . In 
1991, a study conducted by Milton Mueller (1991) concluded that, because of HKTI monopoly right, tariffs 
for international telephone services were unreasonably high. The net profit margin on long-distance calls 
had increased from 40 per cent in 1983 to 60 per cent in 198831

• In 1993 HKTI agreed to deercase the overall 
price by 8 per cent in 1993 and by 2 per cent both in 1994 and 1995, but an aggregate reduction of 12 per 
cent in international rates would still allow HKTI to earn a very attractive profit [TP 1996; 22·23]. 

Prices for leased lines vary with the length and speed of the connection. Rates in this area have fallen, so in 
1991 an E-1 (2.048 Mbps) dornestic circuit cost about the same as one at only 56 kbps in 1987 and the 
slower speed was some 75 per cent cheaper than it had been [Noam; 251 , 254]. 

C9.8: Scientific lnstitutions 

The Hong Kong government sees the need to speed up the rate of technology diffusion in order to match the 
other East Asian NICs in their efforts to make the transition to a higher value added economy. The 
government bas substantially increased its education spending, including a new University of Science and 
Technology, and a major expansion in tertiary education, and has merged earlier advisory bodies into an 
lndustry and Technology Development Council (ITDC) supported by a Technology Review Board and a 
Technology Committee. The Research Grants Council, set up in 1991, allocates and monitors academie 
research funding, and in another initiative Hong Kong Applied Research and Development Funds Ltd was 
established to provide matching funds for private companies. The government also sponsored the Hong 
Kong Productivity Council, the Vocational Training Council, and, since 1993, the lndustrial Technology 
Centre designed to provide floor space for young technology-based companies, but plans for a science park 
have yet to be realised [Ure; 27]. Lui and Chui (1991) underline the weakness of Hong Kong's technological 
capability: "Hong Kong, while largely successful in competing in the international market as a 
subcontractor for many electronic consumer products, lacks wel/ developed supporting industries and a 
substantial R&D capability. This makes it difficult for the industry to diversify into other areas of 
knowiedge-intensive and potentially high value added production" [Wilkinson; 160]. 

31 HKT had used some of its surplus from international services to subsidise Iocal services. If HKT had not provided such a subsidy, the net profit 
margin for international services would have reached 75 per cent [TP 1996; 522]. 
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C1 0: Characteristics of South Korea 

Transport Sector Economie Indicators 
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Foreign Direct lnvestment Education 
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C11 : Characteristics of Taiwan 

Transport Sector Economie Indicators 
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Electranies Sector Trade-Intensity 
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Taiwan's Export Partners 
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C12: Characteristics of Singapore 

Transport Sector Economie Indicators 
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Electronics Sector Trade-Intensity 
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C13: Characteristics of HongKong 

Transport Sector Economie Indicators 
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Composition of Economy 
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Electronics Sector Trade-lntensity 
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Foreign Direct investment Education 
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Level of Development 

Current GNP eer caeita [US$) 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 
HongKong 330 300 330 580 900 2180 5210 6090 11490 20430 
Singapore 490 550 950 2550 4550 7120 11160 28540 
South Korea 50 110 150 100 270 580 1620 2320 5400 10070 
Taiwan 90 140 220 380 960 2270 3150 8100 12370 
sourees: [TSDB], [World Tab les] 

Country Size 

Poenlation [million) 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 
HongKong (1034 km2) 1.91 2.49 3.06 3.60 3.96 4.40 5.06 5.46 5.70 6.19 
Singapore (581 km2) 1.02 1.31 1.63 1.88 2.08 2.26 2.28 2.48 2.71 2.99 
South Korea (98480 km2) 20.36 21.47 25.01 28.71 32.24 35.28 38.12 40.81 42.87 44.85 
Taiwan (35150 km2) 7.48 9.08 10.79 12.63 14.68 16.15 17.64 19.11 20.22 21.22 
sourees: [ADB] , [DY], [SY], [WPP], [WFB], [Wor1d Tab1es] 

Rural Areas 

Urban eoeulation as % of total eoeu1ation 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 
HongKong 79% 88% 89% 90% 90% 90% 93% 94% 95% 
Singapore 57% 65% 77% 81% 100% 100% 100% 
South Korea 18% 25% 28% 34% 37% 48% 57% 65% 72% 78% 
Taiwan 54% 56% 58% 62% 77% 
sourees: [DY], [HOR], [IMD], [SOC], [SY], [TSDB] 

National Consensus on the Role ofTelecommunication 

fnvestment in telecommunication as % of GDP 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 
HongKong 1.7% 1.2% 2.6% 3.3% 
Singapore 1.8% 2.0% 2.7% 2.5% 1.8% 
South Korea 3.4% 3.0% 2.4% 
Taiwan 2.8% 2.2% 2.0% 2.1% 
souree : [ST ARS] 



State of Transport Sector 

Investment in transe. & comm. as % of GDP 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 
HongKong 2.5% 2.6% 2.1% 1.9% 2.5% 
Singapore 1.0% 2.4% 2.9% 1.0% 0.7% 
South Korea 1.4% 1.4% 0.8% 1.2% 0.3% 0.7% 
Taiwan [reconstruction and communication] 1.9% 2.2% 1.6% 2.5% 3.7% 3.9% 4.1% 
sourees : [ADB], [TSDB] 

Roads [km] 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 
HongKong 813 908 976 1074 1162 1323 1484 1600 

Singapore 1335 1760 1938 2167 2356 2645 2900 
South Korea 27160 28146 40244 44905 46951 52264 61300 
Taiwan 16616 16512 20000 20200 
sourees : [IMDS], [SY], [SY A&P] 

Passenger cars [1000) 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 
HongKong 6.4 17.4 32.5 56.1 97.1 120.3 181.5 160.9 214.9 

Singapore 12.7 42 66.8 108.4 147.1 149 164.5 236.2 286.8 

South Korea 2.3 6.6 12.8 16.3 60.7 106.3 249.1 556.7 2047.9 
Taiwan 1.6 4.8 8.1 15.1 50 147 294.8 825 2328.4 
sourees: [IMDS], [SY], [SY A&P], [TSDB] 

Commercial vehicles [1000) 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 
HongKong 2.9 3.7 9.6 19.5 29.2 44.5 60.4 81.4 131.8 
Singapore 7.1 10.9 14.9 23 37.5 46.3 84.5 118.3 126.9 
South Korea 9.4 11.1 18.6 25.2 64.7 87.6 269.4 541 1308.4 
Taiwan 3.4 7.1 10.9 17.5 49 60.8 70 415 530 
sourees: [IMDS], [SY], [SY A&P], [TSDB] 

Railwal [kmJ 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 
HongKong 56 56 61 100 100 100 
Singapore 
South Korea 2775 2846 2977 2980 3193 3152 3152 3152 3152 
Taiwan 936 950 950 976 1000 1000 1100 1100 1100 
sourees : [IMDS], [SY], [SY A&P] 

Railwal freight [million ton-km) 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 
HongKong 2.8 6.1 12 31 30 52 39 52 70 
Singapore 
South Korea 1041 1875 3282 4815 7488 9293 10549 12296 13663 
Taiwan 691 1642 2053 2415 2631 2702 2716 2300 1746 
sourees: [IMDS], [SY], [SY A&P] 



Merchant shi22ing [1000 tonsJ 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 
Hong Kong 222 270 428 837 671 419 171 7 6858 6565 7703 
Singapore 11 4 77 424 3892 7664 6505 7928 11895 
South Korea 129 849 1624 4344 7169 7783 7004 
Taiwan 282 638 1166 1450 2039 4328 5766 5996 
sourees : [IMDS], [SY], [SY A&P] 

International sea-borne shi22ing* [1000m3tonJ 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 
Hong Kong 1242 1586 2162 2472 30 11 5083 8940 16429 22528 2721 6 
Singapore 6123 5372 8108 15973 19372 32412 43750 81567 11 4800 
South Korea 33 322 53 1 1577 3589 9985 22682 31899 47505 73189 
Taiwan 152 1266 1923 3629 4293 4301 9095 16090 15439 16741 
sourees : [IMDS], [SY], [SY A&P], [TSDB] * Loading goods 

International sea-borne shi22ing* [1000m3tonJ 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 
Hong Kong 2833 4169 5927 9168 10629 125 18 24623 37226 52272 57312 
Singapore 10601 9757 13574 26864 33561 48550 59237 106224 158900 
South Korea 37 2879 245 1 5174 18695 351 42 71353 lOl l il 172272 2462 12 
Taiwan 259 1860 2805 5102 1313 1 23329 51169 60496 102329 1191 17 
sourees: [IMDS], [SY], [SY A&P], [TSDB] * Unloading goods 

Aviation freight [million ton-kmJ 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 
Hong Kong 2.3 5.3 13 74.1 122 153 459 
Singapore 9.3 147. 1 544 981 1653 
South Korea O.D2 0. 16 0.1 2 6.8 293.2 836 1309 2459 
Taiwan 1.54 2.15 1.59 1.8 46.7 527.2 1035 1839 3671 
sourees : [IMDS], [SY], [SY A&P], [TSDB] 

Electricity Network 

E1ectricitl: consum2tion [kWh 2er inhabitantJ 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 
Hong Kong 753 1, 142 1,460 2,158 2,9 17 4, 181 
Singapore 571 934 1,625 2,71 8 3,577 5,238 
South Korea 76 188 471 859 1,243 2,202 
Taiwan 397 614 1,380 2,257 2,652 4,087 
souree: [ADB] 



Foreign Currency 

Forei&!! exchange reserves [million US$] 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 
HongKong 
Singapore 1005 2996 6491 12686 27535 68349 
South Korea 236 584 777 2912 2829 14459 30414 
Taiwan 275 338 1074 2205 22556 72441 90310 
souree : [ADB] 

Investment Climate 

Average annual ra te of inflation 50-'55 55-'60 60-'65 65-'70 70-'75 75-'80 80-'85 85-'90 90-'95 
HongKong 1.1% 1.0% 1.4% 4.5% 1.5% 6.7% 8.4% 7.8% 9.3% 
Singapore 2.9% 0.2% 1.1% 1.1% 9.0% 8.2% 9.2% 7.0% 2.5% 
South Korea 99.4% 9.8% 17.2% 10.0% 15.3% 17.2% 7.1% 5.5% 6.0% 
Taiwan 21.0% 9.1 o/o 2.2% 4.4% 12.2% 8.7% 3.9% 2.1 o/o 3.7% 
sourees: [ADB], [SY], [TSDB], [World Tables] 

Exchange rate to US$ 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 
Hong Kong [HK$] 5.8 5.8 5.7 5.7 6.1 4.9 5.1 7.8 7.8 7.7 
Singapore [S$] 3.1 3.1 3.1 3.1 3.1 2.4 2.1 2.2 1.8 1.4 
South Korea [Won] 2.5 50.0 63.8 271 317 484 607 870 708 771 
Taiwan [NT$] 39.9 40.1 40.0 38.0 36.0 39.8 26.9 26.5 
sourees: [ADB], [SY], [TSDB] 

Real deJ!OSit interest rates* [% l!er l:ear J 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 
HongKong 5.4% -2.4% 0.3% -2.0% 0.6% -2.2% 1.7% 
Singapore 3.5% 4.0% 0.1 o/o 4.0% 5.4% -0.1 o/o 4.2% 
South Korea 6.4% 6.3% -0.4% 2.1 o/o 7.0% 1.8% 1.5% 
Taiwan 7.4% 6.3% 9.3% -3.1 o/o 2.9% 5.6% 4.6% 

sourees : [ADB], [SY], [World Tables] *On 12 months time deposits 

Gross dornestic investment as % of GDP 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 
HongKong 10.1% 18.4% 28.0% 16.3% 20.8% 36.0% 21.0% 29.1 o/o 29.5% 
Singapore 11 .4% 21.9% 38.7% 37.5% 46.2% 42.4% 35.0% 32.0% 
South Korea 12.2% 11.1 o/o 15.2% 26.9% 28.2% 33.4% 31.6% 30.0% 38.1% 
Taiwan 16.1% 0.0% 21.4% 0.0% 30.5% 34.7% 22.7% 27.3% 

sourees: [Balassa], [TSDB], [WOR], [World Tables], [Zahid] 



Gross dornestic saving as % of GDP 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 
HongKong 1.6% 8.7% 23.6% 23 .2% 28.7% 36.0% 33.2% 31.0% 29.6% 

Singapore -0.8% 12.0% 19.3% 29.0% 38.8% 40.6% 45.6% 52.0% 

South Korea 5.2% 2.3% 8.6% 15.5% 18.1% 23.8% 31 .4% 36.2% 35.9% 
Taiwan 9.1% 12.7% 19.6% 25.4% 27.4% 32.8% 34.1% 26.8% 26.1% 
sourees: [ADB], [SY], [TSDB], [World Tables] 

Inward foreign direct investment [Iearii average] 70-74 75-79 80-84 85-89 
HongKong [million HK$] 361 1041 4319 12524 

Singapore [million S$] 558 895 2951 5127 

South Korea [billion Won] 3.5 62.6 258.2 414 

Taiwan [million NT$] 3264 5910 23685 

souree : [WID] 

Origin offorei8!! direct inv. ~Rong Kong2 [%) 1982 1986 1990 1993 
United States 46.7 41.2 30.6 28.1 

European Union 14.2 10.9 15.5 12.4 

Japan 30.1 20.5 31.5 34.1 

Other 9 27.4 22.3 25.4 

souree : [Lloyd] 

Orig!n offorei8!! direct inv. ~Singa~re2 [%) 1982 1986 1990 1993 
Uni ted S tates 32.3 36.7 37.4 39.2 

European Union 36.7 30 27.2 25.7 

Japan 17 24 28.2 28.2 

Other 14 9.3 7.1 6.9 

souree : [Lloyd] 

Orig!n of foreign direct inv. ~Sou tb Korea2 [%) 1982 1986 1990 1993 
United States 29.1 29.5 28.7 29.3 

European Union 13.1 9.5 15.5 23.1 

Japan 47.1 52.3 48.2 41 

Other 10.7 8.6 7.7 6.6 

souree : [Lloyd] 

Origin offorei8!! direct inv. !Taiwan2 [%) 1982 1986 1990 1993 
United States 30.3 29.2 24.9 24.7 

European Union 9.2 12.9 15.6 14.8 

Japan 20.9 25.2 29.3 28.9 

Other 39.6 32.7 30.2 31.7 

souree : [Lloyd] 



ForeiS!! affiliates [number] 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 
HongKong 1547 2092 2464 

Singapore 895 706 809 

South Korea 1473 1891 2821 

Taiwan 32 86 296 1288 21 88 2737 3471 4764 

sourees: [TSDB], [WID] 

Sectoral Distribution 

Share of aS!jculture in GDP 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 
HongKong 3% 3% 3% 2% 2% 1% 1% 1% 0% 0% 

Singapore 4% 3% 2% 2% 1% 1% 0% 0% 

South Korea 50% 47% 40% 43% 27% 25% 16% 14% 8% 7% 

Taiwan 36% 33% 31 % 26% 18% 15% 9% 7% 4% 4% 

sourees : [ADB], [SY], [TSDB], [World Tables] 

Share of indust!:I in GDP 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 
HongKong 10% 22% 27% 29% 33% 26% 25% 25% 20% 12% 

Singapore 14% 15% 23% 26% 31 % 26% 31 % 28% 

South Korea 12% 11 % 17% 17% 24% 29% 32% 33% 32% 29% 

Taiwan 13% 16% 20% 24% 30% 35% 39% 42% 38% 31% 

sourees: [ADB], [SY], [TSDB], [World Tables] 

Share of construction in GDP 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 
HongKong 6% 5% 10% 14% 4% 5% 7% 5% 5% 5% 

Singapore 3% 5% 7% 8% 6% 11 % 8% 7% 

South Korea 1% 3% 3% 3% 5% 5% 9% 8% 12% 14% 

Taiwan 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 4% 5% 5% 

sourees : [ADB], [SY], [TSDB], [World Tables] 

Share of wholesale & trade in GDP 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 
HongKong 19% 19% 20% 19% 21 % 23% 25% 27% 

Singapore 33% 34% 28% 27% 25% 17% 17% 18% 

South Korea 7% 12% 13% 13% 16% 17% 14% 14% 13% 11 % 

Taiwan 17% 15% 16% 16% 15% 15% 15% 15% 14% 

sourees: [ADB], [SY], [TSDB], [World Tables] 



Share of transl!!!rt & communication in GDP 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 
HongKong 15% 9% 9% 11 % 8% 7% 7% 8% 9% 10% 
Singapore 14% 12% 11 % 11 % 13% 13% 13% 12% 
South Korea 3% 3% 5% 4% 7% 6% 6% 8% 7% 7% 
Taiwan 4% 4% 5% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 
sourees : [ADB], [SY], [TSDB], [World Tables] 

Share of other in GDP 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 
HongKong 32% 25% 33% 42% 39% 38% 41% 46% 
Singapore 32% 31% 29% 26% 24% 32% 31% 35% 
South Korea 27% 24% 22% 20% 21% 18% 23% 23% 28% 32% 
Taiwan 25% 25% 24% 25% 24% 26% 26% 32% 40% 
sourees: [ADB], [SY], [TSDB], [World Tables] 

Currencl: in circulation 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 
HongKong [million HK$] 914 1852 2222 3652 8367 16857 37694 71335 
Singapore [million S$] 380 473 682 1638 3137 4739 7109 9907 
South Korea [billion Won] 14 32 134 507 1856 3286 7011 11989 
Taiwan [billion NT$] 3 5.6 13.3 38.9 110.4 182.8 354.7 516 
sourees: [ADB], [SY A&P], [TSDB] 

M2/GDP* 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 
HongKong 90.7% 76.2% 97.0% 71.6% 153.7% 2 16.3% 237.6% 
Singapore 56.1% 65.2% 60.7% 64.0% 72.3% 91.3% 86.0% 
South Korea 19.7% 33.6% 30.8% 33.0% 34.8% 38.3% 43.8% 
Taiwan 25.8% 33.0% 41.2% 56.1% 64.9% 111.7% 144.7% 182.9% 

sourees: [ADB], [IFS], [Peebles], [SY] , [TSDB], [World Tab les] * M2 = Quasi money + Net currency + Net deposit money 

ForeiG!! visitors [1000] 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 
HongKong 24 37.8 163.7 406.5 907.3 1295.5 2279 3370 5933 10200 
Singapore 90.1 98.5 632.1 1324.3 2562 3373 4842 6422 
South Korea 8.7 33.5 232.8 632.8 976 1875 2959 3753 
Taiwan 14.9 23.6 133.7 539.8 853.1 1393 1452 1934 2332 
sourees : [IMDS], [TSDB], [SY], [SY A&P] 

Emeiol:ment in agriculture as % of total 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 
HongKong 7% 6% 4% 3% 2% 2% I% 1% 
Singapore 8% 6% 4% 3% 2% 1% 0% 0% 
South Korea 65% 59% 50% 46% 34% 27% 19% 12% 
Taiwan 54% 50% 47% 37% 30% 20% 18% 13% 11 % 
sourees: [ADB], [SOC], [TSDB] 



Emelol:!!!ent in indust!I as % of total 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 
HongKong 42% 42% 43% 46% 42% 36% 28% 23% 

Singapore 15% 18% 22% 26% 30% 26% 28% 24% 

South Korea 8% 11% 15% 19% 23% 25% 27% 24% 

Taiwan 15% 17% 19% 23% 29% 33% 34% 31% 27% 

sourees : [ADB], [TSDB] 

Emelo;t:ment in other as % of total 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 
HongKong 51% 52% 53% 51% 56% 62% 71% 76% 

Singapore 77% 76% 74% 71% 68% 73% 72% 76% 

South Korea 27% 30% 35% 35% 43% 48% 54% 64% 

Taiwan 31% 33% 34% 40% 41% 47% 48% 56% 62% 

sourees: [ADB], [SOC], [TSDB] 

Manufacturing-base of electronics 

Electrical machine!I ~ISIC 3832 as % of GDP 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 
HongKong 5% 4% 2% 2% 

Singapore 0% 2% 4% 8% 9% 13% 

South Korea 1% 2% 3% 4% 6% 

Taiwan 
souree : [ISY] 

Outent of te1eehone sets [1000) 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 
HongKong 352 30857 11268 

Singapore 
South Korea 43 133 306 921 5907 ll436 

Taiwan 16 30 82 230 1758 11503 13992 

sourees: [ISY], [TSDB] 

Outent of integ!;!ted circuits [millionJ 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 
HongKong 
Singapore 
South Korea 
Taiwan 30.2 373.6 622.1 1073 3738 9147 

sourees : [ISY], [TSDB] 

Outent of radios [1000) 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 
HongKong 39022 48262 33532 8182 

Singapore 7221 17070 12824 19618 

South Korea 333 1088 4464 3972 1493 1468 

Taiwan 6655 8603 7960 5893 3823 

sourees: [ISY], [TSDB] 



OutJ!ut of television sets [1000] 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 
HongKong 19 108 602 1177 
Singapore 397 1889 1501 3040 
South Korea I 8 114 1225 6819 7849 16201 
Taiwan 50 2999 7041 4249 3542 1902 
sourees : [ISY], [TSDB] 

Wages 

Earnings in manufacturing 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 
HongKong [HK$ per day] 6.51 9.54 14.78 23.35 45.14 98.3 179.5 278 
Singapore [S$ per hour] 0.6 0.7 0.86 0.94 0.9 1.46 2.13 3.78 7.19 10.94 
South Korea [Won per month] 800 1700 2330 4600 14301 38378 146684 269652 591000 1124000 
Taiwan [T$ per day] 8.6 19.66 32.52 47.92 90.9 156 365 573 994 1383 
sourees: [ILO], [SY], [SY A&P], [TSDB] 

External Trade 

lmJ!orts [million US$] 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 
Hong Kong; including re-exports 523 651 1026 1569 2905 6757 22413 29704 82474 192651 
Singapore; including re-exports 842 1262 1332 1244 2461 8134 23589 27599 60774 125938 
South Korea 206 341 344 463 1983 7274 22292 31136 69740 175190 
Taiwan 110 190 252 555 1528 5562 20610 20595 54728 77076 
sourees: [ADB], [SY] 

EXJ!Orts [million US$] 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 
Hong Kong; including re-exports 404 444 689 1143 2514 6019 19720 30138 82160 173580 
Singapore; including re-exports 701 1101 1136 981 1554 5376 19376 22813 52730 119654 
South Korea 19 18 33 175 835 5081 17505 30238 64880 162146 
Taiwan 72 133 174 496 1562 5767 20357 31371 67036 84946 
sourees : [ADB], [SY] 

Imj!!!rts as share of GDP 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 
HongKong 100.6% 107.0% 103.6% 84.1% 81.0% 80.3% 85.0% 91.3% 115.0% 155.6% 
Singapore 192.1% 130.5% 131.4% 145.2% 197.4% 156.0% 161.6% 148.6% 
South Korea 17.2% 14.8% 9.0% 15.7% 23.5% 34.4% 35.6% 33.0% 27.5% 38.4% 
Taiwan 16.2% 19.9% 27.1% 36.2% 50.5% 34.8% 34.2% 29.6% 
sourees : [ADB], [SY], [TSDB], [World Tables] 



E!J!!!rts as share of GDP 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 
HongKong 77.7% 73.0% 69.6% 61.2% 70.1% 71 .5% 74.8% 92.6% 114.6% 140.2% 

Singapore 163.8% 102.9% 83.0% 96.0% 162.2% 128.9% 140.2% 141.2% 

South Korea 1.6% 0.8% 0.9% 5.9% 9.9% 24.1% 27.9% 32.1% 25.6% 35.6% 

Taiwan 11 .2% 17.8% 27.7% 37.5% 49.9% 53.0% 41.9% 32.6% 

sourees: [ADB], [SY], [TSDB], [Wor1d Tables] 

Quality of Labour Force 

Literac;t: rate 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 
HongKong 71 % 75% 77% 90% 88% 92% 

Singapore 46% 50% 74% 84% 86% 89% 91 % 

South Korea 76% 71 % 70% 88% 92% 96% 95% 96% 98% 

Taiwan 55% 62% 73% 77% 85% 87% 90% 92% 93% 
sourees: [DY], [HOR], [TSDB], [Wor1d Tables] 

Educational attainrnent ~Hong Kong2 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 
No Education 34.3% 42.4% 33.3% 28.5% 22.5% 18.4% 15.7% 

Primary Education 52.6% 43.8% 41.4% 42.3% 39.8% 35.6% 30.3% 

Secondary Education 9.4% 8.9% 20.5% 25.4% 30.5% 38.3% 43.3% 

Higher Education 3.7% 4.9% 4.9% 3.8% 7.1% 7.7% 10.6% 

souree : [UNESCO] 

Educational attainrnent ~SingaJ!ore2 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 
No Education 47.6% 43.7% 64.0% 

Primary Education 29.6% 38.3% 0.0% 

Secondary Education 20.9% 14.6% 31 .3% 

Higher Education 2.0% 3.4% 4.7% 

souree : [UNESCO] 

Educational attainment ~South Korea2 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 
No Education 56.9% 43.6% 25.2% 19.7% 15.4% 11 .0% 

Primary Education 29.6% 35.2% 39.2% 34.5% 27.6% 21.7% 

Secondary Education 10.9% 17.5% 28.7% 36.9% 45.3% 53.9% 

Higher Education 2.6% 3.6% 6.9% 8.9% 11.7% 13.4% 

souree : [UNESCO] 



Prima!l school enrolment ratio 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 
HongKong 87% 103% 117% 119% 107% 105% 103% 

Singapore 111 % 105% 101% 107% 106% 113% 108% 

South Korea 94% 101 % 103% 107% 110% 103% 105% 

Taiwan 92% 96% 97% 98% 99% 101 % 99% 101% 

sourees: [SY], [TSDB], [UNESCO] 

Seconda!l school enrolment ratio 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 
Hong Kong 20% 29% 36% 49% 64% 71 % 74% 

Singapore 32% 45% 45% 52% 58% 69% 70% 

South Korea 27% 35% 42% 56% 76% 89% 90% 

Taiwan 30% 74% 80% 87% 95% 

sourees : [SY], [TSDB], [UNESCO] 

Higher education enrolment ratio 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 
HongKong 4% 5% 7% 10% 11 % 13% 20% 

Singapore 6% 10% 7% 9% 8% 12% 38% 

South Korea 5% 6% 8% 10% 15% 24% 39% 

Taiwan 3% 15% 18% 23% 34% 

sourees : [SY], [TSDB], [UNESCO] 

EXJ!!:Dditure for education [% of GDP] 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 
HongKong 2.1% 2.5% 2.9% 2.7% 2.5% 2.8% 2.7% 2.9% 

Singapore 2.8% 4.3% 3.1% 2.9% 2.9% 4.6% 4.2% 4.4% 

South Korea 2.0% 1.8% 3.7% 2.2% 3.7% 4.8% 3. 1% 2.8% 

Taiwan 2.5% 2.4% 3.5% 3.1% 3.6% 4.1% 4.8% 5.8% 

sourees: [ADB], [HOR], [SY], [TDSB], [UNESCO] 

Prima!l schoo11!ul!ils 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 
HongKong 150071 210319 450400 636455 739619 642611 540260 534903 526700 

Singapore 122000 177000 284702 357075 363518 328401 291649 278060 257932 

South Korea 2370000 2877000 3621000 4941345 5749301 5599074 5658002 4798323 4868520 

Taiwan 907000 1238000 1879000 2258000 2429000 2350000 2222595 2313240 2354113 2032361 

sourees: [SY], [TDSB] , [UNESCO] 

Seconda!l school students 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 
Hong Kong 43091 48984 88700 166620 230879 368655 468975 450367 485444 

Singapore 23052 29889 59314 118509 149143 183364 180817 211489 220561 

South Korea 395456 752291 875000 1201207 1906918 3111510 4285889 4864045 4559557 

Taiwan 118408 274521 355000 664000 973000 1214000 1598028 1671052 1767835 1947022 

sourees: [SY], [TDSB], [UNESCO] 



Higher education students 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 
HongKong 1318 3064 8500 10684 25516 44482 38153 76844 88950 
Singapore 837 1574 10285 12197 13771 22607 23256 35129 55672 
South Korea 32488 88431 101000 141636 201436 297219 615452 1455759 1691429 
Taiwan 8210 22779 35000 85000 203000 289000 342528 428576 576623 720180 
sourees : [SY], [TDSB], [UNESCO] 

Prima!l school teachers 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 
HongKong 5675 8662 14881 20339 22383 20666 17937 19401 19518 
Singapore 4019 6391 8794 12100 12259 10777 9463 10264 10006 
South Korea 33705 62207 79164 101095 108126 119064 126677 136800 
Taiwan 20611 26831 41397 53522 58981 62260 68627 71853 82583 84150 
sourees : [SY], [TDSB], [UNESCO] 

Seconda!l school teachers 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 
HongKong 2672 3000 3728 7564 10542 15149 15986 18773 20183 
Singapore 514 1141 2124 4674 7513 7951 9298 10248 10755 
South Korea 11167 23898 33175 52323 83811 109546 146522 180724 
Taiwan 8822 10173 16712 26378 44050 59988 69280 76129 84260 93617 
sourees: [SY], [TDSB], [UNESCO] 

Higher education teachers 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 
HongKong 720 1127 1677 3043 3060 5928 5978 
Singapore 357 1230 1157 1448 2270 3141 4615 
South Korea 1262 6891 6801 10435 15317 21173 34300 77458 
Taiwan 1650 3149 5622 10377 13606 16495 20848 27579 35163 
sourees : [SY], [TDSB], [UNESCO] 



Telecommunication Sector 

International outgoing teleG!:ams [1000] 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 
HongKong 1051 1264 1480 1233 1417 1165 393 167 
Singapore 778 1126 1086 908 701 307 221 164 

South Korea 171 233 599 453 220 109 53 46 

Taiwan 301 502 539 339 151 74 48 
sourees: [SY], [SY A&P], [TSDB] 

Teteehones eer 100 inhabitants 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 
HongKong 2.3 3.6 7.1 14.4 23 .4 36.8 42.4 53.7 
Singapore 2.8 4.1 4.8 7.9 12.9 29.1 41.7 50.6 
South Korea 0.2 0.4 I 2.1 4 9 18.6 36.2 
Taiwan 0.5 0.6 0.8 1.7 4.8 13.1 21.9 30.9 40.2 
sourees: [ST ARS], [SY], [TSDB] 

Share of residential teleehone main lines 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 
HongKong 77.0% 75.8% 73 .9% 66.4% 60.0% 
Singapore 61.0% 73.9% 72.9% 67.2% 61.0% 
South Korea 51.0% 62.8% 78.0% 81.0% 81.0% 
Taiwan 72.9% 72.0% 
souree : [ST ARS] 

Share of urban teteehone main lines 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 
HongKong 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
Singapore 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
South Korea 86.0% 88.0% 
Taiwan 48.0% 45.0% 43.0% 
souree: [STARS] 

Telex subscribers 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 
HongKong 5646 13757 26993 21672 8714 
Singapore 276 2240 7980 16795 14156 8200 
South Korea 8 163 427 2000 4000 8938 8638 4404 
Taiwan 3 11 10389 17552 13279 3184 
sourees: [IMDS], [ST ARS], [SY A&P] 

Facsimile machines 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 
HongKong 1024 5639 111239 284926 
Singapore 6095 33269 55584 
South Korea 230000 375000 
Taiwan 21000 430000 
souree: [STARS] 



Radio l!aging subscribers 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 
HongKong 219164 711420 1120868 
Singapore 84174 333424 955000 
South Korea 417650 9658635 
Taiwan 792419 2083000 
souree : [ST ARS] 

Cellolar mobile teleJ!hone subscribers 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 
HongKong 4400 133912 798373 
Singapore 10827 51000 306000 
South Korea 80000 1641000 
Taiwan 83482 770397 
souree : [ST ARS] 

Reven oe from telecommunication as % of GDP 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 
HongKong 1.8% 1.3% 2.7% 2.9% 4.1% 
Singapore 1.7% 2.2% 2.2% 2.8% 3.0% 
South Korea 0.5% 0.8% 1.0% 1.3% 2.0% 2.0% 1.9% 
Taiwan 1.7% 1.9% 2.0% 2.2% 
sourees: [STARS], [TSDB], [World Tables] 

E!J!!nditure for telecommunication as % of GDP 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 
HongKong 1.2% 0.8% 2.0% 2.3% 
Singapore 0.7% 1.2% 1.6% 1.8% 1.3% 
South Korea 2.3% 2.0% 1.8% 1.4% 
Taiwan 1.0% 1.4% 1.1% 1.5% 
sourees: [STARS], [TSDB], [World Tables] 

Waiting list for teleJ!hone main lines 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 
HongKong 3578 6881 1544 3902 0 
Singapore 2651 1655 29700 4000 52 653 159 
South Korea 110810 604000 279988 665 0 
Taiwan 710962 19886 0 
souree : [ST ARS] 

Telecom. staff as % of total emJ!lol:ment 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 
HongKong 0.3% 0.5% 0.8% 1.0% 1.3% 
Singapore 0.9% 1.0% 1.0% 0.7% 0.4% 
South Korea 0.3% 0.3% 0.3% 0.3% 
Taiwan 0.4% 0.4% 0.4% 0.4% 
souree : [ADB], [STARS] 



Profit eer emelol:ee [US$] 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 
HongKong 5929.8 11650.7 23816.3 58124.6 

Singapore 7652.1 11743.2 8200.4 36803.3 222858.5 

South Korea -16449.3 -118.9 8901.5 35534.0 

Taiwan 9336.0 10119.5 42674.8 51153.5 
souree : [ST ARS] 



Appendices of Chapter 4 

01: Operationalisation of the Characteristics of North Kivu (Zaire) 

In Chapter 2, I have identified several constraints for the development of telecomrnunication in developing 
countries. In this appendix these constraints are operationalised, i.e. they are translated in measurable terms. 
The characteristics of North Kivu (Zaïre) are as much as possible equally operationalised as the 
characteristics of the Bast Asian NICs (see Appendix C3). There may be two reasoos for differences in the 
operationalisation: (i) data are not available for a certain variabie and therefore another variabie is chosen, 
and (ii) some variables are not meaningful if they are represented as synchrone data instead of diachrone 
data. 

Table 01-2: Country size 

Table 01-3: Rural areas 

1 Investment in Transport & Communication 
2 Roads 
3 Cars and Commercial Vehicles 
4 Railway Tracks 
5 Railway Freight 
6 International Sea-Bome Shipping 
7 Aviation 

Table 01-5 : The state of the transport sector 

Jan2 
million inhabitants 

as share of GDP 
kmperkm2 

number per 1,000 inhabitants 
kmperkm2 

ton-km per 1,000 inhabitants 
m3 ton goods loaded per inhabitants 
ton-km inhabitant 

31 Including expenditures for telecomrnunication. Expenditures are salaries, R&D, interest, taxes, deprecation. Investments are acquiring property 
and plant (for example switching equipment, transmission equipment, office machinery) [TIH; 19-21]. 
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Table 01-7: Foreign currency 

1 Inflation Rates 
2 Exchange Rates 
3 Real Deposit Interest Rates 
4 Gross Dornestic Investment 
5 Gross Dornestic 

Table D1-8: Investment elimate 

1 Agriculture 
2 Industry 
3 Construction 
4 Wholesale & Trade 
5 Transport & Communication 
6 Other 
7 Money Supply 
8 Tourism 
9 Agricultural Employment 

10 Industrial Employment 
11 Other 

Table D 1-9: Sectoral distribution 

Tab1e D 1-10: Manufacturing-base of electronics 

TableD1-11: Wages 

Appendices of Chapter 4 

yearly average in per cent 
yearly devaluation against US$ in per cent 
per cent per year on demand deposits 
as share of GDP 
as share of GDP 

as share of GDP 
as share of GDP 
as share of GDP 
as share of GDP 
as share of GDP 
as share of GDP 
M2 as share of GDP (financial deepening32) 
number of foreign visitors 
as share of total employment 
as share of total employment 
as share of total 

share in GDP 
number 
number 
number 

Imports as share of GDP 
Export as share of GDP 
top 5 countries in total import 

5 countries in total 

32 Financial Deepening involves the monetisation of the economy, and the rise of financial institution [Chowdhury; 132]. 
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Table D 1-13: Legislation on import of telecommunication equipment 

D-3 

share of literate persons in population 
share of pupils in relevant age group 
as share of GDP 
students teacher 



Appendices of Chapter 4 

02: Operationalisation of the State of and Need for Telecommunication in North Kivu 

This appendix contains the 'general questionnaire', 'continuation questionnaires' 
and the 'supplementary questionnaires'. These questionnaires are represented in 
their original state, i.e. without headers, footers and page-numbers. 
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Monsieur, Madame, 

Technische Universttelt tû) Eindhoven 
Université de Technologie d'Eindhoven 

Centre pour Activités de Coopération Internationale 
adresse: Dommel Building 

Boîte Postale 513 
5600 MB Eindhoven 

Pays-Bas 

téléphone: 00-31-40-2479111/2246 
téléfax: 00-31-40-2449171 

Goma, Ie 2 juin 1996 

Nous, Marcel Radstake et Hans de Klerk, étudions Sciences de Développement Technolo~ie International 
(SDTI) à l'Université de Technologie d'Eindhoven aux Pays-bas. SDTI sont des études ou la technologie 
est combinée avec les problématiques des pays en voie de développement. Notre spécialisation technique 
est la télécommunication. 

Puisque la télécommunication (et le service des postes) au Nord-Kivu est sous-développée, la ZWD nous a 
demandé d'installer quatre émetteur-récepteurs au bénéfice de la Communauté BaJ?tiste au Kivu (CBK). La 
ZWD est une Orgarusation Non-Gouvernemental aux Pays-Bas qui fmance et execute des projets dans les 
pays en voie de dévelop,Pement dans le monde entier (en Afrique p.ex. Angola, Burkina Faso, Ethiopie, 
Cameroun, Kenya, Mauntanie, Tchad, Togo et Zaïre). En plus de l'installation de la radiophonie on nous a 
demandé d'approfondir les besoins de télécommunication au Nord-Kivu. 

Nous avons déjà accom)_>li l'installation des quatre radiopbonies et mamtenant nous commencerons avec 
notre recherche. A 1 aide d'un questionnaire nous voulons découvrir l'état et le besoin de 
télécommunication au Nord-Kivu. Nous donnerons ce questionnaire à quelques organisations au Nord
Kivu. Outre votre organisation, nous prenons en considération entre autres orgarusations comme: des 
höpitaux, écoles, petltes et moyennes entreprises, hotels, entreprises de transports, agriculteurs et 
organisations ecclés1astiques. 

Après avoir rassemblé toutes les données sur l'état et le besoin, nous allons voir les possibilités techniques 
et économiques. Ensuite nous allons donner conseil, comment la télécommunication au Nord-Kivu J?OUITa 
être développée. Nous allons donner ce conseil en forme d'un rapport à la ZWD et à l'Univers1té de 
Technologie d'Eindhoven. 

Nous espérons que vous êtes prêt à remplir notre questionnaire. Le questionnaire consiste à deux parties: la 
première partie traite des questions générales et les questions de la deuxième partie sont orientés plus 
spécifiquement dans le domaine de la télécommunicat10n. Puisque les questions de la première partie ne 
sont pas à répondre directement, nous voulons donner mamtenant la première partie et nous allons retirer 
un autre jour selon votre pro~ramme. Quand on viendra retirer la première partie, nous allons vous donner 
la deuxième partie du questionnaire et retirer cette deuxième partie un autre jour. Le remplissage de ce 
questionnaire prend 60 minutes du temps (20 minutes pour la première partie et 40 mmutes pour la 
deuxième partie). 

Nous vous remercions de votre collaboration. 

Nos salutations, 

ing. Hans de Klerk 
ing. Marcel Radstake 

Sciences de Développement Technologique International 
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ORGANISATION: QUESTIONS GENERAL numt:l" de liste: ••••••••• date: Ie ••••• -•••.• -1996 [gen_gen] 

1. RPmnli~~P7 Ie t~hiP~n 

Nom d'entreprise: ...................... . Année de la création: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Adresse: . . ... . . ...... . ...... . ........ . Ville: . . . ... . ...... ..... . ................ . 

Nom de l'interrogé: ..................... . Fonction: ...... . ......... . ............... . 

2a. Quel type d'entreprise est la votre? 
o une entreprise de transpoets 
o un commerce de gros ou une société commerciale 
o une secrétariat de l'église, de la coopération oude l'école 
o une entreprise de production 
o un hótel ou un restaurant 
o un hópital 
o un agriculteur 
o un autre type d'entreprise, à savoir, 

2b. Défmissez quelles activités votre entreprise fait . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

3. Répondez aux questions suivantes dans le tableau: 
Combien était le budget de communication de votre entreprise en les années 1993, 1994 et 1995? 
Donnez une estimation du budget de communication de 1996. 

4. 

5a. 

5b. 

budget de communication 

Votre entreprise est propriété de qui? 
0 c'est une entreprise ae l'Etat 

1993 1994 

US$ 

1995 estimation 1996 

US$ US$ . . ....... US$ 

o c'est une entreprise de l'église, à savoir: ...... .. ........ .. .... . .. . ...... . ...... . . . . . ....... . . 
o ~'est une entreprise p~ic.ulie~e, à s~voir: ................................................... . 
o 11 y a une autre propnetarre, a savorr: ........... . .. . ... . ............ .. .. . .. . ............... . 

Comment est-ce que votre entreprise a accès à l'électricité? (plusieurs réponses possible!) 
o par le réseau public 
o groupe d'électrogène 
o panne.au solaire 
o battene 
o une autre possibilité, à savoir: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
o l'enteeprise n'a pas accès à l'électricité? 

Combien de pour cent de la journée de travail il y a d'électricité? ............... pour cent 

La question suivante (6) traite des moyens de télécommunication que votre entreprise utilise. 
Comme moyens de télécommunication il faut considérer le téléphone, le télécopieur/téléfax, le télex, le télégraphe, la 
radiophonie, l'ordinateur avec un modem, ........ Ces moyens de télécommunication ne doivent pas être en possession de 
votre entreprise. 

6. De quels moyens de télécommunication votre entreprise fait usage? (plusieurs réponses possible!) 
o le téléphone portable (par exemple "Telecel'') 
o le téléphone ftxe 
o le téléfax, télécopieur 
o la communication avec l'ordinateur (par exemple "Modem" ou "E-mail') 
o la radiopboDie portable (par exemple "Motorola" ou "walkie-talkie') 
o la radiopboDie dans la voiture (mobile) 
o la radiopboDie ftxe (base) 
o un autre moyen de télécommunication, à savoir .... .. . .... .. . . .. .......... . . ..... ... .. . . ...... . 
o l'enteeprise ne fait pas usage d'un moyen de télécommunication 



7a. 

7b. 

7c. 

7d. 

7e. 

7f. 

7g. 

7h. 

ORGANISATION: QUESTIONS GENERAL [gen_gen] 

DES EMPLOYES 
Desemployes peuvent quitter votre entreprise pour des raisons divers. Ils quittent rentreprise par exem,Ple pour aller 
voir d'autres entreprises, pour faire des activités de service en dehors votre entreprise, pour des séminarres ou 
formation, pour le repos ou manger dans leur maison d'habitation. 

Combien d'employés a votre entreprise? .... ..... ... ... employés 

Dans queUe mesure c'est important selon vous que des employés peuvent quitter votre entreprise pendant des heures de 
travail? 
o très insignifiant o insignifiant o signifiant o très signifiant 

11 y a des employés qui parfois quittent votre entreprise pendant des heures de travail? 
o oui, allez à question 7d 
o non, car il n'y a pas de täches pour les employés en dehors l'entreprise, allez à question 7g 
o non, car il n'y a pas de moyens pour communiquer avec les employés en dehors rentreprise, allez à question 7h 

Combien d'emplorés quittent rentreprise pendant des heures de travail? 
. ... ........... employes 

Combien d'emplorés qui ont quitté rentreprise pendant des heures de travail ont un moyen de transport? 
. ...... ........ employes 

Avec combien d'employés il y a des possibilités de télécommunication (pendant et endehors des heures de travail)? 
............... employés 

De quels moyens de télécommunication votre entreprise fait usage pour avoir du contact entre votre entreprise et des 
employés? (pendant et endehors des heures de travail) (plusieurs réponses possible!) 
o des employés ont une radiophonie portable (par exemple "Motorola" ou "walkie-talkie'~ 
o des employés ont une radiophonie oans Ie moyen de transport 
D des employés ont une radiophonie dans leur maison d'hab1tation 
o des employés ont un téléphone portable (par exemple "Telecel'') 
o des employés ont un autre moyen de télécommunication, à savoir . .......... . ...... . . . .. . .. . .. . . . . . . 
o il n'y a pas un moyen de télécommunication 

11 y a des situations ou vous trouvez gue c'est imJ?Ortant pour avoir des possibilités de communication entre votre 
entreprise et des employés qui ont qmtté l'entrepnse? 
o ou1 [emp_pas] 
D non 

DES MOYENS DE TRANSPORT 

Sa. Est-ce que votre entreprise dispose des moyens de transport? 
o oui, allez à question 8b 
o non, allez à question 9 

Sb. De quels et combien de moyens de transport dispose votre entreprise? 

Sc. Avec combiende moyens de transportil y a des possibilités de communication? 
...... ....... .. moyens de transport 

Sd. De quels moyens de télécommunication votre entreprise fait usage pour avoir du contact entre votre entreprise et des 
chauffeurs des moyens de transport? (plusieurs réponses possible!) 
o des chauffeurs ont une radiophonie portable (par exemple "Motorola" ou "walkie-talkie'~ 
o des chauffeurs ont une radiophonie oans Ie moyen de transport 
o des chauffeurs ont un téléphone portable (par exemple "Telecel") 
o des chauffeurs ont un autre moyen de télécommunication, à savoir .................... . . . .......... . 
o des chauffeurs font usage des moyens de télécommunication d'une autre entreprise 
o il n'y a pas un moyen de télécommunication 

Se. 11 y a des situations ou vous trouvez que c'est important pour avoir des possibilités de communication entre votre 
entreprise et des chauffeurs des moyens de transport? 
o om [trans_pas] 
o non 

TOURNER S'IL VOUS PLAIT 



9a. 

9b. 

9c. 

ORGANISATION: QUESTIONS GENERAL [gen_gen] 

RELATIONS EXTERNES 
Comme relations externes il faut considérer tous les contacts externes de votre entreprise. 11 faut prendre en 
considération Ie bureau central, des filiales, des dépóts, des divisions de l'Etat, des organisations d'aide international, des 
fournisseurs des marchandises, des clientèles I acheteurs, des entreprises de transports, des citoyens, des hópitaux, des 
laboratoires, des services techniques, des bailleurs de fonds, et caetera, .............. . 

Avec combien de relations externes a votre entreprise des contacts? 
(Donnez une estimation) ................ relations externes 

Ou est-ce que ces relations externesse trouvent? (Donnez une estimation) 
dans la ville il y a ................ relations externes 
extérieur de la ville maïs au Nord-Kivu il y a .... ............ relations externes 
extérieur du Nord-Kivu maïs au Zaïre il y a ................ relations externes 
extérieur du Zaïre il y a ................ relations ex ternes 

De quels moyens votre entreprise fait usage pour avoir du contact entre votre entreprise et des relations externes? 
(plusieurs réponses possible!) 

o radiophonie portable (par exemple "Motorola" ou "walkie-talkie') 
o radiophonie dans la voiture (mobile) 
o radiophonie ftxe (base) 
o téléphone portable (par exemple "Telecel") 
o téléphone fixe 
o communication avec l'ordinateur (par exemple "Modem" ou "E-mail') 
o téléfax, télécopieur 
o télévision 
o radio 
o d'autres moyens de télécommunication, à savoir 
o voyager en personne 
o envoyer quelqu'un avec l'information 
o donner l'information à quelqu'un qui fait un voyage 
o par service des postes (PTT) 
o par courrier (par exemple DHL) 
o d'une autre manière, à savoir ..... . . .. . . . . ................... .... ........... . ... . . . ...... . 

Fin de cette partie. Merci pour votre contribution! 



EMPLOYES: MOYEN DE TELECOMMUNICATION [emp_moyens] 

Des employes peuvent quitter votre entreprise pour des raisons divers. Ils quittent l'entreprise par exem,Ple pour aller 
voir d'autres entreprises, pour faire des activités de service endehors votre entreprise, pour des séminarres ou 
formation, pour le repos ou manger dans leur maison d'habitation. 

la. Répondez aux questions suivantes pour des employés pendant et en dehors des heures de travail: 

lb. 

Dans queUes situations entrent des employés qui ont quitté l'entreprise en contact avec l'entreprise? 
QueUes nouvelles sont communiquées si des employés entrent en contact avec l'entreprise? 

Répondez aux questions suivantes J?OUr des employés pendant et en dehors des heures de travail: 
Dans queUes situations entre l'entrepnse en contact avec des employés qui oot quitté l'entreprise? 
QueUes nouvelles sont communiquées si l'entreprise entreen contact avec des employés? 

lc. Dans queUes situations il n'y a pas de contact possible entre votre entreprise et des employés qui oot quitté l'entreprise, 
alors que le contact est désirable? 

2a. Dans quel temps c'est possible pour obtenir du contact avec les moyens de télécommunication entre votre 
entreprise et des employés qui ont quitté l'entreprise? .......... minutes 

2b. Dans queUe mesure vous êtes content de ce temps? 
o très mécontent o mécontent o content o très content 

3a Quel pourcentage des essais de contact entre votre entreprise et des employés qui ont quitté l'entreprise avec 
les moyens de télécommunication oot eu succès? .......... pour cents 

3b. Dans queUe mesure vous êtes content de ce pourcentage? 
o très mécontent o mécontent o content o très content 

4a. Sur quelle distance maximale il y a de la communication avec les moyens de télécommunication entre votre 
entreprise et des employés qui ont quitté l'entreprise? .......... kilomètres 

4b. Dans queUe mesure vous êtes content de cette distance? 
o très mécontent o mécontent o content o très content 

5a. Combien sont les coûts par mois en moyenne pour communiquer avec les moyens de télécommunication entre 
votre entreprise et des employés qui ont quitté l'entreprise? .......... US$ par mois 

5b. Dans queUe mesure vous êtes content de ces coûts? 
o très mécontent o mécontent o content o très content 

5c. ~~li.'l~~$(trl1tllt19f!î('!iti~ Ç'~$~(141î Quels coûts vous trouvez convenable? .......... US$ par mois 

6. Est-ce que vous voudriez avoir une amélioration en ce qui concerne les possibilités de contact actnelles entre 
votre entreprise et des employés qui ont quitté l'entreprise (pendant et en dehors des heures de travail)? 
o oui, allez à question 7 
o non, vous avez fini cette partie! 
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EMPLOYES: MOYEN DE TELEC&li"MUNICATION [emp_moyens] 

7. QueUe amélioration est selon voos nécessaire au sujet de la télécommunication entre votre entreprise et des 
employés qui oot quitté l'entreprise? 

8a. Quels moyens de télécommunication penvent réaliser selon voos cette amélioration? (plusieurs réponses possible!) 
o radiopboDie portable (par exemple "Motorola" ou "walkie-talkie') 
o radiopboDie dans Ie moyen de transport de !'employé 
o radiopbonie dans la matson d'habitation de !'employé 
o télépbone portable (par exemple "Telecel") 
o un autre moyen de télécommunication, à savoir ..... . .............. .. .. ........ . .. . .. .. ..... . . . 
o il n'y a pas un moyen de télécommunication que peut réaliser cette amélioration, vous avezfini cette partiel 

8b. Dans quelle mesure les aspects suivants cbangent à cause de l'utilisation de ces moyens de télécommunication pour 
communiquer entre votre entreprise et des employés qui oot guitté l'entreprise? 
Le temps pour obtenir contact i:levient: o tres mauvais o mauvais o bon o meilleur 
Le pourcentage cantacts avec succès devient: o très mauvais o mauvais D bon o meilleur 
La distance maximauvaise de communication devient: o très mauvais o mauvais o bon o meilleur 
Les coûts pour obtenir contact devient: o très mauvais o mauvais o bon o meilleur 

8c. QueUes autres aspects cbangent à cause de l'utilisation de ces moyens de télécommunicatioo? ..... . ... . . ..... . 

9a. Y-a-t-il des fonds dispooibles pouvant permettre d'investir dans ces moyens de télécommunication dans votre 
entreprise? 
o oui, allez à question 9b 
o non, allez à question 10 

9b. Dans q_uelle mesure vous êtes disposé à fmancer ces moyens de télécommunication? 
o très mdisposé o indtsposé o disposé o très disposé 

9c. 

• ••••• 0 0. 0 0 0 0 •• 0 0 0. 0 •••••• 0 . 0. 0 0. 0 •••••••••••••••• 0 •• ••• •• • 0 •• 0 0. 0 • •• •• 0 ••• • • 0 ••••• 

9d. ~~vdil~l$(ir~$Ja'IP.Ii~ltlfiÇ<î!; pourquoi il n'y a pas encore d'investissements? . . ... .. ............ ... . 

lOa. Est-ce que vous pensez que c'est nécessaire de prendre des mesures ou facilites pour utiliser ces moyens de 
télécommunication? 
D oui allez à question 1 Ob. 
o non, vous avez fini cette partie! 

lOb. QueUes mesures ou facilites sont oécessaires selon vous? 

FIN DE CETTE PARTIE 



EMPLOYES: PASDEMOYENS DE COMMUNICATION [emp_pas] 

Desemployes peuvent quitter votre entreprise pour des raisons divers. Ils quittent l'enteeprise par exemple pour aller 
voir d'autres entreprises, pour faire des activités de service endehors votre entreprise, pour des séminaires ou 
formation, pour le repos ou manger dans leur maison d'habitation. 

la. Répondez aux questions suivantes pour des employés pendant et en dehors des heures de travail: 
Dans queUes situations des employés qui ont quitté l'enteeprise voudraient entrer en contact avec l'entreprise? 
QueUes nouvelles des employés voudraient communiquer s'ils entrent en contact avec l'entreprise? 

1 b. Répondez aux questions suivantes pour des employés pendant et en dehors des heures de travail: 
Dans queUes situations l'enteeprise voudrait entrer en contact avec des employés qui ont quitté l'entreprise? 
QueUes nouvelles l'enteeprise voudrait communiquer si l'enteeprise entre en contact avec des employés? 

2. Quel temps voos trouvez convenabie pour obtenir contact entre votre entreprise et des employés qui ont quitté 
l'entreprise? ......... ...... minutes 

3. QueUe distance de communication voos trouvez convenabie pour communiquer entre votre entreprise et des 
employés qui ont quitté l'entreprise? ........ ... ... . kilomètres 

4. Quels coûts par mois voos trouvez convenabie pour communiquer entre votre entreprise et des employés qui 
ont quitté l'entreprise? ......... . US$ par mois 

Sa. Quels moyens de télécommunication sont appropriés selon voos pour communiquer entre votre entreprise et 
des employés qui ont quitté l'entreprise? (plusieurs réponses possible!) 
o radiophonie portable (par exemple "Motorola" ou "walkie-talkie') 
o radiophonie oans le moyen de transport de !'employé 
o radiophonie dans la matson d'habitation de !'employé 
o téléphone portable (~~ exempl~ "T~lece_l") . 
o un autre moyen de telecommumcation, a savotr ...... .. . . ...... . ..... .. . . . . . . .... .. ........... . 
o il n'y a pas un moyen de télécommunication approprié: vous avez fini cette partie! 

Sb. Pourquoi ces moyens de télécommunication sont appropriés pour communiquer entre votre entreprise et des employés 
qui ont quitté l'entreprise? 

6a. Y -a-t-il des fonds dispooibles pouvant permettre d 'investir dans ces moyens de télécommunication dans votre 
entreprise? 
o oui, allez à question 6b 
o non, allez à question 7 

6b. Dans q_uelle mesure vous êtes disposé à fmancer ces moyens de télécommunication? 
o très mdisposé o indiSposé o disposé o très disposé 

6c. 

• •• 0 . 0. 0. 0 •• 0 ••• • 0 ••••• 0 . 0 •••• 0 0 0. 0 ••• • •••• 0. 0 0. 0 • • ••••• 0. 0 0 0 0. 0 0 0 ••• •• • • 0 •• ••••• • • 

6d. $î vf!ilim~ {I!}~J~i.Sîi$~~~~~Ç{lr1. pourquoi il n'y a pas encore d'investissements? ................ . ..... . 

TOURNER S'IL VOUS PLAIT 



EMPLOYES: PAS DE M&.YENS DE COMMUNICATION [emp_pas] 

7a. Est-ce que vous pensez que c'est nécessaire de prendre des mesures ou facilites pour utiliser ces moyens de 
télécommunication? 
o oui allez à question Zb. 
o non, vous avez fini cette partie! 

7b. QueUes mesures ou facilites sont nécessaires selon vous? 

FIN DE CETTE PARTIE 



MOYENS DE TRANSPORT: MOYENS DE TELECOMMUNICATION [trans_moyens] 

la. Répondez aux questions suivantes pour des chauffeurs: 
Dans queUes situations entrent des chauffeurs en contact avec l'entreprise? 
QueUes nouvelles sont communiquées si des chauffeurs entrent en contact avec l'entreprise? 

lb. Répondez aux questions suivantes J?OUr des chauffeurs: 
Dans queUes situations entre l'entrepnse en contact avec des chauffeurs? 
QueUes nouvelles sont communiquées si l'entreprise entreen contact avec des chauffeurs? 

lc. Dans queUes situations il n'y a pas de contact possible entre votre entreprise et des chauffeurs, alors que Ie contact est 
désirable? 

2a. Dans quel temps c'est possible pour obtenir du contact avec les moyens de télécommunication entre votre 
entreprise et des chauffeurs? . . . . . . . . . . min ut es 

2b. Dans queUe mesure vous êtes content de ce temps? 
D très mécontent D mécontent D content o très content 

3a Quel pourcentage des essais de contact entre votre entreprise et les chauffeurs avec des moyens de 
télécommunication oot eu succès? .. ........ pour cents 

3b. Dans queUe mesure vous êtes content de ce pourcentage? 
D très mécontent o mécontent o content o très content 

4a. Sur quelle distance maximale n y a de la communication avec les moyens de télécommunication entre votre 
entreprise et des chauffeurs? .......... kilomètres 

4b. Dans queUe mesure vous êtes content de cette distance? 
D très mécontent o mécontent o content o très content 

Sa. Combien sont les coûts par mois en moyenne pour communiquer avec les moyens de télécommunication entre 
votre entreprise et des chauffeurs? .......... US$ par mois 

Sb. Dans queUe mesure vous êtes content de ces coûts? 
o très mécontent o mécontent o content o très content 

6. Est-ce que voos voudriez avoir une amélioration en ce qui concerne les possibilités de contact actoeiles entre 
votre entreprise et des chauffeurs? 
o oui, allez à question 7 
D non, vous avez fini cette partie! 

TOURNER S'IL VOUS PLAIT 



MOYENS DE Th..ANSPORT: MOYENS DE TELECOMMUNICATION [trans_moyens] 

7. QueUe amélioration est selon vous nécessaire au sujet de Ia télécommunication entre votre entreprise et des 
chauffeurs? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. .... ... ... . . 

8a. Quels moyens de télécommunication peuvent réaliser selon vous cette amélioration? (plusieurs réponses possible!) 
o radiophonie portable (par exemple "Motorola" ou "walkie-talkie') 
o radiophonie dans Ie moyen de transport 
o radiophonie dans Ia matson d'habitation du chauffeur 
o téléphone portable (par exemple "Telecel") 
o un autre moyen de télécommunication, à savoir . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ....... .. . . ..... . . . 
o il n'y a pas un moyen de télécommunication que peut réaliser cette amélioration, vous avez fini cette partie! 

8b. Dans queUe mesure les aspects suivants changent à cause de l'utilisation de ces moyens de télécommunication pour 
communiquer entre votre entreprise et des chauffeurs? 
Le temps pour obtenir contact devient: o très mauvais o mauvais o bon o meilleur 
Le pourcentage contacts avec succès devient: o très mauvais o mauvais o bon o meilleur 
La distance maximauvaise de communication devient: o très mauvais o mauvais o bon o meilleur 
Les coûts pour obtenir contact devient: o très mauvais o mauvais o bon o meilleur 

8c. QueUes autres aspects changent à cause de l'utilisation de ces moyens de télécommunication? .... . .. . . . .... . . . 

9a. Y-a-t-il des fonds dispooibles pouvant permettre d'investir dans ces moyens de télécommunication dans votre 
entreprise? 
o oui, allez à question 9b 
o non, allez à question JO 

9b. Dans q_ueUe mesure vous êtes disposé à fmancer ces moyens de télécommunication? 
o très mdisposé o indtsposé o disposé o très disposé 

9c. 

9d. ~~Jill~t~iîl~$} (l{l?f!~§q(lffqffg~ri pourquoi il n'y a pas encore d'investissements? .. . . . ...... . ... . . . ... . . 

lOa. Est-ce que vous pensez que c'est nécessaire de prendre des mesures ou facilites pour utiliser ces moyens de 
télécommunication? 
o oui allez à question 1 Ob. 
o non, vous avez fini cette partie! 

lOb. QueUes mesures ou facilites sont nécessaires selon vous? 

FIN DE CETTE PARTIE 



MOYENS DE TRANSPORT: PASDEMOYENS DE COMMUNICATION [trans_pas] 

la. Répondez aux questions suivantes pour des chauffeurs: 
Dans queUes situations des chauffeurs voudraient entrer en contact avec l'entreprise? 
QueUes nouvelles des chauffeurs voudraient communiquer s'ils entrent en contact avec l'entreprise? 

1 b. Répondez aux questions suivantes pour des chauffeurs: 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Sa. 

Sb. 

Dans queUes situations l'entreprise voudrait entrer en contact avec des chauffeurs? 
QueUes nouvelles l'enteeprise voudrait communiquer si l'enteeprise entre en contact avec des chauffeurs? 

Quel temps vous trouvez convenabie pour obtenir contact entre votre entreprise et des chauffeurs? 
.. ...... .. .. ... minutes 

Quelle distance de communication vous trouvez convenabie pour communiquer entre votre entreprise et des 
chauffeurs? 
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . kilomètres 

Quels coûts par mois vous trouvez convenabie pour communiquer entre votre entreprise et des chauffeurs? 
.. ...... .. .... . US$ par mois 

Quels moyens de télécommunication sont appropriés selon vous pour communiquer entre votre entreprise et 
des chauffeurs? (plusieurs réponses possible!) 
o radiophonie portable (par exemple "Motorola" ou "walkie-talkie') 
o radiophonie dans la moyen de transport 
o radiophonie dans la maison d'habitation du chauffeur 
o téléphone portable (par exemple "Telecel") 
o un autre moyen de télécommunication, à savoir . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . 
o il n'y a pas un moyen de télécommunication approprié: vous avezfini cette partiel 

Pourquoi ces moyens de télécommunication sont appropriés pour communiquer entre votre entreprise et des chauffeurs? 

6a. Y -a-t-il des fonds dispooibles pouvant permettre d 'investir dans ces moyens de télécommunication dans votre 
entreprise? 
o oui, allez à question 6b 
o non, allez à question 7 

6b. Dans q_uelle mesure vous êtes disposé à fmancer ces moyens de télécommunication? 
o très mdisposé o indtsposé o disposé o très disposé 

6c. 

6d. 
;:-: •.• ~·-::::'· '-"~". ·':: ::~;:.:.·\:) ::}::-:: ·:.=::-=-~:-··/: :-·-:\::-=~· - · -· :~::;::{::/::::.:-:::.·).:::·: :!;:::/ ":'·::. :-'·=· .. • .. : .•.: .. • .. ::: • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 • 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 • 0 • 0 • 

lîvlîl~t~î(r~)gf$J?Q$ig-..in4~4~)f: pourquoi il n'y a pas encore d'investissements? .. .............. . .. . .. . 

TOURNER S'IL VOUS PLAIT 



?a. 

7b. 

MOYEH8 DE TRANSPORT: PASDEMOYENS DE COMMUNICATION [trans_pas] 

Est-ce que voos pensez que c'est nécessaire de prendre des mesures ou facilites pour utiliser ces moyens de 
télécommunication? 
o oui allez à auestion lb. 
o non, vous avez fini cette partie! 
QueUes mesures ou facilites sont nécessaires selon vous? ................... ... . . .. . .. . .. .. .. . . . . . . . 

FIN DE CETTE PARTIE 



1. 

20 

RELATIONS EXTERNES: MOYENS DE COMMUNICATION [ext_moyens] 

Comme relations externes il faut considérer toutes les contacts externes de votre entrepriseo 11 faut prendre en 
considération Ie bureau central, des filiales, des dépöts, des divisions de l'Etat, des organisations d'aide international, des 
fournisseurs des marchandises, des clientèles I acheteurs, des entreprises de transports, des citoyens, des höpitaux, des 
laboratoires, des services techniques, des bailleurs de fonds, des laboratoires, et caetera, 0 00 00 0 0 00 00 0 000 

Quels moyens de communication, outre que des moyens de télécommunication, sont utilisées par votre 
entreprise pour transmettre de l'information? (plusieurs réponses possible!) 
o des lettres 
o des cartes postales 
odes pbotos 
o des bandes vidéos 
o des bandes magnétiques 
o des messages oraux 
o d'autres moyens, à savoir 

Quels moyens de transport sont utilisés si vous voyagez en personne ou vous envoyez quelqu 'un? 
(plusieurs réponses possible!) 

o une voiture d'entreprise 
o une voiture privée 
o des transports publies comme un autobus ou un train 
o un taxi 
o une camionnette 
o un camion 
o une moto 
o une bicyclette 
o un avion 
o un hélicoptère 
o d'autres moyens de transport, à savoir 

3ao Répondez aux questions suivantes pour des moyens de télécommunication, comme radiophonie, téléphone, 
téléfax, et caetera: 
Dans queUes situations entrent des relations externesen contact avec rentreprise? 
QueUes nouvelles sont communiquées si des relations externesentrent en contact avec l'entreprise? 

3bo Répondez aux questions suivantes pour des moyens de télécommunication, comme radiophonie, téléphone, 
téléfax, et caetera: 
Dans queUes situations entre rentreprise en contact avec des relations externes? 
QueUes nouvelles sont communiquées si rentreprise entreen contact avec des relations externes? 

3co Répondez aux questions suivantes pour des moyens de communication, comme envoyer des lettres, envoyer 
quelqu'un avec l'information, voyager en personne, et caetera: 
Dans queUes situations entrent des relations externesen contact avec rentreprise? 
QueUes nouvelles sont communiquées si des relations externesentrent en contact avec rentreprise? 

3do Répondez aux questions suivantes pour des moyens de communication, comme envoyer des lettres, envoyer 
quelqu'un avec l'information, voya~er en personne, et caetera: 
Dans queUes situations entre rentrepnse en contact avec des relations externes? 
QueUes nouvelles sont communiquées si rentreprise entreen contact avec des relations externes? 

TOURNER S'IL VOUS PLAIT 



~ , RELATIONS EXTERNES: MOYENS DE COMMUNICATION [ext_moyens] 

3e. Dans queUes situations il n'y a pas de contact possible entre votre entreprise et des relations extemes, alors que Ie 
contact est désirable? 

4a. Dans quel temps c'est possible pour obtenir du contact avec les moyens de télécommunication (comme 
radiophonie, téléphone, téléfax, etc.) votre entreprise et des relations externes? ...... .... minutes 

4b. Dans queUe mesure vous êtes content de ce temps? 
o très mécontent o mécontent o content o très content 

5a Quel pourcentage des essais de contact entre votre entreprise et des relations externes avec les moyens de 
télécommunication (comme radiophonie, téléphone, téléfax, etc.) ont eu succès? ..... ..... pour cents 

5b. Dans queUe mesure vous êtes content de ce pourcentage? 
o très mécontent o mécontent o content o très content 

6a. Sur queUe distance maximale n y a de la communication avec les moyens de télécommunication (comme 
radiophonie, téléphone, téléfax, etc.) entre votre entreprise et des relations externes? ...... .... kilomètres 

6b. Dans queUe mesure vous êtes content de cette distance? 
o très mécontent o mécontent o content o très content 

7a. Combien sont les coûts par mois en moyenne pour communiquer avec les moyens de télécommunication 
(comme radiophonie, téléphone, téléfax, etc.) entre votre entreprise et des relations externes? .......... US$ par 
mois 

7b. Dans queUe mesure vous êtes content de ces coûts? 
o très mécontent o mécontent o content o très content 

7c. $~ l!lll~li (if(#Jii!(l)î(~l (I (;i$ ÇPy~; Quels coûts vous trouvez convenable? .......... US$ par mois 

Sa. Combiende kilomètres par semaine sont voyagés avec des moyens de transport pour transmettrede l'information? 
o pas un o un peu o beaucoup o énormément 

Sb. Combien de kilomètres par semaine on voyagera moins si la télécommunication est développée meilleur? 
o pas un o un peu o beaucoup o énormément 

9. Combien de lettres et colis envoie votre entreprise par mois en service des postes ou courrier? 
dans la ville . . . . . . . . . . . lettres 
extérieur de la ville mais au Nord-Kivu lettres 
extérieur du Nord-Kivu mais au Zaïre lettres 
extérieur du Zaïre lettres 

10. Dans queUe mesure vous êtes content du temps pour obtenir du contact avec les moyens de communication 
(comme envoyer des lettres, envoyer quelqu'un avec l'information, voyager en personne, etc)? 
o très mécontent o mécontent o content o très content 

11. Dans queUe mesure vous êtes content du pourcentage des essais de contact avec succès avec les moyens de 
communication (comme envoyer des lettres, envoyer quelqu'un avec l'information, voyager en personne, etc)? 
o très mécontent o mécontent o content o très content 



RELATIONS EXTERNES: MOYENS DE COMMUNICATION [ext_moyens] 

12. Dans queUe mesure vous êtes content des coûts pour communiquer avec les moyens de communication 
(comme envoyer des lettres, envoyer quelqu'un avec l'information, voyager en personne, etc)? 
o très mécontent o mécontent o content o très content 

13. Est-ce que vous voudriez avoir une amélioration en ce qui concerne les possibilités de contact actoeiles entre 
votre entreprise et des relations externes? 
o oui, allez à question 14 
o non, vous avez fini cette partie! 

14. QueUe amélioration est selon vous nécessaire au sujet de Ia télécommunication entre votre entreprise et des 
relations externes? 

15a. 

15b. 

15c. 

Quels moyens de télécommunication penvent réaliser selon vous cette amélioration? (plusieurs réponses possible!) 
o radiophonie portable (par exemple "Motorola" ou "walkie-talkie'~ 
o radiophonie dans la voiture (mobile) 
o radiophonie flxe (base) 
o téléphone portable (par exemple "Telecel") 
o téléphone fixe 
o communication avec l'ordinateur (par exemple "Modem" ou "E-mail'~ 
o téléfax, télécopieur 
o télévision 
o radio 
o d'autres moyens de télécommunication, à savoir ........... . .... . . . ..... . . . .. . . . .............. . 
o iJ n'y a pas un moyen de télécommunication que peut réaliser cette amélioration, vous avezfini cette partiel 

Dans queUe mesure les aspects suivants changent à cause de l'utilisation de ces moyens de télécommunication pour 
communiquer entre votre entreprise et des relations extemes? 
Le temps pour obtenir contact devient: o très mauvais o mauvais o bon o meilleur 
Le pourcentage contacts avec succès devient: o très mauvais o mauvais o bon o meilleur 
La distance maximauvaise de communication devient: o très mauvais o mauvais o bon o meilleur 
Les coûts pour obtenir contact devient: o très mauvais o mauvais o bon o meilleur 

Quelles autres aspects changent à cause de l'utilisation de ces moyens de télécommunication? . . .. ........ . ... . 

16. Combien vous pensez que votre économie sera par mois si la télécommunication est développée meilleur? 
................ US$ par mois 

17a. Y-a-t-il des fonds dispooibles pouvant permettre d'investir dans ces moyens de télécommunication dans votre 
entreprise? 
o oui, allez à question 17b 
o non, allez à question 18 

17b. Dans q_uelle mesure vous êtes disposé à fmancer ces moyens de télécommunication? 
o très mdisposé o ind1sposé o disposé o très disposé 

17 c. ~~ lllî~l~ (I~~) I#'B~ft'qjlflfî,Ç~{; pourquoi vous êtes indisposé? 

•• • 0 . 0 •• 0. 0. 0 0 0 0 0 0 •• 0 . 0 •• 0 •••• 0 •• 0 0 •• 0 •• 0. 0. 0. 0 0. 0. 0 •••• 0 ••• 0. 0. 0 • ••••••• • • 0 •• •• •• • 

17 d. $~ lllî~l~ (I{~) 4~q$~qlfi~<r; pourquoi iJ n'y a pas encore d'investissements? ... . .. . ... . ........... . 

TOURNER S'IL VOUS PLAIT 



RELATIONS EXTERNES: MOYENS DE COMMUNICATION [ext_moyens] 

18a. Est-ce que voos pensez que c'est nécessaire de prendre des mesures ou facilites pour utiliser ces moyens de 
télécommunication? 
o oui allez à question 18b. 
o non, vous avez fini cette partie! 

18b. QueUes mesures ou facilites sont nécessaires selon voos? 

FIN DE CETTE PARTIE 



MOYENS DE TELECOMMUNICATION: TELECOPIEUR/TELEFAX 

la. Combien de fois en moyenne par mois votre organisation fait usage du télécopieur/téléfax pour envoyer des fax 
locales/régionales, nationales et internationales? Remplissez la réponse dans le tableau suivant! 

locale/régionale nationale internationale 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . par rnois • • • • • • 0 • • ••• • 0 • par rnois ............ . .. par rnois 

lb. Combien en moyenne par mois sont les coûts pour ces communications? ........ . ........ .. US$ par mois 

2a. Est-ce que ce télécopieur/téléfax appartient à votre organisation? 
o oui, allez à question 3 
o non, allez à question 2b 

2b. Ce télécopieurftéléfax appartient à qui? 

2c. Est-ce que vous payez pour l'utilisation de ce télécopieur/téléfax? 
o oui, allez à question 8d 

.... ............................. o ...... n ____ on, allez à ,._q-""ue,.,s':"t."io":'n'::-8=do= .... ...... ........... ........ . 
3. Remplissez Ie tableau suivant sur votre télécopieur/téléfax 

4a. Est-ce que votre organisation a-t-elie tinancé elle même Ie télécopieurftéléfax? 
o oui, allez à question 4c 
o non, allez à question 4b 

4b. Qui a fmancé Ie télécopieur/téléfax? 

Nombre: .............. . ... . 

4c. Ou est-ce que Ie télécopieur/téléfax est acheté? ... . .. . .... . . . ...... . ... . .... . .. . ......... .. . . ... . . 

5. Qui s'occupe du maintien et de la réparation du télécopieur/téléfax? 

a. nom: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . adresse ou BP: . . ..... .. ........ . Ville: .. . ... . ....... . 

b. nom: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . adresse ou BP: ................. . Ville: . .. ....... . . . . . 

6. Quels abonnements etfou autorisations détient votre organisation pour communiquer avec Ie télécopieur/téléfax? 

7a. D y a d'autres organisations/personnes qui font usage de votre télécopieur/téléfax? 
o oui, allez à question 7b 
o non, allez à question 7c 

7b. Est-ce que ces organisations/personnes payent pour l'utilisation de votre télécopieur/téléfax? 
o oui, allez à question 8a 
o non, allez à question 8a 

7c. Est-ce que votre organisation a des objections si autres organisations/personnes (éventuellement contre du paiement) 
feraient usage de votre télécopieur/télefax? 
o oui, allez à question 7d 
o non, allez à question 8a 

7d. Pourquoi est-ce que votre organisation a des objections? 

TOURNER S'IL VOUS PLAIT 



8a. Dans lfUelle mesure voos êtes content d'aise de maintien du télécopieur/téléfax? 

Un moyen de télécommunication a une aise de maintien s'il est facile et rapide d'entretenir 

o très mécontent o mécontent o content o très content 

8b. Dans quelle mesure vous êtes content des coûts uniques du télécopieur/téléfax? 

Des coûts uniques sont des coûts d'achat, des coûts d'affiliation, ... 

D très mécontent D mécontent D content o très content 

8c. Dans quelle mesure vous êtes content des coûts de imprévus du télécopieur/téléfax? 

Des coûts imprévus sont des coûts de réparation, ... 

o très mécontent o mécontent o content o très content 

8d. Dans quelle mesure vous êtes content des coûts périodiques du télécopieur/téléfax? 

Dc;s çoûts péripdiques sont des coûts d'abonnement, des coûts d'énergie, des coûts d'appel, des coûts de maintien, des coûts 
salanaux d'operateur, ... 

o très mécontent o mécontent o content o très content 

8e. Dans quelle mesure vous êtes content de la fiabilité du télécopieur/téléfax? 

Un.mpyen de télécommunication est non fiable s'il est souvent hors service (par exemple: à cause d'une réparation ou du 
mamtien) 

o très mécontent o mécontent o content D très content 

8f. Dans quelle mesure vous êtes content de la sensibilité d'interférence du télécopieur/téléfax? 

Un moyen de télécommunication e~t sc;nsible à l'interférence si son fonctimmement est influencé par des facteurs de 
l'environnement (par exemple: par Ie changement de temps ou autre apparedlage) 

o très mécontent o mécontent o content o très content 

8g. Dans quelle mesure vous êtes content de la portée du télécopieur/téléfax? 

Un moyen de télécommunication a une grande portée si vous pouvez communiquer sur une distance suffisante 

o très mécontent D mécontent o content o très content 

8h. Dans quelle mesure vous êtes content de l'accessibilité du télécopieur/téléfax? 

Un mpye.n de téléçommunication a une haute accessibilité si vous pouvez rapidement entrer en contact avec la personne ou 
organtsatton desrree 

o très mécontent o mécontent o content D très content 

8i. Dans quelle mesure vous êtes content d'aise de commande du télécopieur/téléfax? 

Un moyen de télécommunication a une aise de commande s'il est facile et rapide de manier 

o très mécontent o mécontent o content o très content 

9. Quel est selon voos le plus grand avantage du télécopieur/téléfax? ........................... . ..... . 

10. Quel est selon voos Ie plus grand désavantage du télécopieur/téléfax? ... . ... .. . . . ... . .. .... . . ...... . . 

FIN DU TELECDPlEUR/TELEFAX 



MOYENS DE TELECOMMUNICATION: TELEPHONE{fELECEL 

la. Combien de fois en moyenne par mois votre organisation fait usage du téléphone pour communiquer 
locales/régionales, nationales et internationales? Remplissez la réponse dans Ie tableau suivant! 

locale/régionale nationale internationale 

.. . ... ... .... . . par mois • 0. 0 •• • • 0 . 0 0 0 0 . par mois • 0 ••• 0 0 •• 0. 0 0 • • par mois 

lb. Combien en moyenne par mois sont les coûts pour ces communications? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . US$ par mois 

2a. Est-ce que ce téléphone appartient à votre organisation? 
o oui, allez à question 3 
o non, allez à qugstion 2b 

2b. Ce téléphone appartient à qui? 

2c. Est-ce que vous payez pour l'utilisation de ce téléphone? 
o oui, allez à question Bd 
o non, allez à question Bd 

3. Remplissez Ie tableau suivant sur votre téléphone 

Nombre: .... ........ .... . . . 

4a. Est-ce que votre organisation a-t-elie financé elle même Ie téléphone? 
o oui, allez à question 4c 
o non, allez à question 4b 

4b. Qui a fmancé Ie téléphone? 

4c. Ou est-ce que Ie téléphone est acheté? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . ... .. . ... . ................ . ... . 

5. Qui s'occupe du maintien et de la réparation du téléphone? 

a. nom: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . adresse ou BP: . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . Ville: .. . ... . . . . . ... . 

b. nom: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . adresse ou BP: . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . Ville: . . . . . . . ... . . . . . 

6. Quels abonnements et/ou autorisations détient votre organisation pour communiquer avec Ie téléphone? 

7a. n y a d'autres organisations/personnes qui font usage de votre téléphone? 
o oui, allez à question 7b 
o non, allez à question 7c 

7b. Est-ce que ces organisations/personnes payent pour l'utilisation de votre téléphone? 
o oui, allez à question Ba 
o non, allez à question Ba 

7c. Est-ce que votre organisation a des objections si autres organisationsfpersonnes (éventuellement contre du paiement) 
feraient usage de votre téléphone? 
o oui, allez à question 7d 
o non, allez à question Ba 

7d. Pourquoi est-ce que votre organisation a des objections? 

TOURNER S'IL VOUS PLAIT 



8ao • Dans queUe mesure vous êtes content d'aise de maintien du téléphone? 

Un moyen de télécommunication a une aise de maintien s'il est facile et rapide d'entretenir 

o très mécontent D mécontent o content D très content 

8bo Dans queUe mesure vous êtes content des coûts uniques du téléphone? 

Des coûts uniques sont des coûts d'achat, des coûts d'affiliation, 0 00 

o très mécontent o mécontent o content D très content 

8co Dans queUe mesure vous êtes content des coûts de imprévus du téléphone? 

Des coûts imprévus sont des coûts de réparation, 00 0 

o très mécontent D mécontent D content D très content 

8do Dans queUe mesure vous êtes content des coûts périodiques du téléphone? 

Des çoûts _péripdiques sont des coûts d'abonnement, des coûts d'énergie, des coûts d'appel, des coûts de maintien, des coûts 
salanaux d'operateur, 0 0 0 

o très mécontent D mécontent o content D très content 

8eo Dans queUe mesure vous êtes content de la fiabilité du téléphone? 

Unompyen de télécommunication est non fiable s'il est souvent hors service (par exemple: à cause d'une réparation ou du 
mamtlen) 

o très mécontent D mécontent o content D très content 

8f. Dans queUe mesure vous êtes content de la sensibilité d'interférence du téléphone? 

Un moyen de télécommunication e~t sensible à l'interférence si son fonctionnement est influencé par des facteurs de 
l'environnement (par exemple: par le changement de temps ou autre appareillage) 

o très mécontent D mécontent D content D très content 

8go Dans queUe mesure vous êtes content de la portée du téléphone? 

Un moyen de télécommunication a une grande portée si vous pouvez communiquer sur une distance suffisante 

o très mécontent D mécontent o content D très content 

8ho Dans queUe mesure vous êtes content de l'accessibilité du téléphone? 

Un mpyep de téJéçommunication a une haute accessibilité si vous pouvez rapidement entrer en contact avec la personne ou 
orgamsat10n desrree 

o très mécontent D mécontent o content D très content 

8io Dans queUe mesure vous êtes content d'aise de commande du téléphone? 

Un moyen de télécommunication a une aise de commande s'il est facile et rapide de manier 

D très mécontent D mécontent o content D très content 

9o Quel est selon vous Ie plus grand avantage du téléphone? 

lûo Quel est selon vous Ie plus grand désavantage du téléphone? 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

FIN DU TELEPHONE 



MOYENS DE TELECOMMUNICATION: RADIOPHONIE/MOTOROLA 

la. Combien de fois en moyenne par mois votre organisation fait usage de la radiopbonie pour communiquer 
locales/régionales, nationales et internationales? Remplissez la réponse dans Ie tableau suivant! 

locale/régionale nationale internationale 

0 0 • • • •• 0 • • • • •• • par mois • • • • 0 ••• 0 ••••• 0 par mois • • • 0 • ••• 0 ••• • 0 • par mois 

lb. Combien en moyenne par mois sont les coûts pour ces communications? .. . ..... . . .... . .... US$ par mois 

2a. Est-ce que cette radiopbonie appartient à votre organisation? 
o oui, allez à question 3 
o non, allez à question 2b 

2b. Cette radiopboDie appartient à qui? 

2c. Est-ce que vous payez pour l'utilisation de cette radiophonie? 
o oui, allez à question Bd 
o non, allez à question Bd 

3. Remplissez Ie tableau suivant sur votre radiopbonie 

Nombre: .. . .. . .. . .. . . . ... . . 

4a. Est-ce que votre organisation a-t-elie financé elle même la radiopbonie? 
o oui, allez à question 4c 
o non, allez à question 4b 

4b. Qui a fmancé la radiophonie? 

4c. Ou est-ce que Ia radiopboDie est acheté? .... . ... . . . ......... . .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. ... .. . .. . . . . ... . 
... ... ............... . .. . ... . .... ··•···············•······ ······················· ······ ·· · ··• · • ··········· · · · ····················· · ······· 

5. Qui s'occupe du maintien et de la réparation de Ia radiopbonie? 

a. nom: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . adresse ou BP: ... . . . . . . . .... . . . . Ville: .. . ... . ... .. .. . 

b. nom: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . adresse ou BP: ..... . ... . . . ..... . Ville: .. .. . ........ . . 

6. Quels abonnements et/ou autorisations détient votre organisation pour communiquer avec Ia radiopbonie? 

7a. D y a d'autres organisationsfpersonnes qui font usage de votre radiopbonie? 
o oui, allez à question 7b 
o non, allez à question 7c 

7b. Est-ce que ces organisations/personnes payent pour l'utilisation de votre radiophonie? 
o oui, allez à question Ba 
o non, allez à question Ba 

7c. Est-ce que votre organisation a des objections si autres organisationsfpersonnes (éventuellement contre du paiement) 
feraient usage de votre radiophonie? 
o oui, allez à question 7d 
o non, allez à question Ba 

7d. Pourquoi est-ce que votre organisation a des objections? 

TOURNER S'IL VOUS PLAIT 



8a. Dans quelle mesure voos êtes content d'aise de maintien de la radiophonie? 

Un moyen de télécommunication a une aise de maintien s'il est facile et rapide d'entretenir 

o très mécontent o mécontent o content o très content 

8b. Dans quelle mesure vous êtes content des coûts uniques de la radiophonie? 

Des coûts uniques sont des coûts d'achat, des coûts d'affiliation, ... 

D très mécontent o mécontent o content o très content 

8c. Dans quelle mesure vous êtes content des coûts de irnprévus de la radiophonie? 

Des coûts irnprévus sont des coûts de réparation, ... 

o très mécontent o mécontent o content o très content 

8d. Dans quelle mesure vous êtes content des coûts périodiques de la radiophonie? 

Des çoûts _péripdiques sont des coûts d'abonnement, des coûts d'énergie, des coûts d'appel, des coûts de maintien, des coûts 
salanaux d'operateur, ... 

o très mécontent o mécontent o content D très content 

8e. Dans quelle mesure vous êtes content de la fiabilité de Ia radiophonie? 

Un.mpyen de télécommunication est non fiable s'il est souvent hors service (par exemple: à cause d'une réparation ou du 
mam tien) 

o très mécontent o mécontent o content o très content 

8f. Dans quelle mesure vous êtes content de la sensibilité d'interférence de la radiophonie? 

Un moyen de télécommunication est sensible à l'interférence si son fonctionnement est influencé par des facteurs de 
l'environnement (par exemple: par Ie changement de tempsou autre appareillage) 

o très mécontent D mécontent o content D très content 

8g. Dans quelle mesure vous êtes content de la portée de la radiophonie? 

Un moyen de télécommunication a une grande portée si vous pouvez communiquer sur une distance suffisante 

o très mécontent D mécontent D content D très content 

8h. Dans quelle mesure vous êtes content de l'accessibilité de la radiophonie? 

Un mpyep de téléçommunication a une haute accessibilité si vous pouvez rapidement entrer en contact avec la personne ou 
orgamsat10n desrree 

o très mécontent o mécontent o content o très content 

8i. Dans quelle mesure vous êtes content d'aise de commande de la radiophonie? 

Un moyen de télécommunication a une aise de commande s'il est facile et rapide de manier 

o très mécontent o mécontent o content o très content 

9. Quel est selon vous Ie plus grand avantage de la radiophonie? ........ . ...... . ........ . ....... . . . . . 

10. Quel est selon voos Ie plus grand désavantage de la radiophonie? 

FIN DE LA RADIOPHONIE 



MOYENS DE TELECOMMUNICA TION: .....•..••........................... 

la. Combien de fois en moyenne par mois votre organisation fait usage de ce moyen de télécommunication pour 
communiquer locales/régionales, nationales et internationales? Remplissez la réponse dans Ie tableau suivant! 

locale/régionale nationale internationale 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . par mois • • •• • ••• 0 • • • ••• par mois 0 • • 0 ••••• 0 •• • 0. par mois 

lb. Combien en moyenne par mois sont les coûts pour ces communications? US$ par mois 

2a. Est-ce que ce moyen de télécommunication appartient à votre organisation? 
o oui, allez à question 3 
o non, allez à question 2b 

2b. Ce moyen de télécommunication appartient à qui? 

2c. Est-ce que vous payez pour l'utilisation de ce moyen de télécommunication? 
o oui, allez à question Bd 
o non, allez à question Bd 

3. Remplissez Ie tableau suivant sur ce moyen de télécommunication 

4a. Est-ce que votre organisation a-t-elie financé elle même ce moyen de télécommunication? 
o oui, allez à question 4c 
o non, allez à question 4b 

4b. Qui a fmancé ce moyen de télécommunication? 

4c. Ou est-ce que ce moyen de télécommunication est acheté? ..... .. ...... . . . .. . ..... . . . .... . .. . ...... . . 

5. Qui s'occupe du maintien et de la réparation de ce moyen de télécommunication? 

a. nom: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . adresse ou BP: .. . . . .. .. . . . . . . .. . Ville: .... . . . . . ..... . 

b. nom: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . adresse ou BP: .......... . ... . .. . Ville: . .. ... . ... . . . . . 

6. Quels abonnements et/ou autorisations détient votre organisation pour communiquer avec ce moyen de 
télécommunication? 

7a. Dy a d'autres organisations/personnes qui font usage de ce moyen de télécommunication? 
o oui, allez à question 7b 
o non, allez à question 7c 

7b. Est-ce que ces organisations/personnes payent pour l'utilisation de ce moyen de télécommunication? 
o oui, allez à question Ba 
o non, allez à questjon Ba 

7c. Est-ce que votre organisation a des objections si autres organisations/personnes (éventuellement contre du paiement) 
feraient usage de ce moyen de télécommunication? 
o oui, allez à question 7d 
o non, allez à question Ba 

7d. Pourquoi est-ce que votre organisation a des objections? 

TOURNER S'IL VOUS PLAIT 



8ao Dans quelle mesure voos êtes content d'aise de maintien de ce moyen de télécommunication? 

Un moyen de télécommunication a une aise de maintien s'il est facile et rapide d'entretenir 

o très mécontent o mécontent o content o très content 

8bo Dans queUe mesure vous êtes content des coûts uniques de ce moyen de télécommunication? 

Des coûts uniques sont des coûts d'achat, des coûts d'affiliation, 0 0 0 

o très mécontent o mécontent o content o très content 

8co Dans queUe mesure vous êtes content des coûts de imprévus de ce moyen de télécommunication? 

Des coûts imprévus sont des coûts de réparation, 00 0 

o très mécontent o mécontent o content o très content 

8do Dans queUe mesure vous êtes content des coûts périodiques de ce moyen de télécommunication? 

D~s çoûts _péripdiques sont des coûts d'abonnement, des coûts d'énergie, des coûts d'appel, des coûts de maintien, des coûts 
saJanaux d'operateur, 0 0 0 

o très mécontent o mécontent o content o très content 

8eo Dans queUe mesure vous êtes content de la fiabilité de ce moyen de télécommunication? 

Unompyen de télécommunication est non fiable s'il est souvent hors service (par exemple: à cause d'une réparation ou du 
mamtlen) 

o très mécontent o mécontent o content o très content 

8fo Dans queUe mesure vous êtes content de la sensibilité d'interférence de ce moyen de télécommunication? 

Un D).oyen de télécommunication e~t s~nsible à l'interférence si son fonctiormement est influencé par des facteurs de 
l'envrronnement (par exemple: par Je changement de temps ou autre apparetUage) 

o très mécontent o mécontent o content o très content 

8go Dans queUe mesure vous êtes content de la portée de ce moyen de télécommunication? 

Un moyen de télécommunication a une grande portée si vous pouvez communiquer sur une distance suffisante 

o très mécontent o mécontent o content o très content 

8ho Dans queUe mesure vous êtes content de l'accessibilité de ce moyen de télécommunication? 

Un mpyep de téJéçommunication a une haute accessibilité si vous pouvez rapidement entrer en contact avec la personne ou 
orgamsat10n desrree 

o très mécontent o mécontent o content o très content 

8i. Dans queUe mesure vous êtes content d'aise de commande de ce moyen de télécommunication? 

Un moyen de télécommunication a une aise de commande s'il est facile et rapide de manier 

o très mécontent o mécontent o content o très content 

90 Quel est selon voos Ie plus grand avantage de ce moyen de télécommunication? 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

lOo Quel est selon voos Ie plus grand désavantage de ce moyen de télécommunication? 

FIN DE CE MOYEN DE TELECOMMUNICATION 
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03: Operationalisation of the Telecommunication Sector in North Kivu (Zaïre) 

1 Telephone Main Lines in Operation 
2 Exchange Capacity in U se 
3 Residential Telephone Main Lines 
4 Telephone Main Lines in Largest City 
5 Conneetion Charge 
6 Y early Subscription Fee 
7 Cost for 100 Local Calls 
8 Cellular Mobile Telephone Subscribers 
9 Full-Time Telecommunication Staff 

10 List for Main Lines 
Table C 3-1: State of telecommunication 
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Appendices of Chapter 4 

04: Analysis of Need for and State of Telecommunication in North Kivu 

In this appendix are the data of the questionnaires represented and analysed. The purpose of the survey is to 
investigate the state of telecommunication, the satisfaction concerning telecommunication and the need for 
telecommunication in North Kivu. In the questionnaire is laid special emphasis on the 'used' 
telecommunication means, because many organisations do not possess telecommunication means but use 
them from other organisations. Besides, in Goma (capital of North Kivu) are some private organisations who 
offer telecommunication services like making phone calls and sending/receiving fax messages. 
In order to compare the used telecommunication means the three following kinds of communication are 
distinguished within the questionnaire: (i) communication with employees who leave the organisation 
during working hours, (ii) communication between the organisation and their transport means33

, and (iii) 
communication between the organisation and external relations34

• Because not every organisation has 
transport means or employees working outside the organisation, firstly is handed out a 'genera/ 
questionnaire'. Dependent on the answers of this questionnaire, we gave the organisation 'continuation 
questionnaires' concerning communication with employees, communication with transport means and 
communication with external relations. Furthermore, to get some more understanding on the satisfaction of 
telecommunication in North Kivu, the organisations got 'supplementary questionnaires' . The 
'supplementary questionnaires' refer to telephone, facsimile and radio transmitter-receiver. In these 
questionnaires distinction is made between users ( organisations who u se telecommunication means from 
other organisations) and possessors (organisations who possess their own telecommunication means) of 
telecommunication means. 
In total the 'genera/ questionnaire' and the accompanying 'continuation questionnaires' is handed out to 
thirty-one organisations (four questionnaires are handed out to test and correct). Out of the twenty-seven 
remaining questionnaires returned twenty-one useful questionnaires (77.7 per cent). The remaining 
questionnaires returned partly answered, or unreliable answered. Furthermore are given, and subsequently 
received, 'supplementary questionnaires' on telephone (11), facsimile (5) and radio transmitter-receiver 
(13). 
The collected data are as much as possible represented in tables. Appendix D4.1 to Appendix D4.4 represent 
the data and analyses of the first questionnaire Appendix D4.5 shows the data and analyses of the 
supplementary questionnaire and finally the conclusions are given in Appendix D4.6. Below the tables is 
made reference to the questions of the questionnaires (see Appendix D2 for rhe questionnaires) . Unanswered questions 
are indicated with UA, unreliable answered questions are marked by UR, and questions which are not 
applicable for a eertaio organisation are signed by NA (below the concerned table is given an explanation 
about the non-applicability). The signs UA and NA are always placed at the first answer possibility of the 
table, and the sign VR is placed at the answered position. Besides some organisations replied 'plusieurs' 
(many) to questions who desired a number. In the tables these responses are indicated by >>. 

04. 1: Introduetion 

In Table D4-1 are given characteristics of the 21 organisations. The organisations are grouped according to 
their activity. The numbers in the first column refer to the original questionnaire numbers. In the remaining 
part of this appendix these numbers are used insteadof the narnes of the organisations. 

From Table D4-1 appears the dominanee of small and medium private organisations (including churches) in 
North Kivu's economy. Catholic and Christian churches, which are generous represented in North Kivu, 
carry out development projects and provide education and health services on a large scale. 

33 Transport means are means to transport persons and goods (for example cars, trucks, planes etc.). 

34 Extemal relations are all organisations, enterprises, affiliates, individuals etc. that communicate with the interrogated organisation. 
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5 ITAB >> transport persons and freight private 
6 AGETRAF 100 transport persons and freight private 
7 OZACAF 80 production coffee public 
23 Gornat 10 production mattress private 
26 Idjwi Fruits 30 production juice private 
27 Nyiragongo 35 production coffee private 
8 ACOGENOKI 15 association cattie private 
12 ANEZA 13 association chamber of commerce public 
9 CEPZA >> secretariat church church 
11 CEASJ 65 secretanat church church 
14 ECZ 34 secretanat church church 
29 CEBZE >> secretanat church church 
30 CBK 30 secretanat church church 
10 SONAS 38 assurance public 
13 AGIPZaire 21 business enterprise fuel public 
17 Zaïre Maboko 22 business enterprise supermarket/hotel private 
18 NBK 45 bank UA 

19 UCOOPANOKI 9 co-operative agriculture private 
20 CRONG 6 co-operative development private 
21 Grands Lacs 72 hotel/restaurant private 
22 43 development private 

Table D4-1: Characteristics of interrogated organisations (genera!) 
questions: [gen_gen; I , 2, 4, 7a] 

One prerequisite for reliable telecommunication is an adequate electricity provision. Table D4-2 shows the 
electricity provision of the interrogated organisations. Every organisation is connected to the public 
electricity network, but only seven organisation have facilities to overcome an electricity drop. 

x 
x 
x 

Table D4-2: Electricity provision (genera!) 
question: [gen_gen; 5a] 

Table D4-3: Presence of electricity [percent] (general) 
question: [gen_gen; 5b] 
NA: organisation has additional electricity facilities 

x x 

x 

x x x 
x 
x x 

As Table D4-3 shows, the absence of additional electricity facilities is nat due to the availability of an 
adequate public electricity network. The presence of public electricity during working hours varies 
according to the interrogated organisations from 30 per cent to 100 per cent. 

In Table D4-4 are the used telecommunication means depicted for the twenty-one interrogated organisations. 
Voice-telecommunication means Iike radio transmitter-receiver (17) and telephone (17) are used by most 
organisations, but data-telecommunication means Iike facsimile (7) and computer with modem (2) are used 
fewer. Only one organisation does nat use telecommunication means, four organisations make use of only 
one telecommunication mean, sixteen organisations use two or more telecommunication means, and the 
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organisations which use data-telecornrnunication means also use voice-telecommunication means. 

Table 04-4: Used telecommunication means (general) 
questions: [gen_gen; 6], [gen_gen; 9c] 

04.2: Communication Between the Organisation and Employee$35 

Table 04-5 shows that most organisations believe it is (very) important that employees can leave the 
organisation to fulfil activities outside the organisation. 

Table 04-5: Leaving the organisation (employees) 
question: [gen_gen; 7b] 

Table 04-6 shows that telephone (6) and radio transmitter-receiver (8) are used both to cornrnunicate with 
employees. Only two organisations do not have employees who leave the organisation, and eight 
organisations do not use telecornrnunication means to cornrnunicate with employees. It is remarkable that 
two organisations ('5' and '23'), who use telecornrnunication means to cornrnunicate with employees, 
answered that it is unimportant that employees can leave the organisation. The two organisation (' 17' and 
'26' ) who do nothave employees who leave the organisation are leftout of the analysis in this section. 

x x x x 
Table 04-6: Used telecommunication means (employees) 
question: [gen_gen; 7g] 
NA: no employees leave the organisation 

x x x x 

Organisations who use telecornrnunication means to cornrnunicate with employees mentioned the following 
reasoos to communicate: 
• employee asks the organisation for information or advice (5) 
• organisation gives information or instruction to the employee (5) 
• organisation asks what the employee is doing (2) 
question: [emp_moyens; la, lb] 

Table 04-7 shows that only one of seven organisations who do not use telecornrnunication means to 
cornrnunicate with employees believe it is not important to have cornrnunication possibilities. It is 
remarkable that organisation '12' answered that it is important to cornrnunicate with employees, while it 
believes it is unimportant that employees can leave the organisation. The six organisation who do not use 
telecornrnunication means to cornrnunicate with their employees, but believe it is important to do, mentioned 
the following reasoos to cornrnunicate: 

35 This section refers to communication between the organisation and employees who leave the organisation during working hours. For the sake of 
convenience is written 'communication with employees' in this section. 
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• the organisation gives inforrnation or instruction to the employee (4) 
• the employee asks the organisation for information or advice (3) 
question: [emp_pas; Ja, lb] 

Table D4-7: Important to communicate? (employees) 
question: [gen_gen; 7h] 
NA: organisation uses already telecommunication means 

04.2.1 : Satisfaction 

Appendices of Chapter 4 

This paragraph analysis the satisfaction and desired amelioration conceming telecommunication means used 
to communicate between the organisation and their employees. In Table D4-8 to Table D4-11 are given the 
answers conceming the satisfaction. Given the few interrogated organisations and besides the low response 
(and unreliable answers), it is not justified to draw any condusion from these data. The organisations '10' 
and '30' areleftout the analysis because they did not get the 'continuation questionnaires'. 

Table D4-8: Contact time (employees) 
question: [emp_moyens; 2] 

Table D4-9: Successful contacts (employees) 
question: [emp_moyens; 3] 

Table D4-10: Maximum distance (employees) 
question: [emp_moyens; 4] 

Table D4-11: Costs (employees) 
question: [emp_moyens; 5] 

While the data from Table D4-8 to Table D4-11 do not make clear the satisfaction conceming the used 
telecommunication means to communicate with employees, Table D4-12 does. The organisations who do 
not use telecommunication means desire amelioration (grey-shaded columns), but the organisations what 
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already use telecornrnunication means also do. The organisations '10', '27' and '30' areleftout the analysis 
because they did not get the 'continuation questionnaires'. 

Table 04-12: Organisation desires amelioration? (employees) 
questions: [emp_moyens; 6], [gen_gen; 7h] 

In Table 04-13 are the appropriate telecornrnunication means depicted to cornrnunicate with employees. The 
voice-telecommunication means are found to be most appropriate. 

x x 

Table 04-13: Appropriate telecornrnunication means? (employees) 
questions: [emp_moyens; Ba], [emp_pas; Sa] 

x 

Table 04-14, shows that the availability of funds is a big problem. Only three organisations have funds to 
invest, and as Table 04-15 shows, only two organisations are prepared to invest in telecommunication. 

x x x x 
Table 04-14: Organisation has funds to invest? (employees) 
questions: [emp_moyens; 9a], [emp_pas; 6a] 

x 
Table 04-15: Organisation is prepared to in vest? (employees) 
questions: [emp_moyens; 9b], [emp_pas; 6b] 
NA: no funds available 

Reasons why these organisations have not yet invested in telecommunication are: 
• telecornrnunication means are not available on the local market 
• donors give funds in small parts and funds are often delayed 
questions: [emp_moyens; 9d], [emp_pas; 6d] 

x 

04.3: Communication Between the Organisation and their Transport Mean$36 

As Table 04-16 shows, telephone (1) and radio transmitter-receiver (6) are both used to cornrnunicate 
between the organisation and their transport means. However, thirteen of the twenty-one organisation do not 
use telecornrnunication means to cornrnunicate with their transport means, while only two organisations do 
nothave transport means. In the remaining part of this section the organisations '11' and '22' are leftout of 
the analysis because they do not have transport means. 

36 This section refers to communication between the organisation and the drivers of transport means during working hours. For the sake of 
convenience is written 'communication with transport means' in this section. 
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x x 
Table D4-16: Used telecommunication means (transport means) 
questions: [gen__gen; Ba, Bb] 
NA: organisation does nothave transport means 

x 
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x x x 

Organisations who use telecommunication means to communicate with their transport means mentioned the 
following reasoos to communicate: 
• the driver asks the organisation for work program (3) 
• the organisation gives information or instructien to the driver (3) 
• the organisation asks for the progressof the mission (1) 
question: [trans_moyens; Ja, Jb] 

Table D4-17 shows that from the fourteen organisations who do not use telecommunication means eleven 
organisations believe it is important to have communication possibilities with transport means. 

x x x 
Table D4-17: Important to communicate? (transport means) 
question: [gen __gen; Be] 
NA: the organisation uses already telecommunication means 

The eleven organisation who do not use telecommunication means to communicate with their transport 
means, but believe it is important to do, mentioned the following reasoos to communicate: 
• the organisation gives information or instruction to the driver (6) 
• the driver asks for information or instruction (5) 
• the organisation asks for the position of the vehicle (4) 
• the organisation asks for the progressof the mission (1) 
question: [trans_pas; Ja, Jb] 

04.3.1 : Satisfaction 

This paragraph analysis the satisfaction and desired amelieration conceming telecommunication means used 
by organisations to communicate with their transport means. In Table D4-18 to Table D4-21 are given the 
answers conceming this satisfaction. Given the few interrogated organisations it is not justified to draw any 
condusion from these data. 

x UR UR 

x 
Table D4-18: Contact time (transport means) 
question: [trans_moyens; 2] 

Table D4-19: Successful contacts (transport means) 
question: [trans_moyens; 3] 
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Table D4-20: Maximum distance (transport means) 
question: [trans_moyens; 4] 

Table D4-21: Costs (transport means) 
question: [trans_moyens; 5] 
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Just like the satisfaction on comrnunication with employees, the satisfaction on comrnunication with 
transport means becomes not clear from Table D4-18 to Table D4-21. However, Table D4-22 shows that 
most of the organisations who do not use telecomrnunication means to comrnunicate with transport means 
desire amelioration (grey-shaded columns). Besides, all organisations who already use telecomrnunication 
means desire amelioration too. lt is remarkable that organisation '8 ' desires amelioration while it believes it 
is notimportant to comrnunicate with transport means. The organisations '10', '27' and '30' areleftout the 
analysis because they did not get the 'continuation questionnaires'. 

Table D4-22: Organisation desires amelioration? (transport means) 
questions: [trans_moyens; 6), [gen_gen; Be] 

Table D4-23 shows the appropriate telecomrnunication means to comrnunicate with transport means. The 
voice-telecomrnunication means (telephone and radio transmitter-receiver) seems to be most appropriate. 
Three organisations (' 12', '17' and '18' ) chose none of these four telecomrnunication means, but they 
answered neither the remaining part of the questionnaire concerning amelioration. 

Table D4-23: Appropriate telecommunication means? (transport means) 
questions: [trans_moyens; Ba], [trans_pas; 5a] 
NA: organisation does not desire amelioration 

Table D4-24, shows that just as for comrnunication with employees the availability of funds ts a big 
problem; only three out of twelve organisations have funds to invest in telecomrnunication. 

Table D4-24: Organisation has funds to invest? (transport means) 
questions: [trans_moyens; 9a], [trans_pas; 6a] 
NA: organisation does not desire amelioration 

As becomes visible from Table D4-25, two of these three organisations are prepared to invest in 
telecommunication. Reasons why these organisations have not yet invested in telecomrnunication are: 
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• telecommunication means are not available on the local market 
• investment is not urgent 
questions: [trans_moyens; 9d], [trans_pas; 6d] 

Table 04-25 : Organisation is prepared to invest? (transport means) 
questions: [trans_moyens; 9b], [trans_pas; 6b] 
NA : no funds available, or organisation does not desire arnelioration 

04.4: Communication with External Relations 

As Table 04-26 shows, the interrogated organisations of Goma have many contacts with organisations 
inside and outside Goma/North Kivu/Zaire. 

8 >> 8 >> 9 4 >> 

JO 0 JO 0 JO JO 2 >> 4 JO 2 3 >> 

20 7 0 3 20 7 3 >> I 10 >> 5 >> 

Table 04-26: Number of contacts with extemal relations 
questions: [gen_gen; 9b] 

Table 04-27 represents the used means to communicate with extemal relations . The mostly used 
telecommunication means are telephone (17) and radio transmitter-receiver (17). Other frequently used 
means of communication are by courier (14), send someone (12), travel-on-its-own (11), by traveiler (10) 
and by mail (10). 

x x x x 
x x x x x x x 
x 

x 
x 
x 
x 

x x 
x x x 
x x x 
x x x 

x 
x 
x 
x 

x x x x x x x 
Table 04-27: Used communication means (extemal relations) 
questions: [gen_gen; 9c], [ext_moyens; 1], [ext_moyens; 2] 

x x x 
x 

x x 
x 
x 
x x 

x x 

x x x 
x x x x x x 

x x x x 
x x x x 
x x x x x 

x x x 
x x x x x 

Organisations who use telecommunication means to communicate with extemal relations mentioned the 
following reasons to communicate: 
• give/ask information to clients and affiliates (1 0) 

• negotiate about prices (5) 
• order goods and spareparts (5) 
• get market inforrnation ( 4) 
questions: [ext_moyens; 3a, 3b] 
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04.4.1 : Satisfaction 

This paragraph analysis the satisfaction and amelioration conceming telecommunication means used to 
communicate with extemal relations. In Table D4-28 to Table D4-31 are given the answers conceming the 
satisfaction. Most organisation are ( very) satisfied: contact time (2+8), successful contacts ( 1 + 1 0) and 
maximum distance (2+ 10); and few organisations are (very) unsatisfied: contact time (0+2), successful 
contacts (0+3) and maximum distance (1+2). With respect to the costs, most organisations are (very) 
unsatisfied (5+ 7) and some are satisfied (3). The organisations '10', '27' and '30' areleftout of the analysis 
because they did not get the 'continuation questionnaires'. 

x 
x x x x x 

Table D4-28: Contact time (extemal relations) 
question: [ext_moyens; 4] 

Table D4-29: Successful contacts (extemal relations) 
question: [ext_moyens; 5] 

x x x 

x 

x x 
Table D4-30: Maximum distance (extemal relations) 
question: [ext_moyens; 6] 

Table D4-31: Costs ( extemal relations) 
question: [ext_moyens; 7] 

UR X UR UR 

x x x 
x 

x x 
x x x x x 

As Table D4-32 shows, only one organisation does not desire amelioration to communicate with extemal 
relations (this organisation already uses telecommunication means). The grey-shaded organisation does not 
use a telecommunication mean to communicate with extemal relations. 

Table D4-32: Organisation desires amelioration? (extemal relations) 
question: [ext_moyens; 13] 

Table D4-33 depiets the appropriate telecommunication means to communicate with extemal organisations. 
Most organisations give preferenee to the voice-telecommunication means (telephone and radio transmitter
receiver), but some organisations are also interested in data-telecommunication means (facsimile and 
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computer with modem). One organisations ('8') chose none of the four telecommunication means, but it 
answered neither the remaining part of the questionnaire on amelioration. 

x x x x 
x x 

x x 
x 

x x x x x x 
Table D4-33: Appropriate telecommunication means? (extemal relations) 
questions: [ext_moyens; Ba], [ext_pas; 5a) 
NA: organisation does not desire amelieration 

x x x x x 
x x x 

x 

Table D4-34, shows that for communication with extemal relations funding is also the main problem. More 
than one half of the organisations have no funds to invest in telecommunication for communication with 
extemal relations. As becomes visible from Table D4-35, the organisations with available funds are 
prepared to invest in telecommunication. Reasons why these organisations have not yet invested are: 
• telecommunication means are not available on the local market 
• insecurity in the region 
• the socio-economie situation in Zaire 
questions: [ext_moyens; 3a, 3b] 

x x x x 
Table D4-34: Organisation has funds to invest? (extemal organisations) 
question: [ext_moyens; 17a] 
NA: organisation does not desire amelieration 

Table D4-35: Organisation is prepared to invest? (extemal) 
question: [ext_moyens; 17b) 
NA: no funds available, or organisation does not desire amelieration 

04.5: Batistaction Concerning the Te/ecommunication Means 

x x x x 

In this section the satisfaction on telephone, facsimile and radio transmitter-receiver are reviewed. There is 
drawn a distinction between non-possessors (users) and possessors of telecommunication means. The 
answers of non-possessors are grey-shaded in the tab les. 

04.5.1: Telephone 

Table D4-36 gives the monthly costs to communicate by telephone. The costs vary considerable per 
organisation and are quite high for African standards. 

Table D4-36: Monthly costs [US$] (telephone) 
question: [telephone; lb) 

Users and owners of telephone are of the opinion that the big advantages of telephone are: 
• quick access to the desired person (3) 
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• contact possible during and after working hours (2) 
• gain in time (1) 
• portable, simple (1) 
• communication over a large distance possible (1) 
• secure communication (1) 
question: [telephone; 9] 

Appendices of Chapter 4 

Users and owners of telephone are of the opinion that the big disadvantages of telephone are: 
• high costs (9) 
• interference (2) 
• wiretapped by government ( 1) 
question: [telephone; JO] 

Table D4-37 to Table D4-45 represent data on the satisfaction of telephone. Most organisations are (very) 
satisfied about the ease of maintenance, ease of command, accessibility and range. Dissatisfaction exists in 
the unique costs, unexpected costs, periodical costs and sensibility, and dissens ion exists in reliability. 

x 
x x 

x x 
Table D4-37: Ease of maintenance (telephone) 
question: [telephone; Ba] 
NA: question is not applicable for non-possessors 

Table D4-38: Unique costs (telephone) 
question: [telephone; Bb] 
NA: question is not applicable for non-possessors 

Table D4-39: Unexpected costs (telephone) 
question: [telephone; Be] 
NA: question is not applicable for non-possessors 

Table D4-40: Periodical costs (telephone) 
question: [telephone; Bd] 
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Table 04-41 : Reliability (telephone) 
question: [telephone; Be] 

Table 04-42: Sensibility (telephone) 
question: [telephone; Bj] 

Table 04-43: Range (telephone) 
question: [telephone; Bg] 

Table 04-44: Accessibility (telephone) 
question: [telephone; Bh] 

x 

x x 
Table 04-45: Ease of command (telephone) 
question: [telephone; Bi] 

04.5.2: Facsimile 

x x 
x 

Table 04-46 shows the monthly costs to communicate by facsimile . 

Table 04-46: Monthly costs [US$] (facsimile) 
question: [facsimile; 1 b] 
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Users and owners of facsimile are of the opinion that the big advantages of facsimile are: 
• depth of contents of the message (2) 
• speed (2) 
question: [facsimile; 9] 
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U sers and owners of facsimile are of the opinion that the big disadvantages of facsimile are: 
• incompatibility between facsimile machines (1) 
• high costs (1) 
• it is not sure that the recipient reads the message immediately (1) 
• other people can read the message (I) 
question: [facsimile; 1 0] 

Table D4-47 to Table D4-55 show data on the satisfaction of facsimile. Despite the small number of 
interrogated organisations the following condusion are deduced carefully: satisfaction exists in the ease of 
command, range, reliability and accessibility; dissatisfaction exists in costs. 

Table D4-47: Base of maintenance (facsimile) 
question: [facsimile; Ba] 
NA: question is not applicable for non-possessors 

Table D4-48: Unique costs (facsimile) 
question: [facsimile; Bb] 
NA: question is not applicable for non-possessors 

Table D4-49: Unexpected costs (facsimile) 
question: [facsimile; Be] 
NA: question is not applicable for non-possessors 

Table D4-50: Periodical costs (facsimile) 
question: [facsimile; Bd] 

x 
Table D4-51: Reliability (facsimile) 
question: [facsimile; Be] 
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Table 04-52: Sensibility (facsimile) 
question: [facsimile; Bj] 

x 
Table 04-53: Range (facsimile) 
question: [facsimile; Bg] 

x 
Table 04-54: Accessibility (facsimile) 
question: [facsimile; Bh] 

Table 04-55: Ease of command (facsimile) 
question: [facsimile; Bi] 

04.5.3: Radio Transmitter-Receiver 
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Table 04-56 shows the monthly costs to communicate by radio transmitter-receiver. From this table 
becomes clear that radio transmitter-receiver is a cheap telecommunication mean. 

Table 04-56: Monthly costs [US$] (radio transmitter-receiver) 
question: [radio transmitter-receiver; Jb] 

Users and owners of radio transmitter-receiver are of the opinion that the big advantages of radio 
transmitter-receiver are: 
• costs (4) 
• direct contact with desired person (3) 
• contact at distance (3) 
• range (1) 
• easy to u se (1) 
question: [radio transmitter-receiver; 9] 

Users and owners of radio transmitter-receiver are of the opinion that the big disadvantages of radio 
transmitter-receiver are: 
• high purchase costs (3) 
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• conversations are easy to follow by others (3) 
• interference (2) 
• radio transmitter-receiver is not always switched on (1) 
• expensive (1) 
question: [radio transmitter-receiver; JO] 

Table D4-57 to Table D4-65 represent data on the satisfaction of radio transmitter-receiver. Most 
organisations are satisfied concerning the reliability and range, dissatisfaction exists in unexpected costs, 
periodical costs and sensibility, and dissension exists in ease of maintenance and unique costs. 

Table D4-57: Ease of maintenance (radio transmitter-receiver) 
question: [radio transmitter-receiver; Ba] 
NA: question is not applicable for non-possessors 

x 
x 

x 
Table D4-58: Unique costs (radio transmitter-receiver) 
question: [radio transmitter-receiver; Bb] 
NA: question is not applicable for non-possessors 

x 

Table D4-59: Unexpected costs (radio transmitter-receiver) 
question: [radio transmitter-receiver; Be] 
NA: question is not applicable for non-possessors 

Table D4-60: Periodical costs (radio transmitter-receiver) 
question: [radio transmitter-receiver; Bd] 

x 
x 

Table D4-61: Reliability (radio transmitter-receiver) 
question: [radio transmitter-receiver; Be] 

x 
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Table 04-62: Sensibility (radio transmitter-receiver) 
question: [radio transmitter-receiver; Bj] 

x 
x 

Table 04-63: Range (radio transmitter-receiver) 
question: [radio transmitter-receiver; Bg] 

x 

Table 04-64: Accessibility (radio transmitter-receiver) 
question: [radio transmitter-receiver; Bh] 

x 

Table 04-65: Base of command (radio transmitter-receiver) 
question: [radio transmitter-receiver; 81] 

04.6: Conclusions 
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x 

North Kivu's economy is dominated by small and medium privately owned organisations. Their activities 
are roughly distinguishable in agriculture (coffee, fruits and cattle), industry (mostly manufacturing of 
agricultural produce) and services (banking, assurance, transport and tourism). Besides, Catholic and 
Christian churches are generously represented in North Kivu. They carry out development projects and 
provide on a large scale education and health services. 

A prerequisite for reliable telecommunication is an adequate electricity provtston. Every interrogated 
organisation is connected to the public electricity network. The reliability of the public electricity network is 
quite low in some areas of Goma; it ranges from 30 per cent to 100 per cent. Oespite the low reliability only 
six organisations possess facilities like a generator, solar system or battery to overcome an electricity drop. 
The mostly used telecommunication means are voice-telecommunication means like telephone ( 17) and 
radio transmitter-receiver (17). Oata-telecommunication means like facsimile (7) and computer with modem 
(2) are used also, but to a lesser extent. Only one organisation does not use telecommunication means, four 
organisations make use of only one telecommunication mean, sixteen organisations use two or more 
telecommunication means, and the organisations who use data-telecommunication means also use voice
telecommunication means. 
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04.6.1: Communication with Employees 

Most organisations believe it is (very) important that employeescan leave the organisation to fulfil activities 
outside the organisation. Only two organisations do not have employees who leave the organisation during 
working hours to fulfil activities. Among the interrogated organisations are eight organisations who do not 
use telecommunication means to communicate between the organisation and employees. Furthermore 
believe seven of these organisations it is important to have communication possibilities with the employees. 

Both telephone (6) and radio transmitter-receiver (8) are used to communicate with employees. 
Organisations who use telecommunication means to communicate with employees mentioned the following 
reasons to communicate: 
• employee asks the organisation for information or advice 
• organisation gives information or instructien to the employee 
• organisation asks what the employee is doing 

The six organisation who do not use telecommunication means to communicate with their employees, but 
believe it is important to do, mentioned the same reasons to communicate. 

Not only the six organisations who do not use telecommunication means desire amelioration, but also the 
organisations who already use telecommunication means. Appropriate telecommunication means to 
communicate with employees are according to the interrogated organisations telephone and radio 
transmitter-receiver. Only three out of fifteen organisations have funds to invest in telecommunication, and 
two of these three organisations are prepared to invest in telecommunication. Reasons why these 
organisations have not yet invested in telecommunication are: 
• telecommunication means are not available on the local market 
• donors give funds in small parts and funds are often delayed 

04.6.2: Communication with Transport Means 

Three of the interrogated organisations do not have transport means, and out of the remaining eighteen 
organisation only six organisation use telecommunication means to communicate with their transport means. 
From the fourteen organisations who do not use telecommunication means to communicate with their 
transport means eleven organisations believe it is important to have communication possibilities for this 
purpose. 

Both, radio transmitter-receiver (6) and telephone (1) are used to communicate with their transport means. 
The six organisations who use telecommunication means to communicate with transport means mentioned 
the following reasons to communicate: 
• the driver asks the organisation for work program 
• the organisation gives information or instructien to the driver 
• the organisation asks for the progress of the mission 

The ten organisation who do not use telecommunication means to communicate with transport means 
mentioned the same reasons to communicate. 

Most organisations who do not use telecommunication means to communicate between with their transport 
means desire amelioration, and all the organisations who already use telecommunication means for this 
purpose desire amelieration too. The most appropriate telecommunication means to communicate with their 
transport means are according to the interrogated organisations radio transmitter-receiver and telephone. 
Financing of telecommunication is bere also the main problem, because only three out of fourteen 
organisations have funds to invest in telecommunication, and only two of these three organisations are 
prepared to invest in telecommunication. Reasons why the organisations have not yet invested in 
telecommunication are: 
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• telecommunication means are not available on the local market 
• investment is not urgent 

04.6.3: Communication with External Relations 

The interrogated organisations have not only cantacts with organisations from Goma and North Kivu, but 
also with organisations in other regions of Zaire and even with organisations outside the country. Only one 
of the interrogated organisation does not use telecommunication means to communicate with external 
relations. 

The mostly used telecommunication means are telephone ( 17) and radio transmitter-receiver (17). Other 
frequently used means of communication are by courier (14), send someone (12), travel-on-its-own (11), by 
traveiler (10) and by mail (10). The organisations mentioned the following reasoos to communicate with 
external relations: 
• give/ask information to clients and affiliates 
• negotiate about prices 
• order goods and spare parts 
• get market information 
• wam for insecurity 
• ecclesiastic messages 
• make appointments 
• book aeroplanes/lorries 

Most organisations are satisfied concerning the contact time, successful cantacts and maximum distance of 
the telecommunication means they use to communicate with external organisations. Dissatisfaction clearly 
exists in the costs to communicate with external relations by means of the telecommunication means. 
Only one organisation does not desire amelioration. The remaining organisations believe that the most 
appropriate telecommunication means to communicate with external relations are telephone and radio 
transmitter-receiver, but facsimile and computer with modem are also mentioned several times. Just as 
communication with employees and transport means, financing is the major problem for communication 
with external relations. More than half of the organisations do not have funds to in vest in telecommunication 
to communicate with external relations. 
Reasoos why the organisations with funds have not yet invested are: 
• telecommunication means are not available on the local market 
• insecurity in the region 
• the socio-economie situation in Zaire 

04.6.4: Satisfaction Concerning the Telecommunication Means 

Telephone 
The monthly costs to communicate by telephone vary considerable per organisation. lt ranges from US$ 50 
(church) to US$ 13,500 (hotel/restaurant). In spite of the high costs, seventeen out of the twenty-one 
organisations use/possess telephone. The high costs reveal in the dissatisfaction concerning the unique costs, 
unexpected costs and periodical costs. Furthermore organisations are dissatisfied on the sensibility of 
telephone. Satisfied are most organisations about the ease of maintenance, ease of command, accessibility 
and range. 

U sers and owners of telephone are of the opinion that the big advantages of telephone are: 
• quick access to the desired person 
• contact possible during and after working hours 
• portable, simple 
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• gain in time 
• communication over a large distance possible 
• secure communication 

Users and owners of telephone are of the opinion that the big disadvantages of telephone are: 
• high costs 
• interterenee 
• wiretapped by govemment 

Facsimile 
Facsimile is used in a lesser extent than telephone and radio transmitter-receiver. Seven of the twenty-one 
organisations use facsimile, and only one of these seven organisations possesses a facsimile machine. The 
monthly costs vary from US$ 100 (churches) to US$ 1,000 (development organisation). lt is worth noting 
that the monthly costs of the only possessor is unknown. Just as for telephone, dissatisfaction exists in the 
various costs, and satisfaction exists in the ease of command, range, reliability and accessibility. 

Users and owners of facsimile are of the opinion that the big advantages of facsimile are: 
• depth of contents of the message 
• speed 
• sending over long distance 

Users and owners of facsimile are of the opinion that the big disadvantages of facsimile are: 
• incompatibility between facsimile machines 
• high costs 
• it is not sure if the recipient reads the message imrnediately 
• other people can read the message 

Radio Transmitter-Receiver 
The monthly costs to comrnunicate by radio transmitter-receiver range from US$ 0 (churches) to US$ 30 
(church). This is relatively low compared to the monthly costs of telephone and facsimile. The low costs 
explain for a large part the extensive use of radio transmitter receiver in North Kivu Cseventeen of the 
twenty-one organisations use/possess a radio transmitter-receiver). However, most organisations are 
dissatisfied conceming the unexpected costs, periodical costs and sensibility, and satisfaction exists in the 
reliability and range. 

Users and owners of radio transmitter-receiver are of the opinion that the big advantages of radio 
transmitter-receiver are: 
• costs 
• direct contact with desired person 
• contact at distance 
• range 
• easy to use 

Users and owners of radio transmitter-receiver are of the opinion that the big disadvantages of radio 
transmitter-receiver are: 
• high purebase costs 
• conversations are easy to follow by others 
• interterenee 
• radio transmitter-receiver is not always switched on 
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05: More Details about North Kivu 

05. 1: Administrative Map of North Kivu 

Figure D5-l shows an administrative map of North Kivu. North Kivu is divided into eighth zones (the map 
distinguishes oniy seven zones, since the urban zone Karisimbi is included in the urban zone Goma). 
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Figure D5-l: Administrative map of North Kivu 
source: [De Klerk] 

05.2: Economie Activities of North Kivu 

Bukavu 

@ urban centre or town 
• village 

- • ·- national boundary 
- - - · provincial boundary 
• • • • • • • district boundary 

Tabie D5-66 represents the most important economie activities of North Kivu. Since the economie activities 
vary considerably per zone, they are represented separately for every zone (see the administrative map of Nonh Kivu). 

As appears from this tabie, agricuiture (including cattie breeding and fishery) is the most important 
economie activity of North Kivu. This is not amazingiy since more than three quarters of the popuiatien is 
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involved in this sector. With the exemption of the urban zone Goma, all zones are 'autonomously' with 
respect to the provision of primary necessities (bananas, beans, cabbage, ground nuts, maize, manioc31, 
onions, potatoes, rice etc.). Furthermore, most of these zones are involved in other agricultural activities. In 
general the produce of these activities are destined for commerce, export and transformation. The produce 
that undergo a transformation are marked by a dot (•). Besides the transformation of agriculture produce, 
some other industrial activities find place. These activities include the production of primary goods and 
simple rnining activities (the extraction of gold happens in an artisanal way). In the three major urban 
eentres of North Kivu (Beni, Butembo and Goma) are located many firms that are involved in commerce and 
the accompanying services. 

- primary necessities 
- cattie breeding 
- fishery • 
- fruits • 
- coffee • 
-tea • 
- olives • 
- cinchona • 

- primary necessities 
- cattie breeding 
- fishery • 
- fruits • 
- coffee • 
-tea 
- cinchona 
- pyrethrum 
- cereals • 
- primary necessities 
- cattie (meat) • 
- cattie (dairy products) • 
- coffee 

• 

- primary necessities 
- fishery • 
- coffee • 
-tea • 
- primary necessities 
- olives • 

Table DS-66: Economie activities of North Kivu 
sources: [ANEZ4; 135-142], [RAA; 2-7] 

37 The roots of the Cassava plant. 
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- cooperatives 
- assurance companies 
- transport firms 
- public telecommunication 
- hotels & restaurants 

Goma (City) 
-shops 
- banks 
- cooperatives 
- assurance companies 
- transport firms 
- public telecommunication 
- hotels & restaurants 
Butembo (City) 
-shops 
- banks 
- cooperatives 
- assurance companies 
- transport firms 
- public telecommunication 
- hotels & restaurants 
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Besides gold and pyrochlore, North Kivu is rich in minerals as cassiterite, wolframite, tantalite, tin and 
monazite. However, due to lack of knowledge and investment these minerals are not extracted or are only 
exploited on a very small scale [ANEZ4 ; 67-69] . 

05.3: Electricity in Kivu 

Electricity becomes more and more important in Kivu. In 1990, demand for electricity in the total region 
was about 71 MW, in 1995 it amounted to 177 MW and the national electricity society (SNEL) estimates 
the demand in 2000 at 208 MW. While the demand for electricity amounted to 71 MW in 1990, supply was 
only 49 MW. The reason that supply does not meet demand is not attributable to limited potential of 
electricity, because SNEL estimates Kivu's potential for hydro-electricity at 405 MW. The 'under-supply' is 
caused by limited capacity of the electricity distri bution system. In 1990, for example, Kivu' s installed 
capacity amounted to 78 MW (demand was 71 MW), but 29 MW was sold to Rwanda and Burundi due to 
limited capacity of the electricity distribution system in Kivu. 
About 57 MW (73 per cent) of installed capacity is located in Ruzizi (South Kivu). Ruzizi has two hydro
electric power plants, Ruzizi I (28 MW) and Ruzizi II (29 MW). The electricity of Ruzizi II is totally 
distributed to Rwanda and Burundi, and the electricity generated by Ruzizi I is distributed within Kivu 
(Goma is the only city of North Kivu that receives electricity from the Ruzizi I). Besides, in Butembo is an 
oil-bumed power plant, but due to shortage of fuel it only runs a couple of hours per day. The remaining part 
of North Kivu depends on a small number of hydro-electric power plants [ANEZ4; 83-87] . 
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E1: Calculation of the Number of Telephone Main Lines 

29 

Total budget for telecommunication = L no . (1 + p y . GNP . i 

Where: no 
p 
GNP 

x=O 

= absolute population in year 0 
= average annual population growth [per cent] 
= GNP per capita [US$] 
= average investment in telecommunication [as percentage of GNP] 

Under the assumption that: 
no = 4,000,0000 
p = 3 per cent 
GNP =US$ 170 

= 2 per cent 

the total budget for telecommunication =US$ 647 million (TDP 11 to TDP VII) 

Appendices of Chapter 5 

Total number of telephone main lines = total budget for telecommunication I cost of one main line 

Under the assumption that: 
one additional telephone main line costs US$ 1,800 

the total number of telephone main lines = 359,458 (TDP 11 to TDP VII) 

As already mentioned in chapter 5, the construction of the telephone network takes place in different stages. 
First in urban areas and subsequently in the rural areas (see Table E1-1). 

Table E1-1: Stages of execution 

Under the assumption that: 
the number of telephone main lines grows at an annual rate of I 0 per cent 

the number oftelephone main lines inthestarting TDP = 359,458 I {(1.1l5 +(1.1/0 +(1.1) 15 +(1.1)10
} 

= 14,773 

In Chapter 5 is chosen fora starting value 14,500 since the PCOs and international telephone main lines are 
not included in this calculation. A starting value of 14,500 will result in 352,831 telephone main lines at the 
end of the seventh TDP. 
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E2: Key Sectors in the lndustrialisation Process of North Kivu 

230 Metal Ore Mining 331 Wood and Wood Products 
332 Fumiture 

311 Food 
312 Food 341 Paper and Paper Products 
313 Beverages 342 Printing and Publishing 
314 Tobacco 

371 Iron and Steel 
321 Textiles 372 Non-Perrous Metal 
322 W earing Apparel 
323 Leather 381 Metal Products 
324 Footwear 382 Non-Electrical Machinery 

383 Electrical Machinery 
384 

Table E2-1 : Key sectors in the industrialisation process 

38 International Standard lndustrial Classification. 
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